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Introduction

For anyone who wants to see democracy prevail in the most hostile and
unlikely environments, the ﬁrst decade of the new millennium was
marked by a sense of bitter disappointment, if not utter disillusionment.
The seemingly inexorable march of freedom that began in the late
1980s has not only come to a halt but may have reversed its course.
Expressions like “freedom recession” have begun to break out of the
think-tank circuit and enter the public conversation. In a state of quiet
desperation, a growing number of Western policymakers began to concede that the Washington Consensus—that set of dubious policies that
once promised a neoliberal paradise at deep discounts—has been superseded by the Beijing Consensus, which boasts of delivering quickand-dirty prosperity without having to bother with those pesky
institutions of democracy.
The West has been slow to discover that the ﬁght for democracy
wasn’t won back in 1989. For two decades it has been resting on its laurels, expecting that Starbucks, MTV, and Google will do the rest just
ﬁne. Such a laissez-faire approach to democratization has proved rather
toothless against resurgent authoritarianism, which has masterfully
adapted to this new, highly globalized world. Today’s authoritarianism
is of the hedonism- and consumerism-friendly variety, with Steve Jobs
and Ashton Kutcher commanding far more respect than Mao or Che
Guevara. No wonder the West appears at a loss. While the Soviets could
be liberated by waving the magic wand of blue jeans, exquisite coffee

ix
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machines, and cheap bubble gum, one can’t pull the same trick on
China. After all, this is where all those Western goods come from.
Many of the signs that promised further democratization just a few
years ago never quite materialized. The so-called color revolutions that
swept the former Soviet Union in the last decade produced rather ambiguous results. Ironically, it’s the most authoritarian of the former Soviet republics—Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan—that found those
revolutions most useful, having discovered and patched their own vulnerabilities. My own birthplace, Belarus, once singled out by Condoleezza Rice as the last outpost of tyranny in Europe, is perhaps the
shrewdest of the lot; it continues its slide into a weird form of authoritarianism, where the gloriﬁcation of the Soviet past by its despotic
ruler is fused with a growing appreciation of fast cars, expensive holidays, and exotic cocktails by its largely carefree populace.
The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, which were started, if anything,
to spread the gospel of freedom and democracy, have lost much of their
initial emancipatory potential as well, further blurring the line between
“regime change” and “democracy promotion.” Coupled with Washington’s unnecessary abuses of human rights and rather frivolous interpretations of international law, these two wars gave democracy promotion
such a bad name that anyone eager to defend it is considered a Dick
Cheney acolyte, an insane idealist, or both.
It is thus easy to forget, if only for therapeutic purposes, that the
West still has an obligation to stand up for democratic values, speak up
about violations of human rights, and reprimand those who abuse their
office and their citizens. Luckily, by the twenty-ﬁrst century the case
for promoting democracy no longer needs to be made; even the hardest
skeptics agree that a world where Russia, China, and Iran adhere to
democratic norms is a safer world.
That said, there is still very little agreement on the kind of methods
and policies the West needs to pursue to be most effective in promoting
democracy. As the last few decades have so aptly illustrated, good intentions are hardly enough. Even the most noble attempts may easily
backﬁre, entrenching authoritarianism as a result. The images of hor-
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riﬁc prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib were the result, if only indirectly, of
one particular approach to promoting democracy. It did not exactly
work as advertised.
Unfortunately, as the neoconservative vision for democratizing the
world got discredited, nothing viable has come to ﬁll the vacuum.
While George Bush certainly overdid it with his excessive freedomworshiping rhetoric, his successor seems to have abandoned the rhetoric, the spirit, as well as any desire to articulate what a post-Bush
“freedom agenda” might look like.
But there is more to Obama’s silence than just his reasonable attempt
to present himself as anti-Bush. Most likely his silence is a sign of an
extremely troubling bipartisan malaise: the growing Western fatigue
with the project of promoting democracy. The project suffers not just
from bad publicity but also from a deeply rooted intellectual crisis. The
resilience of authoritarianism in places like Belarus, China, and Iran is
not for lack of trying by their Western “partners” to stir things up with
an expectation of a democratic revolution. Alas, most such Western initiatives ﬂop, boosting the appeal of many existing dictators, who excel
at playing up the threat of foreign mingling in their own affairs. To say
that there is no good blueprint for dealing with modern authoritarianism would be a severe understatement.
Lost in their own strategizing, Western leaders are pining for something that has guaranteed effectiveness. Many of them look back to
the most impressive and most unambiguous triumph of democracy
in the last few decades: the peaceful dissolution of the Soviet Union.
Not surprisingly—and who can blame them for seeking to bolster their
own self-conﬁdence?—they tend to exaggerate their own role in precipitating its demise. As a result, many of the Western strategies tried
back then, like smuggling in photocopiers and fax machines, facilitating
the ﬂow of samizdat, and supporting radio broadcasts by Radio Free
Europe and the Voice of America, are given much more credit than they
deserve.
Such belated Cold War triumphalism results in an egregious logical fallacy. Since the Soviet Union eventually fell, those strategies are presumed
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to have been extremely effective—in fact, crucial to the whole endeavor. The implications of such a view for the future of democracy
promotion are tremendous, for they suggest that large doses of information and communications technology are lethal to the most repressive of regimes.
Much of the present excitement about the Internet, particularly the
high hopes that are pinned on it in terms of opening up closed societies,
stems from such selective and, at times, incorrect readings of history,
rewritten to glorify the genius of Ronald Reagan and minimize the role
of structural conditions and the inherent contradictions of the Soviet
system.
It’s for these chieﬂy historical reasons that the Internet excites so
many seasoned and sophisticated decision makers who should really
know better. Viewing it through the prism of the Cold War, they endow
the Internet with nearly magical qualities; for them, it’s the ultimate
cheat sheet that could help the West ﬁnally defeat its authoritarian adversaries. Given that it’s the only ray of light in an otherwise dark intellectual tunnel of democracy promotion, the Internet’s prominence in
future policy planning is assured.
And at ﬁrst sight it seems like a brilliant idea. It’s like Radio Free Europe on steroids. And it’s cheap, too: no need to pay for expensive programming, broadcasting, and, if everything else fails, propaganda. After
all, Internet users can discover the truth about the horrors of their
regimes, about the secret charms of democracy, and about the irresistible appeal of universal human rights on their own, by turning to
search engines like Google and by following their more politically savvy
friends on social networking sites like Facebook. In other words, let
them tweet, and they will tweet their way to freedom. By this logic, authoritarianism becomes unsustainable once the barriers to the free ﬂow
of information are removed. If the Soviet Union couldn’t survive a platoon of pamphleteers, how can China survive an army of bloggers?
It’s hardly surprising, then, that the only place where the West (especially the United States) is still unabashedly eager to promote democracy is in cyberspace. The Freedom Agenda is out; the Twitter
Agenda is in. It’s deeply symbolic that the only major speech about free-
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dom given by a senior member of the Obama administration was
Hillary Clinton’s speech on Internet freedom in January 2010. It looks
like a safe bet: Even if the Internet won’t bring democracy to China or
Iran, it can still make the Obama administration appear to have the
most technologically savvy foreign policy team in history. The best and
the brightest are now also the geekiest. The Google Doctrine—the enthusiastic belief in the liberating power of technology accompanied by
the irresistible urge to enlist Silicon Valley start-ups in the global ﬁght
for freedom—is of growing appeal to many policymakers. In fact, many
of them are as upbeat about the revolutionary potential of the Internet
as their colleagues in the corporate sector were in the late 1990s. What
could possibly go wrong here?
As it turns out, quite a lot. Once burst, stock bubbles have few lethal
consequences; democracy bubbles, on the other hand, could easily lead
to carnage. The idea that the Internet favors the oppressed rather than
the oppressor is marred by what I call cyber-utopianism: a naïve belief
in the emancipatory nature of online communication that rests on a
stubborn refusal to acknowledge its downside. It stems from the starryeyed digital fervor of the 1990s, when former hippies, by this time ensconced in some of the most prestigious universities in the world, went
on an argumentative spree to prove that the Internet could deliver what
the 1960s couldn’t: boost democratic participation, trigger a renaissance of moribund communities, strengthen associational life, and
serve as a bridge from bowling alone to blogging together. And if it
works in Seattle, it must also work in Shanghai.
Cyber-utopians ambitiously set out to build a new and improved
United Nations, only to end up with a digital Cirque du Soleil. Even if
true—and that’s a gigantic “if ”—their theories proved difficult to adapt
to non-Western and particularly nondemocratic contexts. Democratically elected governments in North America and Western Europe may,
indeed, see an Internet-driven revitalization of their public spheres as
a good thing; logically, they would prefer to keep out of the digital
sandbox—at least as long as nothing illegal takes place. Authoritarian
governments, on the other hand, have invested so much effort into suppressing any form of free expression and free assembly that they would
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never behave in such a civilized fashion. The early theorists of the Internet’s inﬂuence on politics failed to make any space for the state, let
alone a brutal authoritarian state with no tolerance for the rule of law
or dissenting opinions. Whatever book lay on the cyber-utopian bedside table in the early 1990s, it was surely not Hobbes’s Leviathan.
Failing to anticipate how authoritarian governments would respond
to the Internet, cyber-utopians did not predict how useful it would
prove for propaganda purposes, how masterfully dictators would learn
to use it for surveillance, and how sophisticated modern systems of Internet censorship would become. Instead most cyber-utopians stuck to
a populist account of how technology empowers the people, who, oppressed by years of authoritarian rule, will inevitably rebel, mobilizing
themselves through text messages, Facebook, Twitter, and whatever
new tool comes along next year. (The people, it must be noted, really
liked to hear such theories.) Paradoxically, in their refusal to see the
downside of the new digital environment, cyber-utopians ended up belittling the role of the Internet, refusing to see that it penetrates and reshapes all walks of political life, not just the ones conducive to
democratization.
I myself was intoxicated with cyber-utopianism until recently. This
book is an attempt to come to terms with this ideology as well as a
warning against the pernicious inﬂuence that it has had and is likely to
continue to have on democracy promotion. My own story is fairly typical of idealistic young people who think they are onto something that
could change the world. Having watched the deterioration of democratic freedoms in my native Belarus, I was drawn to a Western NGO
that sought to promote democracy and media reform in the former Soviet bloc with the help of the Internet. Blogs, social networks, wikis:
We had an arsenal of weapons that seemed far more potent than police
batons, surveillance cameras, and handcuffs.
Nevertheless, after I spent a few busy years circling the former Soviet
region and meeting with activists and bloggers, I lost my enthusiasm.
Not only were our strategies failing, but we also noticed a signiﬁcant
push back from the governments we sought to challenge. They were beginning to experiment with censorship, and some went so far as to start
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aggressively engaging with new media themselves, paying bloggers to
spread propaganda and troll social networking sites looking for new information on those in the opposition. In the meantime, the Western
obsession with the Internet and the monetary support it guaranteed
created numerous hazards typical of such ambitious development projects. Quite predictably, many of the talented bloggers and new media
entrepreneurs preferred to work for the extremely well-paid but largely
ineffective Western-funded projects instead of trying to create more
nimble, sustainable, and, above all, effective projects of their own. Thus,
everything we did—with generous funding from Washington and
Brussels—seemed to have produced the results that were the exact opposite of what my cyber-utopian self wanted.
It was tempting to throw my hands up in despair and give up on the
Internet altogether. But this would have been the wrong lesson to draw
from these disappointing experiences. Similarly, it would be wrong for
Western policymakers to simply dismiss the Internet as a lost cause and
move on to bigger, more important issues. Such digital defeatism would
only play into the hands of authoritarian governments, who would be
extremely happy to continue using it as both a carrot (keeping their
populace entertained) and a stick (punishing those who dare to challenge the official line). Rather, the lesson to be drawn is that the Internet is here to stay, it will continue growing in importance, and those
concerned with democracy promotion need not only grapple with it
but also come up with mechanisms and procedures to ensure that another tragic blunder on the scale of Abu Ghraib will never happen in
cyberspace. This is not a far-fetched scenario. How hard is it to imagine
a site like Facebook inadvertently disclosing the private information of
activists in Iran or China, tipping off governments to secret connections
between the activists and their Western funders?
To be truly effective, the West needs to do more than just cleanse itself of cyber-utopian bias and adopt a more realist posture. When it
comes to concrete steps to promote democracy, cyber-utopian convictions often give rise to an equally ﬂawed approach that I dub “Internetcentrism.” Unlike cyber-utopianism, Internet-centrism is not a set of
beliefs; rather, it’s a philosophy of action that informs how decisions,
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including those that deal with democracy promotion, are made and
how long-term strategies are crafted. While cyber-utopianism stipulates
what has to be done, Internet-centrism stipulates how it should be done.
Internet-centrists like to answer every question about democratic
change by ﬁrst reframing it in terms of the Internet rather than the context in which that change is to occur. They are often completely oblivious to the highly political nature of technology, especially the Internet,
and like to come up with strategies that assume that the logic of the Internet, which, in most cases, they are the only ones to perceive, will
shape every environment than it penetrates rather than vice versa.
While most utopians are Internet-centrists, the latter are not necessarily utopians. In fact, many of them like to think of themselves as pragmatic individuals who have abandoned grand theorizing about utopia
in the name of achieving tangible results. Sometimes, they are even
eager to acknowledge that it takes more than bytes to foster, install, and
consolidate a healthy democratic regime.
Their realistic convictions, however, rarely make up for their ﬂawed
methodology, which prioritizes the tool over the environment, and, as
such, is deaf to the social, cultural, and political subtleties and indeterminacies. Internet-centrism is a highly disorienting drug; it ignores context and entraps policymakers into believing that they have a useful and
powerful ally on their side. Pushed to its extreme, it leads to hubris, arrogance, and a false sense of conﬁdence, all bolstered by the dangerous
illusion of having established effective command of the Internet. All too
often, its practitioners fashion themselves as possessing full mastery of
their favorite tool, treating it as a stable and ﬁnalized technology, oblivious to the numerous forces that are constantly reshaping the Internet—
not all of them for the better. Treating the Internet as a constant, they
fail to see their own responsibility in preserving its freedom and reining in the ever-powerful intermediaries, companies like Google and
Facebook.
As the Internet takes on an even greater role in the politics of both
authoritarian and democratic states, the pressure to forget the context
and start with what the Internet allows will only grow. All by itself, however, the Internet provides nothing certain. In fact, as has become ob-
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vious in too many contexts, it empowers the strong and disempowers
the weak. It is impossible to place the Internet at the heart of the enterprise of democracy promotion without risking the success of that
very enterprise.
The premise of this book is thus very simple: To salvage the Internet’s promise to aid the ﬁght against authoritarianism, those of us in
the West who still care about the future of democracy will need to ditch
both cyber-utopianism and Internet-centrism. Currently, we start with
a ﬂawed set of assumptions (cyber-utopianism) and act on them using
a ﬂawed, even crippled, methodology (Internet-centrism). The result
is what I call the Net Delusion. Pushed to the extreme, such logic is
poised to have signiﬁcant global consequences that may risk undermining the very project of promoting democracy. It’s a folly that the West
could do without.
Instead, we’ll need to opt for policies informed by a realistic assessment of the risks and dangers posed by the Internet, matched by a
highly scrupulous and unbiased assessment of its promises, and a
theory of action that is highly sensitive to the local context, that is cognizant of the complex connections between the Internet and the rest
of foreign policymaking, and that originates not in what technology allows but in what a certain geopolitical environment requires.
In a sense, giving in to cyber-utopianism and Internet-centrism is
akin to agreeing to box blindfolded. Sure, every now and then we may
still strike some powerful blows against our authoritarian adversaries,
but in general this is a poor strategy if we want to win. The struggle
against authoritarianism is too important of a battle to ﬁght with a voluntary intellectual handicap, even if that handicap allows us to play with
the latest fancy gadgets.
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chapter one

The Google Doctrine

I

n June 2009 thousands of young Iranians—smartphones in their
hands (and, for the more advanced, Bluetooth headsets in their
ears)—poured into the stuffy streets of Tehran to protest what they believed to be a fraudulent election. Tensions ran high, and some protesters,
in an unthinkable offense, called for the resignation of Ayatollah
Khamenei. But many Iranians found the elections to be fair; they were
willing to defend the incumbent President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad if
needed. Iranian society, buffeted by the conﬂicting forces of populism,
conservatism, and modernity, was facing its most serious political crisis
since the 1979 revolution that ended the much-disliked reign of the proAmerican Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
But this was not the story that most Western media chose to prioritize; instead, they preferred to muse on how the Internet was ushering
in democracy into the country. “The Revolution Will Be Twittered”
was the ﬁrst in a series of blog posts published by the Atlantic’s Andrew
Sullivan a few hours after the news of the protests broke. In it, Sullivan
zeroed in on the resilience of the popular microblogging site Twitter,
arguing that “as the regime shut down other forms of communication,
1
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Twitter survived. With some remarkable results.” In a later post, even
though the “remarkable results” were still nowhere to be seen, Sullivan
proclaimed Twitter to be “the critical tool for organizing the resistance
in Iran” but didn’t bother to quote any evidence to support his claim.
Only a few hours after the protests began, his blog emerged as a major
information hub that provided almost instantaneous links to Iran-related
developments. Thousands of readers who didn’t have the stamina to
browse hundreds of news sites saw events unfolding in Iran primarily
through Sullivan’s eyes. (And, as it turned out, his were a rather optimistic pair.)
It didn’t take long for Sullivan’s version of events to gain hold elsewhere in the blogosphere—and soon enough, in the traditional media
as well. Michelle Malkin, the right-wing blogging diva, suggested that
“in the hands of freedom-loving dissidents, the micro-blogging social
network is a revolutionary samizdat—undermining the mullah-cracy’s
information blockades one Tweet at a time.” Marc Ambinder, Sullivan’s
colleague at the Atlantic, jumped on the bandwagon, too; for him, Twitter was so important that he had to invent a new word, “protagonal,” to
describe it. “When histories of the Iranian election are written, Twitter
will doubtless be cast a protagonal technology that enabled the powerless to survive a brutal crackdown,” wrote Ambinder on his blog. The
Wall Street Journal’s Yochi Dreazen proclaimed that “this [revolution]
would not happen without Twitter,” while National Public Radio’s
Daniel Schorr announced that “in Iran, tyranny has run afoul of technology in the form of the Internet, turning a protest into a movement.”
When Nicholas Kristof of the New York Times asserted that in “the
quintessential 21st-century conﬂict . . . on one side are government
thugs ﬁring bullets . . . [and] on the other side are young protesters ﬁring ‘tweets,’” he was simply registering the zeitgeist.
Soon technology pundits, excited that their favorite tool was all over
the media, were on the case as well. “This is it. The big one. This is the
ﬁrst revolution that has been catapulted onto a global stage and transformed by social media,” proclaimed New York University’s Clay Shirky
in an interview with TED.com. Jonathan Zittrain, a Harvard academic
and the author of The Future of the Internet and How to Stop It, alleged
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that “Twitter, in particular, has proven particularly adept at organizing
people and information.” John Gapper, a business columnist for the Financial Times, opined that Twitter was “the tinderbox that fanned the
spark of revolt among supporters of Mir-Hossein Moussavi.” Even the
usually sober Christian Science Monitor joined in the cyber-celebrations,
noting that “the government’s tight control of the Internet has spawned
a generation adept at circumventing cyber road blocks, making the
country ripe for a technology-driven protest movement.”*
Twitter seemed omnipotent—certainly more so than the Iranian police, the United Nations, the U.S. government, and the European
Union. Not only would it help to rid Iran of its despicable leader but
also convince ordinary Iranians, most of whom vehemently support
the government’s aggressive pursuit of nuclear enrichment, that they
should stop their perpetual fretting about Israel and simply go back to
being their usual peaceful selves. A column in the right-wing Human
Events declared that Twitter had accomplished “what neither the U.N.
nor the European Union have [sic] been able to do,” calling it “a huge
threat to the Iranian regime—a pro-liberty movement being fomented
and organized in short sentences.” Likewise, the editorial page of the
Wall Street Journal argued that “the Twitter-powered ‘Green Revolution’
in Iran . . . has used social-networking technology to do more for regime
change in the Islamic Republic than years of sanctions, threats and
Geneva-based haggling put together.” It seemed that Twitter was improving not only democracy but diplomacy as well.
Soon enough, pundits began using the profusion of Iranian tweets
as something of an excuse to draw far-reaching conclusions about the
future of the world in general. To many, Iran’s Twitter-inspired protests
clearly indicated that authoritarianism was doomed everywhere. In a

* A confession is in order here: I was one of the ﬁrst to fall into the Twitter Revolution
trap, christening similar youth protests in Moldova, which happened a few months before
Iran’s, with what proved to be that sticky and extremely misleading moniker. Even though I
quickly qualiﬁed it with a long and nuanced explanation, it is certainly not the proudest moment in my career, especially as all those nuances were lost on most media covering the
events.
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column modestly entitled “Tyranny’s New Nightmare: Twitter,” Los
Angeles Times writer Tim Rutten declared that “as new media spreads
its Web worldwide, authoritarians like those in Iran will have a difficult
time maintaining absolute control in the face of the technology’s
chaotic democracy.” That the Green Movement was quickly disintegrating and was unable to mount a serious challenge to Ahmadinejad
didn’t prevent the editorial page of the Baltimore Sun from concluding
that the Internet was making the world safer and more democratic:
“The belief that activists are blogging their lives away while governments and corporations take greater control of the world is being
proven false with every tweet, every blog comment, every protest
planned on Facebook.”
Inspired by similar logic, Mark Pfeiﬂe, former deputy national security advisor in the George W. Bush administration, launched a public
campaign to nominate Twitter for the Nobel Peace Prize, arguing that
“without Twitter, the people of Iran would not have felt empowered
and conﬁdent to stand up for freedom and democracy.” The Webby
Awards, the Internet’s equivalent of the Oscars, hailed the Iranian
protests as “one of the top ten Internet moments of the decade.” (The
Iranian youths—or, rather, their smartphones—were in good company: The expansion of Craigslist beyond San Francisco in 2000 and
the launch of Google AdWords in 2004 were among other honorees.)
But it was Gordon Brown, then the prime minister of the United
Kingdom, who drew the most ridiculous conclusion from the events
in Iran. “You cannot have Rwanda again because information would
come out far more quickly about what is actually going on and the public opinion would grow to the point where action would need to be
taken,” he argued. “This week’s events in Iran are a reminder of the way
that people are using new technology to come together in new ways to
make their views known.” On Brown’s logic, the millions who poured
into the streets of London, New York, Rome, and other cities on February 15, 2003, to protest the impending onset of the Iraq War made
one silly mistake: They didn’t blog enough about it. That would have
deﬁnitely prevented the bloodbath.
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Hail the Google Doctrine
Iran’s seemed like a revolution that the whole world was not just watching but also blogging, tweeting, Googling, and YouTubing. It only took
a few clicks to get bombarded by links that seemed to shed more light
on events in Iran—quantitatively, if not qualitatively—than anything
carried by what technologists like to condescendingly call “legacy
media.” While the latter, at least in their rare punditry-free moments of
serenity, were still trying to provide some minimal context to the Iranian protests, many Internet users preferred to simply get the raw deal
on Twitter, gorging on as many videos, photos, and tweets as they could
stomach. Such virtual proximity to events in Tehran, abetted by access
to the highly emotional photos and videos shot by protesters themselves, led to unprecedented levels of global empathy with the cause of
the Green Movement. But in doing so, such networked intimacy may
have also greatly inﬂated popular expectations of what it could actually
achieve.
As the Green Movement lost much of its momentum in the months
following the election, it became clear that the Twitter Revolution so
many in the West were quick to inaugurate was nothing more than a
wild fantasy. And yet it still can boast of at least one unambiguous accomplishment: If anything, Iran’s Twitter Revolution revealed the intense Western longing for a world where information technology is the
liberator rather than the oppressor, a world where technology could be
harvested to spread democracy around the globe rather than entrench
existing autocracies. The irrational exuberance that marked the Western interpretation of what was happening in Iran suggests that the
green-clad youngsters tweeting in the name of freedom nicely ﬁt into
some preexisting mental schema that left little room for nuanced interpretation, let alone skepticism about the actual role the Internet played
at the time.
The fervent conviction that given enough gadgets, connectivity, and
foreign funding, dictatorships are doomed, which so powerfully manifested itself during the Iranian protests, reveals the pervasive inﬂuence
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of the Google Doctrine. But while the manic surrounding Iran’s Twitter
Revolution helped to crystallize the main tenets of the doctrine, it did
not beget those tenets. In fact, the Google Doctrine has a much ﬁner
intellectual pedigree—much of it rooted in the history of the Cold
War—than many of its youthful proponents realize. The Nobel Prize–
winning economist Paul Krugman was already warning about such premature triumphalism back in 1999 when he ridiculed its core beliefs in
a book review. Ironically enough, the book was by Tom Friedman, his
future fellow New York Times columnist. According to Krugman, too
many Western observers, with Friedman as their cheerleader in chief,
were falling under the false impression that thanks to advances in information technology “old-fashioned power politics is becoming increasingly obsolete, because it conﬂicts with the imperatives of global
capitalism.” Invariably they were reaching the excessively optimistic
conclusion that “we are heading for a world that is basically democratic,
because you can’t keep ’em down on the farm once they have Internet
access, and basically peaceful, because George Soros will pull out his
money if you rattle your saber.” And in a world like this, how can anything but democracy triumph in the long run?
As such, the Google Doctrine owes less to the advent of tweeting
and social networking than it does to the giddy sense of superiority that
many in the West felt in 1989, as the Soviet system collapsed almost
overnight. As history was supposed to be ending, democracy was
quickly pronounced the only game in town. Technology, with its
unique ability to fuel consumerist zeal—itself seen as a threat to any
authoritarian regime—as well as its prowess to awaken and mobilize
the masses against their rulers, was thought to be the ultimate liberator.
There is a good reason why one of the chapters in Francis Fukuyama’s
The End of History and The Last Man, the ur-text of the early 1990s that
successfully bridged the worlds of positive psychology and foreign affairs, was titled “The Victory of the VCR.”
The ambiguity surrounding the end of the Cold War made such arguments look far more persuasive than any close examination of their
theoretical strengths would warrant. While many scholars took it to
mean that the austere logic of Soviet-style communism, with its ﬁve-
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year plans and constant shortages of toilet paper, had simply run its
course, most popular interpretations downplayed the structural deﬁciencies of the Soviet regime—who would want to acknowledge that
the Evil Empire was only a bad joke?—preferring to emphasize the momentous achievements of the dissident movement, armed and nurtured
by the West, in its struggle against a ruthless totalitarian adversary. According to this view, without the prohibited samizdat materials, photocopiers, and fax machines that were smuggled into the Soviet bloc,
the Berlin Wall might have still been with us today. Once the Soviet
Union’s VCR movement had arrived, communism was untenable.
The two decades that followed were a mixed bag. VCR moments
were soon superseded by DVD moments, and yet such impressive
breakthroughs in technology failed to bring on any impressive breakthroughs in democratization. Some authoritarian regimes, like those
in Slovakia and Serbia, fell. Others, like in Belarus and Kazakhstan, only
got stronger. In addition, the tragedy of 9/11 seemed to suggest that
history was returning from its protracted holiday in Florida and that
another ubiquitous and equally reductionist thesis of the early 1990s,
that of the clash of civilizations, would come to dominate the intellectual agenda of the new century. As a result, many of the once popular
arguments about the liberating power of consumerism and technology
faded from public view. That Al-Qaeda seemed to be as proﬁcient in
using the Internet as its Western opponents did not chime well with a
view that treated technology as democracy’s best friend. The dotcom
crash of 2000 also reduced the fanatical enthusiasm over the revolutionary nature of new technologies: the only things falling under the
pressure of the Internet were stock markets, not authoritarian regimes.
But as the Iranian events of 2009 have so clearly demonstrated, the
Google Doctrine was simply put on the backburner; it did not collapse. The sighting of pro-democratic Iranians caught in a tight embrace with Twitter, a technology that many Westerners previously saw
as a rather peculiar way to share one’s breakfast plans, was enough to
fully rehabilitate its core principles and even update them with a fancier
Web 2.0 vocabulary. The almost-forgotten theory that people, once
armed with a powerful technology, would triumph over the most brutal
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adversaries—regardless of what gas and oil prices are at the time—was
suddenly enjoying an unexpected intellectual renaissance.
Had the Iranian protests succeeded, it seems fairly certain that “The
Victory of Tweets” would be too good of a chapter title to go to waste.
Indeed, at some point in June 2009, if only for a brief moment, it
seemed as if history might be repeating itself, ridding the West of yet
another archenemy—and the one with dangerous nuclear ambitions.
After all, the streets of Tehran in the summer of 2009 looked much like
those of Leipzig, Warsaw, or Prague in the fall of 1989. Back in ’89, few
in the West had the guts or the imagination to believe that such a brutal
system—a system that always seemed so invulnerable and determined
to live—could fall apart so peacefully. Iran, it seemed, was giving Western observers the long-awaited chance to redeem themselves over their
dismal performance in 1989 and embrace the Hegelian spirit of history
before it had fully manifested itself.
Whatever the political and cultural differences between the crowds
that were rocking Iran in 2009 and the crowds that rocked Eastern Europe in 1989, both cases seemed to share at least one common feature:
a heavy reliance on technology. Those in the streets of Eastern Europe
did not yet have BlackBerries and iPhones, but their ﬁght was, nevertheless, abetted by technologies of a different, mostly analogue variety:
photocopiers and fax machines, radios tuned to Radio Free Europe and
Voice of America, video cameras of Western television crews. And
while in 1989 few outsiders could obtain immediate access to the most
popular antigovernment leaﬂets or ﬂip through clandestine photos of
police brutality, in 2009 one could follow the Iranian protests pretty
much the same way one could follow the Super Bowl or the Grammys:
by refreshing one’s Twitter page. Thus, any seasoned observers of foreign affairs—and particularly those who had a chance to compare what
they saw in 1989 to what they were seeing in 2009—knew, if only intuitively, that the early signs coming from the streets of Tehran seemed
to vindicate the Google Doctrine. With that in mind, conclusions about
the inevitable collapse of the Iranian regime did not seem so farfetched. Only a lazy pundit would not have pronounced Iran’s Twitter
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Revolution a success when all the signs were suggesting the inevitability
of Ahmadinejad’s collapse.

The Unimaginable Consequences of an
Imagined Revolution
It must have been similar reasoning—at times bordering on hubris—
that led American diplomats to commit a terrible policy blunder at the
height of the Iranian protests. Swayed by the monotony of media commentary, the ﬂood of Iran-related messages on Twitter, or his own institutional and professional agendas, a senior official at the U.S. State
Department sent an email to executives at Twitter, inquiring if they could
reschedule the previously planned—and now extremely ill-timed—
maintenance of the site, so as not to disrupt the Iranian protests. Twitter’s management complied but publicly emphasized that they reached
that decision independently.
The historic signiﬁcance of what may have seemed like a simple
email was not lost on the New York Times, which described it as “another new-media milestone” for the Obama administration, attesting
to “the recognition by the United States government that an Internet
blogging service that did not exist four years ago has the potential to
change history in an ancient Islamic country.” The New York Times may
have exaggerated the amount of deliberation that the Obama administration invested in the issue (a White House spokesman immediately
downplayed the signiﬁcance of the “milestone” by claiming that “this
wasn’t a directive from Secretary of State, but rather was a low-level
contact from someone who often talks to Twitter staff ”), but the Gray
Lady was spot on in assessing its overall importance.
Contrary to Marc Ambinder’s prediction, when future historians
look at what happened in those few hot weeks in June 2009, that email
correspondence—which the State Department chose to widely publicize to bolster its own new media credentials—is likely to be of far
greater importance that anything the Green Movement actually did on
the Internet. Regardless of the immediate fate of democracy in Iran,
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the world is poised to feel the impact of that symbolic communication
for years to come.
For the Iranian authorities, such contact between its sworn enemies
in the U.S. government and a Silicon Valley ﬁrm providing online services that, at least as the Western media described it, were beloved by
their citizens quickly gave rise to suspicions that the Internet is an instrument of Western power and that its ultimate end is to foster regime
change in Iran. Suddenly, the Iranian authorities no longer saw the Internet as an engine of economic growth or as a way to spread the word
of the prophet. All that mattered at the time was that the Web presented
an unambiguous threat that many of Iran’s enemies would be sure to
exploit. Not surprisingly, once the protests quieted down, the Iranian
authorities embarked on a digital purge of their opponents.
In just a few months, the Iranian government formed a high-level
twelve-member cybercrime team and tasked it with ﬁnding any false
information—or, as they put it, “insults and lies”—on Iranian websites.
Those spreading false information were to be identiﬁed and arrested.
The Iranian police began hunting the Internet for photos and videos
that showed faces of the protesters—numerous, thanks to the ubiquity
of social media—to publish them on Iranian news media websites and
ask the public for help in identifying the individuals. In December 2009
the pro-Ahmadinejad Raja News website published a batch of thirtyeight photos with sixty-ﬁve faces circled in red and a batch of fortyseven photos with about a hundred faces circled in red. According to
the Iranian police, public tip-offs helped to identify and arrest at least
forty people. Ahmadinejad’s supporters may have also produced a few
videos of their own, including a clip—which many in the opposition
believed to be a montage—that depicted a group of protesters burning
a portrait of Ayatollah Khomeini. If people had believed that the footage was genuine, it could have created a major split in the opposition,
alienating vast swathes of the Iranian population.
The police or someone acting on their behalf also went searching
for personal details—mostly Facebook proﬁles and email addresses—
of Iranians living abroad, sending them threatening messages and urging them not to support the Green Movement unless they wanted to
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hurt their relatives back in Iran. In the meantime, the authorities were
equally tough on Iranians in the country, warning them to stay away
from social networking sites used by the opposition. The country’s police chief Gen. Ismail Ahmadi Moghaddam warned that those who incited others to protest or issued appeals “have committed a worse crime
than those who come to the streets.” Passport control officers at
Tehran’s airport asked Iranians living abroad if they had Facebook accounts; they would often double-check online, regardless of the answer,
and proceed to write down any suspicious-looking online friends a traveler might have.
The authorities, however, did not dismiss technology outright. They,
too, were more than happy to harvest its beneﬁts. They turned to text
messaging—on a rather massive scale—to warn Iranians to stay away
from street protests in the future. One such message, sent by the intelligence ministry, was anything but friendly: “Dear citizen, according to
received information, you have been inﬂuenced by the destabilizing
propaganda which the media affiliated with foreign countries have been
disseminating. In case of any illegal action and contact with the foreign
media, you will be charged as a criminal consistent with the Islamic
Punishment Act and dealt with by the Judiciary.”
In the eyes of the Iranian government, the Western media was guilty
of more than spreading propaganda; they accused CNN of “training
hackers” after the channel reported on various cyber-attacks that Ahmadinejad’s opponents were launching on websites deemed loyal to his
campaign. Recognizing that the enemy was winning the battle in the
virtual world, one ayatollah eventually allowed pious Iranians to use
any tool, even if it contravened Shari’a law, in their online ﬁght. “In a
war, anti-Shari’a [moves] are permissible; the same applies to a cyberwar. The conditions are such that you should ﬁght the enemy in any
way you can. You don’t need to be considerate of anyone. If you don’t
hit them, the enemy will hit you,” proclaimed Ayatollah Alam Ahdi during a Friday Prayer sermon in 2010.
But the campaign against CNN was a drop in the sea compared to
the accusations launched against Twitter, which the pro-Ahmadinejad
Iranian media immediately took to be the real source of unrest in the
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country. An editorial in Javan, a hard-line Iranian newspaper, accused
the U.S. State Department of trying to foment a revolution via the Internet by helping Twitter stay online, stressing its “effective role in the
continuation of riots.” Given the previous history of American interference in the country’s affairs—most Iranians still fret about the 1953
coup masterminded by the CIA—such accusations are likely to stick,
painting all Twitter users as a secret American revolutionary vanguard.
In contrast to the tumultuous events of 1953, the Twitter Revolution
did not seem to have its Kermit Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt’s
grandson and the coordinator of CIA’s Operation Ajax, which resulted
in the overthrow of the nationalist government of Mohammad Mosaddegh. But in the eyes of the Iranian authorities the fact that today’s digital vanguards have no obvious charismatic coordinators only made
them seem more dangerous. (The Iranian propaganda officials could
not contain their glee when they discovered that Kermit Roosevelt was
a close relative of John Palfrey, the faculty codirector of Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society, a think tank that the U.S. State
Department had funded to study the Iranian blogosphere.)
Other governments also took notice, perhaps out of fear that they,
too, might soon have a Twitter Revolution on their hands. Chinese authorities interpreted Washington’s involvement in Iran as a warning sign
that digital revolutions facilitated by American technology companies
are not spontaneous but carefully staged affairs. “How did the unrest
after the Iranian elections come about?” pondered an editorial in the
People’s Daily, the chief mouthpiece of the Communist Party. “It was
because online warfare launched by America, via YouTube video and
Twitter microblogging, spread rumors, created splits, stirred up, and
sowed discord between the followers of conservative reformist factions.” Another major outlet of government propaganda, Xinhua News
Agency, took a more philosophical view, announcing that “information
technology that has brought mankind all kinds of beneﬁts has this time
become a tool for interfering in the internal affairs of other countries.”
A few months after the Iranian protests, China National Defense, an
official outlet of the Chinese military, ran a similar editorial, lumping
April 2010 youth protests in Moldova with those of Iran and treating
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both as prime examples of Internet-enabled foreign intervention. The
editorial, singling out the United States as the “keenest Western power
to add the internet to its diplomatic arsenal,” also linked those two
protests to an ethnic uprising in China’s own Xinjiang province in July
2009, concluding that more Internet control was in order, if only “to
avoid the internet becoming a new poisoned arrow for hostile forces.”
Bizarrely, the irresponsible Iran-related punditry in Washington allowed leaders in Beijing to build a credible case for more Internet censorship in China. (The online blockade of the Xinjiang region only
ended in early 2010.)
Media in the former Soviet Union took notice as well. “The Demonstrations in Iran Followed the Moldovan Scenario: The U.S. Got Burnt”
proclaimed a headline on a Russian nationalist portal. A prime-time
news program on the popular Russian TV channel NTV announced
that the “Iranian protesters were enjoying the support of the U.S. State
Department, which interfered in the internal activities of Twitter, a
trendy Internet service.” A newspaper in Moldova reported that the
U.S. government even supplied Twitter with cutting-edge anticensorship technology.
This was globalization at its worst: A simple email based on the
premise that Twitter mattered in Iran, sent by an American diplomat
in Washington to an American company in San Francisco, triggered a
worldwide Internet panic and politicized all online activity, painting it
in bright revolutionary colors and threatening to tighten online spaces
and opportunities that were previously unregulated. Instead of ﬁnding
ways to establish long-term relationships with Iranian bloggers and use
their work to quietly push for social, cultural, and—at some distant
point in the future—maybe even political change, the American foreign
policy establishment went on the record and pronounced them to be
more dangerous than Lenin and Che Guevara combined. As a result,
many of these “dangerous revolutionaries” were jailed, many more were
put under secret surveillance, and those poor Iranian activists who happened to be attending Internet trainings funded by the U.S. State Department during the election could not return home and had to apply
for asylum. (At least ﬁve such individuals got trapped in Europe.) The
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pundits were right: Iran’s Twitter Revolution did have global repercussions. Those were, however, extremely ambiguous, and they often
strengthened rather than undermined the authoritarian rule.

A Revolution in Search of Revolutionaries
Of course, American diplomats had no idea how the Iranian protests
would turn out; it would be unfair to blame them for the apparent inability of the Green Movement to unseat Ahmadinejad. When the future of Iranian democracy depended on the benevolence of a Silicon
Valley start-up that seemed oblivious to the geopolitical problems besetting the world, what other choice did they have but to intervene?
Given what was at stake, isn’t it preposterous to quibble about angry
editorials in Moldovan newspapers that may have appeared even if the
State Department stayed on the sidelines?
All of this is true—as long as there is evidence to assert that the situation was, indeed, dramatic. Should it prove lacking or inconclusive,
American diplomats deserve more than a mere spanking. There is absolutely no excuse for giving the air of intervening into internal affairs
of either private companies or foreign governments while, in reality,
Western policymakers are simply standing in the corner, daydreaming
about democracy and babbling their wildest fantasies into an open mic.
In most cases, such “interventions” right no wrongs; instead they usually create quite a few wrongs of their own, producing unnecessary risks
for those who were naïve enough to think of the U.S. government as a
serious and reliable partner. American pundits go to talk shows; Iranian
bloggers go to prison. The bold request sent to Twitter by the U.S. State
Department could only be justiﬁed on the condition that Twitter was,
indeed, playing a crucial role in the Iranian unrest and that the cause
of Iranian democracy would be severely undermined had the site gone
into maintenance mode for a few hours.
None of this seems to be the case. The digital witch hunts put on by
the Iranian government may have been targeting imaginary enemies,
created in part by the worst excesses of Western media and the hubris
of Western policymakers. Two uncertainties remain to this day. First,
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how many people inside Iran (as opposed to those outside) were tweeting about the protests? Second, was Twitter actually used as a key tool
for organizing the protests, as many pundits implied, or was its relevance limited only to sharing news and raising global awareness about
what was happening?
On the ﬁrst question, the evidence is at best inconclusive. There
were indeed a lot of Iran-related tweets in the two weeks following the
election, but it is impossible to say how many of them came from Iran
as opposed to, say, its three-million-strong diaspora, sympathizers of
the Green Movement elsewhere, and provocateurs loyal to the Iranian
regime. Analysis by Sysomos, a social media analysis company, found
only 19,235 Twitter accounts registered in Iran (0.027 percent of the
population) on the eve of the 2009 elections. As many sympathizers of
the Green Movement began changing their Twitter location status to
Tehran to confuse the Iranian authorities, it also became nearly impossible to tell whether the people supposedly “tweeting” from Iran were
in Tehran or in, say, Los Angeles. One of the most active Twitter users
sharing the news about the protests, “oxfordgirl,” was an Iranian journalist residing in the English county of Oxfordshire. She did an excellent job—but only as an information hub.
Speaking in early 2010, Moeed Ahmad, director of new media for
Al-Jazeera, stated that fact-checking by his channel during the protests
could conﬁrm only sixty active Twitter accounts in Tehran, a number
that fell to six once the Iranian authorities cracked down on online communications. This is not to understate the overall prominence of Iranrelated news on Twitter in the ﬁrst week of protests; research by Pew
Research Center found that 98 percent of all the most popular links
shared on the site during that period were Iran-related. It’s just that the
vast majority of them were not authored or retweeted by those in Iran.
As for the second question, whether Twitter was actually used to organize rather than simply publicize the protests, there is even less certainty. Many people who speak Farsi and who have followed the Iranian
blogosphere over the years are far more doubtful than outside observers. A prominent Iranian blogger and activist known as Vahid Online, who was in Tehran during the protests, doubts the validity of the
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Twitter Revolution thesis simply because few Iranians were tweeting.
“Twitter never became very popular in Iran. [But] because the world
was watching Iran with such [great interest] during those days, it led
many to believe falsely that Iranian people were also getting their news
through Twitter,” says the blogger.
Twitter was used to post updates about the time and venue of the
protests, but it’s not clear whether this was done systematically and
whether it actually brought in any new crowds onto the streets. That
the Green Movement strategically chose Twitter—or, for that matter,
any other Internet technology—as their favorite tool of communication is most likely just another myth. On the contrary, the Iranian opposition did not seem to be well-organized, which might explain why
it eventually ﬁzzled. “From the beginning, the Green Movement was
not created and did not move forward [in an organized manner]—it
wasn’t like some made a decision and informed others. When you’d
walk in the streets, at work, wherever you’d go, people were talking
about it and they all wanted to react,” says another prominent Iranian
blogger, Alireza Rezaei.
The West, however, wasn’t hallucinating. Tweets did get sent, and
crowds did gather in the streets. This does not necessarily mean, however, that there was a causal link between the two. To put it more metaphorically: If a tree falls in the forest and everyone tweets about it, it may
not be the tweets that moved it. Besides, the location and timing of
protests were not exactly a secret. One didn’t need to go online to notice
that there was a big public protest going on in the middle of Tehran. The
raging horns of cars stuck in traffic were a pretty good indicator.
In the collective euphoria that overtook the Western media during
the events in Iran, dissenting voices—those challenging the dominant
account that emphasized the Internet’s role in fomenting the protests—
received far less prominence than those who cheered the onset of the
Twitter Revolution. Annabelle Sreberny, professor of global media and
communications at London’s School of Oriental and African Studies and
an expert on the Iranian media, quickly dismissed Twitter as yet another
hype—yet her voice got lost in the rest of the twitter-worshipping commentary. “Twitter was massively overrated. . . . I wouldn’t argue that so-
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cial media really mobilised Iranians themselves,” she told the Guardian.
Hamid Tehrani, the Persian editor of the blogging network Global
Voices, was equally skeptical, speculating that the Twitter Revolution
hyperbole revealed more about Western new media fantasies than
about the reality in Iran. “The west was focused not on the Iranian
people but on the role of western technology,” says Tehrani, adding that
“Twitter was important in publicising what was happening, but its role
was overemphasised.”
Many other members of the Iranian diaspora also felt that Twitter was
getting far more attention than it deserved. Five days after the protests
began, Mehdi Yahyanejad, manager of Balatarin, a Los Angeles–based
Farsi-language news site similar to Digg.com, told the Washington Post
that “Twitter’s impact inside Iran is zero. . . . Here [in the United States],
there is lots of buzz, but once you look . . . you see most of it are Americans tweeting among themselves.”
That the Internet may have also had a negative impact on the protest
movement was another aspect overlooked by most media commentators. An exception was Golnaz Esfandiari, an Iranian correspondent
with Radio Free Europe, who, writing in Foreign Policy a year after the
2009 Iranian elections, deplored Twitter’s “pernicious complicity in allowing rumors to spread.” Esfandiari noticed that “in the early days of
the post-election crackdown a rumor quickly spread on Twitter that
police helicopters were pouring acid and boiling water on protesters.
A year later it remains just that: a rumor.”
Esfandiari also noted that the story of the Iranian activist Saeedeh
Pouraghayi—who was supposedly arrested for chanting “Allah Akbar” on
her rooftop, raped, disﬁgured, and murdered, becoming the martyr of
the Green Movement—which made the rounds on Twitter, turned out
to be a hoax. Pouraghayi later resurfaced in a broadcast on Iranian state
television, saying that she had jumped off a balcony on the night she had
been arrested and stayed low for the next few months. A reformist website later claimed that the story of her murder was planted by the Iranian
government to discredit reports of other rapes. It’s not obvious which
side gained more from the hoax and its revelation, but this is exactly the
kind of story Western journalists should have been investigating.
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Sadly, in their quest to see Ahmadinejad’s regime fall at the mercy
of tweets, most journalists preferred to look the other way and produce
upbeat copy about the emancipatory nature of the Twitter Revolution.
As pundits were competing for airtime and bloggers were competing
for eyeballs, few bothered to debunk the overblown claims about the
power of the Internet. As a result, the myth of Iran’s Twitter Revolution soon joined the gigantic pile of other urban myths about the Internet’s mighty potential to topple dictators. This explains how, less
than a year after the Iranian protests, a Newsweek writer mustered the
courage to proclaim that “the revolts in Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon,
Burma, Xinjiang, and Iran could never have happened without the
web.” (Newsweek, it must be noted, has been predicting an Internet-led
revolution in Iran since 1995, when it published an article pompously
titled “Chatrooms and Chadors” which posited that “if the computer
geeks are right, Iran is facing the biggest revolution since the Ayatollah
Khomeini.”)
Unless journalists fully commit themselves to scrutinizing and, if
necessary, debunking such myths, the latter risk having a corrosive effect on policymaking. As long as Twitter is presumed to have been instrumental in enabling the Iranian protests, any technologies that
would allow Iranians to access Twitter by bypassing their government’s
censorship are also presumed to be of exceptional importance. When
a newspaper like the Washington Post makes a case for allocating more
funding to such technologies in one of its editorials, as it did in July
2010, by arguing that “investing in censorship-circumvention techniques like those that powered Tehran’s ‘Twitter revolution’ in June
2009 could have a tremendous, measurable impact,” it’s a much weaker
argument than appears at ﬁrst glance. (The Post’s claim that the impact
of such technologies could be “measurable” deserves close scrutiny as
well.) Similarly, one should start worrying about the likely prominence
of the Internet in American foreign policy on hearing Alec Ross,
Hillary Clinton’s senior adviser for innovation, assert that “social media
played a key role in organizing the [Iranian] protests,” a claim that is
not very different from what Andrew Sullivan declared in June 2009.
Even though Ross said this almost a year after Sullivan’s hypothetical
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conjecture, he still cited no evidence to back up this claim. (In July
2010 Ross inadvertently revealed his own hypocrisy by also proclaiming that “there is very little information to support the claim that Facebook or Twitter or text messaging caused the rioting or can inspire an
uprising.”)

Where Are the Weapons of Mass Construction?
If the exalted reaction to the Iranian protests is of any indication, Western policymakers are getting lost in the mists of cyber-utopianism, a
quasi-religious belief in the power of the Internet to do supernatural
things, from eradicating illiteracy in Africa to organizing all of the
world’s information, and one of the central beliefs of the Google Doctrine. Opening up closed societies and ﬂushing them with democracy
juice until they shed off their authoritarian skin is just one of the high
expectations placed on the Internet these days. It’s not surprising that
a 2010 op-ed in the Guardian even proposed to “bombard Iran with
broadband”; the Internet is seen as mightier than the bomb. Cyberutopianism seems to be everywhere these days: T-shirts urging policymakers to “drop tweets, not bombs”—a bold slogan for any modern-day
antiwar movement—are already on sale online, while in 2009 one of
the streets in a Palestinian refugee camp was even named after a Twitter
account.
Tweets, of course, don’t topple governments; people do (in a few exceptional cases, the Marines and the CIA can do just ﬁne). Jon Stewart
of The Daily Show has ridiculed the mythical power of the Internet to
accomplish what even the most advanced military in the world has so
much difficulty accomplishing in Iraq and Afghanistan: “Why did we
have to send an army when we could have liberated them the same way
we buy shoes?” Why, indeed? The joke is lost on Daniel Kimmage, a
senior analyst with Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty, who argues that
“unfettered access to a free Internet is . . . a very practical means of countering Al Qaeda. . . . As users increasingly make themselves heard, the
ensuing chaos . . . may shake the online ediﬁce of Al Qaeda’s totalitarian
ideology.” Jihad Jane and a whole number of other shady characters
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who were recruited to the terrorist cause online would be sad to learn
that they did not surf the Web long enough.
By the end of 2009 cyber-utopianism reached new heights, and the
Norwegian Nobel Committee did not object when Wired Italy (the Italian edition of the popular technology magazine) nominated the Internet for the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize, the result of a public campaign by
a number of celebrities, ranging from Giorgio Armani to Shirin Ebadi,
a previous winner of the Prize. (In 1991, Lennart Meri, the future president of Estonia, nominated Radio Free Europe for the same award for
its role in helping to bring an end to the Soviet Union—another interesting parallel with the Cold War era.) Why did the Internet deserve
the prize more than Chinese human rights activist Liu Xiaobo, who
emerged as the eventual winner of the prize? Justiﬁcations given by an
assortment of editors of various national editions of Wired magazine,
the official printing organ of the Church of Cyber-Utopianism, are
symptomatic of the kind of discourse that led American diplomats
astray in Iran.
Riccardo Luna, the editor of the Italian edition, proposed that the
Internet is a “ﬁrst weapon of mass construction, which we can deploy
to destroy hate and conﬂict and to propagate peace and democracy.”
Chris Anderson, the editor of the original American edition, opined that
while “a Twitter account may be no match for an AK-47 . . . in the long
term the keyboard is mightier than the sword.” David Rowan, the editor
of the British edition, argued that the Internet “gave all of us the chance
to take back the power from governments and multinationals. It made
the world a totally transparent place.” And how can a totally transparent
world fail to be a more democratic world as well?
Apparently, nothing bad ever happens on the Internet frequented by
the editors of Wired; even spam could be viewed as the ultimate form
of modern poetry. But refusing to acknowledge the Internet’s darker
side is like visiting Berkeley, California, cyber-utopian headquarters,
and concluding that this is how the rest of America lives as well: diverse,
tolerant, sun-drenched, with plenty of organic food and nice wine, and
with hordes of lifelong political activists ﬁghting for causes that don’t
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even exist yet. But this is not how the rest of America lives, and this is
certainly not how the rest of the world lives.
A further clariﬁcation might be in order at this point. The border
between cyber-utopianism and cyber-naïveté is a blurry one. In fact,
the reason why so many politicians and journalists believe in the power
of the Internet is because they have not given this subject much thought.
Their faith is not the result of a careful examination of how the Internet
is being used by dictators or how it is changing the culture of resistance
and dissent. On the contrary, most often it’s just unthinking acceptance
of conventional wisdom, which posits that since authoritarian governments are censoring the Internet, they must be really afraid of it. Thus,
according to this view, the very presence of a vibrant Internet culture
greatly increases the odds that such regimes will collapse.

How NASDAQ Will Save the World
Whatever one calls it, this belief in the democratizing power of the Web
ruins the public’s ability to assess future and existing policies, not least
because it overstates the positive role that corporations play in democratizing the world without subjecting them to the scrutiny they so justly
deserve. Such cyber-utopian propensity to only see the bright side was
on full display in early 2010, as Google announced it was pulling out
of China, fed up with the growing censorship demands of the Chinese
government and mysterious cyber-attacks on its intellectual property.
But what should have been treated as a purely rational business decision
was lauded as a bold move to support “human rights”; that Google did
not mind operating in China for more than four years prior to the pullout was lost on most commentators.
Writing in Newsweek, Jacob Weisberg, a prominent American journalist and publisher, called Google’s decision “heroic,” while Senator
John Kerry said that “Google is gutsily taking real risk in standing up
for principle.” The Internet guru Clay Shirky proclaimed that “what
[Google is] exporting isn’t a product or a service, it’s a freedom.” An
editorial in the New Republic argued that Google, “an organization ﬁlled
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with American scientists,” was heeding the advice of Andrei Sakharov,
a famous Russian dissident physicist, who pleaded with his fellow Soviet scientists to “muster sufficient courage and integrity to resist the
temptation and the habit of conformity.” Sakharov, of course, was not
selling snippet-sized advertising, nor was he on ﬁrst-name terms with
the National Security Agency, but the New Republic preferred to gloss
over such inconsistencies.
Even famed journalist Bob Woodward fell under the sway of cyberutopianism. Appearing on Meet the Press, one of the most popular
Sunday morning TV shows in America, in May 2010 Woodward suggested that Google’s engineers—“some of these people who have
these great minds”—should be called in to ﬁx the oil spill in the Gulf
of Mexico. And if Google could ﬁx the oil spill, couldn’t they ﬁx Iran
as well? It seems that we are only a couple of op-eds away from having
Tom Friedman pronounce that Google, with all their marvelous scanners and databases, should take over the Department of Homeland
Security.
Google, of course, is not the only subject of nearly universal admiration. A headline in the Washington Post declares, “In Egypt, Twitter
Trumps Torture,” while an editorial in Financial Times praises social
networking sites like Facebook as “a challenge to undemocratic societies,” concluding that “the next great revolution may begin with a Facebook message.” (Whether Facebook also presents a challenge to
democratic societies is a subject that the editorial didn’t broach.) Jared
Cohen, the twenty-seven-year-old member of the State Department’s
Policy Planning staff who sent the infamous email request to Twitter
during the Iranian protests, hails Facebook as “one of the most organic
tools for democracy promotion the world has ever seen.”
One problem that arises from such enthusiastic acceptance of Internet companies’ positive role in abetting the ﬁght against authoritarianism is that it lumps all of them together, blurring the differences in their
level of commitment to defending human rights, let alone promoting
democracy. Twitter, a company that received wide public admiration
during the events in Iran, has refused to join the Global Network Initia-
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tive (GNI), an industry-wide pledge by other technology companies—
including Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft—to behave in accordance
with the laws and standards covering the right to freedom of expression
and privacy embedded in internationally recognized documents like
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Facebook, another much
admired exporter of digital revolutions, refused to join GNI as well, citing lack of resources, a bizarre excuse for a company with $800 million
in 2009 revenues.
While Twitter and Facebook’s refusal to join GNI raised the ire of
several American senators, it has not at all reﬂected on their public
image. And their executives are right not to worry. They are, after all,
friends with the U.S. State Department; they are invited to private
dinners with the secretary of state and are taken on tours of exotic
places like Iraq, Mexico, and Russia to boost America’s image in the
world.
There is more than just tech-savvy American diplomacy on full display during such visits. They also reveal that an American company
does not need to make many ethical commitments to be friends with
the U.S. government, at least as long as it is instrumental to Washington’s foreign policy agenda. After eight years of the Bush administration,
which was dominated by extremely secretive public-private partnerships like Dick Cheney’s Energy Task Force, such behavior hardly provides a good blueprint for public diplomacy.
Google, despite its membership in the GNI, has much to account for
as well, ranging from its increasingly carefree attitude toward privacy—
hardly a cause for celebration by dissidents around the world—to its
penchant for ﬂaunting its own relationship with the U.S. government.
Its much-publicized cooperation with the National Security Agency
over the cyber-attacks on its servers in early 2010 was hardly an effective way to convince the Iranian authorities of the nonpolitical nature
of Internet activities. There is much to admire about Google, Twitter,
and Facebook, but as they begin to play an increasingly important role
in mediating foreign policy, “admiration” is not a particularly helpful
attitude for any policymaker.
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From Milk Shakes to Molotov Cocktails
Jared Cohen’s praise of Facebook’s organic ability to promote democracy may be just a factual statement. Everything else being equal, a
world where so many Chinese and Iranians ﬂock to the services of
American technology companies may, indeed, be a world where democracy is more likely to prevail in the long run. It’s hard to disagree
with this statement, especially if the other alternative is having those
users opt for domestic Internet services; those tend to be much more
heavily policed and censored.
That said, it’s important not to lose sight of the fact that the current
situation is not the result of some cunning and extremely successful American strategy to exploit Facebook. Rather, it’s the result of both intellectual
and market conditions at the time. Until recently, authoritarian governments simply did not give much thought to where their citizens chose to
do their email and share their pasta recipes; American companies were
often the ﬁrst to offer their superb services, and most governments did
not bother to build any barriers. They may have been piqued by the success of American platforms as opposed to local Internet start-ups, but
then their domestic fast food industry was also losing ground to McDonald’s; as long as no one could mistake McDonald’s vanilla triple-thick
shake for a Molotov cocktail, this was not something to worry about.
Nevertheless, once the likes of Jared Cohen start lauding Facebook
as an organic tool for promoting democracy, it immediately stops being
such. In a sense, the only reason why there was so much laxity in the
regulation of Internet services operating in authoritarian states was that
their leaders did not make the obvious connection between the business interests of American companies and the political interests of the
American government. But as the State Department is trying to harvest
the fruits of Silicon Valley’s success in the global marketplace, it’s inevitable that previously carefree attitudes will give way to increased suspicion. Any explicit moves by American diplomats in this space will be
watched closely. Moreover, they will be interpreted according to the
prevalent conspiracy theories rather than in light of the stale press releases issued by the State Department to explain its actions.
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In July 2010 the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, one of the
Chinese government’s ﬁnest research organizations, published a detailed report about the political implications of the Internet. It argued
that social networking sites threaten state security because the United
States and other Western countries “are using them to foment instability.” It’s hard not to see this as a direct response to the words and deeds
of Jared Cohen. (The Chinese report did cite unnamed U.S. officials as
saying that social networking is an “invaluable tool” for overthrowing
foreign government and made good use of the U.S. government’s involvement via Twitter in the Iranian unrest of 2009.) When American
diplomats call Facebook a tool of democracy promotion, it’s safe to assume that the rest of the world believes that America is keen to exploit
this tool to its fullest potential rather than just stare at it in awe.
American diplomats have been wrong to treat the Internet, revolutionary as it might seem to them, as a space free of national prejudices.
Cyberspace is far less susceptible to policy amnesia than they believe;
earlier policy blunders and a long-running history of mutual animosity
between the West and the rest won’t be forgotten so easily. Even in the
digital age, the foreign policy of a country is still constrained by the
same set of rather unpleasant barriers that limited it in the analog past.
As Joseph Nye and Robert Keohane, two leading scholars of international relations, pointed out more than a decade ago, “information does
not ﬂow in a vacuum but in a political space that is already occupied.”
Until the events in Iran, America’s technology giants may have, indeed,
functioned in a mostly apolitical vacuum and have been spared any bias
that comes with the label “American.” Such days, however, are clearly
over. In the long run, refusing to recognize this new reality will only
complicate the job of promoting democracy.

Why Hipsters Make Better Revolutions
In the case of Iran, Western policymakers not only misread the Internet
but bragged about their own ignorance to anyone who would listen.
Much to their surprise, the Iranian government believed their bluff and
took aggressive countermeasures, making the job of using the Web to
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foster social and political change in Iran and other closed societies considerably harder. The opportunities of three years ago, when governments still thought that bloggers were mere hipsters, amusing but
ultimately dismissed as a serious political movement, are no longer
available. Bloggers, no longer perceived as trendy slackers, are seen as
the new Solidarity activists—an overly idealistic and probably wrong
characterization shared by democratic and authoritarian governments
alike.
Most disturbingly, a dangerous self-negating prophecy is at work
here: The more Western policymakers talk up the threat that bloggers
pose to authoritarian regimes, the more likely those regimes are to limit
the maneuver space where those bloggers operate. In some countries,
such politicization may be for the better, as blogging would take on a
more explicit political role, with bloggers enjoying the status of journalists or human rights defenders. But in many other countries such
politicization may only stiﬂe the nascent Internet movement, which
could have been be far more successful if its advocacy were limited to
pursuing social rather than political ends. Whether the West needs to
politicize blogging and view it as a natural extension of dissident activity is certainly a complex question that merits broad public debate. But
the fact that this debate is not happening at the moment does not mean
that blogging is not being politicized, often to the point of no return,
by the actions—as well as declarations—of Western policymakers.
Furthermore, giving in to cyber-utopianism may preclude policymakers from considering a whole range of other important questions.
Should they applaud or bash technology companies who choose to operate in authoritarian regimes, bending their standard procedures as a
result? Are they harbingers of democracy, as they claim to be, or just
digital equivalents of Halliburton and United Fruit Company, cynically
exploiting local business opportunities while also strengthening the
governments that let them in? How should the West balance its sudden
urge to promote democracy via the Internet with its existing commitments to other nondigital strategies for achieving the same objective,
from the fostering of independent political parties to the development
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of civil society organizations? What are the best ways of empowering
digital activists without putting them at risk? If the Internet is really a
revolutionary force that could nudge all authoritarian regimes toward
democracy, should the West go quiet on many of its other concerns
about the Internet—remember all those fears about cyberwar, cybercrime, online child pornography, Internet piracy—and strike while the
iron is still hot?
These are immensely difficult questions; they are also remarkably
easy to answer incorrectly. While the Internet has helped to decrease
costs for nearly everything, human folly is a commodity that still bears
a relatively high price. The oft-repeated mantra of the open source
movement—“fail often, fail early”—produces excellent software, but it
is not applicable to situations where human lives are at stake. Western
policymakers, unlike pundits and academics, simply don’t have the luxury of getting it wrong and dealing with the consequences later.
From the perspective of authoritarian governments, the costs of exploiting Western follies have signiﬁcantly decreased as well. Compromising the security of just one digital activist can mean compromising
the security—names, faces, email addresses—of everyone that individual knows. Digitization of information has also led to its immense
centralization: One stolen password now opens data doors that used
not to exist (just how many different kinds of data—not to mention
people—would your email password give access to, if compromised?).
Unbridled cyber-utopianism is an expensive ideology to maintain because authoritarian governments don’t stand still and there are absolutely
no guarantees they won’t ﬁnd a way to turn the Internet into a powerful
tool of oppression. If, on closer examination, it turns out that the Internet
has also empowered the secret police, the censors, and the propaganda
offices of a modern authoritarian regime, it’s quite likely that the process
of democratization will become harder, not easier. Similarly, if the Internet has dampened the level of antigovernment sentiment—because
people have acquired access to cheap and almost inﬁnite digital entertainment or because they feel they need the government to protect
them from the lawlessness of cyberspace—it certainly gives the regime
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yet another source of legitimacy. If the Internet is reshaping the very
nature and culture of antigovernment resistance and dissent, shifting
it away from real-world practices and toward anonymous virtual spaces,
it will also have signiﬁcant consequences for the scale and tempo of the
protest movement, not all of them positive.
That’s an insight that has been lost on most observers of the political
power of the Internet. Refusing to acknowledge that the Web can actually strengthen rather than undermine authoritarian regimes is extremely irresponsible and ultimately results in bad policy, if only
because it gives policymakers false conﬁdence that the only things they
need to be doing are proactive—rather than reactive—in nature. But
if, on careful examination, it turns out that certain types of authoritarian
regimes can beneﬁt from the Internet in disproportionally more ways
than their opponents, the focus of Western democracy promotion work
should shift from empowering the activists to topple their regimes to
countering the governments’ own exploitation of the Web lest they become even more authoritarian. There is no point in making a revolution
more effective, quick, and anonymous if the odds of the revolution’s
success are worsening in the meantime.

In Search of a Missing Handle
So far, most policymakers choose to be sleepwalking through this digital
mineﬁeld, whistling their favorite cyber-utopian tunes and refusing to
confront all the evidence. They have also been extremely lucky because
the mines were far and few between. This is not an attitude they can afford anymore, if only because the mines are now almost everywhere and,
thanks to the growth of the Internet, their explosive power is much
greater and has implications that go far beyond the digital realm.
As Shanthi Kalathil and Taylor Boas pointed out in Open Networks,
Closed Regimes, their pioneering 2003 study about the impact of the
pre–Web 2.0 Internet on authoritarianism, “conventional wisdom . . .
forms part of the gestalt in which policy is formulated, and a better understanding of the Internet’s political effects should lead to better pol-
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icy.” The inverse is true as well: A poor understanding leads to poor
policy.
If the only conclusion about the power of the Internet that Western
policymakers have drawn from the Iranian events is that tweets are
good for social mobilization, they are not likely to outsmart their authoritarian adversaries, who have so far shown much more sophistication in the online world. It’s becoming clear that understanding the full
impact of the Internet on the democratization of authoritarian states
would require more than just looking at the tweets of Iranian youngsters, for they only tell one part of the story. Instead, one needs to embark on a much more thorough and complex analysis that would look
at the totality of forces shaped by the Web.
Much of the current cognitive dissonance is of do-gooders’ own
making. What did they get wrong? Well, perhaps it was a mistake to
treat the Internet as a deterministic one-directional force for either
global liberation or oppression, for cosmopolitanism or xenophobia.
The reality is that the Internet will enable all of these forces—as well
as many others—simultaneously. But as far as laws of the Internet go,
this is all we know. Which of the numerous forces unleashed by the
Web will prevail in a particular social and political context is impossible
to tell without ﬁrst getting a thorough theoretical understanding of that
context.
Likewise, it is naïve to believe that such a sophisticated and multipurpose technology as the Internet could produce identical outcomes—
whether good or bad—in countries as diverse as Belarus, Burma,
Kazakhstan, and Tunisia. There is so much diversity across modern authoritarian regimes that some Tolstoy paraphrasing might be in order:
While all free societies are alike, each unfree society is unfree in its own
way. Statistically, it’s highly unlikely that such disparate entities would
all react to such a powerful stimulus in the same way. To argue that the
Internet would result in similar change—that is, democratization—
in countries like Russia and China is akin to arguing that globalization,
too, would also exert the same effect on them; more than a decade into
the new century, such deterministic claims seem highly suspicious.
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It is equally erroneous to assume that authoritarianism rests on brutal force alone. Religion, culture, history, and nationalism are all potent
forces that, with or without the Internet, shape the nature of modern
authoritarianism in ways that no one fully understands yet. In some
cases, they undermine it; in many others, they enable it. Anyone who
believes in the power of the Internet as I do should resist the temptation
to embrace Internet-centrism and unthinkingly assume that, under the
pressure of technology, all of these complex forces will evolve in just
one direction, making modern authoritarian regimes more open, more
participatory, more decentralized, and, all along, more conducive to
democracy. The Internet does matter, but we simply don’t know how
it matters. This fact, paradoxically, only makes it matter even more: The
costs of getting it wrong are tremendous. What’s clear is that few insights would be gained by looking inward—that is, trying to crack the
logic of the Internet; its logic can never be really understood outside
the context in which it manifests itself.
Of course, such lack of certainty does not make the job of promoting
democracy in the digital age any easier. But, at minimum, it would help
if policymakers—and the public at large—free themselves of any intellectual obstacles and biases that may skew their thinking and result
in utopian theorizing that has little basis in reality. The hysterical reaction to the protests in Iran has revealed that the West clearly lacks a
good working theory about the impact of the Internet on authoritarianism. This is why policymakers, in a desperate attempt to draw at least
some lessons about technology and democratization, subject recent
events like the overthrow of communist regimes in Eastern Europe to
some rather twisted interpretation. Whatever the theoretical merits of
such historical parallels, policymakers should remember that all frameworks have consequences: One poorly chosen historical analogy, and
the entire strategy derived from it can go to waste.
Nevertheless, while it may be impossible to produce many generalizable laws to describe the relationship between the Internet and political regimes, policymakers shouldn’t simply stop thinking about these
issues, commission a number of decade-long studies, and wait until the
results are in. This is not a viable option. As the Internet gets more com-
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plex, so do its applications—and authoritarian regimes are usually quick
to put them to good use. The longer the indecision, the greater are the
odds that some of the existing opportunities for Internet-enabled action
will soon no longer be available.
This is not to deny that, once mastered, the Internet could be a powerful tool in the arsenal of a policymaker; in fact, once such mastery is
achieved, it would certainly be irresponsible not to deploy this tool.
But as Langdon Winner, one of the shrewdest thinkers about the political implications of modern technology, once observed, “although
virtually limitless in their power, our technologies are tools without
handles.” The Internet is, unfortunately, no exception. The handle that
overconﬁdent policymakers feel in their hands is just an optical illusion;
theirs is a false mastery. They don’t know how to tap into the power of
the Internet, nor can they anticipate the consequences of their actions.
In the meantime, all their awkward moments add up and, as was the
case in Iran, have dire consequences.
Most of the Western efforts to use the Internet in the ﬁght against
authoritarianism could best be described as trying to apply a poor cure
to the wrong disease. Policymakers have little control over their cure,
which keeps mutating every day, so it never works the way they expect
it to. (The lack of a handle does not help either.) The disease part is
even more troublesome. The kind of authoritarianism they really want
to ﬁght expired in 1989. Today, however, is no 1989, and the sooner
policymakers realize this, the sooner they can start crafting Internet
policies that are better suited for the modern world.
The upside is that even tools without handles can be of some limited
use in any household. One just needs to treat them as such and search
for contexts where they are needed. At minimum, one should ensure
that such tools don’t hurt anyone who tries to use them with the assumption of inevitable mastery. Until policymakers come to terms with
the fact that their Internet predicament is driven by such highly uncertain dynamics, they will never succeed in harvesting the Web’s mighty
potential.
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Texting Like It’s 1989

T

he history of cyber-utopianism is not very eventful, but the date
January 21, 2010, has a guaranteed place in its annals—probably
right next to Andrew Sullivan’s blog posts about Twitter’s role in Tehran.
For this was the day when the sitting U.S. secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, went to the Newseum, America’s ﬁnest museum of news and journalism, to deliver a seminal speech about Internet freedom and thus
acknowledge the Internet’s prominent role in foreign affairs.
The timing of Clinton’s speech could not have been better. Just a
week earlier, Google announced it was considering pulling out of
China—hinting that the Chinese government may have had something
to do with it—so everyone was left guessing if the issue would get a
mention (it did). One could feel palpable excitement all over Washington: An American commitment to promoting Internet freedom promised a new line of work for entire families in this town. All the usual
suspects—policy analysts, lobbyists, consultants—were eagerly anticipating the opening salvo of this soon-to-be-lavishly-funded “war for
Internet freedom.” For Washington, it was the kind of universally admired quest for global justice that could allow think tanks to churn out
33
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a slew of in-depth research studies, defense contractors to design a
number of cutting-edge censorship-breaking technologies, and NGOs
to conduct a series of risky trainings in the most exotic locales on Earth.
This is why Washington beats any other city in the world, including
Iran and Beijing, in terms of how often and how many of its residents
search for the term “Internet freedom” on Google. A campaign to promote Internet freedom is a genuinely Washingtonian phenomenon.
But there was also something distinctively unique about this gathering.
It’s not very often that the Beltway’s BlackBerry maﬁa—the buttoned-up
think-tankers and policy wonks—get to share a room with the iPhone
fanboys—the unkempt and chronically underdressed entrepreneurs
from Silicon Valley. Few other events could bring together Larry Diamond, a senior research fellow at the conservative Hoover Institution
and a former senior adviser to the Coalition Provisional Authority in
Iraq, and Chris “FactoryJoe” Messina, the twenty-nine-year-old cheerleader of Web 2.0 and Google’s “Open Web Advocate” (that’s his official
job title!). It was a “geeks + wonks” feast.
The speech itself did not offer many surprises; its objective was to
establish “Internet freedom” as a new priority for American foreign
policy, and judging by the buzz that Clinton’s performance generated
in the media, that objective was accomplished, even if speciﬁc details
were never divulged. The generalizations drawn by Clinton were rather
upbeat—“information freedom supports the peace and security that
provide a foundation for global progress”—and so were her prescriptions: “We need to put these tools in the hands of people around the
world who will use them to advance democracy and human rights.”
There were too many buzzwords—“deﬁciencies in the current market
for innovation,” “harnessing the power of connection technologies,”
“long-term dividends from modest investments in innovation”—but
such, perhaps, was the cost of trying to look cool in front of the Silicon
Valley audience.
Excessive optimism and empty McKinsey-speak aside, it was Clinton’s creative use of recent history that really stood out. Clinton drew
a parallel between the challenges of promoting Internet freedom and
the experiences of supporting dissidents during the Cold War. Speak-
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ing of her recent visit to Germany to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, Clinton mentioned “the courageous men and women” who “made the case against oppression by
circulating small pamphlets called samizdat,” which “helped pierce the
concrete and concertina wire of the Iron Curtain.” (Newseum was a
very appropriate venue to give in to Cold War nostalgia. It happens
to house the largest display of sections of the Berlin Wall outside of
Germany).
Something very similar is happening today, argued Clinton, adding
that “as networks spread to nations around the globe, virtual walls are
cropping up in place of visible walls.” And as “a new information curtain
is descending across much of the world . . . viral videos and blog posts
are becoming the samizdat of our day.” Even though Clinton did not
articulate many policy objectives, they were not hard to guess from her
chosen analogy. Virtual walls are to be pierced, information curtains
are to be raised, digital samizdat is to be supported and disseminated,
and bloggers are to be celebrated as dissidents.
As far as Washington was concerned, having Clinton utter that
highly seductive phrase—“a new information curtain”—in the same
breath as the Berlin Wall was tantamount to announcing a sequel to the
Cold War in 3D. She tapped into the secret desires of many policymakers, who had been pining for an enemy they understood, someone unlike that bunch of bearded and cave-bound men from Waziristan who
showed little appreciation for balance-of-power theorizing and seemed
to occupy so much of the present agenda.
It was Ronald Reagan’s lieutenants who must have felt particularly
excited. Having claimed victory in the analog Cold War, they felt wellprepared to enlist—nay, triumph—in its digital equivalent. But it was
certainly not the word “Internet” that made Internet freedom such an
exciting issue for this group. As such, the quest for destroying the
world’s cyber-walls has given this aging generation of cold warriors, increasingly out of touch with a world beset by problems like climate
change or the lack of ﬁnancial regulation, something of a lifeline. Not
that those other modern problems are unimportant—they are simply
not existential enough, compared to the ﬁght against communism. For
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many members of this rapidly shrinking Cold War lobby, the battle for
Internet freedom is their last shot at staging a major intellectual comeback. After all, whom else would the public call on but them, the tireless
and self-deprecating statesmen who helped rid the world of all those
other walls and curtains?

WWW & W
It only took a few months for one such peculiar group of Washington insiders to convene a high-proﬁle conference to discuss how a host of Cold
War policies—and particularly Western support for Soviet dissidents—
could be recovered from the dustbin of history and applied to the current situation. Spearheaded by George W. Bush, who, by then, had
mostly retreated from the public arena, the gathering attracted a number of hawkish neoconservatives. Perhaps out of sheer disgust with the
lackluster foreign policy record of the Obama administration, they had
decided to wage their own ﬁght for freedom on the Internet.
There was, of course, something surreal about George W. Bush, who
was rather dismissive of the “Internets” while in office, presiding over
this Internet-worship club. But then, for Bush at least, this meeting had
little to do with the Web per se. Rather, its goal was to push the “freedom agenda” into new, digital territories. Seeing the internet as an ally,
Bush, always keen to ﬂaunt his credentials as the dissidents’ best friend—
he met more than a hundred of them while in office—agreed to host a
gathering of what he called “global cyber-dissidents” in, of all places,
Texas. Featuring half a dozen political bloggers from countries like
Syria, Cuba, Colombia, and Iran, the conference was one of the ﬁrst
major public events organized by the newly inaugurated George W.
Bush Institute. The pomposity of its lineup, with panels like “Freedom
Stories from the Front Lines” and “Global Lessons in eFreedom,” suggested that even two decades after the fall of the Berlin Wall, its veterans
are still ﬂuent in Manichean rhetoric.
But the Texas conference was not just a gathering of disgruntled and
unemployed neoconservatives; respected Internet experts, like Ethan
Zuckerman and Hal Roberts of Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet
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and Society, were in attendance as well. A senior official from the State
Department—technically an Obama man—was also dispatched to
Texas. “This conference highlights the work of a new generation of dissidents in the hope that it will become a beacon to others,” said James
Glassman, a former high-proﬁle official in the Bush administration and
the president of the George W. Bush Institute, on opening the event.
According to Glassman, the conference aimed “to identify trends in effective cyber communication that spread human freedom and advance
human rights.” (Glassman, it must be said, is to cyber-utopianism what
Thoreau is to civil disobedience; he famously coauthored a book called
Dow 36,000, predicting that the Dow Jones was on its way toward a new
height; it came out a few months before the dot-com bubble burst in
2000.)
David Keyes, a director of a project called Cyberdissidents.org, was
one of the keynote speakers at the Bush event, serving as a kind of
bridge to the world of the old Soviet dissidents. He used to work with
Natan Sharansky, a prominent Soviet dissident whose thinking shaped
much of the Bush administration’s global quest for freedom. (Sharansky’s The Case for Democracy: The Power of Freedom to Overcome
Tyranny and Terror was one of the few books Bush read during his time
in office; it exerted a signiﬁcant inﬂuence, as Bush himself acknowledged: “If you want a glimpse of how I think about foreign policy read
Natan Sharansky’s book. . . . Read it. It’s a great book.”) According to
Keyes, the mission of Cyberdissidents.org is to “make the Middle East’s
pro-democracy Internet activists famous and beloved in the West”—
that is, to bring them to Sharansky’s level of fame (the man himself sits
on Cyberdissidents’s board of advisers).
But one shouldn’t jump to conclusions too hastily. The “cyber-cons”
that attended the Texas meeting are not starry-eyed utopians, who think
that the Internet will magically rid the world of dictators. On the contrary,
they eagerly acknowledge—much more so than the liberals in the
Obama administration—that authoritarian governments are also active
on the Internet. “Democracy is not just a tweet away,” writes Jeffrey Gedmin, the president of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty and another
high-proﬁle attendee at the event (a Bush appointee, he enjoys stellar
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conservative credentials, including a senior position at the American Enterprise Institute). That the cyber-cons happen to believe in the power of
bloggers to topple those governments is not a sign of cyber-utopianism;
rather it’s the result of the general neoconservative outlook on how authoritarian societies function and on the role that dissidents—both online
and offline varieties—play in transforming them. Granted, shades of
utopianism are easily discernible in their vision, but this is not utopianism about technology; this is utopianism about politics in general.
The Iraqi experience may have somewhat curbed their enthusiasm,
but the neoconservative belief that all societies aspire to democracy
and would inevitably head in its direction—if only all the obstacles
were removed—is as strong as ever. The cyber-cons may have been too
slow to realize the immense potential of the Internet in accomplishing
their agenda; in less than two decades it removed more such obstacles
than all neocon policies combined. But now that authoritarian governments were also actively moving into this space, it was important to
stop them. For most attendees at the Bush gathering, the struggle for
Internet freedom was quickly emerging as the quintessential issue of
the new century, the one that could help them ﬁnish the project that
Ronald Reagan began in the 1980s and that Bush did his best to advance in the ﬁrst decade of the new century. It seems that in the enigma
of Internet freedom, neoconservatism, once widely believed to be on
the wane, has found a new raison d’être—and a new lease on life to go
along with it.
Few exemplify the complex intellectual connections between Cold
War history, neoconservatism, and the brave new world of Internet freedom better than Mark Palmer. Cofounder of the National Endowment
for Democracy, the Congress-funded leading democracy-promoting
organization in the world, Palmer served as Ronald Reagan’s ambassador to Hungary during the last years of communism. He is thus wellinformed about the struggles of the Eastern European dissidents; he is
equally knowledgeable about the ways in which the West nurtured
them, for a lot of that support passed through the U.S. embassy. Today
Palmer, a member of the uber-hawkish Committee on the Present Danger, has emerged as a leading advocate of Internet freedom, mostly on
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behalf of Falun Gong, a persecuted spiritual group from China, which
is one of the most important behind-the-scenes players in the burgeoning industry of Internet freedom. Falun Gong runs several websites that
were banned once the group fell out with the Chinese government in
1999. Hence its practitioners have built an impressive ﬂeet of technologies to bypass China’s numerous ﬁrewalls, making the banned sites accessible from within the country. Palmer has penned passionate
pleas—including congressional testimonies—demanding that the U.S.
government allocate more funding to Falun Gong’s sprawling technology operation to boost their capacity and make their technology available in other repressive countries. (The U.S. State Department turned
down at least one such request, but then in May 2010, under growing
pressure from Falun Gong’s numerous supporters, including conservative outﬁts like the Hudson Institute and the editorial pages of the New
York Times, the Washington Post, and the Wall Street Journal, it relented,
granting $1.5 million to the group.)
Palmer’s views about the promise of the Internet epitomize the
cyber-con position at its hawkish extreme. In his 2003 book Breaking
the Real Axis of Evil: How to Oust the World’s Last Dictators by 2025, his
guide to overthrowing forty-ﬁve of the world’s authoritarian leaders, a
book that makes Dick Cheney look like a dove, Palmer lauded the
emancipatory power of the Internet, calling it “a force multiplier for democracy and an expense multiplier for dictators.” For him, the Internet
is an excellent way to foster civil unrest that can eventually result in a
revolution: “Internet skills are readily taught, and should be, by the outside democracies. Few undertakings are more cost effective than ‘training the trainers’ for Internet organizing.” The Web is thus a powerful
tool for regime change; pro-democracy activists in authoritarian states
should be taught how to blog and tweet in more or less the same fashion
that they are taught to practice civil disobedience and street protest—
the two favorite themes of U.S.-funded trainings whose agendas are
heavily inﬂuenced by the work of the American activist-academic Gene
Sharp, the so-called Machiavelli of nonviolence.
With regard to Iran, for example, one of Palmer’s proposed solutions
is to turn diplomatic missions of “democratic states” into “freedom
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houses, providing to Iranians cybercafés with access to the Internet and
other communications equipment, as well as safe rooms for meetings.”
But Palmer’s love for freedom houses goes well beyond Iran. He is a
board member and a former vice chair of Freedom House, another
mostly conservative outﬁt that specializes in tracking democratization
across the world and, when an opportune moment comes along, helping to spread it. (Because of their supposed role in fomenting Ukraine’s
Orange Revolution, Freedom House and George Soros’s Open Society
Foundations are two of the Kremlin’s favorite Western bogeymen.) Perhaps in part thanks to pressure from Palmer, Freedom House has recently expanded its studies of democratization into the digital domain,
publishing a report on the Internet freedom situation in ﬁfteen countries and, with some ﬁnancial backing by the U.S. government, has even
set up a dedicated Internet Freedom Initiative. Whatever its emancipatory potential, the Internet will remain Washington’s favorite growth
industry for years to come.

Cyber Cold War
But it would be disingenuous to suggest that it’s only neoconservatives
who like delving into their former glory to grapple with the digital
world. That the intellectual legacy of the Cold War can be repurposed
to better understand the growing host of Internet-related emerging
problems is an assumption widely shared across the American political
spectrum. “To win the cyber-war, look to the Cold War,” writes Mike
McConnell, America’s former intelligence chief. “[The ﬁght for Internet
freedom] is a lot like the problem we had during the Cold War,” concurs
Ted Kaufman, a Democratic senator from Delaware. Freud would have
had a good laugh on seeing how the Internet, a highly resilient network
designed by the U.S. military to secure communications in case of an
attack by the Soviet Union, is at pains to get over its Cold War parentage. Such intellectual recycling is hardly surprising. The ﬁght against
communism has supplied the foreign policy establishment with so
many buzzwords and metaphors—the Iron Curtain, the Evil Empire,
Star Wars, the Missile Gap—that many of them could be raised from
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the dead today—simply by adding the annoying qualiﬁers like “cyber-,”
“digital,” and “2.0.”
By the virtue of sharing part of its name with the word “ﬁrewall,” the
Berlin Wall is by far the most abused term from the vocabulary of the
Cold War. Senators are particularly fond of the metaphorical thinking
that it inspires. Arlen Specter, a Democrat from Pennsylvania, has urged
the American government to “ﬁght ﬁre with ﬁre in ﬁnding ways to breach
these ﬁrewalls, which dictatorships use to control their people and keep
themselves in power.” Why? Because “tearing down these walls can
match the effect of what happened when the Berlin Wall was torn
down.” Speaking in October 2009 Sam Brownback, a Republican senator
from Kansas, argued that “as we approach the 20th anniversary of the
breaking of the Berlin Wall, we must . . . commit ourselves to ﬁnding ways
to tear down . . . the cyber-walls.” It feels as if Ronald Reagan’s speechwriters are back in town, churning out speeches about the Internet.
European politicians are equally poetic. Carl Bildt, a former prime
minister of Sweden, believes that dictatorships are ﬁghting a losing battle because “cyber walls are as certain to fall as the walls of concrete once
did.” And even members of predominantly liberal NGOs cannot resist
the temptation. “As in the cold war [when] you had an Iron Curtain,
there is concern that authoritarian governments . . . are developing a
Virtual Curtain,” says Arvind Ganesan of Human Rights Watch.
Journalists, always keen to sacriﬁce nuance in the name of supposed
clarity, are the worst abusers of Cold War history for the purpose of explaining the imperative to promote Internet freedom to their audience.
Roger Cohen, a foreign affairs columnist for the International Herald
Tribune, writes that while “Tear down this wall!” was a twentieth-century
cry, the proper cry for the twenty-ﬁrst century is “Tear down this ﬁrewall!” Foreign Affairs’ David Feith argues that “just as East Germans diminished Soviet legitimacy by escaping across Checkpoint Charlie,
‘hacktivists’ today do the same by breaching Internet cyberwalls.” And
to dispel any suspicions that such linguistic promiscuity could be a
mere coincidence, Eli Lake, a contributing editor for the New Republic,
opines that “during the cold war, the dominant metaphor for describing
the repression of totalitarian regimes was The Berlin Wall. To update
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that metaphor, we should talk about The Firewall,” as if the similarity
between the two cases was nothing but self-evident.
Things get worse once observers begin to develop what they think
are informative and insightful parallels that go beyond the mere pairing
of the Berlin Wall with the Firewall, attempting to establish a nearly
functional identity between some of the activities and phenomena of
the Cold War era and those of today’s Internet. This is how blogging
becomes samizdat (Columbia University’s Lee Bollinger proclaims that
“like the underground samizdat . . . the Web has allowed free speech to
avoid the reach of the most authoritarian regimes”); bloggers become
dissidents (Alec Ross, Hillary Clinton’s senior adviser for innovation,
says that “bloggers are a form of 21st century dissident”); and the Internet itself becomes a new and improved platform for Western broadcasting (New York University’s Clay Shirky argues that what the
Internet allows in authoritarian states “is way more threatening than
Voice of America”). Since the Cold War vocabulary so profoundly affects how Western policymakers conceptualize the Internet and measure its effectiveness as a policy instrument, it’s little wonder that so
many of them are impressed. Blogs are, indeed, more efficient at spreading banned information than photocopiers.
The origins of the highly ambitious cyber-con agenda are thus easy
to pin down; anyone who takes all these metaphors seriously, whatever
the ideology, would inevitably be led to believe that the Internet is a
new battleground for freedom and that, as long as Western policymakers could ensure that the old cyber-walls are destroyed and no new ones
are erected in their place, authoritarianism is doomed.

Nostalgia’s Lethal Metaphors
But perhaps there is no need to be so dismissive of the Cold War experience. After all, it’s a relatively recent battle, still fresh in the minds
of many people working on issues of Internet freedom today. Plenty of
information-related aspects of the Cold War—think radio-jamming—
bear at least some minor technical resemblance to today’s concerns
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about Internet censorship. Besides, it’s inevitable that decision makers
in any ﬁeld, not just politics, would draw on their prior experiences to
understand any new problems they confront, even if they might adjust
some of their previous conclusions in light of new facts. The world of
foreign policy is simply too complex to be understood without borrowing concepts and ideas that originate elsewhere; it’s inevitable that
decision makers will use metaphors in explaining or justifying their actions. That said, it’s important to ensure that the chosen metaphors actually introduce—rather than reduce—conceptual clarity. Otherwise,
these are not metaphors but highly deceptive sound bites.
All metaphors come with costs, for the only way in which they can
help us grasp a complex issue is by downplaying some other, seemingly
less important, aspects of that issue. Thus, the theory of the “domino
effect,” so popular during the Cold War, predicted that once a country
goes communist, other countries would soon follow—until the entire
set of dominoes (countries) has fallen. While this may have helped
people grasp the urgent need to respond to communism, this metaphor
overemphasized interdependence between countries while paying little
attention to internal causes of instability. It downplayed the possibility
that democratic governments can fall on their own, without external
inﬂuence. But that, of course, only became obvious in hindsight. One
major problem with metaphors, no matter how creative they are, is that
once they enter into wider circulation, few people pay attention to other
aspects of the problem that were not captured by the original metaphor.
(Ironically, it was in Eastern Europe, as communist governments began
collapsing one after another, that a “domino effect” actually seemed to
occur.) “The pitfall of metaphorical reasoning is that people often move
from the identiﬁcation of similarities to the assumption of identity—
that is, they move from the realization that something is like something
else to assuming that something is exactly like something else. The
problem stems from using metaphors as a substitute for new thought
rather than a spur to creative thought,” writes Keith Shimko, a scholar
of political psychology at Purdue University. Not surprisingly, metaphors often create an illusion of complete intellectual mastery of an
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issue, giving decision makers a false sense of similarity where there is
none.
The carefree way in which Western policymakers are beginning to
throw around metaphors like “virtual walls” or “information curtains”
is disturbing. Not only do such metaphors play up only certain aspects
of the “Internet freedom” challenge (for example, the difficulty of sending critical messages into the target country), they also downplay other
aspects (the fact that the Web can be used by the very government of
the target country for the purposes of surveillance or propaganda).
Such metaphors also politicize anyone on the receiving end of the information coming from the other side of the “wall” or “curtain”; such
recipients are almost automatically presumed to be pro-Western or, at
least, to have some serious criticisms of their governments. Why would
they be surreptitiously lifting the curtain otherwise?
Having previously expended so much time and effort on trying to
break the Iron Curtain, Western policymakers would likely miss more
effective methods to break the Information Curtain; their previous experience makes them see everything in terms of curtains that need to
be lifted rather than, say, ﬁelds that need to be watered. Anyone tackling the issue unburdened by that misleading analogy would have
spotted that it’s a “ﬁeld” not a “wall” that they are looking at. Policymakers’ previous experiences with solving similar problems, however,
block them from seeking more effective solutions to new problems.
This is a well-known phenomenon that psychologists call the Einstellung Effect.
Many of the Cold War metaphors suggest solutions of their own.
Walls need to be destroyed and curtains raised before democracy can
take root. That democracy may still fail to take root even if the virtual
walls are crushed is not a scenario that naturally follows from such metaphors, if only because the peaceful history of postcommunist Eastern
Europe suggests otherwise. By infusing policymakers with excessive
optimism, the Cold War metaphors thus result in a certain illusory
sense of ﬁnality and irreversibility. Breaching a powerful ﬁrewall is in
no way similar to the breaching of the Berlin Wall or the lifting of passport controls at Checkpoint Charlie, simply because patching ﬁrewalls,
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unlike rebuilding monumental walls, takes hours. Physical walls are
cheaper to destroy than to build; their digital equivalents work the
other way around. Likewise, the “cyber-wall” metaphor falsely suggests
that once digital barriers are removed, new and completely different
barriers won’t spring up in their place—a proposition that is extremely
misleading when Internet control takes on multiple forms and goes far
beyond the mere blocking of websites.
Once such language creeps into policy analysis, it can result in a severe misallocation of resources. Thus, when an editorial in the Washington Post argues that “once there are enough holes in a ﬁrewall, it
crumbles. The technology for this exists. What is needed is more capacity,” it’s a statement that, while technically true, is extremely deceptive. More capacity may, indeed, temporarily pierce the ﬁrewalls, but it
is no guarantee that other, ﬁrewall-free approaches won’t do the same
job more effectively. To continue using the cyber-wall metaphor is to
fall victim to extreme Internet-centrism, unable to see the sociopolitical
nature of the problem of Internet control and focus only on its technological side.
Nowhere is the language problem more evident than in the popular
discourse about China’s draconian system of Internet control. Ever since
a 1997 article in Wired magazine dubbed this system “the Great Firewall
of China,” most Western observers have relied on such mental imagery
to conceptualize both the problem and the potential solutions. In the
meantime, other important aspects of Internet control in the country—
particularly the growing self-policing of China’s own Internet companies and the rise of a sophisticated online propaganda apparatus—did
not receive as much attention. According to Lokman Tsui, an Internet
scholar at the University of Pennsylvania, “[the metaphor of ] the
‘Great Firewall’ . . . limits our understanding and subsequent policy design on China’s internet. . . . If we want to make a start at understanding
the internet in China in all its complexity, the ﬁrst step we need to take
is to think beyond the Great Firewall that still has its roots in the Cold
War.” Tsui’s advice is worth heeding, but as long as policymakers continue their collective exercise in Cold War nostalgia, it is not going to
happen.
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Why Photocopiers Don’t Blog
Anachronistic language skewers public understanding of many other
domains of Internet culture, resulting in ineffective and even counterproductive policies. The similarities between the Internet and technologies used for samizdat—fax machines and photocopiers—are
fewer than one might imagine. A piece of samizdat literature copied on
a smuggled photocopier had only two uses: to be read and to be passed
on. But the Internet is, by deﬁnition, a much more complex medium
that can serve an inﬁnite number of purposes. Yes, it can be used to pass
on antigovernment information, but it can also be used to spy on citizens, satisfy their hunger for entertainment, subject them to subtle
propaganda, and even launch cyber-attacks on the Pentagon. No decisions made about the regulation of faxes or photocopiers in Washington had much impact on their users in Hungary or Poland; in contrast,
plenty of decisions about blogs and social networking sites—made in
Brussels, Washington, or Silicon Valley—have an impact on all the
users in China and Iran.
Similarly, the problem with understanding blogging through the lens
of samizdat is that it obfuscates many of the regime-strengthening features and entrenches the utopian myth of the Internet as a liberator.
There was hardly any pro-government samizdat in the Soviet Union
(even though there was plenty of samizdat accusing the government of
violating the core principles of Marxism-Leninism). If someone wanted
to express a position in favor of the government, they could write a letter to the local newspapers or raise it at the next meeting of their party
cell. Blogs, on the other hand, come in all shapes and ideologies; there
are plenty of pro-government blogs in Iran, China, and Russia, many
of them run by people who are genuinely supportive of the regime (or
at least some of its features, like foreign policy). To equate blogging
with samizdat and bloggers with dissidents is to close one’s eyes to
what’s going on in the extremely diverse world of new media across the
globe. Many bloggers are actually more extreme in their positions than
the government itself. Susan Shirk, an expert on Asian politics and former deputy assistant secretary of state in the Clinton administration,
writes that “Chinese officials . . . describe themselves as feeling under
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increasing pressure from nationalist public opinion. ‘How do you know,’
I ask, ‘what public opinion actually is?’ ‘That’s easy,’ they say, ‘I ﬁnd out
from Global Times [a nationalistic state-controlled tabloid about global
affairs] and the Internet.” And that public opinion may create an enabling environment for a more assertive government policy, even if the
government is not particularly keen on it. “China’s popular media and
Internet websites sizzle with anti-Japanese vitriol. Stories related to Japan
attract more hits than any other news on Internet sites and anti-Japanese
petitions are a focal point for organizing on-line collective action,” writes
Shirk. Nor is the Iranian blogosphere any more tolerant; in late 2006 a
conservative blog attacked Ahmadinejad for watching women dancers
perform at a sports event abroad.
While it was possible to argue that there was some kind of linear relationship between the amount of samizdat literature in circulation or
even the number of dissidents and the prospects for democratization,
it’s hard to make that argument about blogging and bloggers. By itself,
the fact that the number of Chinese or Iranian blogs is increasing does
not suggest that democratization is more likely to take root. This is
where many analysts fall into the trap of equating liberalization with
democratization; the latter, unlike the former, is a process with a clear
end result. “Political liberalization entails a widening public sphere and
a greater, but not irreversible, degree of basic freedoms. It does not
imply the introduction of contestation for positions of effective governing power,” write Holger Albrecht and Oliver Schlumberger, two
scholars of democratization specializing in the politics of the Middle
East. That there are many more voices online may be important, but
what really matters is whether those voices eventually lead to any more
political participation and, eventually, any more votes. (And even if
they do, not all such votes are equally meaningful, for many elections
are rigged before they even start.)

Which Tweet Killed the Soviet Union?
But what’s most problematic about today’s Cold War–inspired conceptualization of Internet freedom is that they are rooted in a shallow and
triumphalist reading of the end of the Cold War, a reading that has little
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to do with the discipline of history as practiced by historians (as opposed to what is imagined by politicians). It’s as if to understand the
inner workings of our new and shiny iPads we turned to an obscure
nineteenth-century manual of the telegraph written by a pseudoscientist who had never studied physics. To choose the Cold War as a source
of guiding metaphors about the Internet is an invitation to conceptual
stalemate, if only because the Cold War as a subject matter is so suffused with arguments, inconsistencies, and controversies—and those
are growing by the year, as historians gain access to new archives—that
it is completely ill-suited for any comparative inquiry, let alone the one
that seeks to debate and draft effective policies for the future.
When defenders of Internet freedom fall back on Cold War rhetoric,
they usually do it to show the causal connection between information
and the fall of communism. The policy implications of such comparisons are easy to grasp as well: Technologies that provide for such increased information ﬂows should be given priority and receive
substantial public support.
Notice, for example, how Gordon Crovitz, a Wall Street Journal
columnist, makes an exaggerated claim about the Cold War—“the Cold
War was won by spreading information about the Free World”—before
recommending a course of action—“in a world of tyrants scared of
their own citizens, the new tools of the Web should be even more terrifying if the outside world makes sure that people have access to its
tools.” (Crovitz’s was an argument in favor of giving more public money
to Falun Gong-affiliated Internet groups.) Another 2009 column in the
Journal, this time penned by former members of the Bush administration, pulls the same trick: “Just as providing photocopies and fax machines helped Solidarity dissidents in communist Poland in the
1980s”—here is the necessary qualiﬁer without which the advice might
seem less credible—“grants should be given to private groups to develop and ﬁeld ﬁrewall-busting technology.”
These may all be worthwhile policy recommendations, but they rest
on a highly original—some historians might say suspicious—interpretation of the Cold War. Because of its unexpected and extremely fastpaced end, it begot all sorts of highly abstract theories about the power
of information to transform power itself. That the end of communism
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in the East coincided with the beginning of a new stage in the information revolution in the West convinced many people that a monocausal
relationship was at work here. The advent of the Internet was only the
most obvious breakthrough, but other technologies—above all, the
radio—got a lion’s share of the credit for the downfall of Soviet communism. “Why did the West win the Cold War?” asks Michael Nelson,
former chairman of the Reuters Foundation in his 2003 book about
the history of Western broadcasting to the Soviet bloc. “Not by use of
arms. Weapons did not breach the Iron Curtain. The Western invasion
was by radio, which was mightier than the sword.” Autobiographies of
radio journalists and executives who were commanding that “invasion”
in outposts like Radio Free Europe or the Voice of America are full of
such rhetorical bluster; they are clearly not the ones to downplay their
own roles in bringing democracy to Eastern Europe.
The person to blame for popularizing such views happens to be the
same hero many conservatives widely believe to have won the Cold
War itself: Ronald Reagan. Since he was the man in charge of all those
Western radio broadcasts and spearheaded the undercover support to
samizdat-printing dissidents, any account that links the fall of communism to the role of technology would invariably glorify Reagan’s own
role in the process. Reagan, however, did not have to wait for future interpretations. Proclaiming that “breezes of electronic beams blow
through the Iron Curtain as if it was lace,” he started the conversation
that eventually degenerated into the dreamy world of “virtual curtains”
and “cyber-walls.” Once Reagan announced that “information is the oxygen of the modern age” and that “it seeps through the walls topped by
barbed wire, it wafts across the electriﬁed borders,” pundits, politicians,
and think-tankers knew they had a metaphorical treasure trove while
Reagan’s numerous supporters saw this narrative as ﬁnally acknowledging their hero’s own gigantic contribution to ushering in democracy into
Europe. (China’s microchip manufacturers must have been laughing all
the way to the bank when Reagan predicted that “the Goliath of totalitarianism will be brought down by the David of the microchip.”)
It just took a few months to add analytical luster to Reagan’s pronouncements and turn it into something of a coherent history. In 1990,
the RAND Corporation, a California-based think tank that, perhaps by
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the sheer virtue of its propitious location, never passes up an opportunity to praise the powers of modern technology, reached a strikingly
similar conclusion. “The communist bloc failed,” it said in a timely published study, “not primarily or even fundamentally because of its centrally controlled economic policies or its excessive military burdens, but
because its closed societies were too long denied the fruits of the information revolution.” This view has proved remarkably sticky. As late as
2002, Francis Fukuyama, himself a RAND Corporation alumnus,
would write that “totalitarian rule depended on a regime’s ability to
maintain a monopoly over information, and once modern information
technology made that impossible, the regime’s power was undermined.”
By 1995 true believers in the power of information to crush authoritarianism were treated to a book-length treatise. Dismantling Utopia: How
Information Ended the Soviet Union, a book by Scott Shane—who from
1988 to 1991 served as the Baltimore Sun’s Moscow correspondent—
tried to make the best case for why information mattered, arguing that
the “death of the Soviet illusion . . . [was] not by tanks and bombs but by
facts and opinions, by the release of information bottled up for decades.”
The crux of Shane’s thesis was that as the information gates opened
under glasnost, people discovered unpleasant facts about the KGB’s
atrocities while also being exposed to life in the West. He wasn’t entirely
incorrect: Increased access to previously suppressed information did
expose the numerous lies advanced by the Soviet regime. (There were
so many revisions to history textbooks in 1988 that a nationwide history
examination had to be scrapped, as it wasn’t clear if the old curriculum
could actually count as “history” anymore.) It didn’t take long until, to
use one of Shane’s memorable phrases, “ordinary information, mere
facts, exploded like grenades, ripping the system and its legitimacy.”

Hold On to Your Data Grenade, Comrade!
Facts exploding like grenades certainly make for a gripping journalistic
narrative, but it’s not the only reason why such accounts are so popular.
Their wide acceptance also has to do with the fact that they always put
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people, rather than some abstract force of history or economics, ﬁrst.
Any information-centric account of the end of the Cold War is bound
to prioritize the role of its users—dissidents, ordinary protesters,
NGOs—and downplay the role played by structural, historical factors—
the unbearable foreign debt accumulated by many Central European
countries, the slowing down of the Soviet economy, the inability of the
Warsaw Pact to compete with NATO.
Those who reject the structural explanation and believe that 1989
was a popular revolution from below are poised to see the crowds that
gathered in the streets of Leipzig, Berlin, and Prague as exerting enormous pressure on communist institutions and eventually suffocating
them. “Structuralists,” on the other hand, don’t make much of the
crowds. For them, by October 1989 the communist regimes were already dead, politically and economically; even if the crowds would not
have been as numerous, the regimes would still be as dead. And if one
assumes that the Eastern European governments were already dysfunctional, unable or reluctant to ﬁght for their existence, the heroism of
protesters matters much less than most information-centric accounts
suggest. Posing on the body of a dead lion that was felled by indigestion
makes for a far less impressive photo op.
This debate—whether it was the dissidents or some impersonal social force that brought down communism in Eastern Europe—has
taken a new shape in the growing academic dispute about whether
something like “civil society” (still a favorite buzzword of many foundations and development institutions) existed under communism and
whether it played any signiﬁcant role in precipitating the public
protests. Debates over “civil society” have immense repercussions for
the future of Internet freedom policy, in part because this fuzzy concept
is often endowed with revolutionary potential and bloggers are presumed to be in its vanguard. But if it turns out that the dissidents—and
civil society as a whole—did not play much of a role in toppling communism, then the popular expectations about the new generation of
Internet revolutions may be overblown as well. Getting it right matters
because the unchecked belief in the power of civil society, just like the
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unchecked power in the ability of ﬁrewall-breaching tools, would ultimately lead to bad policy and prioritize courses of action that may not
be particularly effective.
Stephen Kotkin, a noted expert of Soviet history at Princeton University, has argued that the myth of civil society as a driver of anticommunist change was mostly invented by Western academics, donors, and
journalists. “In 1989 ‘civil society’ could not have shattered Soviet-style
socialism for the simple reason that civil society in Eastern Europe did
not then actually exist.” And Kotkin has got the evidence to back it up:
In early 1989 the Czechoslovak intelligence apparatus estimated that
the country’s active dissidents were no more than ﬁve hundred people,
with a core of about sixty (and even as the protests broke out in Prague,
the dissidents were calling for elections rather than a complete overthrow of the communist regime). The late Tony Judt, another gifted
historian of Eastern European history, observed that Václav Havel’s
Charter 77 attracted fewer than 2,000 signatures in a Czechoslovak
population of ﬁfteen million. Similarly, the East German dissident
movement did not play a signiﬁcant role in getting people onto the
streets of Leipzig and Berlin, and such movements almost did not exist
in Romania or Bulgaria. Something like civil society did exist in Poland,
but it was also one of the few countries with virtually no signiﬁcant
protests in 1989. Kotkin is thus justiﬁed in concluding that “just like
the ‘bourgeoisie’ were mostly an outcome of 1789, so ‘civil society’ was
more a consequence than a primary cause of 1989.”
But even if civil society didn’t exist as such, people did come out to
Prague’s Wenceslas Square, choosing to spend cold November days
chanting antigovernment slogans under the ubiquitous gaze of police
forces. Whatever their role, the crowds certainly didn’t hurt the cause
of democratization. If one believes that the crowds matter, then a more
effective tool of getting them into the streets would be a welcome addition; thus, the introduction of a powerful new technology—a photocopier to copy the leaﬂets at rates ten times faster than before—is a
genuine improvement. So are any changes in the way by which people
can reveal their incentives to each other. If you know that twenty of
your friends will join a protest, you may be more likely to join as well.
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Facebook is, thus, something of a godsend to protest movements. It
would be silly to deny that new means of communications can alter the
likelihood and the size of a protest.
Nevertheless, if the Eastern European regimes had not already been
dead, they would have mounted a defense that would have prevented
any “information cascades” (the preferred scholarly term for such
snowball-like public participation) from forming in the ﬁrst place. On
this reading, the East German regime was simply unwilling to crack
down on the ﬁrst wave of protests in Leipzig, well aware that it was
heading for a collective suicide. Furthermore, in 1989, unlike in 1956
or 1968, the Kremlin, ruled by a new generation of leaders who still
had vivid memories of the brutality of their predecessors, didn’t think
that bloody crackdowns were a good idea, and East Germany’s senior
leaders were too weak and hesitant to do it alone. As Perry Anderson,
one of the most insightful students of contemporary European history,
once remarked, “nothing fundamental could change in Eastern Europe
so long as the Red Army remained ready to ﬁre. Everything was possible
once fundamental change started in Russia itself.” To argue that it was
the photocopies that triggered change in Russia and then the rest of
the region is to engage in such a grotesque simpliﬁcation of history that
one may as well abandon practicing history altogether. This is not to
deny that they played a role, but only to deny the monocausal relationship that many want to establish.

When the Radio Waves Seemed Mightier Than
the Tanks
If there is a genuine lesson to be drawn from Cold War history, it is that
the increased effectiveness of information technology is still severely
constrained by the internal and external politics of the regime at hand,
and once those politics start changing, it may well be possible to take advantage of the new technologies. A strong government that has a will to
live would do its utmost to deny Internet technology its power to mobilize. As long as the Internet is tied to physical infrastructure, this is not
so hard to accomplish: In virtually all authoritarian states, governments
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maintain control over communication networks and can turn them off
at the ﬁrst sign of protests. As the Chinese authorities began worrying
about the growing unrest in Xinjiang in 2009, they simply turned off
all Internet communications for ten months; it was a very thorough
cleansing, but a few weeks would suffice in less threatening cases. Of
course, they may incur signiﬁcant economic losses because of such information blackouts, but when forced to choose between a blackout
and a coup, many choose the former.
Even the strongest authoritarian governments are consistently challenged by protesters. It seems somewhat naïve to believe that strong
authoritarian governments will balk at cracking down on protesters for
fear of being accused of being too brutal, even if their every action is
captured on camera; most likely, they will simply learn how to live with
those accusations. The Soviet Union didn’t hesitate to send tanks to
Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968; the Chinese didn’t pause
before sending tanks to Tiananmen Square, despite a sophisticated network of fax machines that was sending the information to the West; the
Burmese junta didn’t balk at suppressing a march by the monks, despite
the presence of foreign journalists documenting their actions. The most
overlooked aspect of the 2009 protests in Tehran is that even though
the government was well aware that many protesters were carrying mobile phones, it still dispatched snipers on building roofs and ordered
them to shoot (one such sniper supposedly shot twenty-seven-year-old
Neda Agha-Soltan; her death was captured on video, and she became
one of the heroes of the Green Movement, with one Iranian factory
even manufacturing statues of her). There is little evidence to suggest
that, at least for the kind of leaders who are least likely to receive the
Nobel Peace Prize, exposure results in less violence.
Most important, governments can also take advantage of decentralized
information ﬂows and misinform their population about how popular
the protest movement really is. That decentralization and multiplication of digital information would somehow make it easier for the fencesitters to infer what is really happening in the streets seems a rather
unfounded assumption. In fact, history teaches us that media could as
easily send false signals; many Hungarians still remember the utterly
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irresponsible broadcasts by Radio Free Europe on the eve of the Soviet
invasion in 1956, which suggested that American military aid would be
forthcoming (it wasn’t). Some of those broadcasts even offered tips on
antitank warfare, urging the Hungarians to resist the Soviet occupation;
they could be held at least partially responsible for the 3,000 deaths that
followed the invasion. Such misinformation, whether deliberate or not,
could ﬂourish in the age of Twitter (the effort to spread fake videos purporting to show the burning of Ayatollah Khomeini’s portrait in the aftermath of the Iranian protests is a case in point).
Nor is the decentralized nature of communications always good in
itself, especially if the objective is to make as many people informed as
fast as possible. In a 2009 interview with the Globe and Mail, the East
German dissident Rainer Muller noted how beneﬁcial it was that the
nation’s attention was not dispersed in the late 1980s: “You didn’t have
people looking at 200 different TV channels and 10,000 websites and
e-mails from thousands of people. You could put something on a Western TV or radio station and you could be sure that half the country
would know it.” Few oppositional movements can boast such sizable
audiences in the age of YouTube, especially when they are forced to
compete with the much funnier videos of cats ﬂushing the toilet.
While a deﬁnitive history of the Cold War remains to be written, the
uniqueness of its end is not to be underestimated. Too many factors
were stacked against the survival of the Soviet system: Gorbachev sent
a number of cautionary signals to the communist leaders of Eastern Europe warning them against crackdowns and making it clear that the
Kremlin wouldn’t assist in suppressing popular uprisings; a number of
Eastern European countries were running economies on the brink of
bankruptcy and had a very dark future ahead of them, with or without
the protests; East German police could have easily prevented the
demonstrations in Leipzig, but its leaders did not exercise their authority; and a small technical change in Poland’s electoral law could have
prevented the Solidarity movement from forming a government that
inspired other democratic movements in the region.
This is the great paradox of the Cold War’s end: On the one hand,
the structural conditions of countries of the Soviet bloc in late 1989
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were so lethal that it seemed inevitable that communism would die. On
the other hand, communist hard-liners had so much room to maneuver
that absolutely nothing guaranteed that the end of the Cold War would
be as bloodless as it turned out to be. Given how many things could
have gone wrong in the process, it’s still something of a miracle that the
Soviet bloc—Romania notwithstanding—went under so peacefully. It
takes a rather peculiar historical sense to look at this highly particularistic case and draw far-reaching conclusions about the role of technology in its demise and then assume that such conclusions would also
hold in completely different contexts like China or Iran twenty years
later. Western policymakers should rid themselves of the illusion that
communism ended quickly—under the pressure of information or fax
machines—or that it was guaranteed to end peacefully because the
whole world was watching. The fall of communism was the result of a
much longer process, and the popular protests were just its most visible,
but not necessarily most important, component. Technology may have
played a role, but it did so because of particular historical circumstances
rather than because of technology’s own qualities. Those circumstances
were highly speciﬁc to Soviet communism and may no longer exist.
Western policymakers simply can’t change modern Russia, China,
or Iran using methods from the late 1980s. Simply opening up the information gates would not erode modern authoritarian regimes, in part
because they have learned to function in an environment marked by
the abundance of information. And it certainly doesn’t hurt that, contrary to the expectations of many in the West, certain kinds of information could actually strengthen them.
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“

he Tits Show” sounds like a promising name for a weekly Internet show. Hosted by Russia.ru, Russia’s pioneering experiment
in Internet television supported by Kremlin’s ideologues, the show’s format is rather simple: A horny and slightly overweight young man travels
around Moscow nightclubs in search of perfect breasts. Moscow nightlife
being what it is, the show is never short of things to ﬁlm and women to
grope and interview.
“The Tits Show” is just one of more than two dozen weekly and daily
video shows produced by the Russia.ru team to satisfy the quirky tastes
of Russian Internet users (and “produced” they truly are: much of the
site’s staff are defectors from the world of professional television). Some
of those shows discuss politics—there are even a few odd interviews
with Russia’s president, Dmitry Medvedev—but most are quite frivolous in nature. A sample episode of the “books show”: an exploration
of the best books about alcohol available in Moscow’s bookstores.
If one reads the Western press, it’s easy to get the impression that
the Internet in Russia is an effective and extremely popular vehicle for
attacking—if not overthrowing—the government. Nevertheless, while
57
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civic activism—raising money for sick children and campaigning to
curb police corruption—is highly visible on the Russian Internet, it’s
still entertainment and social media that dominate (in this respect, Russia hardly differs from the United States or countries in Western Europe). The most popular Internet searches on Russian search engines
are not for “what is democracy?” or “how to protect human rights” but
for “what is love?” and “how to lose weight.”
Russia.ru does not hide its connections to the Kremlin; senior members of the Kremlin’s various youth movement even have their own talk
shows. The need for such a site stems from the Kremlin’s concern that
the transition from the world of television, which it fully controls, to
the anarchic world of the Internet might undermine the government’s
ability to set the agenda and shape how the public reacts to news. To
that effect, the Kremlin supports, directly or indirectly, a host of sites
about politics, which are usually quick to denounce the opposition and
welcome every government initiative, but increasingly branches out
into apolitical entertainment. From the government’s perspective, it’s
far better to keep young Russians away from politics altogether, having
them consume funny videos on Russia’s own version of YouTube, RuTube (owned by Gazprom, the country’s state-owned energy behemoth), or on Russia.ru, where they might be exposed to a rare
ideological message as well. Many Russians are happy to comply, not
least because of the high quality of such online distractions. The Russian authorities may be onto something here: The most effective system of Internet control is not the one that has the most sophisticated
and draconian system of censorship, but the one that has no need for
censorship whatsoever.
The Kremlin’s growing online entertainment empire may explain
why there is little formal censorship in Russia—the Kremlin doesn’t
ban access to any of its opponents’ websites, with the minor exception
of those created by terrorists and child molesters—and yet surprisingly
little political activity. Russia.ru, with its highly skilled team and ﬂexible
budget, is just one of the many attempts to control the space; it does
so by relying on entertainment rather than politics. Could it be that the
vast online reservoirs of cheap entertainment are dampening the en-
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thusiasm that the Russian youth might have for politics, thus preventing
their radicalization? What if the liberating potential of the Internet also
contains the seeds of depoliticization and thus dedemocratization?
Could it be that just as the earlier generation of Western do-gooders
mistakenly believed that Soviet office workers were secretly typing
samizdat literature on their computers (rather than playing Tetris), so
Westerners today harbor futile hopes that Russians are blogging about
human rights and Stalin’s abuses, while they are only ﬂipping through
ChatRoulette, Russia’s quirky gift to the Internet?

How Cable Undermines Democracy
Here again the focus on the role of broadcasting in the Cold War keeps
the West ignorant of the complex role that information plays in authoritarian societies. Two theories explain how exposure to Western media
could have democratized the Soviets. One claims that Western media
showed brainwashed citizens that their governments were not as innocent as they claimed to be and pushed people to think about political
issues they may have previously avoided; it’s what we can call “liberation by facts” theory. The second asserts that Western media spread
images of prosperity and fueled consumerist angst; stories of fast cars,
fancy kitchen appliances, and suburban happiness made citizens living
under authoritarianism dream of change and become more active politically. This is what we can call “liberation by gadgets” theory.
While projecting the images of prosperity was easy, getting people
to care about politics was more difficult—at least people who were not
previously politicized. To that extent, Western broadcasting efforts included both entertainment and lifestyle programs (one of Radio Free
Europe’s hits was Radio Doctor, a program that informed listeners
about recent developments in Western medicine and answered speciﬁc
questions from laypeople, exposing the inefficiencies of the Soviet system in the process). Banned music was frequently broadcast as well
(one survey of Belarusian youths in 1985 found that 75 percent of
them listened to foreign broadcasts, mostly to catch up on music they
couldn’t get otherwise). In this way the West could capitalize on the
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cultural rigidity of communism, lure listeners with the promise of better entertainment, and secretly feed them with political messages. (Not
everyone was convinced such a strategy was effective. In 1953 Walter
Lippmann, one of the fathers of modern propaganda, penned a
poignant op-ed, arguing that “to set up an elaborate machinery of international communication and then have it say, ‘We are the Voice of
America engaged in propaganda to make you like us better than you
like our adversaries,’ is—as propaganda—an absurdity. As a way of
stimulating an appetite for the American way of life, it is like serving
castor oil as a cocktail before dinner.”) “Politicization” and involvement
in oppositional politics were thus by-products of desire for entertainment that the West knew how to satisfy. This may not have led to the
emergence of civil society, of course, but it has certainly made ideas
associated with the democratic revolutions of 1989 more palatable in
the end.
The media’s roles in the cultivation of political knowledge in both
democratic and authoritarian societies are strikingly similar. Before the
rise of cable television in the West, knowledge about politics—especially
of the everyday variety—was something of an accident even in democratic societies. Markus Prior, a scholar of political communications at
Princeton University, argues that most Americans were exposed to political news not because they wanted to watch it but because there was
nothing else to watch. This resulted in citizens who were far better politically informed, much more likely to participate in politics, and far
less likely to be partisan than today. The emergence of cable television,
however, gave people the choice between consuming political news and
anything else—and most viewers, predictably, went for that “anything
else” category, which mostly consisted of entertainment. A small cluster
has continued to care about politics—and, thanks to the rise of the
niche media, they have more opportunities that they could ever wish
for—but the rest of the population has disengaged.
Prior’s insights about the negative effects of media choice in the context of Western democracies can also shed light on why the Internet
may not boost political knowledge and politicize the fence-sitters, the
ones who remain undecided about whether to voice their grievances
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against their governments, to the degree that some of us hope. The drive
for entertainment simply outweighs the drive for political knowledge—
and YouTube could easily satisfy even the most demanding entertainment junkies. Watching the equivalent of “The Tits Show” in the 1970s
required getting exposure to at least a ﬁve-second political commercial
(even if it was the jingle of Radio Free Europe), while today one can
avoid such political messages altogether.

The Denver Clan Conquers East Berlin
If policymakers stopped focusing on “virtual walls” and “information
curtains,” as if those are all that the Cold War could teach them, they
might discover a more useful lesson on the entertainment front. The
German Democratic Republic presents a fascinating case of a communist country that for virtually all of its existence could receive Western
broadcasting. It would seem natural to expect that of all the other communist states GDR would have the most politically informed citizens,
the most vibrant political opposition, and civil society groups as well
as a burgeoning samizdat enterprise. These expectations would be in
line with how the impact of information was viewed during the Cold
War. It was all too easy to fall under the impression that all media consumption was political, because researchers had two limited sources
for their assertions: recent émigrés and those who wrote admiring letters to the likes of Radio Free Europe. Such sources bolstered the view
that consuming official narratives of events in state-run media led to
apathy and disillusionment, pushing people to seek solace in foreign
radio programs. Yet neither of the two groups were unbiased, and the
conclusions of such studies have been repeatedly challenged. Concluding that people who wrote letters to Radio Free Europe were representative of the population at large was like walking into a bar a few blocks
from Congress, interviewing a few congressional staffers deeply mesmerized by a C-SPAN broadcast on the bar’s wall, and lauding the fact
that most Americans are superbly informed about the nuts and bolts
of national politics. (That said, not all researchers doing such quasidetective work were dilettantes; to access the actual views of the people
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they interviewed and whose letters they read, they paid particular attention to Freudian slips and typos.)
Eventually there emerged a far better, more empirical way to test
common Western assumptions about the role of media in authoritarian
regimes. It was a stroke of luck: East Germany’s geography made it difficult to block Western signals on most of its territory, and only one-sixth
of the population, concentrated mostly in counties that were far from
the western border, could not receive West German television (this area
was widely known—and ridiculed—as Tal Der Ahnungslosen, “The Valley of the Clueless”). In 1961—the year the Berlin Wall went up—the
country’s leading youth organization, Freie Deutsche Jugend, began
dispatching their youthful troops to many a rooftop to ﬁnd antennae
aimed at the West and either dismantle them or reorient them toward
East German transmission towers. Popular anger, however, quickly
drove the youngsters away, and such raids stopped. By 1973 GDR’s
leader, Erich Honecker, acknowledging that West German television
was already widely popular, gave up and allowed all GDR’s citizens—
except soldiers, police, and teachers—to watch whatever they wanted,
on the condition the citizens would closely scrutinize everything they
saw and heard in the Western media. At the same time, Honecker urged
GDR’s own television to “overcome a certain type of tedium” and “to
take the desire for good entertainment into account.” Thus, for nearly
three decades, most of GDR’s citizens were in a rather peculiar situation: They could, in theory, compare how the two German regimes—
one democratic and one communist—chose to portray the same
events. If the conclusions of all those studies that analyzed letters sent
to Radio Free Europe were right, one could expect that East Germans
would be glued to news programs from the democratic West, learning
of the abuses of their own regime and searching for secret antigovernment cells to join.
It’s hard to say whether East Germans did practice as much media criticism as Western scholars would have subsequently wanted them to, but
it seems that Western television only made them more complacent—a
fact that GDR’s ruling elites eventually recognized. When they insisted
on removing a satellite dish that was illegally installed by the residents
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of the small German town of Weissenberg, the local communist officials
and the mayor were quick to point out that members of their community were “‘much more content’ since the introduction of West German
television,” that their attitudes toward the East German regime had become “more positive,” and that all applications for exit visas (that is, to
immigrate to the West) had been withdrawn. From the early 1980s onwards, satellites were openly tolerated by the authorities.
East Germans were not all that interested in tracking the latest news
from NATO. Instead, they preferred soft news and entertainment, particularly American TV series. Such shows as Dallas, Miami Vice, Bonanza, Sesame Street, and The Streets of San Francisco were particularly
popular; even the leading Communist Party journal Einheit acknowledged that Dynasty—known in Germany as The Denver Clan and the
most popular of the lot—was widely watched. Paul Gleye, an American
Fulbright scholar who lived and taught in GDR between 1988 and
1989, remembers that whenever he brought out his map of the United
States to tell East Germans about his country, “the ﬁrst question often
was ‘Well, show me where Dallas and Denver are,’” while his students
“seemed to be more interested in hearing about Montana State University when I told them it was about 850 kilometers northwest of Denver
than when I described its setting in a picturesque Alpine valley in the
Rocky Mountains.”
Long after the Berlin Wall fell, Michael Meyen and Ute Nawratil,
two German academics, conducted extensive interviews with hundreds
of East Germans. They found that many of them did not even believe
what they heard on the Western news. They thought that the portrayal
of life in East Germany was predictably uninformed and highly ideological, while the extensive propaganda of their own government made
them expect that Western news, too, was heavily shaped by the government. (Ironically, in their distrust and suspicion of the Western propaganda apparatus, they were more Chomskian than Noam Chomsky
himself). When, in a separate study, East Germans were asked what
changes they would like to see in their country’s television programming, they voted for more entertainment and less politics. Eventually
GDR’s propaganda officials learned that the best way to have at least a
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modicum of people watch their ideological programming on GDR’s
own television was to schedule it when West German television was
running news and current affairs programs—which East Germans
found to be the least interesting.

The Opium of the Masses: Made in GDR
That the never-ending supply of Western entertainment made large
parts of GDR’s population useless as far as activism was concerned was
not lost on German dissidents. As Christopher Hein, a prominent East
German writer and dissident, stated in a 1990 interview:
[In the GDR we had a difficult task because] the whole people could
leave the country and move to the West as a man every day at 8 PM—
via television. That lifted the pressure. Here is the difference between
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union. There the pressure
continued to bear down and generated counter-pressure. . . . That’s
why I always envied the Russians and the Poles. . . . In general, the
helpful proximity of the Federal Republic was not helpful to our own
development. . . . Here we had no samizdat, as long as we had access
to the publishing houses of West Germany.

Subsequent research based on archival data proved Hein right. East
German authorities, preoccupied with their own survival, spent a lot
of resources on understanding the attitudes of their young citizens. To
that effect, they commissioned a number of regular studies, most of
which were conducted by the ominous-sounding Central Institute for
Youth Research founded in 1966. Between 1966 and 1990 it conducted
several hundred surveys that studied the attitudes of high school and
college students, young workers, and others; the staff of the institute
could not study other demographic groups, nor could they publish
their results—those were classiﬁed. The reports were declassiﬁed after
German uniﬁcation and have opened up a bounty of research for academics studying life in East Germany. The surveys polled respondents
about regime support (e.g., asking them whether they agreed with state-
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ments like “I am convinced of the Leninist/Marxist worldview” and “I
feel closely attached to East Germany”).
Holger Lutz Kern and Jens Hainmueller, two German academics
teaching in the United States, studied this data to understand how the
relationship between life satisfaction and regime support varied according to the availability of Western broadcasting. They published
their ﬁndings in a provocatively titled paper, “Opium for the Masses:
How Foreign Media Can Stabilize Authoritarian Regimes.” They found
that those East German youth who could receive Western television
were, overall, more satisﬁed and content with the regime; the ones who
could not receive Western television—those living in the Valley of the
Clueless—were much more politicized, more critical of the regime,
and, most interestingly, more likely to apply for exit visas. Thus, they
wrote, “in an ironic twist for Marxism, capitalist television seems to
have performed the same narcotizing function in communist East Germany that Karl Marx had attributed to religious beliefs in capitalism
societies when he condemned religion as ‘opium of the people.’”
They described this process as “escapism”: “West German Television
allowed East Germans to vicariously escape life under communism at
least for a couple of hours each night, making their lives more bearable
and the East German regime more tolerable. . . . West German television exposure resulted in a net increase in regime support.” If anything,
access to excellent entertainment from the West—it took GDR authorities many years to start producing high-quality entertainment programs that could rival those from abroad—depoliticized vast swathes
of the East German population, even as it nominally allowed them to
learn more about the injustices of their own regime from Western news
programs. Western television made life in East Germany more bearable,
and by doing so it may have undermined the struggle of the dissident
movement. Most interestingly, it was in the Valley of the Clueless that
protests began brewing; its residents were clearly more dissatisﬁed with
life in the country than those who found a refuge in the exciting world
of The Denver Clan.
If we judge by the youth survey data, we might conclude that young
people were particularly susceptible to escapism; moreover, we don’t have
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much data for East German adults. The “liberation by gadgets” theory
may thus have some validity. Perhaps, the adults, disappointed by the
never-arriving “socialism with a human face,” were much more susceptible to despair and thus easier to politicize with teasing pictures of
Western capitalism. Paul Betts, a British academic who has studied consumer culture in GDR, points out that “those things that the state had
supposedly overcome in the name of the great socialist experiment—
subjective fancy, individual luxury, commodity fetishism, and irrational
consumer desire—eventually returned as its arch nemeses. The irony
is that the people apparently took these dreams of a better and more
prosperous world more seriously than the state ever expected, so much
so that the government was ultimately sued for false advertising.” Or,
as a popular joke of that period had it: “Marxism would have worked
if it wasn’t for cars.” (It seems that the Chinese have learned the East
German lesson, purchasing the entire Volvo operation from Ford in
2010.)
The East German experience shows that the media could play a
much more complex and ambiguous role under authoritarianism than
many in the West initially assumed. Much of the early scholarship on
the subject greatly underestimated the need for entertainment and
overestimated the need for information, especially of the political variety. Whatever external pressures, most people eventually ﬁnd a way
to accustom themselves to the most brutal political realities, whether
by means of television, art, or sex.
Furthermore, the fact that the media did such a superb job at covering the fall of the Berlin Wall may have inﬂuenced many observers to
believe that it played a similarly benevolent role throughout the entire
history of the Cold War. But this was just a utopian dream: Whatever
noble roles media take on during extraordinary crisis situations should
not be generalized, for their everyday functions are strikingly different
and are much more likely to be geared toward entertainment (if only
because it sells better). A case in point: While many praised Twitter’s
role in publicizing and promoting political demonstrations in Iran, the
death of Michael Jackson on June 25, 2009, quickly overtook the
protests as the site’s most popular topic.
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Watching Avatar in Havana
But if the Western media made the consumerist beneﬁts of capitalism
easier to grasp than any piece of samizdat, it only gave its hopeful Eastern European viewers a rather shallow view on how democracy works
and what kind of commitments and institutions it requires. As Erazim
Kohák, a Czech-American philosopher whose family emigrated to the
United States in 1948, memorably wrote in 1992: “The unfortunate
truth is that as the former subjects of the Soviet empire dream it, the
American dream has very little to do with liberty and justice for all and
a great deal to do with soap operas and the Sears catalogue. . . . It is a
dream made up mostly of irresponsibility, unreality, and instantly gratiﬁed greed.” Kohák knew that it was affluence—“the glittering plenty
we glimpsed across the border in Germany and Austria . . . freedom
from care, freedom from responsibility”—rather than some abstract
notion of Jeffersonian democracy that the Eastern European masses
really wanted. As Kohák was quick to point out, affluence came fast in
the early 1990s, without anyone giving much thought to what else democracy should mean: “When the popular Czech cartoonist Renčín
draws his vision of what freedom will bring, he draws a man blissing
out on a sofa, surrounded by toys and trophies—an outdoor motor, a
television set with a VCR, a personal computer, a portable bar, an LP
grill. There is not a trace of irony in it: this is what freedom means.”
But the Russia or China of today is not the East Germany or Czechoslovakia of the late 1980s. Except for North Korea, Turkmenistan, and
perhaps Burma, modern authoritarian states have embraced consumerism, and it seems to have strengthened rather than undermined
their regimes. Popular culture, especially when left unchecked by appeals to some higher truth or ideal, has eroded the political commitment of even the most dissatisﬁed citizens. Although the jubilant
Czechs installed Václav Havel, a playwright and formidable intellectual,
as their leader, they couldn’t resist the consumerist tornado sweeping
through their lands (ironically, “Power of the Powerless” essay, Havel’s
most famous attack on the totalitarian system, was a fulmination against
the petty-mindedness of a communist store manager). Havel should
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have listened to Philip Roth, who in 1990 gave him and his fellow
Czech intellectuals a most precious piece of advice on the pages of the
New York Review of Books. Roth predicted that soon the cult of the dissident intellectuals would be replaced by the cult of another, much
more powerful adversary:
I can guarantee you that no deﬁant crowds will ever rally in Wenceslas
Square to overthrow its tyranny nor will any playwright-intellectual
be elevated by the outraged masses to redeem the national soul from
the fatuity into which this adversary reduces virtually all of human
discourse. I am speaking about that trivializer of everything, commercial television—not a handful of channels of boring clichéd television
that nobody wants to watch because it is controlled by an oaﬁsh state
censor, but a dozen or two channels of boring, clichéd television that
most everybody watches all the time because it is entertaining.

Roth could not have predicted the rise of YouTube, which has proven
even more entertaining than cable. (He seems to avoid most of the pleasures of the Web; in a 2009 interview with the Wall Street Journal, he
claimed he only uses it to buy books and groceries.)
As a writer for the Times of London summarized the situation, some
of the former communist countries “may have escaped the grip of dictators to fall instead under the spell of Louis Vuitton.”
In the absence of high ideals and stable truths, it has become nearly
impossible to awaken people’s political consciousness, even to ﬁght authoritarianism. How can you, when everyone is busy buying plasma
TVs (Chinese today buy TVs with the biggest screens in the world,
beating Americans by four inches), shopping for stuff online (a company linked to the Iranian government launched an online supermarket
the same week that the authorities decided to ban Gmail), and navigating a city with the highest number of BMWs per square meter (that
would be Moscow)? Even the official media in Cuba, that stalwart of
revolutionary values, now broadcast TV series like The Sopranos,
Friends, and Grey’s Anatomy. In early 2010 they reportedly broadcast a
pirated version of the movie Avatar shortly after it opened in U.S. the-
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aters. (The communist critics, however, remained unconvinced; “predictable . . . very simplistic . . . reiterative in its argument” was the verdict
of movie buffs from Granma, the official daily of the Communist Party
of Cuba—perhaps they didn’t get the memo about the 3D glasses.) It’s
hardly surprising that fewer than 2 percent of Cubans tune in to the
radio broadcasts funded by the U.S. government through Radio Martí,
Cuba’s equivalent of Radio Free Europe. Why should ordinary Cubans
take any risks to listen to highly ideological and somewhat boring news
about politics if they can follow the travails of Tony Soprano?
The same young people America wants to liberate with information
are probably better informed about U.S. popular culture than many
Americans. Teams of Chinese netizens regularly collaborate to produce
Chinese-language subtitles for popular American shows like Lost (often
they ﬁnd those shows on various peer-to-peer ﬁle-sharing sites as soon
as ten minutes after new episodes air in the United States). Could it
also be some kind of modern-day samizdat? Maybe, but there is little
indication that it poses any threat to the Chinese government. If anyone
is “lost,” it’s the citizens, not the authorities. Even authoritarian governments have discovered that the best way to marginalize dissident
books and ideas is not to ban them—this seems only to boost interest
in the forbidden fruit—but to let the invisible hand ﬂood the market
with trashy popular detective stories, self-help manuals, and books on
how to get your kids into Harvard (texts like You Too Can Go to Harvard: Secrets of Getting into Famous U.S. Universities and Harvard Girl
are best sellers in China).
Feeling that resistance would be counterproductive, even the Burmese
government has grudgingly allowed hip-hop artists to perform at state
functions. The regime has also created a soccer league after years without any organized matches and increased the number of FM radio stations, allowing them to play Western-style music. There even appeared
something of a local MTV channel. As a Western-educated Burmese
businessman told the New York Times in early 2010, “The government
is trying to distract people from politics. There’s not enough bread, but
there’s a lot of circus.” Once Burma is fully wired—and the junta is supportive of technology, having set up its own Silicon Valley in 2002 that
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goes by the very un–Silicon Valley name of Myanmar Information and
Communication Technology Park—the government won’t have to try
hard anymore; their citizens will get distracted on their own.
Today’s battle is not between David and Goliath; it’s between David
and David Letterman. While we thought the Internet might give us a
generation of “digital renegades,” it may have given us a generation of
“digital captives,” who know how to ﬁnd comfort online, whatever the
political realities of the physical world. For these captives, online entertainment seems to be a much stronger attractor than reports documenting human rights abuses by their own governments (in this, they are
much like their peers in the democratic West). One 2007 survey of Chinese youth found that 80 percent of respondents believe that “digital
technology is an essential part of how I live,” compared with 68 percent
of American respondents. What’s even more interesting, 32 percent of
Chinese said that the Internet broadens their sex life, compared with
just 11 percent of Americans. A Fudan University poll in June 2010 of
nine hundred female graduates at seventeen Shanghai universities revealed that 70 percent don’t think that one-night stands are immoral,
while in 2007 a Shanghai-based doctor who runs a helpline for pregnant
teenagers in the city reported that 46 percent of more than 20,000 girls
who called the helpline since 2005 said they had sex with boys they met
on the Web. The implications of China’s “hormone revolution” are not
lost on the authorities, who are searching for ways to proﬁt from it politically. The Chinese government, having cracked down on online
pornography in early 2009, quickly lifted many of their bans, perhaps
after realizing that censorship was a sure way to politicize millions of
Chinese Internet users. Michael Anti, a Beijing-based expert on the Chinese Internet, believes this was a strategic move: “[The government
must have reasoned that] if Internet users have some porn to look at,
then they won’t pay so much attention to political matters.”
It seems highly naïve to assume that political ideals—let alone dissent—will somehow emerge from this great hodgepodge of consumerism, entertainment, and sex. As tempting as it is to think of
Internet-based swinger clubs that have popped up in China in the last
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few years as some kind of alternative civil society, it’s quite possible that,
since the main ideological tenets of Chairman Mao’s thought have lost
much of their intellectual allure, the Chinese Communist Party would
ﬁnd the space to accommodate such practices. Under the pressure of
globalization, authoritarianism has become extremely accommodating.
Other governments, too, are beginning to understand that online
entertainment—especially spiced up with pornography—can serve as a
great distraction from politics. According to reports from the official Vietnam state news agency, officials in Hanoi were ﬂirting with the idea of setting up “an orthodox sex Website”—replete with videos—that could help
couples learn more about “healthy sexual intercourse.” This won’t be a
surprise to most Vietnamese: Much of existing Internet censorship in the
country targets political resources, while leaving many pornographic sites
unblocked. As Bill Hayton, a former BBC reporter in the country observes, “the Vietnamese ﬁrewall allows youngsters to consume plenty of
porn but not Amnesty International reports.” As online porn becomes
ubiquitous, such restrictions may no longer be needed.
Unless the West stops glorifying those living in authoritarian governments, it risks falling under the false impression that if it builds
enough tools to break through the barriers erected by authoritarian
governments, citizens will inevitably turn into cheap clones of Andrei
Sakharov and Václav Havel and rebel against repressive rule. This scenario seems highly dubious. Most likely, those very citizens would ﬁrst
get online to download porn, and it’s not at all clear if they would return
for political content. One experiment in 2007 involved Good Samaritans in the West volunteering to lend their computer bandwidth, via a
tool called Psiphon, to strangers in countries that control the Internet,
in the hope that, once they got their ﬁrst taste of unfettered online freedom, they would use that chance to educate themselves about the horrors of their regimes. The reality was more disappointing. As Forbes
magazine described it, once liberated, the users searched for “nude pictures of Gwen Stefani and photos of a panty-less Britney Spears.” Freedom to browse whatever one wants is, of course, worth defending in
its own right, but it’s important to remember that, at least from a policy
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perspective, such freedoms would not necessarily bring about the revolutionary democratic outcomes that many in the West expect.

Online Discontents and Their Content Intellectuals
Phillip Roth’s 1990 warning to the Czechs was also a perceptive observation that their most treasured public intellectuals—those who helped
to bring democracy to the country—would soon no longer command
the power or respect they had under communism. It was inevitable that
dissident intellectuals would lose much of their appeal as the Internet
opened the gates of entertainment while globalization opened the gates
of consumerism. Another Sakharov seems inconceivable in today’s Russia, and in the unlikely event that he does appear, he would probably
enjoy far less inﬂuence on Russian national discourse than Artemy
Lebedev, Russia’s most popular blogger, who uses his blog to run
weekly photo competitions to ﬁnd a woman with the most beautiful
breasts (the subject of breasts, one must note, is far more popular in
the Russian blogosphere than that of democracy).
But intellectuals are not blameless here either. As democracy replaced communism, many of them were bitterly disappointed by the
populist, xenophobic, and vulgar politics favored by the masses. Despite the widespread myth that Soviet dissidents were all believers in
U.S.-style democracy, many of them—including, at some point, even
Sakharov—felt extremely ambivalent about letting people rule themselves; what many of them really wanted was better-run communism.
But the triumph of liberal democracy and the consumerism that it unleashed sent many of these intellectuals into the second, perhaps somewhat less repressive, phase of their internal exile, this time combined
with despicable obscurity.
It would take a new generation of intellectuals—and unusually creative intellectuals at that—to awaken the captive minds of their fellow
citizens from their current entertainment slumber. As it turns out, there
is not much demand for intellectuals when so many social and cultural
needs can be satisﬁed the same way they are satisﬁed in the West: with
an iPad. (It helps that China knows how to manufacture them at half
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the price!) The Belarusian writer Svetlana Aleksievich knows that the
game is over, at least as far as serious ideas are concerned: “The point
is not that we have no Havel, we do, but that they are not called for by
society.” And the Belarusian government, not surprisingly, doesn’t seem
to object to this state of affairs. On a recent trip to Belarus I discovered
that some Internet Service Providers run their own servers full of illegal
movies and music, available to their customers for free, while the government, which could easily put an end to such practices, prefers to
look the other way and may even be encouraging them.
Consumerism is not the only reason behind the growing disengagement between the intellectuals and the masses living in authoritarian
states. The Internet opened up a trove of resources for the former, allowing them to connect to their Western colleagues and follow global intellectual debates as they happen, not as their summaries are smuggled
in on yellowish photocopies. But efficiency and comfort—which the
Internet provides—are not necessarily the best conditions for fomenting
dissent among the educated classes. The real reason why so many scientists and academics turned to dissent during Soviet times was because
they were not allowed to practice the kind of science they wanted to on
their own terms. Doing any kind of research in the social sciences was
quite difficult even without having to follow the ideological line of the
local communist cell; collaborating with foreigners was equally challenging. Lack of proper working conditions forced many academics and intellectuals either to immigrate or to stay home and become dissidents.
The Internet has solved or alleviated many of these problems, and
it has proved excellent for research, but not so excellent for bringing
smart and highly educated people into the dissident movement. Collaboration is now cheap and instantaneous, academics have access to
more papers than they could have dreamed of, travel bans have been
lifted, and research budgets have been signiﬁcantly increased. Not surprisingly, by 2020 Chinese scientists are expected to produce more academic papers than American ones. Most signiﬁcantly, the Internet has
allowed better integration of academics and intellectuals from authoritarian states into a global intellectual sphere—they, too, can now follow debates in the New York Review of Books—but this has happened
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at the expense of severing their ties to local communities. Russian liberal intellectuals draw far larger crowds in New York, London, or Berlin
than they do in Moscow, Novosibirsk, or Vladivostok, where many of
them remain unknown. Not surprisingly, most of them are better informed about what’s going on in Greenwich Village than in their own
town hall. But their connection to politics in their native countries has
also been severed; paradoxically, as they have gotten more venues to
express their anger and dissent, they have chosen to retract into the
nonpolitical.
It’s rather depressing that none of the major Russian writers who
have established a rather active presence online bothered to discuss or
even mention the results of the 2008 Russian presidential elections on
their blogs. Ellen Rutten, at the University of Cambridge, was the ﬁrst
to notice and describe the virtually nonexistent reaction to such a
highly political event. She wrote that “none of the . . . [blogging] authors . . . chose to switch on the computer and react in writing to the
news that must have permeated their intellectual environment.” Instead,
the giants of modern Russian literature decided to devote their ﬁrst
blog posts after the election to: (a) discussing a recent Internet conference, (b) posting a theater review, (c) describing a gigantic pie with
“little cherries and peaches” spotted at a recent book fair, (d) reviewing
Walt Whitman, and (e) posting a story about a man with two brains.
(One could only hope that at least that last entry was an allegory meant
to ridicule the Putin-Medvedev alliance.) This is deﬁnitely not what
the famous Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko meant when he proclaimed that “A poet in Russia is more than a poet.”
This is hardly a promising environment for ﬁghting the authoritarian
chimera. All potential revolutionaries seem to be in a pleasant intellectual exile somewhere in California. The masses have been transported
to Hollywood by means of pirated ﬁlms they download from BitTorrent, while the elites have been shuttling between Palo Alto and Long
Beach by way of TED talks. Whom exactly do we expect to lead this
digital revolution? The lolcats?
If anything, the Internet makes it harder, not easier, to get people to
care, if only because the alternatives to political action are so much
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more pleasant and risk-free. This doesn’t mean that we in the West
should stop promoting unfettered (read: uncensored) access to the Internet; rather, we need to ﬁnd ways to supplant our promotion of a freer
Internet with strategies that can engage people in political and social
life. Here we should talk to both heavy consumers of cat videos and
those who follow anthropology blogs. Otherwise, we may end up with
an army of people who are free to connect, but all they want to connect
to is potential lovers, pornography, and celebrity gossip.
The environment of information abundance is not by itself conducive to democratization, as it may disrupt a number of subtle but important relationships that help to nurture critical thinking. It’s only now,
as even democratic societies are navigating through this new environment of inﬁnite content, that we realize that democracy is a much trickier, fragile, and demanding beast than we had previously assumed and
that some of the conditions that enabled it may have been highly speciﬁc to an epoch when information was scarce.

The Orwell-Huxley Sandwich Has Expired
As the East German experience revealed, many Western observers like
endowing those living under authoritarian conditions with magical and
heroic qualities they do not have. Perhaps imagining these poor folks
in a perpetual struggle against the all-seeing KGB rather than, say, relaxing in front of YouTube or playing Tetris is the only way for Western
observers not to despair at their own inability to do much about the
situation. Nevertheless, that this is how they choose to interpret the
nature of political control under authoritarianism is not an accident.
Much of Western thinking on this issue has been heavily inﬂuenced—
perhaps even constrained—by two twentieth-century thinkers who
spent decades thinking about the diffusion of power and control under
democracy, communism, and fascism. George Orwell (1903–1950)
and Aldous Huxley (1894–1963), both men of letters who managed
to leave indelible marks on the world of modern political thought, have
each offered us powerful and yet strikingly different visions for how
modern governments would exercise control over their populations
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(those visions haunt millions of high school students who are to this
day tasked with writing essays comparing the two). The presence of
these two ﬁgures in modern public life is hard to miss: A day hardly
goes by when someone in the media doesn’t invoke either man to make
a point about the future of democracy or the history of totalitarianism,
and it’s quite common to invoke both, as if one could ﬁt any possible
kind of political control in the spectrum between those two polar ends.
Thus a shrewd Western politician would profess admiration of both
(cue Hillary Clinton, who, when asked about books that inﬂuenced her
the most, mentioned both Orwell’s 1984 and Huxley’s Brave New World
in one breath).
Orwell’s 1984 (1949), his most famous work and certainly one of
the best novels of the twentieth century, emphasizes pervasive surveillance and mind-numbing propaganda composed in the meaningless
vocabulary of “Newspeak.” In Orwell’s world, citizens are not entitled
to any privacy; hence they treasure junk and scraps of paper, as those
lie outside of the sphere controlled by the government and remind
them of a much different past. Even their television sets are used to
monitor their behavior. Winston Smith, the protagonist, is warned that
neurologists are working to extinguish the orgasm, as full devotion to
the Party requires the complete suppression of the libido.
Huxley’s vision was articulated in Brave New World (1932) and a
short later essay called Brave New World Revisited (1958). In Huxley’s
world, science and technology are put to good use to maximize pleasure, minimize the time one spends alone, and provide for a 24/7 cycle
of consumption (one of the regime’s slogans is “ending is better than
mending!”). Not surprisingly, the citizens lose any ability to think critically and become complacent with whatever is imposed on them from
above. Sexual promiscuity is encouraged from early childhood, even
though sex is considered a social activity rather than the act of reproduction. The idea of a family is considered “pornographic,” while social
relations are organized around the maxim “everyone belongs to everyone else.”
The two men knew each other and corresponded. Orwell, the
younger of the two, even brieﬂy studied French under Huxley’s tutelage
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at Oxford. In 1940 Orwell wrote a provocative review of Huxley’s book,
and Huxley revisited both his own work and 1984 in his Brave New
World Revisited. Orwell thought that while Huxley provided “a good
caricature of the hedonistic Utopia,” he misunderstood the nature of
power in a modern totalitarian state. “[Brave New World was] . . . the
kind of thing that seemed possible and even imminent before Hitler
appeared, but it had no relation to the actual future. What we are moving towards at this moment is something more like the Spanish Inquisition, and probably far worse, thanks to the radio and the secret police,”
wrote Orwell in a 1940 essay.
Huxley, however, wasn’t convinced. In a 1949 letter to Orwell, he
expressed his doubts about the social controls described in 1984: “The
philosophy of the ruling minority in 1984 is sadism which has been
carried to its logical conclusion by going beyond sex and denying it.
Whether in actual fact the policy of the boot-on-the-face can go on indeﬁnitely seems doubtful.” He continued: “My own belief is that the
ruling oligarchy will ﬁnd less arduous and wasteful ways of governing
and of satisfying its lust for power, and that these ways will resemble
those which I described in Brave New World.”
Unlike Orwell, Huxley wasn’t convinced that men were rational creatures who were always acting in their best interest. As he put it in Brave
New World Revisited, what was often missing from the social analysis of
Orwell and other civil libertarians was any awareness of “man’s almost
inﬁnite appetite for distractions.” Huxley was being unfair to Orwell,
however. Orwell did not entirely discount the power of distraction:
The Proles, the lowest class in 1984’s three-class social hierarchy, are
kept at bay with the help of cheap beer, pornography, and even a national lottery. Still, it was readers’ fear of the omnipotent and all-seeing
ﬁgure of Big Brother that helped to make Orwell’s arguments famous.
Ever since the fall of the Soviet Union, it has been something of a
cliché to claim that Orwell failed to anticipate the rise of the consumer
society and how closely technology would come to fulﬁll its desires.
Huxley, too, was chided for underestimating the power of human
agency to create spaces of dissent even within consumerist and hedonistic lifestyles, but it is widely assumed that he was the most prescient
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of the two (particularly on the subject of genetics). “Brave New World
is a far shrewder guess at the likely shape of a future tyranny than Orwell’s vision of Stalinist terror in Nineteen Eighty-Four. . . . Nineteen
Eighty-Four has never really arrived, but Brave New World is around
us everywhere,” wrote the British dystopian novelist J. G. Ballard in reviewing a Huxley biography for the Guardian in 2002. “Orwell feared
that what we hate will ruin us. Huxley feared that what we love will ruin
us. This book is about the possibility that Huxley, not Orwell, was
right,” is how Neil Postman chose to describe the theme of his bestselling Amusing Ourselves to Death. “[In contrast to Brave New World],
the political predictions of . . . 1984 were entirely wrong,” writes Francis
Fukuyama in Our Posthuman Future. Maybe, but what many critics
often fail to grasp is that both texts were written as sharp social critiques
of contemporary problems rather than prophecies of the future.
Orwell’s work was an attack on Stalinism and the stiﬂing practices of
the British censors, while Huxley’s was an attack on the then-popular
philosophy of utilitarianism. In other words, those books probably tell
us more about the intellectual debates that were prevalent in Britain at
the time than about the authors’ visions of the future. In any case, both
works have earned prominent places in the pantheon of twentieth-century
literature, albeit in different sections. It’s in criticizing contemporary democratic societies—with their cult of entertainment, sex, and advertising—
that Brave New World succeeded most brilliantly. Orwell’s 1984, on the
other hand, is to this day seen as a guide to understanding modern authoritarianism, with its pervasive surveillance, thought control through
propaganda, and brutal censorship. Both Huxley’s and Orwell’s books
have been pigeonholed to serve a particular political purpose: one to
attack the foundations of modern capitalism, the other the basis of
modern authoritarianism. Huxley, offspring of a prominent British family, was concerned with the increased commercialization of life in the
West (he found his eventual solace in hallucinogenic drugs, penning
The Doors of Perception, a book that later inspired Jim Morrison to name
his rock band The Doors). Orwell, a committed socialist, emerged as
a favorite thinker of the Ronald Reagan right; he was “the patron saint
of the Cold War,” as the writer Michael Scammell dubbed him. (The
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Committee for the Free World, the leading neoconservative outﬁt of
the 1980s, even called its publishing unit “the Orwell Press.”)
But two decades after the fall of the Soviet Union, the dichotomy
between Orwell and Huxley’s visions for the nature of political control
seems outdated, if not false. It, too, is a product of the Cold War era and
the propensity to engage in one-sided characterization of that ideological conﬂict by its participants. In reality, there was plenty of Orwellian
surveillance in McCarthy-era America while there was plenty of hedonistic entertainment in Khrushchev-era USSR. The very existence of
such a mental coordinate system with Orwell and Huxley at its opposite
ends dictates its own extremely misleading dynamic: One can’t be at
both of its ends at once. To assume that all political regimes can be
mapped somewhere on an Orwell-Huxley spectrum is an open invitation to simpliﬁcation; to assume that a government would be choosing
between reading their citizens’ mail or feeding them with cheap entertainment is to lose sight of the possibility that a smart regime may be
doing both.

Mash ’Em Up!
To borrow a few buzzwords from today’s Internet culture, it’s time to
mash up and remix the two visions. To understand modern authoritarianism (and, some would argue, modern capitalism as well), we need insights from both thinkers. The rigidity of thought suggested by the
Orwell-Huxley coordinate system leads many an otherwise shrewd observer to overlook the Huxleyan elements in dictatorships and, as disturbingly, the Orwellian elements in democracies. This is why it has
become so easy to miss the fact that, as the writer Naomi Klein puts it,
“China is becoming more like [the West] in very visible ways (Starbucks,
Hooters, cellphones that are cooler than ours), and [the West is] becoming more like China in less visible ones (torture, warrantless wiretapping,
indeﬁnite detention, though not nearly on the Chinese scale).”
It seems fairly noncontroversial that most modern dictators would
prefer a Huxleyan world to an Orwellian one, if only because controlling people through entertainment is cheaper and doesn’t involve as
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much brutality. When the extremely restrictive Burmese government
permits—and sometimes even funds—hip-hop performances around
the country, it’s not 1984 that inspires them.
With a few clearly sadistic exceptions, dictators are not in it for the
blood; all they want is money and power. If they can have it simply by
distracting—rather than spying on, censoring, and arresting—their
people, all the better. In the long term, this strategy is far more effective
than 24/7 policing, because policing, as effective as it might be in the
short term, tends to politicize people and drive them toward dissent in
the longer run. That Big Brother no longer has to be watching its citizens because they themselves are watching Big Brother on TV hardly
bodes well for the democratic revolution.
Thus, as far as distraction is concerned, the Internet has boosted the
power of the Huxley-inspired dictatorships. YouTube and Facebook,
with their bottomless reservoirs of cheap entertainment, allow individuals to customize the experience to suit their tastes. When Philip Roth
was warning the Czechs of the perils of commercial television, he was
also suggesting that it could make a revolution like the one in 1989 impossible. Ironically, the Czechs had been lucky to have such hapless apparatchiks running the entertainment industry. People got bored easily
and turned to politics instead. Where new media and the Internet truly
excel is in suppressing boredom. Previously, boredom was one of the few
truly effective ways to politicize the population denied release valves for
channeling their discontent, but this is no longer the case. In a sense, the
Internet has made the entertainment experiences of those living under
authoritarianism and those living in a democracy much alike. Today’s
Czechs watch the same Hollywood movies as today’s Belarusians—
many probably even download them from the same illegally run servers
somewhere in Serbia or Ukraine. The only difference is that the Czechs
already had a democratic revolution, the results of which, luckily for
them, were made irreversible when the Czech Republic joined the European Union. Meanwhile, the Belarusians were not as lucky; the
prospects of their democratic revolution in the age of YouTube look
very grim.
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In other words, the Internet has brought the kind of creative entertainment that Roth was warning against into most closed societies without breaking down their authoritarian governance. Besides, YouTube
entertainment is free of charge—unless dictators make secret donations
to Hollywood—so the money saved on producing boring state entertainment can now be diverted to other budget lines.
That Internet freedom has taken on such a democracy-squashing
quality does not mean that dictators were planning this all along; in
most cases, it’s simply the result of earlier authoritarian incompetence.
Would dictators ever have allowed YouTube in their countries if anyone
had asked them? Probably not. They don’t always grasp the strategic
value of distraction, overestimating the risks of people-led protest. By
their sheer haplessness or misjudgment, they did let the Internet in, but
instead of blogs ridiculing government propaganda, it’s the goofy websites like lolcats that their youth are most interested in. (Rest assured:
Soon enough, some think-tank report will announce that the age of “feline authoritarianism” is upon us.) Those of us concerned about the
future of democracy around the globe must stop dreaming and face reality: The Internet has provided so many cheap and easily available entertainment ﬁxes to those living under authoritarianism that it has
become considerably harder to get people to care about politics at all.
The Huxleyan dimension of authoritarian control has mostly been lost
on policymakers and commentators, who, thanks to the inﬂuence of
such critics of modern capitalism as Herbert Marcuse and Theodor
Adorno, are mostly accustomed to noticing it only in their own democratic societies. Such bland gloriﬁcation of those living under authoritarianism will inevitably lead to bad policies. If the ultimate Western
objective is inciting a revolution or at least raising the level of political
debate, the truth is that providing people with tools to circumvent censorship will be nearly as effective as giving someone with no appreciation of modern art a one-year pass to a museum. In 99 percent of cases,
it’s not going to work. This is not an argument against museums or anticensorship tools; it’s simply a call to use strategies that are free of
utopian visions.
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The Trinity of Authoritarianism
Granted, this “control by entertainment” approach is not going to work
for everyone in authoritarian societies; some people already have so
many grudges against their governments that ﬂooding them with entertainment would not change their minds. In addition, Western governments and foundations will always ﬁnd ways to politicize the locals
from the outside, even if it involves fueling ethnic or religious tensions,
a foolproof way to spark hatred in the age of YouTube. Thus, if only to
maintain power over those who have preserved the ability to think for
themselves, some Orwellian elements of political control will need to
be present. Despite the reductionist models that have made many in
the West believe that information can destroy authoritarianism, information also plays an instrumental role in enabling propaganda, censorship, and surveillance, the three main pillars of Orwell-style
authoritarian control.
The Internet hasn’t changed the composition of this “trinity of authoritarianism,” but it has brought signiﬁcant changes to how each of
these three activities is practiced. The decentralized nature of the Internet may have made comprehensive censorship much harder, but it
may have also made propaganda more effective, as government messages can now be spread through undercover government-run blogs.
The opportunity to cheaply encrypt their online communications may
have made “professional” activists more secure, but the proliferation of
Web 2.0 services—and especially social networking—has turned “amateur” activists into easier targets for surveillance.
While there is nothing we in the West can do about the growing appeal of YouTube and lolcats—online entertainment is poised to remain
an important, if indirect, weapon in the authoritarian arsenal—it’s possible to do something about each of those three authoritarian pillars.
The danger here, of course, is that Western leaders might, once again,
frame the solutions in intimately familiar Cold War terms, where the
default response to the censorship practices of the Soviet Union was
to blast even more information through the likes of Radio Free Europe.
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This is an urge that needs to be resisted. The strategy behind the existence of Radio Free Europe and other similar broadcasting services
during the Cold War was relatively straightforward. By funding more
radio broadcasts, Western policymakers wanted to ensure that authoritarian propaganda would be countered, if not weakened; the draconian
system of censorship would be undermined; and more listeners would
doubt the central premises of communism as a result.
With technologies like the radio, it was relatively easy to grasp how
certain inputs produced certain outputs. Thus, when the Soviet authorities were jamming its radio stations, the West reacted by turning
up the volume—in part because, being in charge of all the programming, it was conﬁdent that exposure to its broadcasts would have the
desired effect of politicizing the masses. The Soviets couldn’t just take
the Western radio signal and use it to ﬁght back, nor could listeners
avoid political programming and opt for entertainment only (as already
stated, not all Western radio programs were political, but even lifestyle
shows were usually aimed at revealing the moral bankruptcy of the Soviet system).
There is no such certainty about the Internet; the West has far less
command over it as an instrument than it did in the case of radio. The
Internet is a much more capricious technology, producing side effects
that can weaken the propaganda system but enhance the power of the
surveillance apparatus or, alternatively, that can help to evade censorship but only at the expense of making the public more susceptible to
propaganda. The Internet has made the three information pillars of authoritarianism much more interconnected, so Western efforts to undermine one pillar might ruin its efforts to do something about the
other two.
Take one example: While it is tempting to encourage everyone to
ﬂock to social networking sites and blogs to avoid the control of the
censors, it would also play into the hands of those in charge of surveillance and propaganda. The more connections between activists it can
identify, the better for the government, while the more trust users have
in blogs and social networks, the easier it is to use those networks to
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promote carefully disguised government messages and boost the propaganda apparatus. The only way to avoid making painful mistakes and
strengthening authoritarianism in the process of promoting Internet
freedom is to carefully examine how surveillance, censorship, and propaganda strategies have changed in the Internet era.
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W

estern propaganda produced during the Cold War may not
have been very convincing, but it was effective on at least one
level: It cultivated a certain myth of authoritarianism that is hard to dispel
a full decade into the twenty-ﬁrst century. Many Western observers still
imagine authoritarian states to be populated by hyperactive doubles of
Arthur Koestler—smart, uncompromising in the face of terror, eager to
take on existential risks in the name of freedom—while being governed
by an intractable array of ridiculous Disney characters—stupid, distracted, utterly uninterested in their own survival, and constantly on the
verge of group suicide. Struggle and opposition are the default conditions
of the former; passivity and incompetence are the default condition of
the latter. All it takes to change the world, then, is to link the rebels with
each other, expose them to a stream of shocking statistics they have never
seen, and hand out a few shiny gadgets. Bingo! A revolution is already
on its way, for perpetual revolt, according to this view, is the natural condition of authoritarianism.
This highly stylized account of modern authoritarianism tells us
more about Western biases than it does about modern authoritarian
85
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regimes. The persistence of modern authoritarianism can be explained
by a whole variety of factors—energy endowment, little or no previous
experience with democratic forms of rule, covert support from immoral
Western democracies, bad neighbors—but an uninformed citizenry
that cries out to be liberated by an electronic bombing of factoids and
punchy tweets is typically not one of them. Most citizens of modernday Russia or China do not go to bed reading Darkness at Noon only to
wake up to the jingle of Voice of America or Radio Free Europe;
chances are that much like their Western counterparts, they, too, wake
up to the same annoying Lady Gaga song blasting from their iPhones.
While they might have a strong preference for democracy, many of
them take it to mean orderly justice rather than the presence of free
elections and other institutions that are commonly associated with the
Western model of liberal democracy. For many of them, being able to
vote is not as valuable as being able to receive education or medical care
without having to bribe a dozen greedy officials. Furthermore, citizens
of authoritarian states do not necessarily perceive their undemocratically
installed governments to be illegitimate, for legitimacy can be derived
from things other than elections; jingoist nationalism (China), fear of a
foreign invasion (Iran), fast rates of economic development (Russia),
low corruption (Belarus), and efficiency of government services (Singapore) have all been successfully co-opted for these purposes.
Thus, to understand the impact of the Internet on authoritarianism,
one needs to look beyond the Web’s obvious uses by opponents of the
government and study how it has affected legitimacy-boosting aspects
of modern authoritarian rule as well. Take a closer look at the blogospheres in almost any authoritarian regime, and you are likely to discover
that they are teeming with nationalism and xenophobia, sometimes so
poisonous that official government policy looks cosmopolitan in comparison. What impact such radicalization of nationalist opinion would
have on the governments’ legitimacy is hard to predict, but things don’t
look particularly bright for the kind of ﬂawless democratization that
some expect from the Internet’s arrival. Likewise, bloggers uncovering
and publicizing corruption in local governments could be—and are—
easily co-opted by higher-ranking politicians and made part of the anti-
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corruption campaign. The overall impact on the strength of the regime
in this case is hard to determine; the bloggers may be diminishing the
power of local authorities but boosting the power of the federal government. Without ﬁrst developing a clear understanding of how power
is distributed between the center and the periphery and how changes
in this distribution affect the process of democratization, it is hard to
predict what role the Internet might play.
Or look at how Wikis and social networking sites, not to mention
various government online initiatives, are improving the performance
of both governments and businesses they patronize. Today’s authoritarian leaders, obsessed with plans to modernize their economies, spew
out more buzzwords per sentence than an average editorial in Harvard
Business Review (Vladislav Surkov, one of the Kremlin’s leading ideologues and the godfather of Russia’s Silicon Valley, has recently confessed that he is fascinated by “crowdsourcing”). Authoritarian regimes
in Central Asia, for example, have been actively promoting a host of
e-government initiatives. But the reason why they pursue such modernization is not because they want to shorten the distance between
the citizen and the bureaucrat but because they see it as a way to attract
funds from foreign donors (the likes of IMF and the World Bank) while
also removing the unnecessary red-tape barriers to economic growth.

Dress Your Own Windows
Authoritarian survival increasingly involves power sharing and institution building, two processes that many political scientists have traditionally neglected. Even such shrewd observers of modern politics as
Zbigniew Brzezinski and Carl Friedrich told readers of their 1965 classic, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy, to forget institutions altogether: “The reader may wonder why we do not discuss the ‘structure
of government,’ or perhaps ‘the constitution’ of these totalitarian systems. The reason is that these structures are of very little importance.”
Such rigid conceptual frameworks may have helped in understanding Stalinism, but this is too simplistic of a perspective to explain much
of what is going on inside today’s authoritarian states, which are busy
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organizing elections, setting up parliaments, and propping up their judiciaries. If authoritarian regimes are bold enough to allow elections,
for reasons of their own, what makes us think they wouldn’t also allow
blogs for reasons that Western analysts may not be able to understand
yet?
“Institutions, students of authoritarianism often claim, are but ‘windowdressing,’” writes Adam Przeworski, a professor of political science at
New York University. “But why would some autocrats care to dress their
own windows?” Why, indeed? In the last thirty years, political scientists
have unearthed plenty of possible motivations: Some rulers want to
identify the most talented bureaucrats by having them compete in sham
elections; some want to co-opt their potential enemies by offering them
a stake in the survival of the regime and placing them in impotent parliaments and other feeble, quasi-representative institutions; some simply want to talk the democracy talk that helps them raise funds from
the West, and institutions—especially if those are easily recognizable
institutions commonly associated with liberal democracy—are all the
West usually asks for.
But it seems that the most innovative dictators not only organize
sham elections but also manage to surround themselves with the gloss
of modern technology. How else to explain a 2009 parliamentary election in the former Soviet republic of Azerbaijan, where the government
decided to install ﬁve hundred Web cams at election stations? It made
for good PR, but it didn’t make the elections any more democratic, for
most manipulations had occurred before the election campaign even
started. And such a move may have had more sinister implications. As
Bashir Suleymanly, executive director of Azerbaijan’s Elections Monitoring and Democracy Teaching Center, told reporters on the eve of
the election, “local executive bodies and organizations that are ﬁnanced
from the state budget instruct their employees for whom they should
give their vote and frighten them by the webcams that record their participation and whom they vote for.” Russian authorities, too, believe
that the kind of transparency fostered by the Web cams may bolster
their democratic credentials. After devastating summer ﬁres destroyed
many villages in the heat wave of 2010, the Kremlin installed Web cams
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at the building sites for new houses, so that the process could be observed in real time (that didn’t stop complaints from the future owners
of the houses; living in the provinces, they didn’t have computers, nor
did they know how to use the Internet).
Institutions matter, and dictators love building them, if only to prolong
their stay in power. The relative usefulness of the Internet—especially
the blogosphere—has to be analyzed through a similar institutional lens.
Some bloggers are simply too useful to get rid of. Many of them are talented, creative, and extremely well-educated individuals—and only
short-sighted dictators would choose to ﬁght them, when they can be
used more strategically instead. For example, it is much more useful to
build an environment where these bloggers can serve as symbolic tokens
of “liberalization,” packaged for either domestic or foreign consumption, or at least where they can be counted on to help generate new ideas
and ideologies for otherwise intellectually starving governments.
Not surprisingly, efforts to institutionalize blogging have already
begun in many authoritarian states. Officials in some Gulf states are
calling for the creation of blogging associations, while one of Russia’s
top bureaucrats recently proposed to set up a “Bloggers’ Chamber” that
can set standards of acceptable behavior in the blogosphere, so that the
Kremlin does not have to resort to formal censorship. In reality, of
course, such blogging chambers are likely to be staffed by pro-Kremlin
bloggers, which is yet another way to hide the fact that the Russian government manages to practice Internet control without formally banning
all that many websites. Such efforts may fail—and the West can only
hope that they do—but they suggest that authoritarian governments
have an operational view of blogging that is light-years ahead of the idea
of bloggers as twenty-ﬁrst-century dissidents.
If we view all Internet activity in authoritarian states as being primarily political and oppositional, we are likely to miss much of what makes
it so rich and diverse. While the Western media pay a lot of attention
to how China’s “human ﬂesh search engines”—people who name and
shame misbehaving public officials and other Internet users by publicizing their personal details—are making the Chinese government
more accountable, they rarely report that the Chinese government, too,
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has found ways to co-opt these same “search engines” to score propaganda points. When in March 2010 an Internet user from the Chinese
city of Changzhou complained about pollution in Beitang River and
accused the chief of the local environmental protection bureau of failing
to do his job, demanding his resignation, the local administration mobilized the local “human ﬂesh search engines” to track down the complainer, so that he could be rewarded with 2,000 yuan.
One of the temptations that Western observers should avoid is to
interpret the fact that authoritarian governments are adjusting their operating methods as a sign of democratization. This is a common fallacy
among those who do not yet understand that it is perpetual change,
not stagnation, that has enabled authoritarianism to survive for so long.
A modern authoritarian state is much like the Ship of Theseus in Greek
mythology: It’s been rebuilt so many times that even those navigating
it are no longer sure if any of the original wood remains.
Although prominent Western blogger-academics like Instapundit’s
Glenn Reynolds laud the power of mobile phones and argue that “converting an unresponsive and murderous Stalinist/Maoist tyranny into
something that responds to cellphone calls is not an achievement to be
sneezed at,” we should not just pat ourselves on the back, clap hands,
and praise the inexorable march of Internet freedom. A tyranny that responds to cellphone calls is still a tyranny, and its leaders may even
enjoy ﬁddling with their iPhone apps. Nor should we automatically assume that tyrannies do not want to respond to cellphone calls. The supposed gains of “democratization” may look considerably less impressive
if they are seen as indirectly facilitating the survival of dictatorships,
even if in slightly modiﬁed form.

The Kremlin Likes Blogs and So Should You
Contrary to the usual Western stereotypes, modern dictators are not
just a loose bunch of utterly confused loonies lounging around in their
information-resistant bunkers, counting their riches, Scrooge McDuckstyle, and waiting to get deposed, oblivious to what is happening outside. Quite the opposite: They are usually active consumers and
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producers of information. In fact, ﬁnding ways to understand and
gather information—especially about threats to the regime—is one invariable feature of authoritarian survival. But dictators can’t just go and
interview random people in the streets; they almost always have to go
to intermediaries, usually the secret police.
This, however, rarely gives an accurate view of what’s happening, if
only because nobody wants to take responsibility for the inevitable malfunctions of the authoritarian system. That’s why throughout history
rulers always tried to diversify their news sources. In fact, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s Internet strategy has a rich intellectual tradition to draw
on. Back in the nineteenth century, Iran’s monarch Nasi al-Din Shah
was enthusiastically installing telegraph lines throughout the country,
requiring daily reports even from the most minor bureaucrats in the
tiniest of villages, primarily as a means of cross-checking reports received from their higher-ups. This was in line with the advice offered
by Iran’s eleventh-century vizier Nizam al-Mulk in his celebrated Book
of Government: Each king should have dual sources of information.
The noted social scientist Ithiel de Sola Pool, one of the leading
thinkers about technology and democracy of the last century, played an
important role in shaping how the West understands the role that information plays in authoritarian states. “The authoritarian state is inherently
fragile and will quickly collapse if information ﬂows freely,” wrote Pool,
giving rise to a view that has become widely shared—and, undoubtedly,
made Pool and his numerous followers overestimate the liberating power
of information. (Pool, a disillusioned ex-Trotskyite, also famously overestimated the power of Western broadcasting, using letters that Eastern
Europeans sent to Radio Free Europe as one of his main sources.) Such
technological utopianism stems from a rather shallow reading of the politics and regime dynamics of authoritarian states. For if one presumes,
like Pool, that authoritarian structures rest on little else than the suppression of information, as soon as the West ﬁnds a way to poke holes in
those structures, it follows that democracy promotion boils down to
ﬁnding ways to unleash the information ﬂood on the oppressed.
On closer examination, views like Pool’s appear counterintuitive and
for good reason. Surely there are beneﬁts to having access to more
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sources of information, if only because a regime can ﬂag emerging
threats. (On this point, Iranian rulers of the past were a bit more sophisticated than many contemporary Western academics.) That diverse and
independent information can help heighten—or at least preserve—their
power has not been lost on those presiding over authoritarian states. One
insightful observer of the ﬁnal years of the Soviet era remarked in 1987:
“There surely must be days—maybe the morning after Chernobyl—
when Gorbachev wishes he could buy a Kremlin equivalent of the
Washington Post and ﬁnd out what is going on in his socialist wonderland.” (Gorbachev did acknowledge that Western radio broadcasts were
instrumental in helping him follow the short-lived putsch in August
1991, when he was locked up in his Sochi dacha.)
Well, there is no need to hunt for the Russian equivalents of the
Washington Post anymore. Even in the absence of a truly free press,
Dmitry Medvedev can learn almost everything he needs from the diverse world of Russian blogs. As he himself has confessed, this is how
he starts many of his mornings. (Medvedev is also a big fan of ebooks
and the iPad.) And he doesn’t have to spend much time searching for
complaints. Anyone with a grudge against a local bureaucrat can leave
a complaint as a comment on Medvedev’s blog, a popular practice in
Russia. And to score some bonus propaganda points, Medvedev’s subordinates like to take highly publicized action in response to such complaints, replacing the crumbling infrastructure and ﬁring the corrupt
bureaucrats. This, however, is done selectively, more for the propaganda value it creates than for the purpose of ﬁxing the system. No one
knows what happens to the complaints that are too critical or border on
whistle-blowing, but quite a few angry messages are removed from the
blog very quickly. (Vladimir Putin, Medvedev’s predecessor as president
and currently Russia’s prime minister, also likes to collect complaints by
having people call in to his yearly TV address; when in 2007 a police officer told the switchboard operator he wanted to complain about corruption in his unit, his call was traced, and he was reprimanded.) Similarly,
while the Chinese authorities are blocking openly antigovernment content, they appear quite tolerant of blog posts that expose local corruption.
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Authorities in Singapore regularly monitor blogs that provide policy
criticism and claim to incorporate suggestions from netizens into their
policymaking. Thus, while the themes of many blogs in modern-day
authoritarian regimes are clearly not to the governments’ taste, there
are plenty of others they approve of or even try to promote.

Dictators and Their Dilemmas
While it’s becoming clear that few authoritarian regimes are interested
in completely shutting down all communications, if only because they
want to stay abreast of emerging threats, censorship of at least some
content is inevitable. For the last three decades, conventional wisdom
suggested that the need to censor put authoritarian regimes into a corner: They either censored and thus suffered the economic consequences, for censorship is incompatible with globalization, or they
didn’t censor and thus risked a revolution. Hillary Clinton said as much
in her Internet freedom speech: “Countries that censor news and information must recognize that from an economic standpoint, there is
no distinction between censoring political speech and commercial
speech. If businesses in your nations are denied access to either type of
information, it will inevitably impact on growth.” Reporting on the role
of technology in powering Iran’s Twitter Revolution, the New York Times
expressed a similar opinion: “Because digital technologies are so critical
today to modern economies, repressive governments would pay a high
price for shutting them out completely, if that were still possible.”
This binary view—that dictators cannot globalize unless they open
up their networks to hordes of international consultants and investment
bankers scouring their lands in search of the next acquisition target—
has become known as “dictator’s dilemma” and found many supporters
among policymakers, especially when the latter discuss the benevolent role of the Internet. But the existence of a direct connection between economic growth and modern-day Internet censorship is not
self-evident. Could it be yet another poorly examined and rather harmful assumption that stems from the Cold War?
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In 1985 George Schultz, the then U.S. secretary of state, was one of
the ﬁrst to articulate the popular view when he said that “totalitarian
societies face a dilemma: either they try to stiﬂe these technologies
and thereby fall further behind in the new industrial revolution, or else
they permit these technologies and see their totalitarian control inevitably eroded.” And those governments were doomed, according to
Schultz: “They do not have a choice, because they will never be able
entirely to block the tide of technological advance.” Schultz’s view, expressed in a high-proﬁle article in Foreign Affairs, gained a lot of supporters. A 1989 editorial in the New Republic just a week after the
Chinese government cleared the protestors out of Tiananmen Square
argued that the choice facing the dictators was either to “let the people
think for themselves and speak their minds . . . —or smell your economy rot.”
This was music to the ears of many Eastern Europeans at the time,
and the ensuing collapse of the Soviet system seemed to vindicate the
New Republic’s determinism. In fact, such predictions were the intellectual product of the optimism of that era. Anyone following the zeitgeist
of the late 1980s and early 1990s couldn’t have missed the connection
between two popular theories at the time, one pertaining to technology
and one to politics, that, in a rather mysterious twist, bore virtually the
same name. One theory, developed by the futurist Alvin Toffler, posited
that the rapid technological change of the period would give rise to the
“Third Wave Society,” marked by democratized access to knowledge
and the dawn of the information age. For Toffler, information technology followed two other revolutionary waves, agriculture and industrialization, ushering in a completely new period in human history.
The second theory, developed by the Harvard political scientist
Samuel Huntington, posited that the period was marked by the emergence of “the third wave” of worldwide democratization, with more and
more countries choosing democratic forms of governance. (It was
“third” because, according to Huntington, it followed the ﬁrst wave,
which lasted from the early nineteenth century until the rise of fascism
in Italy, and the second, which lasted from the end of the Second World
War until the mid-1960s.)
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It was too tempting not to see those two third waves as coinciding at
some point in recent history, and 1989 looked like the best candidate.
Such views often implied the existence of a strong causality between
the march of democracy around the globe and the onset of the information revolution, a relationship that was often inferred but only rarely
demonstrated. “Dictator’s dilemma” has become a useful moniker, a
way to capture the inevitability of authoritarian collapse when faced
with fax machines, photocopiers, and so forth. Following George
Schultz’s lead, between 1990 and 2010 plenty of senior U.S. government officials, including James Baker, Madeleine Albright, and Robert
Gates, spoke of “dictator’s dilemma” as if it were common sense. But it
was Columbia University’s outspoken economist Jagdish Bhagwati
who captured the essence of “dictator’s dilemma” most eloquently:
“The PC [personal computer] is incompatible with the C.P. [Communist Party].” As a free-spirited intellectual Bhagwati can, of course, believe whatever he wants without having to pay attention to the
developments in the real world, but political leaders don’t have that
luxury, if only because the effectiveness of future policies is at stake.
The danger of succumbing to the logic of “dictator’s dilemma,” as well
as other similar beliefs about the inevitable triumph of capitalism or
the end of history, is that it suffuses political leaders with a dangerous
sense of historic inevitability and encourages a lazy approach to policymaking. If authoritarian states are facing such a serious, even lethal
dilemma, why risk tipping the scales with some thoughtless interventions? Such unwarranted optimism inevitably leads to inaction and
paralysis.
Thomas Friedman, the New York Times foreign affairs columnist, in
his typical fashion, trivialized—and did much to popularize— the “dictator’s dilemma” fallacy by coining a new buzzword: “Microchip Immune Deﬁciency Syndrome” (MIDS). MIDS is a “disease that can afflict
any bloated, overweight, sclerotic system in the post–Cold War era.
MIDS is usually contracted by countries and companies that fail to inoculate themselves against changes brought about by the microchip and
the democratization of technology, ﬁnance and information.” Thanks to
the Internet, authoritarian governments are doomed: “Within a few
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years, every citizen of the world will be able to comparison shop between his own . . . government and the one next door.” (For some reason, however, Americans, with all their unfettered access to the
Internet, don’t hail Friedman’s advice, failing to do much governmentshopping on their own and see that other governments have far more
reasonable approaches to, for example, imprisoning their citizens.)
Nicholas Kristof, Friedman’s more sober colleague at the New York
Times, is also a strong believer in the inevitability of the informationdriven authoritarian collapse, writing that “by giving the Chinese
people broadband,” the Chinese leaders are “digging the Communist
Party’s grave.”
Thus, it’s still common to assume that the Internet would eventually
tear authoritarianism apart by dealing it a thousand lethal information
blows. Tough leaders can’t survive without information technology,
but they will crumble even if they let it in, for their citizens, desperate
for Disneyland, Big Macs, and MTV, will rush to the streets demanding
fair elections. The problem with this view is that when it comes to assessing the empirical evidence and considering the case of the Internet,
it’s hard to think of a state that actually didn’t survive the challenges
posed by the dilemma. Save for North Korea, all authoritarian states
have accepted the Internet, with China having more Internet users than
there are people in the United States. Where the pundits and the policymakers have failed is in understanding the sophistication and ﬂexibility of the censorship apparatus built on top of the Internet. One
crucial assumption behind “dictator’s dilemma” was that it would be
impossible to design precise censorship mechanisms that could block
openly political Internet activity and yet allow any Internet activity—
perhaps even make it faster—that helped to foster economic growth.
This assumption has proved to be false: Governments have mastered
the art of keyword-based ﬁltering, thus gaining the ability to block websites based on the URLs and even the text of their pages. The next logical stage would be for governments to develop ways in which to restrict
access to content based on concrete demographics and speciﬁc user behavior, ﬁguring who exactly is trying to access what, for what possible
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reason, what else they have accessed in the previous two weeks, and so
forth before making the decision whether to block or allow access to a
given page.
In the not so distant future, a banker perusing nothing but Reuters
and Financial Times and with other bankers as her online friends, would
be left alone to do anything she wants, even browse Wikipedia pages
about human rights violations. In contrast, a person of unknown occupation, who is occasionally reading Financial Times but is also connected to ﬁve well-known political activists through Facebook, and who
has written blog comments that included words like “democracy” and
“freedom,” would only be allowed to visit government-run websites (or,
if she is an important intelligence target, she’ll be allowed to visit other
sites, with her online activities closely monitored).

When Censors Understand You Better
Than Your Mom Does
Is such customization of censorship actually possible? Would censors
know so much about us that they might eventually be able to make automated decisions about not just each individual but each individual
acting in a particular context?
If online advertising is anything to judge by, such behavioral precision is not far away. Google already bases the ads it shows us on our
searches and the text of our emails; Facebook aspires to make its ads
much more ﬁne-grained, taking into account what kind of content we
have previously “liked” on other sites and what our friends are “liking”
and buying online. Imagine building censorship systems that are as
detailed and ﬁne-tuned to the information needs of their users as the
behavioral advertising we encounter every day. The only difference
between the two is that one system learns everything about us to show
us more relevant advertisements, while the other one learns everything about us to ban us from accessing relevant pages. Dictators have
been somewhat slow to realize that the customization mechanisms
underpinning so much of Web 2.0 can be easily turned to purposes
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that are much more nefarious than behavioral advertising, but they
are fast learners.
By paying so much attention to the most conventional and certainly
blandest way of Internet control—blocking access to particular URLs—
we may have missed more fundamental shifts in the ﬁeld. Internet censorship is poised to grow in both depth, looking deeper and deeper into
the kinds of things we do online and even offline, and breadth, incorporating more and more information indicators before a decision to
censor something is made.
When in the summer of 2009 the Chinese government announced
that it would require all computers sold in the country to have one special piece of software called GreenDam installed on them, most media
accounts focused on how monumental the plan seemed to be or how
poorly the authorities handled GreenDam’s rollout. As a result of heavy
domestic and international criticism, the plan was scrapped, but millions of computers in Chinese schools and Internet cafés still continue
to use the software to this day.
Internal politics aside, GreenDam stood out for its innovative embrace of predictive censorship, a precursor of highly customized censorship that awaits us in the near future. It went beyond mechanically
blocking access to a given list of banned resources to actually analyzing
what the user was doing, guessing at whether such behavior was allowed or not. It was deﬁnitely not the smartest software on the Internet;
some users even reported that it blocked their access to any websites
starting with the letter f in their URL.
It’s not the implementation but the underlying principle that should
have stood out. GreenDam is extremely invasive, taking a thorough
look at the nature of the activities users engage in. It is programmed to
study users’ computer behavior—from browsing websites to composing
text ﬁles to viewing pictures—and try to prevent them from engaging in
activities it doesn’t like (mostly by shutting down the corresponding
applications, e.g., the Internet browser or word processor). For example, the color pink is GreenDam’s shorthand for pornography; if it detects too much pink in the photos being viewed, it shuts down the
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photo-viewing application (while photos of nude dark-skinned people,
perversely, pass the civility test).
Most disturbingly, GreenDam also features an Internet back door
through which software can communicate with its “headquarters” and
share behavioral insights about the user under surveillance. This could
teach other GreenDam computers on the network about new ways to
identify unwanted content. GreenDam is a censorship system with immense potential for distributed self-learning: The moment it discovers
that someone types “demokracy” instead of “democracy” to avoid detection, no other users will be able to take advantage of that loophole.
Think of this as the Global Brain of Censorship. Every second it can
imbibe the insights that come from millions of users who are trying to
subvert the system and put them to work almost immediately to make
such subversions technically impossible. GreenDam is a poor implementation of an extremely powerful—and dangerous—concept.

Time to Unfriend
But governments do not need to wait until breakthroughs in artiﬁcial
intelligence to make more accurate decisions about what it is they need
to censor. One remarkable difference between the Internet and other
media is that online information is hyperlinked. To a large extent, all
those links act as nano-endorsements. If someone links to a particular
page, that page is granted some importance. Google has managed to
aggregate all these nano-endorsements—making the number of incoming links the key predictor of relevance for search results—and build a
mighty business around it.
Hyperlinks also make it possible to infer the context in which particular bits of information appear online without having to know the meaning of those bits. If a dozen antigovernment blogs link to a PDF published
on a blog that was previously unknown to the Internet police, the latter
may assume that the document is worth blocking without ever reading
it. The links—the “nano-endorsements” from antigovernment bloggers—speak for themselves. The PDF is simply guilty by association.
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Thanks to Twitter, Facebook, and other social media, such associations
are getting much easier for the secret police to trace.
If authoritarian governments master the art of aggregating the most
popular links that their opponents share on Twitter, Facebook, and
other social media sites, they can create a very elegant, sophisticated,
and, most disturbingly, accurate solution to their censorship needs.
Even though the absolute amount of information—or the number of
links, for that matter—may be growing, it does not follow that there
will be less “censorship” in the world. It would simply become more
ﬁne-tuned. If anything, there might be less one-size-ﬁts-all “wasteful”
censorship, but this is hardly a cause for celebration.
The belief that the Internet is too big to censor is dangerously naïve.
As the Web becomes even more social, nothing prevents governments—
or any other interested players—from building censorship engines
powered by recommendation technology similar to that of Amazon
and Netﬂix. The only difference, however, would be that instead of
being prompted to check out the “recommended” pages, we’d be denied
access to them. The “social graph”—a collection of all our connections
across different sites (think of a graph that shows everyone you are connected to on different sites across the Web, from Facebook to Twitter
to YouTube)—a concept so much beloved by the “digerati,” could encircle all of us.
The main reason why censorship methods have not yet become
more social is because much of our Internet browsing is still done
anonymously. When we visit different sites, the people who administer
them cannot easily tell who we are. There is absolutely no guarantee
that this will still be the case ﬁve years from now; two powerful forces
may destroy online anonymity. From the commercial end, we see
stronger integration between social networks and different websites—
you can now spot Facebook’s “Like” button on many sites—so there
are growing incentives to tell sites who you are. Many of us would eagerly trade our privacy for a discount coupon to be used at the Apple
store. From the government end, growing concerns over child pornography, copyright violations, cybercrime, and cyberwarfare also make it
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more likely that there will be more ways in which we will need to prove
our identity online.
The future of Internet control is thus a function of numerous (and
rather complex) business and social forces; sadly, many of them originating in free and democratic societies. Western governments and foundations can’t solve the censorship problem by just building more tools;
they need to identify, publicly debate, and, if necessary, legislate against
each of those numerous forces. The West excels at building and supporting effective tools to pierce through the ﬁrewalls of authoritarian
governments, but it is also skilled at letting many of its corporations
disregard the privacy of their users, often with disastrous implications
for those who live in oppressive societies. Very little about the currently
fashionable imperative to promote Internet freedom suggests that
Western policymakers are committed to resolving the problems that
they themselves have helped to create.

We Don’t Censor; We Outsource!
Another reason why so much of today’s Internet censorship is invisible
is because it’s not the governments who practice it. While in most cases
it’s enough to block access to a particular critical blog post, it’s even better
to remove that blog post from the Internet in its entirety. While governments do not have such mighty power, companies that enable users to
publish such blog posts on their sites can do it in a blink. Being able to
force companies to police the Web according to a set of some broad
guidelines is a dream come true for any government. It’s the companies
who incur all the costs, it’s the companies who do the dirty work, and it’s
the companies who eventually get blamed by the users. Companies also
are more likely to catch unruly content, as they know their online communities better than government censors. Finally, no individual can tell
companies how to run those communities, so most appeals to freedom
of expression are pointless.
Not surprisingly, this is the direction in which Chinese censorship is
evolving. According to research done by Rebecca MacKinnon, who
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studies the Chinese Internet at New America Foundation and is a former CNN bureau chief in Beijing, censorship of Chinese user-generated
content is “highly decentralized,” while its “implementation is left to
the Web companies themselves.”
To prove this, in mid-2008 she set up anonymous accounts on a
dozen Chinese blog platforms and published more than a hundred
posts on controversial subjects, from corruption to AIDS to Tibet, to
each of them. MacKinnon’s objective was to test if and how soon they
would be deleted. Responses differed widely across companies: The
most vigilant ones deleted roughly half of all posts, while the least vigilant company censored only one. There was little coherence to the
companies’ behavior, but then this is what happens when governments
say “censor” but don’t spell out what it is that needs to be censored,
leaving it for the scared executives to ﬁgure out. The more leeway companies have in interpreting the rules, the more uncertainty there is as
to whether a certain blog post will be removed or allowed to stay. This
Kafkaesque uncertainty can eventually cause more harm than censorship itself, for it’s hard to plan an activist campaign if you cannot be
sure that your content will remain available.
This also suggests that, as bad as Google and Facebook may look to
us, they still probably undercensor compared to most companies operating in authoritarian countries. Global companies are usually unhappy to take on a censorship role, for it might cost them dearly. Nor
are they happy to face a barrage of accusations of censorship in their
own home countries. (Local companies, on the other hand, couldn’t
care less: Social networking sites in Azerbaijan probably have no business in the United States or Western Europe, nor are their names likely
to be mispronounced at congressional hearings.)
But this is one battle that the West is already losing. Users usually
prefer local rather than global services; those are usually faster, more
relevant, easier to use, and in line with local cultural norms. Look at the
Internet market in most authoritarian states, and you’ll probably ﬁnd
at least ﬁve local alternatives to each prominent Web 2.0 start-up from
Silicon Valley. For a total online population of more than 300 million,
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Facebook’s 14,000 Chinese users, by one 2009 count, are just a drop
in the sea (or, to be exact, 0.00046 percent).
Companies, however, are not the only intermediaries that could be
pressured into deleting unwanted content. RuNet (the colloquial name
for the Russian-speaking Internet), for example, heavily relies on “communities,” which are somewhat akin to Facebook groups, and those are
run by dedicated moderators. Most of the socially relevant online activism in Russia happens on just one platform, LiveJournal. When in
2008 the online community of automobile lovers on LiveJournal became
the place to share photos and reports from a wave of unexpected protests
organized by unhappy drivers in the far eastern Russian city of Vladivostok, its administrators immediately received requests from FSB, KGB’s
successor, urging them to delete the reports. They complied, although
they complained about the matter in a subsequent report that they
posted to the community’s webpage (within just a few hours that post
disappeared as well). Formally, though, nothing has been blocked; this
is the kind of invisible censorship that is most difficult to ﬁght.
The more intermediaries—whether human or corporate—are involved in publishing and disseminating a particular piece of information,
the more points of control exist for quietly removing or altering that information. The early believers in “dictator’s dilemma” have grossly underestimated the need for online intermediaries. Someone still has to
provide access to the Internet, host a blog or a website, moderate an online community, or even make that community visible in search engines.
As long as all those entities have to be tied to a nation state, there will
be ways to pressure them into accepting and facilitating highly customized censorship that will have no impact on economic growth.

Wise Crowds, Unwise Causes
Thailand’s extremely strict lèse-majesté laws make it illegal to publish—
including in blog and tweet form—anything that may offend the country’s royal family. But effectively policing the country’s rapidly
expanding blogosphere has proved very challenging for the Thai police.
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In early 2009 a Thai MP loyal to the king proposed a new solution to
this intractable problem. A new site, called ProtectTheKing.net, was
set up so that Thai users could report links to any websites they believed to be offensive to the monarchy. According to the BBC, the government blocked 5,000 submitted links in the ﬁrst twenty-four hours.
Not surprisingly, the site’s creators “forgot” to provide a way in which
to complain about sites that were blocked in error.
Similarly, Saudi Arabia allows its citizens to report any links they ﬁnd
offensive; 1,200 of those are submitted to the country’s Communications & Information Technology Commission on a daily basis. This allows the Saudi government to achieve a certain efficiency in the
censorship process. According to Business Week, in 2008 the Commission’s censorship wing employed only twenty-ﬁve people, although
many of them came from top Western universities, including Harvard
and Carnegie Mellon.
The most interesting part about the Saudi censorship scheme is that
it at least informs the user why a website has been blocked; many other
countries simply show a bland message like “the page cannot be displayed,” making it impossible to discern whether the site is blocked or
simply unavailable because of some technical glitches. In the Saudi case,
banned porn websites carry a message that explains in detail the reasons
for the ban, referencing a Duke Law Journal article on pornography written by the American legal scholar Cass Sunstein and a 1,960-page study
conducted by the U.S. attorney general’s Commission on Pornography
in 1986. (At least for most nonlawyers, those are probably far less satisfying than the porn pages they were seeking to visit.)
The practice of “crowdsourcing” censorship is becoming popular in
democracies as well. Both the British and the French authorities have
similar schemes for their citizens to report child pornography and several other kinds of illegal content. As there are more and more websites
and blogs to check for illegal material, it’s quite likely that such crowdsourcing schemes will become more common.
The Thai, Saudi, and British authorities rely on citizens’ goodwill,
but a new scheme in China actually offers monetary awards to anyone
submitting links to online pornography. Found a porn site? Report it
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to the authorities, and get paid. The scheme may have backﬁred, however. When it was ﬁrst introduced in early 2010, there was also a considerable spike in those searching for pornography. Who knows how
many of the reported videos have ﬁrst been downloaded and saved to
local hard drives? More important, how many pages containing nonsexual content could be found and dealt with in such a manner?
In some cases, the state does not need to become directly involved
at all. Tech-savvy groups of individuals loyal to a particular cause or national government will harness their networks to censor their opponents, usually by dismantling their groups on social networking sites.
The most famous of such networks is a mysterious online organization
that calls itself Jewish Internet Defense Force ( JIDF). This pro-Israel
advocacy group made headlines by compiling lists of anti-Israeli Facebook groups, inﬁltrating them to become their administrators, and ultimately disabling them. One of its most remarkable accomplishments
was deleting nearly 110,000 members from a 118,000-strong Arabiclanguage group sympathetic to Hezbollah. In some such cases, Facebook administrators are quick enough to intervene before the group is
completely destroyed, but often they aren’t. The online social capital
that took months to develop goes to waste in a matter of hours. It’s important to understand that increasingly it is communities—not just individual bloggers—that produce value on today’s Internet. Thus
modern censorship will increasingly go beyond just blocking access to
particular content and aim to erode and destroy entire online communities instead.

Denial-of-Philosophy
If philosophy is your passion, Saudi Arabia would not top your list of
places to spend a year abroad. Perhaps because the discipline encourages
independent thinking and questioning of authority (or simply aggravates
the problem of unemployment), the subject is banned at universities,
and so are philosophy books. Explaining his resistance to the introduction of philosophy as a subject in the Saudi high school curriculum, the
director of planning at the Jeddah Educational Administration noted in
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December 2005 that “philosophy is a subject derived from the Greeks
and the Romans. . . . We do not need this kind of philosophy because
the Holy Quran is rich in Islamic philosophy.”
The modern elements within Saudi Arabia’s civil society were hopeful of ﬁnally getting some autonomy in cyberspace. And their hopes
were not in vain: The Internet quickly ﬁlled the void, with nearly free
and easy access to philosophy books, video lectures, and scholarly magazines. But there was no centralized repository of links to such content,
so several U.S.-educated Saudis started an Internet forum, Tomaar, to
discuss all things related to philosophy and share links to interesting
content. The site enjoyed tremendous success; in just a few months,
the site branched out beyond philosophy, with its users discussing Middle East politics and controversial social issues (since the site was in
Arabic, non-Saudi users frequented it as well). At its peak, the site had
more than 12,000 active members, who contributed an average of 1,000
posts a day.
But it was a short-lived triumph. Before long, the Saudi government
noticed the phenomenal success of Tomaar and quickly banned all
Saudi users from accessing the site. This, however, was an easy problem
to solve. In the last decade or so, plenty of tools had emerged to circumvent such government bans; their creation was fueled mostly by
the excessive censorship of the Chinese authorities. In essence, governments cannot erase the content they do not like, especially if it’s hosted
on a foreign server; what they can do is to ban their own nationals from
accessing that content by requiring ISPs to simply stop serving requests
for a particular URL. But it’s possible to trick the ISPs by connecting
to a third-party computer and using that computer’s Internet connection to access the content you need; all that the government would see
is that you are connected to some random computer on the Net, but
they won’t know that you are accessing content they don’t like.
Tomaar’s fans made good use of such censorship-circumvention tools
and were able to use the site despite the ban. (Of course, once too many
users connect to one computer or its address is publicized, the authorities may understand what is taking place and ban access to it as well.)
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But their jubilation did not last long. Shortly thereafter the website
became inaccessible to even those users who relied on censorship-circumvention tools. It appeared that the site was enjoying such popularity
that it was simply overloaded with Internet traffic. The American company that hosted Tomaar wrote the site administrators to inform them
that it was terminating their contract, making the site a “digital refugee.”
Something eerie was happening, and Tomaar’s administrators could
not ﬁgure out what it was (none of them was a techie—one worked as
a salesman in a high-end consumer electronic store, and another was a
ﬁnancial consultant in a bank).
It took some time before it became clear that Tomaar was a target of
a protracted cyber-attack that aimed to make the website unavailable.
The type of attack in question—the so-called Distributed-Denial-ofService (DDoS) attack—is an increasingly popular way of silencing one’s
opponents. Much like pubs and salons, all websites have certain occupancy limits. Popular sites like CNN.com can handle millions of simultaneous sessions, while most amateur sites can barely handle a hundred
or two hundred simultaneous visits. A DDoS attack seeks to take advantage of such resource constraints by sending fake visitors to targeted websites. Where do such fake visitors come from? They are generated by
computers that have been infected with malware and viruses, thus allowing a third party to establish full command over them and use their resources however it sees ﬁt. Nowadays, the capacity to launch such attacks
is often bought and sold on eBay for a few hundred dollars.
Since the attack originates from thousands of computers, it’s almost
always impossible to identify its mastermind. This was true in Tomaar’s
case. While it seemed logical that the Saudi government would be interested in silencing the site, there is no concrete evidence to assert that
connection. But Tomaar’s hosting company did not drop them for
nothing: DDoS attacks eat a lot of traffic, it takes quite some time to
clean up afterward, and it’s the hosting companies that have to pay the
bills. This is how online dissent can easily turn into a preexisting condition. If you have something sensitive to say and it can attract DDoS
attacks, most hosting companies would think twice before signing you
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up as their client. Since businesses are also frequent targets of DDoS
attacks, there exists a commercial market in protection services (for example, banning computers from certain parts of the world from being
able to visit your site), but they sell at rates that are not affordable to
most volunteer-funded sites. Eventually, Tomaar did ﬁnd a new home,
but cyber-attacks continued. The site was regularly down for one week
out of four, with DDoS attacks eroding its community’s spirit and
draining the pockets of its founders, who were naïve enough to believe
that online dissent is as cheap as their monthly hosting fee.
Cases like Tomaar’s are increasingly common, especially among activist and human rights organizations. Burma’s exiled media—Irrawaddy,
Mizzima, and the Democratic Voice of Burma—all experienced major
cyber-attacks (the heaviest wave occurred on the ﬁrst anniversary of
the Saffron Revolution in 2008); ditto the Belarusian oppositional site
Charter97, the Russian independent newspaper Novaya Gazeta (the
one that employed the slain Russian journalist Anna Politkovskaya),
the Kazakh oppositional newspaper Respublika, and even various local
branches of Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty.
Individual bloggers fall victims to such attacks as well. In August
2009, on the ﬁrst anniversary of the Russian-Georgian war, Cyxymu,
one of the most popular Georgian bloggers, found himself under such
an intensive DDoS attack that it even took down powerful websites like
Twitter and Facebook, where he had duplicate accounts. Here was a
case of a dissenting voice who could not say what he wanted because
all the platforms where he established online identities came under severe DDoS attacks and put immense pressure on the administrators
running those platforms; they, of course, found it quite tempting to
simply delete his account to enable all other users to continue with their
business.
DDoS attacks present a serious and poorly understood threat to freedom of expression on the Internet, as they are increasingly used not only
against the websites of institutions and companies but also against individual bloggers. In the past, conventional wisdom dictated that all it took
to give voice to marginalized communities was to get them online and
maybe pay their Internet bill. Not anymore. Being heard online—at least
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beyond the ﬁrst few tweets and blog posts—increasingly involves
strategizing about server administration, creating back-up plans in case
of a DDoS emergency, and even budgeting for extremely expensive
anti-DDoS protection services.
The worst part about DDoS-type restrictions on freedom of expression
is that they lead to signiﬁcant undercounting of the total amount of Internet censorship around the world. Our traditional notion of censorship
is still strongly inﬂuenced by the binary logic of “blocked/unblocked,”
which in cases like those of Cyxymu or Novaya Gazeta simply do not
make much sense. The sites may be technically unblocked, but their
users still cannot access them one week out of the month.
To solve this kind of problem, not only do Western governments and
international institutions need to create new metrics for tracking Internet censorship, they also need to go beyond the usual panacea offered
against Internet censorship, like circumvention tools that allow access
to banned content. The problem with DDoS is that even users in countries that do not block the Internet would not be able to access sites
that are under attack; circumvention tools don’t work in those situations. It’s no longer the case of brutal Soviet agents jamming Radio Free
Europe; it’s the case of mostly unknown individuals—perhaps on the
Kremlin’s payroll, perhaps not—erecting roadblocks around the building from which the new Radio Free Europe is supposed to broadcast.
Antijamming equipment is not going to help if nobody can actually get
in and produce the broadcasts.

Tearing Down the Wrong Walls
Those of us in the West who care about defending online freedom of
expression can no longer afford to think about censorship based on obsolete models developed during the Cold War. The old model assumed
that censorship was expensive and could only be carried out by one
party—the government. Today, however, while many kinds of censorship are still expensive (e.g., software like GreenDam), others are cheap
and getting cheaper (e.g., DDoS attacks). This allows the governments
to deﬂect the blame—they’re not doing the censorship, after all—and
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thus also signiﬁcantly undercounts total censorship in the world. In
many cases, governments don’t have to do anything at all; plenty of
their loyal supporters will be launching DDoS attacks on their own.
The democratization of access to launching cyber-attacks has resulted
in the democratization of censorship; this is poised to have chilling effects on freedom of expression. As more and more censorship is done
by intermediaries (like social networking sites) rather than governments, the way to defend against censorship is to ﬁnd ways to exert
commercial—not just political—pressure on the main actors involved.
It’s also becoming clear that authoritarian governments can and will
develop sophisticated information strategies that will allow them to sustain economic growth without loosening their grip on the Internet activities of their opponents. We certainly don’t want to spend all our
energy tearing down some imaginary walls—making sure that all information is accessible—only to discover that censorship is now being outsourced to corporations or those who know how to launch DDoS
attacks. This is yet another reason why “virtual walls” and “information
curtains” are the wrong metaphors to assist us in conceptualizing the
threat to Internet freedom. They invariably lead policymakers to opt
for solutions for breaking through the information blockade, which is
ﬁne and useful, but only as long as there is still something on the other
end of the blockade. Breaking the ﬁrewalls to discover that the content
one seeks has been deleted by a zealous intermediary or taken down
through a cyber-attack is going to be disappointing.
There are plenty of things to be done to protect against this new,
more aggressive kind of censorship. One is to search for ways to provide
mirrors of websites that are under DDoS attacks or to train their administrators, many of whom are self-taught and may not be managing
the crisis properly, to do so. Another is to ﬁnd ways to disrupt, mute,
or even intentionally pollute our “social graph,” rendering it useless to
those who would like to restrict access to information based on user
demographics. We may even want to ﬁgure out how everyone online
can pretend to be an investment banker seeking to read Financial Times!
One could also make it harder to hijack and delete various groups from
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Facebook and other social networking sites. Or one could design a way
to proﬁt from methods like “crowdsourcing” in ﬁghting, not just facilitating, Internet censorship; surely if a group of government royalists
troll the Web to ﬁnd new censorship targets, another group could also
be searching for websites in need of extra protection?
Western policymakers have a long list of options to choose from,
and all of them should be carefully considered not just on their own
terms, but also in terms of the negative unintended consequences—
often, outside of the geographic region where they are applied—that
each of them would inevitably generate. Of course, it’s essential to continue funding various tools to access banned websites, since blocking
users from visiting certain URLs is still the dominant method of Internet control. But policymakers should not lose sight of new and potentially more dangerous threats to freedom of expression on the Internet.
It’s important to stay vigilant and be constantly on the lookout for new,
yet invisible barriers; ﬁghting the older ones, especially those that are
already crumbling anyway, is a rather poor foundation for effective policy. Otherwise, cases like Russia, which has little formal Internet ﬁltering but plenty of other methods of ﬂexing the government’s muscles
online, will continue puzzling Western observers.
The main thing to keep in mind, though, is that different contexts give
rise to different problems and are thus in need of custom-made solutions
and strategies. Clinging to Internet-centrism—that pernicious tendency
to place Internet technologies before the environment in which they
operate—gives policymakers a false sense of comfort, a false hope that
by designing a one-size-ﬁts-all technology that destroys whatever ﬁrewall it sees, they will also solve the problem of Internet control. The last
decade, characterized, if anything, by a massive increase both in the
amount and in the sophistication of control, suggests that authoritarian
regimes have proved highly creative at suppressing dissent through means
that are not necessarily technological. As such, most of the ﬁrewalls to be
destroyed are social and political rather than technological in nature.
The problem is that technologists who have been designing tools to
break technological rather than political ﬁrewalls—and often have
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been doing it with the ﬁnancial support of Western governments and
foundations—are the ones who control the public conversation. It’s in
their direct interest to overstate the effectiveness of their own tools and
downplay the presence of other nontechnological threats to the freedom of expression. In doing this, they mislead policymakers, who then
make poor decisions about the allocation of resources to ﬁght Internet
control. Shiyu Zhou, the founder of a Falung Gong technology group
that designs and distributes software to access sites banned by the Chinese government, says that “the entire battle over the Internet has
boiled down to a battle over resources” and that “for every dollar we
[America] spend, China has to spend a hundred, maybe hundreds of
dollars” in an interview to the New York Times as part of an argument
that more funding should be allocated to promote such tools in Iran.
This is at best misleading and at worst disingenuous, a throwback to
the Cold War debates about closing the missile gap, but this time by
overspending the enemy on digital weapons.
This kind of argument only perpetuates myths like “dictator’s
dilemma” and suggests that authoritarian governments are more vulnerable to the threat of technology than they really are. But even if such
sly manipulation of public opinion can be overcome, one still has to remember that no solutions to the censorship problem can be designed
in isolation from the other two problems—surveillance and propaganda. The decentralized nature of the Internet makes it relatively easy
to set up an inﬁnite number of copies for every byte of information
shared over the Web. This ability does not come free, however, even if
the ﬁnancial costs are marginal, for it also allows the creation of new,
faster, and often more legitimate publishing outlets that can make government propaganda more believable. Moreover, it opens up opportunities for tracking how information spreads online, enabling the
authorities to learn more about those who spread it. Information wants
to be free, but so do those exchanging it.
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Hugo Chavez Would Like to
Welcome You to the Spinternet
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or years Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez was the world’s least
likely person to join Twitter. Brevity is not exactly one of his
virtues: In the last ten years, Chavez spent more than 1,500 hours denouncing capitalism on Alo Presidente, his own TV show. In a broadcast
that aired in March 2010, the self-proclaimed leader of the Bolivarian
Revolution even attacked the Internet as “a battle trench” that was bringing “a current of conspiracy”; anyone who used “Twitter, the Internet
[and] text messaging” to criticize his regime was engaging in “terrorism.”
Chavez had plenty of reasons to worry about the Internet. A jailed judge
had started using Twitter to keep in touch with her followers from prison,
while the director of an opposition TV station used it to denounce a conspiracy to oust him. Chavez’s outburst was more than a rhetorical ﬂourish.
It seems that, much like his American detractors, he was also under the
impression that Twitter was the driving force behind the protests in Iran.
As the Venezuelan opposition started using Twitter to mobilize its
supporters, Chavez changed his mind. In late April 2010, Diosdado Cabello, the head of Venezuela’s communications watchdog and an aide
113
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close to Chavez, announced on his own Twitter account that his boss
was about to join the site. “Comrades, @chavezcandanga has been reserved, soon we will have messages there from our Comandante,”
tweeted Cabello. (In Spanish, candanga means “the devil,” but Venezuelans also use the term to describe someone naughty and wild.) Within
twenty-four hours of signing up for Twitter, Chavez had 50,000 followers, and within just one month, he gained more than 500,000, making
him one of the most popular foreign politicians on the predominantly
English-speaking site. His love affair with technology quickly expanded
to other devices and platforms; in July 2010 he even widely praised “a
little apparatus” (an iPod) that his daughter gave him. “I have like 5,000
songs,” boasted Chavez. “It’s tiny, I remember having to go around with
a bunch of cassette tapes before.” The Bolivarian Revolution was turning high-tech.
So far, the tweeting Chavez, unlike his real combative self, has been
charming and polite. Responding to criticism from a sixteen-year-old
Mexican girl who accused him of being a dictator, Chavez responded
quite politely: “Hello Mariana, the truth is I’m an anti-dictator, and I
love my beautiful Mexico.” When a Venezuelan Twitter user named Desiree tweeted out her admiration for Chavez, the latter responded, “My
dear Desiree, I send you a kiss.” Chavez also promised to convince his
buddy Evo Morales, Bolivia’s president, to start using Twitter as well.
And he is putting Twitter to some creative uses as well; only three
months after he set up an account on the service, he boasted that he
had already received nearly 288,000 requests for help from citizens. In
July 2010 Chavez made international headlines by tweeting about his
quixotic quest to exhume the remains of his hero Simón Bolívar, the
nineteenth-century aristocrat who liberated much of Latin America
from Spanish rule. “What impressive moments we’ve lived tonight!
Rise up, Simón, as it’s not time to die!” tweeted the Venezuelan leader.
The secret of Chavez’s popularity on Twitter lies not only in his
charisma but also in his leverage of government resources to bolster his
crusade. Just a few days after joining the service, Chavez dispelled any
illusions that Twitter was a minor and temporary distraction for him.
“I’ve created my own Chavezcandanga mission to answer the messages,
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and we’re even going to create a fund for the mission to provide many
things that are now missing and that are urgent,” said Chavez in a televised cabinet meeting. To that effect, he promised to allocate two hundred staffers—funded with public monies—to help him win the
Twitter war. Holding up a BlackBerry in front of the camera, Chavez
told his TV audience that Twitter was his “secret weapon” and dismissed the idea he was using a capitalist tool. “The Internet can’t be
just for the bourgeoisie; it’s for the ideological battle as well,” declared
Chavez, boasting that he was gaining two hundred new followers per
minute.

But I Saw It on the Spinternet!
The evolution of Chavez’s reaction to Twitter—strong ideological opposition followed by a wide embrace—is typical of how authoritarian
regimes respond to the Internet. First, they believe that the Web is
something frivolous that will go away as fast at it has appeared. To their
great disappointment, it never does; worse, sooner or later it is embraced by the opposition, if there is one, who use it chieﬂy to avoid the
government’s tight control of the media. This is when many authoritarian governments begin to experiment with censorship. Much here
depends on the political situation in their countries. For some, Internet
censorship would be acceptable, because they already censor other
media; for others, direct censorship would not be an option, as they
prefer to crack down on free media through more indirect means, ranging from tax inspections to intimidation of individual journalists. When
Internet censorship is impractical, politically indefensible, or prohibitively expensive, governments begin to experiment with propaganda
and, in a few extreme cases, pervasive surveillance.
Unlike many authoritarian governments, Chavez’s regime has always
preferred softer means of intervention and control, trying to avoid the
harsher methods embraced by the Chinese and Iranian governments.
Thus, in 2007 Chavez refused to renew the concession given to Globovision, a popular—and extremely critical—TV channel, essentially
forcing it to move to cable, while in 2009 his communications minister
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shut down more than sixty radio stations, stating that they lacked the
necessary licenses and promising to use their frequencies for community
media. When it comes to Twitter, from which the government cannot
really withdraw a license, Chavez’s choice is not between censorship and
free speech but between staying out of the Twitter space altogether—
and thus, risking losing control of online conversations—and trying to
infuse such conversations with his own ideology.
This is not how it was supposed to be. Many early predictions about
the Internet posited that it would rid the world of government propaganda. Frances Cairncross in her 1997 best seller, The Death of Distance,
a deﬁning text in the cyber-utopian canon, predicted that “free to explore different points of view, on the Internet or on the thousands of
television and radio channels that will eventually be available, people
will become less susceptible to propaganda from politicians.” Her prediction proved to be wrong: Governments have learned that they can
still manipulate online conversations by slightly adjusting how they
manufacture and package their propaganda, with some of their older
and otherwise stale messages ﬁnding new life and appealing to new audiences. It was hard to predict that xenophobic and anti-American messages would sound more persuasive when delivered by edgy and
supposedly independent bloggers.
But this raises an even broader question: Why does government
propaganda—and especially propaganda based on lies and intentional
misrepresentation of facts—still work in an age when one could ﬁnd
plenty of credible evidence online to disprove it? It works for the same
unfortunate reasons that myths about Barack Obama’s missing birth
certiﬁcate or the myths about 9/11 being an inside job work for so
many audiences in America. The easy availability of evidence to the
contrary is not enough to dispel such myths, for they are not always
based on rational examination of evidence. In addition, certain structural conditions of public life under an authoritarian regime might
make such government-induced myths harder to dispel. Barbara Geddes, a noted political scientist at the University of California at Los Angeles, who studied sources of popular support for authoritarian states
around the world, discovered that a particular sector in the population
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is most susceptible to government propaganda. Usually it is what we
can best describe as the middle class: people with some basic education
who earn a good living and are neither poor and ignorant nor rich and
sophisticated. (These two latter groups, Geddes found, were least susceptible to government propaganda: the former because they could not
even understand what the government wanted and the latter because
they could easily see through it.)
Thus, high rates of exposure to government propaganda may not
necessarily make people aware of the fact that they are being brainwashed, let alone allow them to read between the lines. Conventional
wisdom about government propaganda in authoritarian states has been
best summed up by none other than Ithiel de Sola Pool, who said,
“When regimes impose daily propaganda in large doses, people stop
listening.” Geddes disagreed, “We must suppose that it must take an
uncommonly educated populace before governmental control of information ﬂows begins to boomerang in any serious way.” Mere exposure
to information does not by itself decrease support for authoritarian
governments; it does not guarantee an increase in media literacy or sophistication. Simply getting a country’s population online is not going
to trigger a revolution in critical thinking; judging by the recent global
hysteria over how the Internet might be dumbing us down, some
people clearly believe that the opposite is more likely.
It’s hardly surprising, then, that authoritarian governments from
Russia to Iran and from China to Azerbaijan are busy turning the Internet into the Spinternet—a Web with little censorship but lots of spin
and propaganda—which reinforces their ideological supremacy. The
age of new media, with its characteristic fragmentation of public discourse and decentralization of control, has made the lives of propaganda officials toiling in stuffy offices of authoritarian governments
considerably easier.

Elude the Cat, Empower the Masses
When in January 2009 Li Qiaoming, a twenty-four-year old peasant living near Yuxi City, a major hub of Yunnan Province in China’s southwest,
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was arrested for illegal logging, little did he know that he had only two
weeks to live. Locked into Cell Number 9 of the Puning County jail,
he accidentally hit his head against the door while playing “elude the
cat”—the Chinese equivalent of “hide-and-seek”—with fellow inmates. Or so went the local police department’s explanation to Li’s parents when they were told to go and pick up his corpse.
Within hours Li’s death became a cause célèbre in the Chinese blogosphere. Netizens were quick to accuse the Yunnan police of a nasty
and poorly veiled cover-up. QQ.com—one of the most popular sites
in China—attracted more than 70,000 comments on the issue, and the
accusations spread like wildﬁre. The Chinese authorities had a major
cyber-riot on their hands.
The way they chose to deal with the incident shows the growing evolution of China’s Internet controls and is poised to enter future textbooks of Internet propaganda. Instead of dispatching censors to delete
hundreds of thousands of angry comments, they publicly reached out
to Chinese Internet users and invited them to become “netizen investigators,” asking them to help inspect Cell Number 9 and write a report
that could eliminate any doubts about what had really happened.
It seemed like a reasonable solution and helped to quell the tensions—
at least temporarily. More than one thousand candidates applied for
the job; a committee of ﬁfteen was duly formed and dispatched to the
detention facility to produce a conclusive report about Qiaoming’s
death.
“Past experience has shown that the doubts of the netizens will not
shift or recede on their own over time,” said Wu Hao, a senior official with
Yunnan’s propaganda department who steered the campaign, adding that
“a matter of Internet public opinion must be solved by Internet methods.”
Those methods pretended to prioritize open and decentralized decision
making; there was no better way to showcase the democratization of
China’s governance than to form a “netizen” commission.
The commission itself was just a formality. The investigators were
not even allowed to view the tapes from the cell’s surveillance camera.
Predictably, the report they produced was inconclusive; all they could
say was that they lacked the evidence to rule either way. But the police,
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who must have known the real cause of Li’s death well in advance, used
the Internet buzz generated by the release of the report to publicly apologize to his parents, revealing that he had been beaten by other inmates.
Score another propaganda point for showing the humility of the Chinese police.
This was digital public relations at its best. What could have become
a major liability for the government became an opportunity to ﬂaunt
their commitment to democratization. China’s propaganda visionaries
could give most Western colleagues a run for their money. Given that
censorship was an easy way out, they chose wisely. The delivery was
not perfect: After China’s “human ﬂesh search engines” did a background check on the ﬁfteen citizen inspectors that composed the commission, it turned out that nearly all of them were current or former
employees of the state-owned media. This was probably a gaffe that the
Chinese authorities are likely to rectify in the future. (That said, China’s
state-owned media are in the habit of hiring little-known actors to pose
as passers-by when they shoot street interviews about important matters with the ordinary folk. The actors can lie with a straight face at
least.)
Most interestingly, the South Korean government, perhaps following
China’s lead, has recently used a similar scheme to counter Internet rumors and calm its own netizens on an issue that was far more explosive.
When many in the blogosphere and even some in the traditional media
began doubting the official explanation that the South Korean warship
Cheonan was drowned by a North Korean torpedo, suspecting that
North Korea was just used as a bogeyman to either cover up incompetence or some more sinister domestic operation, the government chose
not to further antagonize the bloggers. Instead, it announced that it
would select twenty Twitter users, ten Internet bloggers, thirty student
journalists, ﬁve representatives from portal Internet sites, and ﬁve government officials to tour the wreckage by randomly picking them from
among the applicants. But the South Korean government went one step
further than the Chinese, allowing all participants to take photos and
videos—a state-engineered triumph of citizen journalism. Their plans,
however, may have been spoiled by the North Korean authorities, who
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were unbelievably quick to colonize the capitalist cyberspace as well. In
August 2010 they took their anti-South propaganda campaign to Twitter,
setting up an account—supposedly through their foreign supporters—
meant to challenge the South Korean version of events a hundred forty
characters at a time.

What Barbara Streisand Could Teach Nicolae Ceau escu
In the last few years of the Soviet Union’s existence, its most progressive leaders were fond of touting—half-jokingly, of course—their commitment to the “Sinatra doctrine”: the notion that Central and Eastern
European states were free to go their own way, very much along the
lines of Sinatra’s song “My Way.” On the Internet, though, Sinatra is
out of luck; the buzzword du jour is the “Streisand effect”—the notion
that the more you try to get something off the Internet, the more you
fuel everyone’s interest in it, thus defeating the purpose of your original
intervention.
The concept was coined by Mike Masnick, a popular American technology blogger, to describe Barbara Streisand’s desperate attempts to
remove photos of her Malibu house from the Internet. Shot by a professional photographer to document coastal erosion under the auspices
of the California Coastal Records Project, the pictures did not receive
much public attention until Streisand ﬁled a $50 million lawsuit.
To the feisty world of technology blogs, it seemed as if Barbara
Streisand was declaring a war on both the Internet and common sense.
It didn’t take long for a massive online network of solidarity to be
formed. Hundreds of other bloggers began posting the Malibu photos
on their own blogs. Sure enough, Streisand’s Malibu property became
a considerably more discussed subject than ever before.
In hindsight, Streisand would have been better off doing nothing at
all and letting the initial set of photos lie online in almost guaranteed
obscurity (after all, they were part of a set of 12,000 photos). Instead,
she chose the censorship route—and paid for it dearly. Furthermore,
she paved the way for countless other celebrities and VIPs. The Church
of Scientology, the Russian oligarch Alisher Usmanov, Sony Corpora-
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tion, Britain’s Internet Watch Foundation, and the popular social news
site Digg.com are just some of the high-proﬁle victims of the Streisand
Effect. Confronting online content they didn’t want to be public, they
instinctively fought back—without realizing how such aggression
might backﬁre. Even when some of them scored a victory in temporarily removing the harmful content from the Internet, they usually helped
fuel more interest in what it was they were trying to hide.
In fact, an entire organization called WikiLeaks has been built to ensure that all controversial documents that someone wants to get off the
Web have a dedicated and well-protected place to stay online. Even the
omnipotent American military are ﬁnding it hard to take sensitive content off the Internet, as they discovered when WikiLeaks released the
video of a 2007 Baghdad air strike that killed several Reuters news
staffers as well as a trove of documents related to the war in Afghanistan.
The logic behind the Streisand Effect, however, does not have much
to do with the Internet. Throughout history there has hardly been a
more effective way to ensure that people talk about something than to
ban discussions about it. Herostratus, a young Greek man who in 356
BCE set ﬁre to the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus, may be the world’s
ﬁrst documented case of the Streisand Effect. Herostratus’s ultimate
punishment—that is, in addition to being executed—was for his act to
be forgotten, on strict orders from the Ephesean authorities, who
banned anyone from ever mentioning his name. And here we are, discussing the story of this narcissistic pyromaniac thousands of years later
(the Ephesean authorities could not foresee that Herostratus would be
immortalized on his own Wikipedia page).
Even though it’s publicity-conscious Hollywood stars, corporations,
and activist organizations that are most troubled by the Streisand Effect, authoritarian governments are worried as well. For most of their
existence, authoritarian governments believed—and not without good
reason—they could control the spread of information by limiting access to publishing tools and tracking how they were being used by those
with access. Nicolae Ceauşescu, the cruel dictator who ruled Romania
from 1965 to 1989, made it a crime to own typewriters without registering them. At one point he even considered getting every Romanian
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to submit a handwriting sample. This was his way of preventing mass
correspondence between his citizens and Western media like Radio
Free Europe (nevertheless, even such drastic measures couldn’t stop all
the letters).
When the costs of trafficking in information—whether ﬁnancial or
reputational—are too high, there are fewer opportunities to spread it
around; the Streisand Effect is not likely to undermine official information ﬂows. But when almost everyone has access to cheap means of
self-publishing as well as concealing their identity, the Streisand Effect
becomes a real threat. It often renders traditional forms of censorship
counterproductive. Most political bloggers start salivating at the
thought of starving the government’s censorship beast by reproducing
what the government wants to ban.
But it would be wrong to conclude that the Streisand Effect means
the demise of information control. Censors can simply switch to other,
less obvious, and less intrusive means of minimizing the negative impact of the information being spread online. Instead of censoring it—
which, in many cases, could only confer additional credibility on
whatever criticism was expressed in the original blog post or article—
the government may choose to go for the Spinternet option: Counter
the blog post with effective propaganda rather than a blanket ban.
In countries where even ardent supporters of democratization are
often paranoid about foreign intervention, all it takes to discredit a blogger is to accuse her of being funded by the CIA, MI6, or Mossad (or,
even better, all three simultaneously!). If that accusation is repeated by
a hundred other bloggers—even if some of them look rather dubious—
most sane critics of the government think twice before reposting that
blogger’s critical message. The best way to create such a culture of mistrust is for governments to cultivate extremely agile rapid-response
blogging teams that ﬁght ﬁre with ﬁre.
The beneﬁts of such an approach have not been lost on Western policy wonks. In 2008 Cass Sunstein, a prominent American legal scholar
who now heads the White House Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, coauthored a punchy policy paper that recommended the U.S.
government practice “cognitive inﬁltration” of Internet groups that are
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spreading conspiracy theories, suggesting that “government agents or
their allies (acting either virtually or in real space, and either openly or
anonymously) will undermine the crippled epistemology of believers
by planting doubts about the theories and stylized facts that circulate
within such groups.” As far as Hugo Chavez or Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
are concerned, those pushing for greater U.S.-style democratization of
their countries are also part of some kind of conspiracy theory. Not surprisingly, they are the ones who put Sunstein’s recommendations into
practice by hiring their own contingents of government-funded but
technically independent online commentators. (Also not surprisingly,
Sunstein’s suggestions are hardly politically accepted in the Western
world. It’s hard to imagine anyone supporting White House–funded
covert bloggers engaging in deliberations with the conservative bloggers they disagree with.)

Russia’s First Pornographer Meets Russia’s Sarah Palin
One of the most persistent myths in public discussions about the Internet is that authoritarian governments are just weak and ineffective
bureaucracies that fear or don’t understand technology and are thus
bound to misuse it, even if, in deﬁance of “dictator’s dilemma,” they let
it in. This is, of course, a misguided perspective: after all, it is Hugo
Chavez, not Hillary Clinton, who is tweeting from his BlackBerry.
(Asked about Twitter a few days after the protests began in Iran, Clinton couldn’t muster anything but “I wouldn’t know a Twitter from a
tweeter. But apparently it is very important.”)
The reason why so many authoritarian governments have proved
adept at getting their online propaganda act right is because they have
been surrounded by some of the brightest Internet visionaries in their
countries. It’s a mistake to think that such governments rely on poor
advice from the wrong people; they are listening to some of the best
advice they can get. In part, this is happening because working for the
government entails a lot of undisputed advantages. Despite the seeming
irrelevance of the ideals of communism in today’s highly globalized
world, some of the brightest young people in China are still very much
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driven to join the ranks of the Communist Party, if only because it provides a signiﬁcant boost to their career. (A popular slogan among Chinese youth goes like this: “Before you enter the Party you’re sweating
all over; after you enter the Party you can relax. Before you enter the
Party you’re full of revolution; after you enter the Party you meld into
the crowd.”) One Chinese university surveyed students and intellectuals who were Party members and found out that almost half of them
joined the Party in the hope that it would help them ﬁnd a good job.
Since modern authoritarian regimes don’t really project a set of coherent values or ideologies—China and Russia haven’t been able to successfully communicate what they are really about post-Lenin and
post-Mao—many talented young people are not as disturbed working
for their governments as they might have been had their leaders actually
believed what they were saying in public.
The Kremlin has been particularly successful in cultivating strong
connections with Russia’s vibrant Internet culture, leveraging it to the
government’s own ideological advantage. Take Yevgeny Kaspersky,
the founder of the popular antivirus software Kaspersky Lab and one
of the brightest minds on matters of Internet security, who was persuaded to join Russia’s Public Chamber, a quasi-state institution composed of pro-Kremlin celebrities, businessmen, and intellectuals that
puts the stamp of civil-society approval on whatever initiative the
Kremlin demands of them. On joining the Chamber, Kaspersky began
advocating that online anonymity may need to go to keep the Internet
working.
But no one embodies the immense sophistication of the Russian Internet propaganda machine better than Konstantin Rykov. Born in
1979, Rykov is an undisputed godfather of the Russian Internet and
has had a major part to play in some of its most bizarre countercultural
projects since the mid-1990s. In 1998 he was one of the founders of an
e-zine with the suggestive URL of fuck.ru, mixing reports about Moscow’s nightlife with jokes, light entertainment, and articles about art.
He has even fashioned himself as Russia’s ﬁrst pornographer in numerous media interviews.
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Few of Rykov’s earlier collaborators would have predicted that just
a decade later he would become a respected deputy of the Russian
Duma—actually, one of its youngest members—also moonlighting as
the Kremlin’s unofficial ambassador to “all things Internet.” Gone was
the radicalism of the 1990s; Rykov the deputy established himself as a
strong defender of family values, arguing for a crackdown on violence
and pornography in the media, and proposing to ban all children
younger than nine from surﬁng the Internet on their own.
What made Rykov so appealing to the Kremlin was that in the intervening years he had built a successful propaganda empire, spanning
both traditional and new media. On the traditional side, Rykov founded
“Poplit,” a publishing house that specializes in popular ﬁction and aggressively uses social media to push its works to the broader public.
Rykov’s Internet presence, clustered mostly around his company New
Media Stars, consists of sites like zaputina.ru (“‘For Putin!’”), a shortlived Internet campaign that urged Putin to seek a third term as president; dni.ru, a popular Internet tabloid; dozory.ru, a science-ﬁction
Internet game; and vz.ru, something of a Russian Slate with a strong
conservative bent.
Rykov, one of the founders of Russia.ru, the hedonistic Internet TV
station that produces “The Tits Show,” is thus responsible for churning
out heaps of highly propagandist video content. One of the highlights
of Rykov’s propaganda career came when his company produced a documentary called War 08.08.08: The War of Treason, which dealt with the
highly sensitive subject of 2008’s war between Russia and Georgia. Cut
from hours of video footage that Georgian soldiers themselves had supposedly shot on their mobile phones—later conﬁscated by Russians—
the ﬁlm analyzed the war from a highly ideological position, portraying
Georgians in the worst possible light imaginable.
The ﬁlm quickly became a viral sensation, with 2.5 million people
watching it online. The success of the online campaign owes much to
the zeal with which producers of the ﬁlm embraced all forms of digital
distribution, putting it on all important peer-to-peer networks and encouraging piracy. Putting the ﬁlm on Russia.ru helped to make it visible.
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The ﬁlm made a smooth transition to TV screen, too: On the ﬁrst anniversary of the war, the ﬁlm was shown on one of Russia’s national patriotic channels. And to ensure absolute media dominance, it was
followed up by a book, which was well received by Russian bloggers
and journalists. This is a level of media convergence that most Western
content producers can only dream of.
As one of the most knowledgeable people about the Internet in
today’s Russia, Rykov understands the Streisand Effect and is thus trying
to steer the government away from pure and highly visible Internet censorship and toward softer, propaganda-driven methods of control. Speaking in 2009, he left little doubt about his views on the issue: “Censorship
is not compatible with the Internet. So long as the Internet exists, censorship is impossible.” Russian leaders follow Rykov’s lead and eagerly
beat the drum of “there is no Internet censorship in Russia,” if only to
position themselves as more progressive than their Chinese neighbors.
This is Rykov’s propaganda genius at its best: The Kremlin manages to
score propaganda points simply by not censoring the Internet.
With people like Rykov shaping the Kremlin’s online propaganda strategy, getting Russians to see through what they read on the Internet—
even if there is no Internet censorship—won’t be easy. What’s worse,
Rykov’s efforts are now being complemented by a growing cohort of
younger Internet gurus, who appeared in part thanks to the hard work
of various Kremlin-affiliated youth movements. (The creation of statesupported youth movements was the Kremlin’s way to minimize the
threat of a potential color revolution, as pro-Western youth movements
played an inﬂuential role in toppling the governments in Serbia, Georgia, and Ukraine.) Of those gurus, the most remarkable character is
Maria Sergeyeva, a twenty-ﬁve-year-old member of Young Guard, one
of the Kremlin’s pocket youth organizations.
Sergeyeva, a stunning blonde and a student of philosophy, writes a
very popular personal blog in which she ruminates about the need to
support the dying Russian auto industry, extols Catherine the Great,
tells all immigrants “to “go home,” and occasionally posts photos from
the coolest parties around town. “I was brought up to be a patriot from
day one, “ she said in an interview with the Times of London. “My love
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for Russia came with my mother’s milk. I loved listening to my grandparents’ heroic tales from the war. [Vladimir] Putin has given us stability and economic growth. It’s good that he’s hardline and tough.”
Imagine a blogging Pat Buchanan trapped in the body of Paris Hilton:
That’s Sergeyeva in a nutshell. Thanks to a series of pro-Kremlin short
video clips and blog posts that went viral, Sergeyeva even gained notoriety in the international press, with the Daily Mail calling her “Putin’s
Poster Girl” and the New York Daily News calling her “Russia’s Sarah
Palin.”
The Kremlin badly needs people like Sergeyeva to reach younger audiences that are unreachable via the platforms the government already
controls—radio, television, and newspapers. Bringing the young people
back into the Kremlin’s sway—in part, by making the Kremlin look
“cool”—is such a high priority that in 2009 Vladimir Putin, in his address to a national hip-hop convention, proclaimed that “break dancing, hip-hop, and graffiti” are more entertaining than “vodka, caviar and
nesting dolls.” (The Kremlin’s attempts to co-opt the hip-hop movement are quite similar to their attempts to co-opt the blogosphere; unlike Russian rock and pop singers, rappers eagerly take on political
subjects and sing of corruption, police brutality, and the Kremlin’s disregard for the poor.)
When needed, the Kremlin is also prepared to make alliances between
the Internet, the youth movements, and religion. In 2009 Boris Yakemenko, the founder of the Kremlin’s Nashi youth movement, penned
an op-ed advising the Russian Orthodox Church what to do about the
Internet. He called for the creation of “Internet-missionaries . . . who
could argue and convince . . . who could snatch out those who have
been sucked into the World Wide Web and direct them to people who
could direct them to the church. . . . The victory of the church online
is essential in the struggle for the youth.” It took less than a year before
the head of the Russian Orthodox Church heeded Yakemenko’s call
and urged his followers to become active online.
Further amplifying the inﬂuence that the likes of Rykov and
Sergeyeva have on the national discourse, the Kremlin is happy to turn
them into national celebrities by broadcasting fragments of their
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speeches or highlighting their numerous public activities in the statecontrolled traditional media. Maksim Kononenko, a prominent conservative blogger close to Rykov, even got to co-host his own
prime-time TV show on a national channel; this only added to his popularity in the blogosphere. Thus new and old media reinforce each
other; the more national prominence the Kremlin’s new propagandists
get on television or in print, the more people pay attention to their work
online. Bloggers affiliated with the Kremlin start with an unfair advantage and nearly unlimited resources; it’s little wonder they become
more visible than their liberal opponents. Ironically, the Kremlin is aggressively exploiting its existing powers to proﬁt from the decentralized
nature of the Web.
They are putting money into training as well. In 2009 a Kremlinaffiliated think tank launched The Kremlin’s School of Bloggers, a series
of public talks and workshops given by the leading ideologues and propagandists of the current regime. The origins of this project illustrate
how seemingly benign actions by the West could trigger destructive
counter-actions by the very governments the West seeks to undermine.
The founding of this project was a direct response to another “school,”
pompously called The School of Bloggers, that was organized by the
Glasnost Foundation, an organization funded in part by America’s own
National Endowment for Democracy (of which the hawkish Ambassador Palmer—the one seeking to overthrow dictators with the help of
the Internet—is a cofounder).
Once conservative Russian bloggers, led by none other than Maksim
Kononenko, discovered that a foundation so closely associated with
the U.S. government was somehow involved in funding schools of bloggers (there was more than one) across Russia, the blogosphere was
brimming with all sorts of conspiracy theories and suggestions on how
to counter the “virtual threat” to the Russian sovereignty, which eventually coalesced into The Kremlin’s School of Bloggers. (It certainly
didn’t help that the person the Glasnost Foundation chose to lead this
project was a prominent Russian journalist once accused of spying for
the Japanese.) Of course, much of the controversy could have been eas-
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ily avoided if the project carried a less catchy name. Few pro-Kremlin
supporters would have ever even noticed a seminar called “Basic Electronic Technologies for Professionals in the Non-Proﬁt Sector: An Introduction.” But given the growing politicization of blogging, any
training course or conference that has the word “blog” in its title is increasingly perceived as a guerrilla camp for launching the next color
revolution. If anything, the publicity associated with the initial School
of Bloggers made the Kremlin painfully aware that it needs to be present in the new media space or risk losing it to the West.
The mastermind behind The Kremlin’s School of Bloggers is Alexey
Chadayev, age thirty-two, now the top ideological functionary in the
ruling United Russia Party and one of the most sophisticated intellectual apologists of Putin’s regime. In 2006 Chadayev even published a
serious work on the subject with the revealing title of “Putin and His
Ideology,” which United Russia later proposed to consider “the official
interpretation of the government’s ideology.” Chadayev, who wrote his
master’s thesis on how subcultures form on the Web, entered politics
by means of technology: He designed a website for a prominent liberal
Russian politician. A few years later, he even ran an anti-Putin online
campaign, before switching sides and going to work for the Kremlin.
Chadayev is the opposite of the populist and anti-intellectual
Sergeyeva and is not afraid to ﬂaunt his erudition. He is particularly
fond of discussing the relevance of thinkers like Slavoj Zizek, Jacques
Lacan, and Gilles Deleuze to the Kremlin’s propaganda strategy on
both his blog and, more recently, his Twitter account. In July 2010 a
series of his angry tweets even forced the head of the Kremlin’s human
rights commission, one of the few Russian liberals in a position of
power, to resign. Chadayev, who once confessed that “everything I have
now, I owe to the Internet,” is extremely well-versed in both the latest
Internet trends and cutting-edge methods of modern propaganda. He
also keeps an eye on Russia’s diverse youth culture, and particularly the
growing cluster of people who eschew the state-controlled media, form
small online communities, and consume all their news from the Web
instead. “The current task in front of United Russia is to ﬁnd a common
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language with those people, ﬁnd a point of entry to those online communities” was how he described the professional agenda for him and
his party.
Like Rykov and Sergeyeva, Chadayev knows how to make messages
resonate on the Internet—mainly because the Internet is where he matured professionally and intellectually. His is the kind of sophisticated
behind-the-scenes tinkering that is easy to miss, especially were one to
judge the Russian blogosphere only based on the number of new voices
participating in the online conversation. With advisors like this by their
side, it’s little wonder that the Kremlin feels no strong need to control
the Web. For them, it’s not just a space to be controlled but an exciting
new playground for propaganda experiments.

Fifty Cents Gets You a Long Way on the Spinternet
While Rykov and Sergeyeva do not have to conceal their relationship
with the Kremlin, since they are comfortable producing branded propaganda, some governments are exploring more anonymous and creative
models. China’s Spinternet, for example, is much more decentralized,
with local and regional authorities playing a crucial role in shaping public discourse in their own areas of the blogosphere. Collectively, China’s
pro-government Internet commentators are known as the Fifty-Cent
Party, with “Fifty-Cent” referring to what they supposedly earn for each
pro-government comment.
David Bandurski, a China analyst at Hong Kong University, who
keeps a close eye on the evolution of the Fifty-Cent Party, says that their
mission is “to safeguard the interests of the Communist Party by inﬁltrating and policing a rapidly growing Chinese Internet.” Part of a giant
propaganda machine, they deliberately engage in online discussions,
steering them in ideologically appropriate directions and, according to
Bandurski, “neutralizing undesirable public opinion by pushing proParty views through chat rooms and Web forums.” Bandurski estimates
that there may be as many as 280,000 Fifty-Centers. Not only are some
of them regularly paid for their online contributions, but various gov-
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ernment bodies also organize routine training sessions to hone their
argumentative skills.
The government doesn’t hide its role in manipulating online conversations. Wu Hao, the official in charge of damage control in the
“elude the cat” episode, acknowledges that “when there is the situation
that [online] opinion leans totally to one side, then we will indeed put
some different voices out there to allow the public to make their own
judgment independently.” In other words, the Chinese officials don’t
mind the public reaching their own conclusions independently but
they’ll do their best to manipulate the evidence. Li Xiaolin, the head of
the propaganda department in the Chinese city of Shaoguan, suggests
that many of the activities of the Fifty-Centers only aim at countering
rumors rather than spreading propaganda: “Sometimes a rumor is like
a snowball. It will become bigger and bigger, especially on the internet.
If there is a lack of communication, it will create a market for rumors.
If communication goes well, there is no space for rumors.”
The very idea of a Fifty-Cent Party—a hybrid between old governmentrun propaganda models and new and agile forms of persuasion that can
be used outside of the government apparatus—ﬁts the Chinese leaders’
fascination with “public-opinion guidance,” where the government and
the citizens mutually reinforce what each other does, with the government, of course, playing the leading role. Chinese communist intellectuals are also acutely aware that the propaganda model must adapt to the
Internet age, with some of them aggressively touting the beneﬁts of a
more proactive ideological approach to the Internet. As Huang Tianhan
and Hui Shugang, two young Chinese academics, argue: “We must . . .
realize that there is a huge gap between the traditional forms of propaganda and education and the ways of modern mass media. This forces
us to implement creative changes in traditional forms of propaganda,
and to use modern high technology to ﬁne-tune, enrich, and perfect the
content and forms of our culture—in order to make it easier for young
people to accept and be inﬂuenced by education.” (The language of propaganda is subject to such “creative changes” as well. At a 2010 gathering
of nine hundred officials and students at the Central Committee’s Party
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School, China’s vice president, Xi Jingping, urged Chinese officials to
purge their speeches of any “unhealthy” writing that may undermine efficiency by ridding them of “empty words” and political jargon.)
The emergence of Fifty-Cent Party commentators on the Chinese
Internet is an important stage in the country’s constantly evolving propaganda strategy; in its latest reiteration, it is characterized by greater
decentralization, increased reliance on the private sector, and a radical
internationalization. In her 2009 book Marketing Dictatorship: Propaganda and Thought Work in Contemporary China, Anne-Marie Brady,
one of the world’s foremost experts on the evolution of China’s propaganda, notes a shift toward more scientiﬁc ways of producing and thinking about propaganda among Chinese officials. Since the Tiananmen
crackdown, they have been paying more attention to public relations,
mass communications, and social psychology. According to Brady, after
the Tiananmen tragedy, which was arguably the direct result of temporarily slowing down the propaganda machine and allowing freer discussions to take hold in the 1980s, the Party turned to the old slogan
“seize with both hands; both hands must be strong,” which meant that
both economic development and propaganda should serve as sources
of political legitimacy.
Luckily for the CCP, plenty of Western intellectuals, especially in
the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, also saw propaganda as essential
to the functioning of a modern capitalist state. Not surprisingly, the
works of American propaganda theorists like Harold Lasswell (signature quote: “we must not succumb to democratic dogmatisms about
men being the best judges of their own interests”) and Walter Lippmann (“the public must be put in its place . . . so that each of us may
live free of the trampling and the roar of a bewildered herd”) have been
translated into Chinese and, according to Brady, are quite popular with
China’s own propaganda officers.
The Chinese propaganda leaders, in other words, look to the West
and imbibe its vast intellectual resources, using them for their own antidemocratic purposes. (Something similar is happening in Russia,
where Kremlin-affiliated young intellectuals use their blogs to share
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download links to pirated editions of key Western academic texts in economics, psychology, philosophy, and political science.) Brady notes that
“the re-invention of the British Labour party under Tony Blair became
a model for the CCP’s own repackaging in the 1990s.” Peter Mandelson,
who played a key role in reshaping the Labour Party, was invited to give
a talk at the Central Party School in 2001 and share his insights. Brady
believes that Chinese propaganda officials used Blair’s spin doctors as
a model for managing the media during political crises in the wake of
the SARS crisis of 2002 and 2003. Chinese officials also paid visits to
left-wing parties in Germany to study their transformation in the last
few decades. Given that most propaganda tricks used by the Chinese
regime today come from Western textbooks, it won’t be shocking if one
day we’ll discover that the Fifty-Cent Party was inspired by the widely
spread corporate practice of “astroturﬁng,” or faking support from the
grass roots to seek political or corporate beneﬁts. It’s as if the Mad Men
have set up an office in Beijing.
The Chinese experience has inspired other governments, both authoritarian and democratic, to create their own cyber-brigades of loyal
Internet commentators. In 2009 the Nigerian government sought to enlist more than seven hundred Nigerians abroad and at home and create
a so-called Anti-Bloggers Fund intended to raise a new generation of
pro-government bloggers to engage in online battles with antigovernment opponents. Their compensation was cybercafé vouchers and blogging allowances. In late 2009, editorials in official Cuban newspapers
began calling for pro-government Cuban journalists to “man the cybertrenches” and defend the revolution online by setting up their own
blogs, leaving critical comments on antigovernment blogs, and reprinting the best pro-government blog posts in the official media. Before
they decided to pursue China’s “elude the cat” tactic and co-opt their
critics, the South Korean authorities accused officials in the North Korean government of using fake identities to precipitate a war (the North
Koreans were allegedly spreading rumors that the sinking of the warship
was not caused by a North Korean torpedo, as the South Korean government was claiming, and that the evidence presented so far had been
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fabricated). In May 2010 the ruling party of Azerbaijan, concerned with
the fact that antigovernment activists had been aggressively using Facebook and YouTube to disseminate oppositional materials, hosted a
meeting with pro-government youth groups in which it was decided
that the nascent Azeri Spinternet movement would be given a dedicated
office, from which the staff could engage in online battles with opponents of the regime.
Before he jumped on the Twitter bandwagon, Hugo Chavez announced the formation of Communicational Guerrilla, a network of
seventy-ﬁve students between ages thirteen and seventeen. Dressed in
khaki jackets and wearing red bandanas tied around their necks, they
were supposedly trained to “ﬁght against imperialist messages,” either
on social networks online, on walls, in pamphlets, or “through direct
intervention.”
Egypt is not far behind. Noticing that Facebook had been used to
publicize antigovernment protests in 2008, Egyptian authoritarians decided to embrace the site as well—it was too popular to be banned. As
Gamal Mubarak, the son of Hosni Mubarak and his likely successor,
began giving online interviews, more than ﬁfty Facebook groups, all of
them supposedly of the grassroots variety, sprang up online to nominate him for the presidency.
For all the anti-Internet sentiment exhibited by the Iranian authorities following the 2009 protests, they seem to have grasped the message
that they need to become active players in cyberspace. In 2010 Iran’s
hard-liners launched their own social networking site, Valayatmadaran
(the name is a reference to “followers of the velayat,” or Iran’s Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei). It offers the standard package expected of such a site: Its members (by mid-2010 around 3,000) can become friends, post pictures (cartoons ridiculing the Green Movement
seem to be particularly popular), videos, and links to interesting articles. The only twist is that the site’s members seem to be united by little
else than the highly ambitious goal of ﬁghting “evil,” although there is
also space to discuss more prosaic issues like “the rule of the supreme
jurist” and “women and family.”
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In a sense, the appearance of such a site is just the next step in the
country’s long-running strategy of co-opting new media. Iran has been
training a new generation of religious bloggers since 2006, when the
Bureau for the Development of Religious Web Logs was set up at Qom,
the center of religious scholarship in the country. Most of the bureau’s
activities target women. The clerics may have grudgingly accepted the
fact that blogging women are here to stay, but they are still trying to
shape the topics of their conversations. In 2006 Iran proudly hosted
Quranic Bloggers Festival, an event that also featured a blogging contest that purported to “help expand presence of the holy Quran on the
internet.”
The Revolutionary Guards, too, have been aggressive in cyberspace.
In late 2008, they even pledged to launch 10,000 blogs under the supervision of the paramilitary Basij forces to counter the secular bloggers. All of this could come in quite handy during emergencies. The
most remarkable—but also the most overlooked—fact about Iran’s
Twitter Revolution was that two weeks after the protests began, the number of pro-government messages on Twitter increased two-hundred-fold
compared with the period immediately after the election. And most
likely this was not because Iran’s Twitterati suddenly fell in love with
Ahmadinejad.

Small Doses of Propaganda Are Still Bad for You
Whether they steer public opinion by training an army of Fifty-Centers—
masking themselves as the “real” voices of the people, on a crusade to
expose the biased and Western-funded opinions of those opposing the
government—or by empowering a number of charismatic Internet personalities like Rykov or Sergeyeva, authoritarian governments have
proved remarkably adept at shaping the direction, if not always the outcome, of most sensitive online conversations.
Obviously, not all of these schemes work. Some of the online propaganda efforts are still clumsy, as the “elude the cat” episode demonstrates; some cannot entirely diffuse social discontent because spinning
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efforts come too late or the issue is so big that no propaganda can suppress it. Yet it’s high time that we disabuse ourselves of the naïve belief
that the Internet makes it easier to see the truth and avoid government
shaping of news agenda. The fact that public discourse in the Internet
era has become decentralized—allowing everyone to produce and disseminate their own views and opinions at almost no cost—does not by
itself herald an era of transparency and honesty.
The existing imbalance of power between state structures and their
opponents means that from the beginning the more powerful side—
in virtually all cases, the state—is better positioned to take advantage
of this new decentralized environment. Decentralization, if anything,
creates more points of leverage over the public discourse, which, under
certain conditions, can make it easier and cheaper to implant desired
ideas into the national conversation.
Free and democratic societies do not have much to boast of here
either. It’s the Internet culture that we have to thank for the persistence
of many recent urban myths, from the idea of “death panels” to the belief that climate change is a hoax. And these otherwise crazy ideas persist even in the absence of a well-funded propaganda office; the
dynamics of collective belief under authoritarian conditions could
make truth even harder to establish (not to mention preserve).
It’s not the New York Times that those living under authoritarian conditions hold up as a benchmark against what they read online; it’s that
original bastion of fair and balanced reporting, the newspaper Pravda.
And compared to Pravda (which means “truth” in Russian) or Izvestiya
(another highly propagandist paper of the Communist regime; its name
means “news”), almost anything ever published online—no matter
how anonymous or profane—looks more believable. The old Soviet
joke said it best: “In the Truth (Pravda) there is no news, and in the
News (Izvestiya) there is no truth.” Today, most people in authoritarian
countries are operating in a media environment where there is some
truth and there is some news, but the exact balance is unclear, and misjudgments are inevitable.
It’s not surprising, then, that surveys continuously reveal that Russians trust what they read online more than what they hear on television
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or read in newspapers (and not just Russians—plenty of Americans
still seem to believe that Barack Obama was born in Kenya). History
has made them intimately familiar with the methods of Pravda-based
propaganda—and it takes some imagination and experience with Internet culture to understand how such methods can be applied to the
online environment. The myth that the Internet is somehow unsuitable
to government propaganda is as strong among its direct recipients as it
is among their Western sympathizers.
It’s not so hard to discern what it is that governments are trying to
achieve by ﬂooding blogs and social networks with artiﬁcially engineered content. In most cases, the goal is to create an impression that
moderate, pro-democracy, pro-Western positions are less popular with
“netizens” than they are in reality, while also trying to convert more
“undecided” citizens to their causes. At a certain point, economies of
scale begin to kick in: The presence of paid commentators may signiﬁcantly boost the number of genuine supporters of the regime, and the
new converts can now do some proselytizing on their own, without
ever asking for their ﬁfty cents.
Thus, all the government has to do is to “seed” a pro-government
movement at some early stage—inject it with the right ideology and
talking points and perhaps some money—and quietly withdraw into
the background. All the heavy lifting can then be done by actual ideologically committed proponents of a given political system (of which,
unfortunately, there are plenty, even in the most brutal regimes).

Darning Mao’s Socks, One SMS at a Time
Modern propaganda does not discriminate between platforms, easily penetrating text messages, computer games, blog posts, and, most recently,
ringback tones. In 2009 millions of customers of the state-controlled
China Mobile, who perhaps were not feeling patriotic enough on the
country’s National Day, woke up to discover that the company replaced
their usual ringback tone with a patriotic tune sang by the popular actor
Jackie Chan and a female actress. Just like their Russian counterparts,
Chinese propagandists have embraced media diversity and love to
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package their messages in more than one platform, as perhaps the only
way to secure exposure to the younger audiences that are hard to reach
with traditional media. China’s is the kind of communism that doesn’t
mind imbibing the worst advertising excesses of its capitalist adversaries; the excesses, in fact, allow it to keep on going. These days even
the website of China’s Defense Ministry has a section with music downloads; one can enjoy jingoistic music all one wants.
It’s through innovative platforms like computer games that even old
and seemingly obsolete messages can ﬁnd a new life. Two Chinese
games, Learn from Lei Feng and Incorruptible Warrior, show that creativity, hedonism, and gaming do not always have to part ways with authoritarianism. (The provenance of such games is not always clear;
some are funded by the government, some are merely subsidized, and
some are produced by the private sector in hopes to curry favor with
the government.)
The protagonist of Learn from Lei Feng, a brave but plain soldier in
the People’s Liberation Army who died on duty at the tender age of
twenty-two, is a real and much venerated character in the history of
communist China. Chairman Mao seized on his life story for its immense propaganda value, commemorating Lei Feng on book covers,
posters, and stamps. In keeping with the spirit of the original story, the
protagonist of Learn from Lei Feng has simple but Party-strengthening
tasks to accomplish: darn socks, volunteer on building sites, and ﬁght
enemy agents. And in case his health is running low, the Party secretary
is always there to help. The sock-darning quest is clearly worth it: Lei
Feng’s ultimate reward is a pile of Chairman Mao’s collected works.
Those playing Incorruptible Warrior have a more ambitious mission
to accomplish. They need to coordinate an assortment of prominent
characters from Chinese history in their quest to ﬁght and kill corrupt
officials, usually accompanied by bikini-clad mistresses and muscular
henchmen. Who doesn’t like to punch a corrupt local mayor in the
face? Released in the summer of 2007, the game almost immediately
attracted over 10,000 players; its site even had to temporarily shut down
so that more players could be accommodated.
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One of the most interesting and overlooked features of today’s globalized world is how much and how quickly authoritarian governments
seem to learn from each other; any new innovations in Internet control
by the most advanced are likely to trickle down to others. China’s experiments with game propaganda, for example, seem to have inspired
Russian lawmakers, who in early 2010 passed a law to provide tax
breaks to Russian gaming companies that would produce games with
a patriotic bent. A few months later Vietnam’s Ministry of Information
and Communication proposed a similar bill that aimed at encouraging
local ﬁrms to develop more online games while at the same time restricting foreign game imports. (“Incubators of new media suppression”
is how Chris Walker, director of studies at Freedom House, dubbed the
likes of Russia and China.)
But it’s not just games. The use of text messaging for propaganda
purposes—known as “red-texting”—reveals another creative streak
among China’s propaganda virtuosos. The practice may have grown
out of a competition organized by one of China’s mobile phone operators to compose the most eloquent Party-admiring text message. Fast
forward a few years, and senior telecom officials in Beijing are already
busily attending “red-texting” symposia.
“I really like these words of Chairman Mao: ‘The world is ours, we
should unite for achievements. Responsibility and seriousness can conquer the world and the Chinese Communist Party members represent
these qualities.’ These words are incisive and inspirational.” This is a
text message that thirteen million mobile phone users in the Chinese
city of Chongqing received one day in April 2009. Sent by Bo Xilai, the
aggressive secretary of the city’s Communist Party who is speculated
to have strong ambitions for a future in national politics, the messages
were then forwarded another sixteen million times. Not so bad for an
odd quote from a long-dead Communist dictator.
It appears, then, that the Internet is not going to undermine the propaganda foundations of modern authoritarianism. The emergence of fast,
decentralized, and anonymous communications channels will certainly
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reshape the ways in which government messages are packaged and disseminated, but it will not necessarily make those messages less effective.
But they don’t have to be decentralized; the emergence of cool, edgy,
and government-loyal Internet personalities—like in the Russian
case—may also boost governments’ attempts at controlling the Internet conversation.
Can supporters of democracy in the West stop or at least thwart the
growth of the Spinternet? Maybe. Should they be trying? This is a
much harder question to answer. We’re not completely powerless in the
face of the Spinternet. Western governments could ﬁght online propaganda in a variety of ways. For example, they might create some kind
of a ratings site for all Russian or Chinese commentators, where their
reputation can be ranked. Alternatively, all comments coming from one
IP address might be aggregated under a unique online proﬁle, thus exposing the propagandists working from the offices of the government’s
propaganda department or even their PR consultants. But just because
one could ﬁght spin does not mean that one should. In most cases, such
Western interventions would also erode online anonymity and put dissidents’ lives on the line. This may not be such a high price to pay in
democracies—many still remember the news storm that erupted once
it became known that the CIA is fond of editing Wikipedia pages—but
in authoritarian states it may also unintentionally expose enemies of
the regime.
Spin-ﬁghting tools are, perversely, often the best instruments of
monitoring and identifying dissent, and they should thus be used very
carefully. The inherent tension between ﬁghting propaganda and keeping the Internet anonymous could leave our hands tied. If we ignore
this tension, we are only playing into the hands of repressive regimes.
Another reason why ﬁghting spin is difficult is because the authoritarian hydra has too many heads. Just look at the way authoritarian governments are now busy hiring lobbying ﬁrms in Washington and
Brussels to advance their political agenda, increased transparency may
simply prompt them to shift their online propaganda activities to Western PR ﬁrms, making their spinning even more sophisticated.
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The best that Western governments can do is to educate, whether in
person or remotely, those running websites that oppose the government about how to build communities, make their content visible, and
ﬁnd ways to resist being overloaded with pro-government commentators. Although the proliferation of spin is a natural feature of the modern Internet, it may still be possible to outspin the spinners.
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Why the KGB Wants
You to Join Facebook

I

magine that you are a target of some deeply mysterious spying operation. While you happily poke your online friends, tweet your breakfast plans, and shop for Christmas presents, all your online activity is
being secretly reported to an unknown party. Imagine that someone has
also broken into your computer and is using it to launch DDoS attacks.
They could be targeting Saudi websites about philosophy or dissident
Georgian bloggers. You have no idea that your computer is part of this
mysterious cyber-army, let alone who is being attacked or why. It’s as if
a stranger has been secretly reading your diary and also using it to clobber
a passerby.
This is precisely what happened to a number of brave activists from
Vietnam who in 2009 were protesting the building of a new bauxite
mine in their country. (The project is a joint venture between Chalco,
a subsidiary of China’s state-run aluminum company Chinalco, and the
Vietnamese government.) Their computers were compromised, allowing an unknown third party not only to monitor their online activity
but also to attack other online targets in Vietnam and elsewhere. But
143
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theirs was not a case of basic computer illiteracy, where pressing the
wrong button or visiting a weird porn site could surrender months of
hard work to a nasty virus. It’s quite likely that the Vietnamese dissidents did no such thing, avoiding any suspicious-looking sites and attachments. What could have gone wrong?
Vietnam, nominally still ruled by a Communist Party, boasts a burgeoning Internet culture, with antigovernment bloggers mounting frequent campaigns about social issues, especially the poorly regulated
sprawling urban development. The government, concerned that its
tight hold on public life is beginning to loosen, has been trying to reassert control, preferably without drawing much ire from Vietnam’s
trading partners in the West. The authorities, all too keen on harvesting
the information beneﬁts of globalization, do not shy away from computers or the Internet outright. In April 2010 they embarked on an ambitious crusade to supply farmers in more than one thousand
communes with free computers, so that they could, as one official put
it, “contact and consult with . . . scientists . . . [about] the current epidemics on their breeds and seeds.” The government was even kind
enough to organize computer training courses for the farmers.
Those opposing the government’s paradigm of “modernization at all
costs” are unlikely to be invited to attend such courses. In 2009 two of
the most vocal blogs that challenged the government, Bauxite Vietnam
and Blogosin, became targets of powerful DDoS attacks similar to those
launched against Tomaar and Cyxymu. Soon, Bauxite Vietnam was forced
down the “digital refugee” route, eventually emerging on a Google-owned
blogging service, while the blogger behind Blogosin told his readers that
he was quitting blogging altogether to “focus on personal matters.” Those
attacks made it quite clear that the Vietnamese government was up-todate on the rapidly evolving nature of Internet control and wouldn’t
stop at just blocking access to particular websites.
Most likely, the antimine activists, careful as they were, inadvertently
hit a government trap that allowed the secret police to establish remote
control over their computers. And what a trap it was: Someone broke
into the server that hosted the website of the Vietnamese Professionals
Society (VPS), a trusted diaspora organization, and replaced one of the
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most popular downloads, a simple computer program that facilitated
typing in the Vietnamese language, to an almost identical ﬁle—“almost”
because it also contained a virus. Anyone who downloaded and installed the software risked turning their computer into a powerful spy
and attack hub. Such breaches of security are generally hard to detect,
for everything seems to be working normally, and no suspicious activity
is taking place.
The Vietnamese activists might have never actually discovered that
their every online move was being followed were it not for the buzz generated by the high-proﬁle cyber-attacks that hit Google in December
2009. While investigating the mysterious origins of those sly attacks, researchers from McAffee, a computer security ﬁrm, accidentally unearthed the clandestine spying operation in Vietnam and initially
believed the two to be related (they were not). The media buzz generated by McAffee’s unexpected discovery—also heavily publicized by
Google through their own channels—probably generated enough coverage in the Western press to protect the Vietnamese activists from immediate persecution, even if a lot of their private data might have been
compromised nevertheless. It’s impossible to say how many similar spying operations go undetected, putting authoritarian governments ahead
of their opponents.

Never Trust Anyone with a Website
But many such surveillance campaigns—especially when heavily publicized in the media—have effects that extend far beyond the mere
gathering of information. Knowing that they might be watched by government agents but not knowing how exactly such surveillance happens, many activists might lean toward self-censorship or even stop
engaging in risky online behavior altogether. Thus, even if authoritarian
governments cannot actually accomplish what the activists fear, the
pervasive climate of uncertainty, anxiety, and fear only further entrenches their power.
Such schemes have much in common with the design of the perfect
prison, the panopticon, described by the nineteenth-century British
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utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham. The point of such systems is
to exert control over prisoners’ behavior, even when nobody is watching them, by never letting the prisoners know if they are being watched.
Governments, of course, are quite happy to overstate their actual capabilities, for such boasting works to their advantage. Thus, in January
2010, when Ahmadi Moghaddam, Iran’s police chief, boasted that “the
new technologies allow us to identify conspirators and those who are violating the law, without having to control all people individually,” he must
have known that his words would have an effect even if he had greatly exaggerated his capability. When no one quite knows just how extensive
government surveillance really is, every new arrest of a blogger—whether
it’s based on genuine surveillance practices, tips-off from the public, intuition, or ﬂipping through a phone book—will help deter subversive
action, especially from those who are not full-time dissidents.
Security has never been among the Internet’s strong sides, and the
proliferation of social media in the last decade has only made things
worse. Even the most protected email service won’t protect your password if there is a keylogger—software that can record and transmit
your every keystroke—installed on your computer (or that slow and
funky computer in a random Internet café that you once had to use).
Nor does one need to break into your email to read some of it. Mounting and hiding a tiny, almost invisible digital camera behind your back is
enough. Similarly, even secure, encrypted services like Skype will be of
little consolation if a secret police operator occupies an apartment next
to yours and sticks a parabolic microphone out the window. As long as
most virtual activities are tied to physical infrastructure—keyboards, microphones, screens—no advances in encryption technology could
eliminate all the risks and vulnerabilities.
But as security professionals attest, while it’s possible to minimize
the risks created by the infrastructure, it’s much harder to discipline the
users of a technology. Many sophisticated attacks originate by manipulating our trust networks, like sending us an email from a person we
know or having us download ﬁles from trusted websites, as happened
in the case of the Vietnamese activists. When we visit a website of an
organization we trust, we do not expect to be hit with malware any
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more than we expect to be poisoned at a dinner party; we trust that the
links we click on won’t lead to sites that will turn our computers into
mini-panopticons. Such trust has undoubtedly made the Internet an
appealing place to do business or just waste so many hours of our lives.
Few of us spend much time pondering the security settings on our favorite sites, especially if no sensitive data is divulged. But a low level of
awareness is precisely what makes compromising the security of such
sites so tempting, especially if these are niche sites catering to particular
audiences. An attack can infect computers of all independent journalists, brave human rights defenders, or revisionist historians without
triggering any suspicions from more computer-savvy user groups.
Poorly secured sites of speciﬁc communities thus enable the kind
of attacks—many of which invariably result in more surveillance—
that may not succeed were members of such communities targeted individually. This is what happened to Reporters Without Borders (RSF),
a prominent international NGO defending freedom of expression, in
July 2009, when someone inserted a malicious link into an email that
RSF sent to its supporters. The link was placed next to the text of a
13,000-strong petition demanding the release of the documentary ﬁlmmaker Dhondup Wangchen from prison. Once clicked, it did lead to
what looked like a genuine petition—so one would not suspect anything inappropriate—but the website also contained a security trap, infecting the computers of anyone who clicked on the malicious link.
Alerted to the problem, RSF promptly removed the link, but it is difficult to estimate how many computers were compromised.
Even popular and much better-staffed organizations are not immune
to embarrassing vulnerabilities that could cause damage to everyone in
their social and professional circle. In early 2009 the website of the New
York Times, which relies on banner ads provided by third parties, inadvertently served malware to some of its visitors. Such gaffes are poised
to become even more widespread, as more and more websites incorporate a bevy of third-party services (e.g., Facebook’s “like” button),
surrendering full control over what kind of data ﬂows through their site.
When even the website of the New York Times feeds you viruses, there
is little on the Internet you can safely surf on autopilot.
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The Internet runs on trust, but its dependence on trust also opens
up numerous vulnerabilities. Its effectiveness as a tool of carving out
spaces of dissent and, in exceptional cases, even campaigning against
authoritarian governments has to be judged on a much wider set of criteria than just the cost and ease of communications. It’s quite obvious
that in a world where there are no other uses for the Internet, email is
a cheaper, more effective, and more secure alternative to the handwritten letter. But in a world like ours, where the Internet has many other
functions, it would be a mistake to evaluate the practice of email in isolation from other online activities: browsing, chatting, typing, gaming,
ﬁle sharing, and downloading and viewing porn. Each of these activities
creates multiple vulnerabilities that alter the risk calculus.
It’s important to avoid falling victim to Internet-centrism and focusing only on the intrinsic qualities of online tools at the expense of studying how those qualities are mitigated by the contexts in which the tools
are used. Sending and receiving email on an Internet café’s computer
where the previous customer was downloading porn from illegal websites may not be a tremendous improvement over hand-delivering a
typewritten letter. Yet this is the environment in which many activists
in the developing world, short on money and equipment or simply hiding from the all-seeing eye of the secret police, are forced to work. Understanding the full gamut of risks and vulnerabilities that activists
expose themselves to requires a bit more investigative work than simply
comparing the terms of service that come with all newly created email
accounts.

Why Databases Are Better Than Stasi Officers
Information may, indeed, be the oxygen of the modern age, as Ronald
Reagan famously alleged, but it could be that peculiar type of oxygen
that helps to keep dictators on life support. What reasonable dictator
passes up an opportunity to learn more about his current or future enemies? Finding effective strategies to gather such information has always been a priority for authoritarian governments. Often such
strategies were intrusive, such as placing bugs in dissidents’ apartments
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and wiretapping their phone conversations, as happened in many countries of the Soviet bloc. But sometimes governments found more creative ways to do it, especially if they were simply trying to gauge public
sentiment rather than peep inside the minds of particular dissidents.
The Greek military regime, for example, tried to keep track of everyone’s reading habits by monitoring their choice of newspapers, thus
quickly learning about their political leanings. The Greek generals would
have loved the Internet. Today one could simply data-mine Amazon.com’s
wish lists—collections of books, ﬁlms, and other items—that customers
freely self-disclose. In 2006 the technology consultant Tom Owad conducted a quirky experiment: In less than a day he downloaded the wish
lists of 260,000 Americans, used the publicly disclosed names and some
limited contact information of Amazon’s customers to ﬁnd their full addresses, and then placed those with interesting book requests—like Orwell’s 1984 or the Quran—on a map of the United States.
How do other old-school surveillance tactics score in the digital age?
At ﬁrst glance, it may seem they don’t do so well. As a vast chunk of political communication has migrated online, there is little to be gained
from bugging dissidents’ apartments. Much of the digital information
is swapped in silence, punctuated, perhaps, only by keystroke sounds;
even the most advanced recording equipment cannot yet decipher
those. Not surprisingly, analog bugs have long been replaced by their
digital equivalent, making surveillance easier and less prone to error and
misinterpretation; instead of recording the sounds of keyboard strokes,
the secret police can now record the keyboard strokes themselves.
The Lives of Others, a 2006 Oscar-winning German drama, with its
sharp portrayal of pervasive surveillance activities of the Stasi, GDR’s
secret police, helps to put things in perspective. Focusing on the meticulous work of a dedicated Stasi officer who has been assigned to snoop
on the bugged apartment of a brave East German dissident, the ﬁlm reveals just how costly surveillance used to be. Recording tape had to be
bought, stored, and processed; bugs had to be installed one by one;
Stasi officers had to spend days and nights on end glued to their headphones, waiting for their subjects to launch into an antigovernment
tirade or inadvertently disclose other members of their network. And
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this line of work also took a heavy psychological toll on its practitioners:
the Stasi anti-hero of the ﬁlm, living alone and given to bouts of depression, patronizes prostitutes—apparently at the expense of his understanding employer.
As the Soviet Union began crumbling, a high-ranking KGB officer
came forward with a detailed description of how much effort it took to
bug an apartment:
Three teams are usually required for that purpose: One team monitors the place where that citizen works; a second team monitors the
place where the spouse works. Meanwhile, a third team enters the
apartment and establishes observation posts one ﬂoor above and one
ﬂoor below the apartment. About six people enter the apartment
wearing soft shoes; they move aside a bookcase, for example, cut a
square opening in the wallpaper, drill a hole in the wall, place the bug
inside, and glue the wallpaper back. The artist on the team airbrushes
the spot so carefully that one cannot notice any tampering. The furniture is replaced, the door is closed, and the wiretappers leave.

Given such elaborate preparations, the secret police had to discriminate and go only for well-known high-priority targets. The KGB may
have been the most important institution of the Soviet regime, but its
resources were still ﬁnite; they simply could not afford to bug everyone
who looked suspicious. Despite such tremendous efforts, surveillance
did not always work as planned. Even the toughest security officers—
like the protagonist of the German ﬁlm—had their soft spots and often
developed feelings of empathy for those under surveillance, sometimes
going so far as to tip them off about upcoming searches and arrests.
The human factor could thus ruin months of diligent surveillance work.
The shift of communications into the digital realm solves many of
the problems that plagued surveillance in the analog age. Digital surveillance is much cheaper: Storage space is inﬁnite, equipment retails
for next to nothing, and digital technology allows doing more with less.
Moreover, there is no need to read every single word in an email to
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identify its most interesting parts; one can simply search for certain
keywords—“democracy,” “opposition,” “human rights,” or simply the
names of the country’s opposition leaders—and focus only on particular segments of the conversation. Digital bugs are also easier to conceal. While seasoned dissidents knew they constantly had to search
their own apartments looking for the bug or, failing that, at least tighten
their lips, knowing that the secret police was listening, this is rarely an
option with digital surveillance. How do you know that someone else
is reading your email?
To its credit, a few weeks after Google discovered that someone was
trying to break into the email accounts of Chinese human rights dissidents, it began alerting users if someone else was also accessing their
account from a different computer at that time. Few other email
providers followed Google’s lead—it would be seen as yet another unjustiﬁed expense—so this incident hardly put an end to the practice of
secret police reading dissidents’ email.
More important, the Internet has helped to tame the human factor,
as partial exposure, based on snippets and keywords of highlighted text,
makes it less likely for police officers to develop strong emotional bonding with their subjects. The larger-than-life personalities of fearless dissidents that melted the icy heart of the Stasi officer in The Lives of Others
are barely visible to the Internet police, who see the subjects of surveillance reduced to one-dimensional, boring database entries. The old
means of doing surveillance usually began with a target and only then
searched for the crimes one could ascribe to it. Today, the situation is
the reverse: Crimes—antigovernment slogans or suspicious connections to the West—are detected ﬁrst, and their perpetrators are located
later. It’s hard to imagine Iranian Internet police developing sympathy
for the people they investigate based on snippets of texts detected by
the system, for they already know of their guilt and can always dig up
more textual evidence if needed.
That technology helps to eliminate the indecision and frailty (and,
more often than not, common sense and humanity) associated with
human decision makers was not lost on the Nazis. Testifying at the
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Nuremberg trials in 1946, Albert Speer, who served as Hitler’s chief
architect and later as the minister of armaments and war production,
said that “earlier dictators during their work of leadership needed highly
qualiﬁed assistants, even at the lowest level, men who could think and
act independently. The totalitarian system in the period of modern
technical development can dispense with them; the means of communication alone make it possible to mechanize the subordinate leadership.” It’s undoubtedly barbaric to be blaming Nazi atrocities on the
evils of technology alone, but Speer had a point: The world is yet to
meet a database that cried over its contents.
Tremendous cost savings introduced by digital surveillance technologies have also made it possible to shift surveillance personnel to
more burning tasks. In a 2009 interview with Financial Times, a marketing manager for TRS Solutions, a Chinese data-mining ﬁrm that offers an Internet-monitoring service to the Chinese authorities, boasted
that China’s Internet police—thanks in part to the innovations developed by TRS Solutions—now only need one person where ten were
required previously. But it’s too early to celebrate; it’s unlikely that the
other nine were laid off. Most probably they were shifted to perform
more analytical tasks, connecting the dots between hundreds of digital
snippets gathered by automated computer systems. As the TRS manager pointed out, business is booming: “[The Chinese authorities have]
many different demands—early warning, policy support, competitive
spying between government departments. In the end, this will create a
whole industry.” Perhaps, this is not the kind of Internet-friendly industry celebrated by the proponents of wikinomics, who rarely acknowledge that, while the Internet has indeed helped to cut the
unnecessary slack from many an institution, it has also inadvertently
boosted the productivity of the secret police and their contractors in
the private sector. A book on “wikiethics” is long overdue.

Say Hi. You’re on Camera!
It’s not just text that has become easier to search, organize, and act on;
video footage is moving in that direction as well, thus paving the way
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for even more video surveillance. This explains why the Chinese government keeps installing video cameras in its most troubling cities. Not
only do such cameras remind passersby about the panopticon they inhabit, they also supply the secret police with useful clues (in 2010
47,000 cameras were already scanning Urumqi, the capital of China’s
restive Xinjiang Province, and that number was projected to rise to
60,000 by the end of the year). Such revolution in video surveillance
did not happen without some involvement from Western partners.
Researchers at the University of California at Los Angeles, funded
in part by the Chinese government, have managed to build surveillance
software that can automatically annotate and comment on what it sees,
generating text ﬁles that can later be searched by humans, obviating the
need to watch hours of video footage in search of one particular frame.
(To make that possible, the researchers had to recruit twenty graduates
of local art colleges in China to annotate and classify a library of more
than two million images.) Such automation systems help surveillance
to achieve the much needed scale, for as long as the content produced
by surveillance cameras can be indexed and searched, one can continue
installing new surveillance cameras.
But as the maddening pace of innovation in data analysis expands
the range of what is possible, surveillance is poised to become more sophisticated as well, taking on many new features that only seemed like
science ﬁction in the not-so-distant past. Digital surveillance is poised
to get a signiﬁcant boost as techniques of face-recognition improve and
enter the consumer market. The face-recognition industry is so lucrative that even giants like Google can’t resist getting into the game, feeling the growing pressure from smaller players like Face.com, a popular
tool that allows users to ﬁnd and automatically annotate unique faces
that appear throughout their photo collections. In 2009 Face.com
launched a Facebook application that ﬁrst asks users to identify a Facebook friend of theirs in a photo and then proceeds to search the social
networking site for other pictures in which that friend appears. By early
2010, the company boasted of scanning 9 billion pictures and identifying 52 million individuals. This is the kind of productivity that would
make the KGB envious.
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One obvious use of face-recognition technology would be to allow
Iranian authorities to quickly learn the identity of the people photographed during street protests in Tehran. For why should the Iranian
government embark on expensive investigations if they can get their
computers to match the photos taken during the protests—many of
them by the very activists appearing on them—with more casual photos uploaded on social networking proﬁles by the same activists? That
said, governments and law-enforcement agencies had been using facerecognition technologies for a while before they became a commercially viable business. What is most likely to happen in the case of Iran
is that widely accessible face-recognition technologies will empower various solo agents, socially and politically conservative cyber-vigilantes
who do not work for the government but would like to help its cause.
Just as hordes of loyal Thais surf the Web in search of websites criticizing the monarchy or hordes of pro-government Chinese are on the lookout for highly sensitive blog posts, hordes of hard-line Iranians will be
checking photos from the antigovernment protests against those in massive commercial photo banks, populated by photos and names harvested
from social networking sites, that are sure to pop up, not always legally,
once face-recognition technology goes fully mainstream. The cybervigilantes may then continue stalking the dissidents, launch DDoS attacks against their blogs, or simply report them to authorities.
Search engines capable of ﬁnding photos that contain a given face
anywhere on the Internet are not far on the horizon either. For example,
SAPIR, an ambitious project funded by the European Union, seeks to
create an audiovisual search engine that would ﬁrst automatically analyze a photo, video, or sound recording; then extract certain features
to identify it; and ﬁnally use these unique identiﬁers to search for similar content on the Web. An antigovernment chant recorded from the
streets of Tehran may soon be broken down into individual voices,
which in turn can then be compared to a universe of all possible voices
that exist on amateur videos posted on YouTube.
Or consider Recognizr, the cutting-edge smartphone application developed by two Swedish software ﬁrms that allows anyone to point
their mobile phone at a stranger and immediately query the Internet
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about what is known about this person (or, to be more exact, about this
person’s face). Its developers are the ﬁrst to point to the tremendous
privacy implications of their invention, promising that strict controls
would eventually be built into the system. Nevertheless, it takes a leap
of faith to believe that once the innovation genie is out of the bottle,
no similar rogue applications would be available for purchase and
download elsewhere.

How to Lose Face on Facebook
One gloomy day in 2009, the young Belarusian activist Pavel
Lyashkovich learned the dangers of excessive social networking the
hard way. A freshman at a public university in Minsk, he was unexpectedly called to the dean’s office, where he was met by two suspiciouslooking men who told him they worked for the KGB, one public
organization that the Belarusian authorities decided not to rename even
after the fall of communism (they’re a brand-conscious bunch).
The KGB officers asked Pavel all sorts of detailed questions about
his trips to Poland and Ukraine as well as his membership in various
antigovernment movements.
Their extensive knowledge of the internal affairs of the Belarusian
opposition—and particularly of Pavel’s own involvement in them,
something he didn’t believe to be common knowledge—greatly surprised him. But then it all became clear, when the KGB duo loaded his
page on vkontakte.ru, a popular Russian social networking site, pointing out that he was listed as a “friend” by a number of well-known oppositional activists. Shortly thereafter, the visitors offered Lyashkovich
to sign an informal “cooperation agreement” with their organization.
He declined—which may eventually cost him dearly, as many students
sympathetic to the opposition and unwilling to cooperate with authorities have been expelled from universities in the past. We will never
know how many other new suspects the KGB added to its list by browsing Lyashkovich’s proﬁle.
Belarus is not an isolated case, and other governments are quickly
beginning to understand the immense intelligence value of information
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posted to social networking sites. Some even want to run their own
sites, perhaps to save on surveillance costs. In May 2010, having banned
Facebook and sensing the unmet and growing demands for social networking services among their population, Vietnam’s Ministry of Information and Communications moved in to open their own social
networking site, staffed with three hundred computer programmers,
graphic designers, technicians, and editors. It is hard to say if it will become popular—with a name like GoOnline, it seems like a long shot—
but from a government’s perspective, it is even easier to spy on
members of a social network once it knows all their passwords.
Democratic governments have also succumbed to such practices.
The Indian police in the disputed territory of Kashmir, for example,
are paying close attention to anything Kashmir-related that is posted
on Facebook. On ﬁnding something suspicious, they call the users, ask
about their activities, and order them to report to police stations. (This
has prompted many activist users in Kashmir to start registering under
false names, a practice that Facebook, keen not to dilute the quality of
its superb user base with false entries, strongly discourages.)
Not all social networking is harmful, of course. Being part of a network carries many advantages. For example, it’s much easier and
cheaper to reach other members when such a need arises (e.g., before
an upcoming protest). But membership in a network is something of a
double-edged sword: Its usefulness can easily backﬁre if some segments
get compromised and their relationships with other members become
common knowledge. Before the advent of social media, it took a lot of
effort for repressive governments to learn about the people dissidents
are associated with. The secret police may have tracked one or two key
contacts, but creating a comprehensive list—with names, photos, and
contact information—was extremely expensive. In the past, the KGB
resorted to torture to learn of connections between activists; today,
they simply need to get on Facebook.
Unfortunately, there is still a widespread belief that authoritarian
governments and their security services are too dumb and technophobic to go on social networking sites in search of such data. In his 2007
book Children of Jihad the U.S. State Department’s Jared Cohen writes
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that “the Internet is a place where Iranian youth can operate freely, express themselves, and obtain information on their own terms. [They]
can be anyone and say anything they want as they operate free from the
grips of the police-state apparatus. . . . It is true that the government
tries to monitor their online discussions and interactions, but this is a
virtually impossible enterprise.” This is simply factually wrong, as
proven by the aftermath of the 2009 protests; for someone charged
with developing effective Internet policy on Iran, Cohen is given to
dangerously excessive cyber-utopianism. (One could only hope that it
was not Cohen’s Panglossian optimism that Condoleezza Rice, who
hired him to work for the State Department’s policy planning unit, was
praising when she said that “Jared had insights into Iran that we [in the
U.S. government] didn’t have.”) As it turns out, the Iranian authorities
did spend a lot of time analyzing social networking sites in the aftermath of the elections and even used some of the information they
gleaned to send warnings to Iranians in the diaspora. During the 2009
witch hunt trials in Iran, authorities used a dissident’s membership in
an academic mailing list run by Columbia University as proof that he
was spying for Western powers.
Thus, even if an online social network is of minimum intelligence
value, being friends with the wrong people provides evidence that can
be used in court. Previously such information was hard to discover;
often dissidents took extra efforts to conceal it. Belinda Cooper, an
American activist who spent the late 1980s in GDR and was a member
of several dissident environmental groups, writes that one of the rules
practiced by the dissidents entering and leaving East Germany was to
“never bring address books when going to the east (as border guards
could and would photocopy them).” Today the situation has changed
dramatically, as the lists of our friends on Facebook are available for
anyone to see. Unfortunately, staying out of Facebook is not a reasonable option for most dissidents. They need to be present in these spaces
to counter government propaganda, to raise awareness about their work
in the West, to mobilize support for their causes among domestic audiences, and so forth. They may do so anonymously, of course, but anonymity also makes their involvement far less effective. Sakharov’s
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advocacy would have been far less successful if he hadn’t practiced it
openly.
Numerous academic studies conﬁrm that every time we share personal data on a social networking site, we make it more likely that someone might use it to predict what we are like, and knowing what we are
like is a good ﬁrst step toward controlling our behavior. A 2009 study
by researchers at MIT has shown that it is possible to predict—with a
striking degree of accuracy—the sexual orientation of Facebook users
by analyzing their online friends. This is hardly good news for those in
regions like the Middle East, where homosexuality still carries a heavy
social stigma.
Another 2009 study conducted by researchers at the University of
Cambridge, whose report is titled “Eight Friends Are Enough,” found
that based on the limited information that Facebook discloses to search
engines like Google, it is possible to make accurate inferences about information that is not being disclosed.
Many of the functions that make social networking sites so easy to
use—for example, to ﬁnd one’s friends who are already members of the
site—also make it easy to trace identities behind emails or even trace
users’ activities across various other sites. Most of us know how easy it
is to check whether our friends have already signed up for particular
social networking sites simply by granting Facebook, Twitter, or
LinkedIn temporary access to our email address book, so that those
sites can automatically check the email addresses of our contacts against
their lists of existing users. If ﬁve of our email buddies are already Twitter users, Twitter can let us know. So far, so good. The problem is that
one can do the same operation with one’s enemies as well. Email addresses can be added to address books manually, without ever having
to email that person. Thus, just by knowing a person’s email address, it
might be possible to ﬁnd her accounts on all social networking sites,
even if she doesn’t use those sites under her real name.
A 2010 study by Eurecom, a French research institute, sought to investigate the security vulnerabilities that such ease of use creates for
the user. First, the researchers found 10.4 million email addresses on
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the Web; then they imported them into their address books; and, ﬁnally, they developed a simple script to automatically check with each
of the popular social networking sites whether it had any users corresponding to those emails. As a result, they identiﬁed more than 876,941
emails linked to 1,228,644 proﬁles, with 199,161 emails having accounts on at least two sites, 55,660 on three, and so forth (11 people
had their email accounts linked to seven social networking sites at
once).
As was to be expected, some users who had accounts on multiple
social networking sites provided different details to each (for example
about their sexual orientation, location, or age). It’s highly probable
that quite a few of the people under investigation didn’t want anyone
to link the kind of frivolities they post to Twitter with their line of work,
and yet researchers found at least 8,802 users who had accounts on
both LinkedIn, a social network for professionals, and Twitter. If someone in that pool listed, say, “U.S. Department of Defense” as their employer on their LinkedIn proﬁle, one could check what that person was
tweeting about, even if the tweeting was done under a nickname.
Therefore, as long as social networking accounts are tied to one
email address, it’s also remarkably easy to tie them to a particular person, learn that person’s name, and see what kind of hidden indiscretions
that person may be engaging in, offline or online. The researchers, for
example, found the proﬁle of a married professor in his ﬁfties who was
also remarkably active on various dating sites. Similarly, activists who
upload sensitive videos to YouTube thinking that no one could guess
their real names from their usernames may be under much greater risks
if they use the same email address to access Facebook and the secret
police learns what that email address is.
Once alerted to such vulnerabilities, many social networking sites
slightly tweaked their operating procedures, making it hard to do such
checks in bulk. Nevertheless, it’s still possible to ﬁnd multiple online
identities for individual emails through manual checking. This is not
the kind of feature that is going to disappear soon, if only because it allows social networking sites to expand their user base.
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Corporations are already taking advantage of the increasingly social
nature of the Web. Hotels now use locations, dates, and usernames that
appear on sites like TripAdvisor or Yelp to triangulate a guest’s identity.
If they ﬁnd a likely match and the review happens to be positive, the
review is added to a hotel’s guest preference records. If it’s negative, the
travelers might be given a voucher to compensate for the inconvenience
or, in the worst scenario, to be marked as “problem guests.” Barry Hurd,
the CEO of Seattle-based 123 Social Media, a reputation management
company that works with more than ﬁve hundred hotels, believes that
“technology is evolving so fast that in the future, every hotel representative could have a toolbar on his or her computer that reveals everything about a guest at the click of a mouse—every review, guest
preference and even the likelihood that you’ll be positively or negatively
inclined toward your stay.”
Of course, hotels are not authoritarian governments—they won’t imprison guests in their rooms for expressing dissenting views—but if they
can learn the real identities behind imaginary online nicknames, so can
the secret police. Moreover, the corporate quest for de-anonymizing
user identities can soon fuel a market in tools that can automate the
process, and those tools can then be easily used in more ominous contexts. Intelligence agencies in the United States have already proﬁted
from data-gathering technology created on Wall Street. TextMiner, one
such platform developed by Exegy, a ﬁrm that works with both intelligence agencies and Wall Street banks, can search through ﬂight manifests, shipping schedules, and phone records as well as patterns that
might form Social Security numbers or email accounts. “What was taking this one particular agency one hour to do, they can now do in one
second,” says Ron Indeck, Exegy’s chief technology officer, in a phrase
that sounds remarkably similar to the glee of the Chinese contractors
at TRS Solutions. Thus, an entire year’s worth of news articles from
one organization can be searched and organized in “a couple of seconds.” The private sector will surely continue churning out innovations
that can beneﬁt secret police everywhere. Without ﬁnding ways to
block the transfer of such technologies to authoritarian states or, even
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more important, the kind of limits that should be imposed on such
technologies everywhere, the West is indirectly abetting the work of
the secret police in China and Iran.
But even in the absence of such tools, creative hacks will do the job
just ﬁne. A 2010 collaborative project between researchers at the Vienna
University of Technology, the University of California at Santa Barbara,
and Eurecom found an interesting way of de-anonymizing users of Xing,
a popular German social networking site akin to Facebook and
LinkedIn. Since most of us belong to a number of different social networking groups that vary according to our passions, life history, and
lifestyle—for example, Save the Earth, Feed the Children of Africa,
Alumni of the Best University in the World, Vegetarians of the World
Unite—the probability that you and your friends belong to exactly the
same groups is small (having attended the same liberal arts college in
New England, your best friend may also want to save the earth and feed
the children of Africa but also love Texas barbecue ribs).
Social networking sites do not usually hide lists of group members
from nonmembers, so as not to erect too many communication barriers. It is thus possible to produce a nearly unique identiﬁer, a “group
ﬁngerprint”—think of this as a list of all Facebook groups that a given
user belongs to—for each of us. And the most obvious place to look
for a matching ﬁngerprint would be in our web browsers’ history, for
this is where a record of all the groups—and, of course, of all other websites we visit—is kept. All it takes to steal our browser history is to have
us click on a malicious link, like the one mysteriously added to RSF’s
email petition, and everything we have been browsing in the last few
days will no longer be private knowledge.
According to the 2010 report, producing a matching “group ﬁngerprint” required the checking of 92,000 URLs, which took less than a
minute. The researchers managed to correctly guess the identity of their
target 42 percent of the time. In other words, if someone knows your
Web history and you happen to be an avid user of social networking
sites, she has a good chance of deducing your name. Soon, the secret
police will just be able to look at the log from your favorite Internet café
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and learn who you are, even without asking for a copy of your passport
(although that latter option is also increasingly common in authoritarian governments).
It’s hardly surprising that the secret police in authoritarian regimes
are excited about exploiting such vulnerabilities to ﬁll in gaps in their
databases. They may, for example, know email addresses of government
opponents but not their identities. To learn their names, they could
send the opponents fake emails containing malicious links that aim to
steal their browsers’ histories. In just a few minutes, they’ll be able to
attach names (as well as photos, contact details, and information about
related connections) to their rather sparse database entries. Another
problem is that social networking sites like Facebook don’t thoroughly
screen external developers—those who work on all those online games,
quizzes, and applications—for trustworthiness. (Until very recently,
they also did not impose clear limits on how much user data such applications could have access to, regardless of their actual needs.) This
means, in essence, that a smart authoritarian regime can just put together a funny quiz about Hollywood movies and use it to gather sensitive information about its opponents. This is a nightmarish scenario
for activists who struggle to keep their connections hidden from authorities; obviously, if the government knows all the Facebook friends
of its ﬁercest political opponents, it would be silly not to pay close attention to their online activities, too, as there is always a good chance
they also pose a threat.
Nor does it help that in their ill-conceived quest for innovation,
technology companies utterly disregard the contexts in which many of
their users operate, while signiﬁcantly underestimating the consequences of getting things wrong. In early 2010, when Google launched
Google Buzz, its Twitter-like service, they did not take appropriate care
in protecting the identities of many of their users, disclosing their contact lists in the erroneous belief that no one would mind such intrusions into their privacy (even Andrew McLaughlin, Google’s former
senior executive and the deputy chief technology officer in the Obama
administration, was trapped in the Buzz trap, as many of his former
Google colleagues appeared in his contact list). Though Google exec-
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utives downplayed the signiﬁcance of the accident by claiming that no
one got seriously hurt in the debacle, in truth we don’t know how many
new names and connections were added to the KGB’s databases as a
result. The real costs of Google’s misjudgment cannot be immediately
calculated.

Think, Search, Cough
Every time we post a greeting to our friend’s Facebook wall, Google the
name of our favorite celebrity, or leave a disapproving comment on the
website of our favorite newspaper, we leave a public trail somewhere
on the Internet. Many of these trails, like the comment on the newspaper’s site, are visible to everyone. Some, like our Google searches, are
only visible to us (and, of course, Google). Most, like that odd comment on the Facebook wall, fall somewhere in between.
Fortunately, we are not alone on the Internet—at least one billion
other users are also blogging, Googling, Facebooking, and tweeting—
and most of our information is simply lost in the endless ocean of digital
ephemera produced by others. This is what privacy scholars call “security by obscurity.” In most cases, obscurity still works, even though there
are more and more exceptions to this rule. Ask anyone who has difficulty ﬁnding a job or renting an apartment because something embarrassing about him or her appears in Google searches or on Facebook.
Nevertheless, aggregating these tiny digital trails into one big data set—
sometimes across entire populations—could produce illuminating insights into human behavior, point to new trends, and help predict public
reaction to particular political or social developments. Marketing and
advertising companies understood the power of information a long time
ago. The more they know about demographics, consumer habits, and
preferences of particular customer types, the more they can tailor their
product offerings, and the more they can make in sales as a result.
The digital world is no different. The history of our Internet search
says more about our information habits than our patron ﬁles in the local
library. The ability to identify and glean “intent” from a mere Internet
search, matching advertisers with customers looking for their offerings,
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has allowed Google to turn the advertising business on its head. Thus,
in addition to running the world’s most successful advertising agency,
Google also runs the most powerful marketing intelligence ﬁrm. This
is because Google knows how to relate Internet searches to demographics and other searching and purchasing decisions of its customers (e.g.,
what percent of New Yorkers who searched for “digital camera” in the
past twelve months ended up searching for “deals on iPhones”).
But we’re not just looking for better iPods and new deals on plasma
TVs. We are also seeking information about people and places in the
news (“has Michael Jackson died?”), about broader cultural trends
(“what are the best novels of the decade?”), and, of course, about solving problems—mostly trivial but some important—that constantly
pop up in our lives (“how to repair a broken washing machine”).
There are many seasonal variations to how often we search for particular items (searches for “stuffed turkey” predictably increase before
Thanksgiving), but the frequency of queries for most items is usually
fairly consistent. Thus, whenever there is a sudden spike in the number
of Google queries for a given term, it probably indicates that something
extraordinary has just happened; the likelihood is even higher if the
search spike is limited to a particular geographic area only.
For example, when an unusually high number of Internet users in
Mexico began Googling terms like “ﬂu” and “cold” in mid-April 2009,
it signaled the outbreak of swine ﬂu. In fact, Google Flu Trends, a dedicated Google service built especially for the purpose of tracking how
often people search for ﬂu-related items, identiﬁed the spike on April
20, before the swine ﬂu became a cause célèbre with many in the media.
And even though several scientiﬁc studies by health researchers found
that Google’s data is not always as accurate as other ways of tracking
the spread of inﬂuenza, even they acknowledged how cheap and quick
Google’s system is. Besides, in ﬁelds that are not as data-intensive as
disease control, Google does a much better job than the alternatives—
if those exist at all.
Search engines have inadvertently become extremely powerful players in the business of gathering intelligence and predicting the future.
The temptation—which Google executives, to their credit, have resis-
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ted so far—is to monetize the vast quantity of this trends-related information beyond just ad sales.
Technically, Google does know how often Russian Internet users
search for the words “bribes,” “opposition,” and “corruption”; it even
knows how such queries are distributed geographically and what else
such potential troublemakers are searching for. It does not take a Nostradamus to interpret a sudden spike of Internet searches for words like
“cars,” “import,” “protests,” and “Vladivostok” as a sign of growing social
tensions over increases in car tariffs brewing in Vladivostok, Russia’s
major outpost in the Far East.
This is the kind of data that Russian secret services would literally
kill for. Such knowledge may, of course, make authoritarianism more
responsive and inject at least a modicum of democracy into the process.
But it’s also possible that governments would use this knowledge to
crack down on dissenters in a more effective and timely manner.
Internet search engines offer an excellent way to harness the curiosity of the crowds to inform the authorities of impending threats.
Monitoring an Internet search could produce even more valuable intelligence than monitoring Internet speech, because speech is usually
directed at somebody and is full of innuendo, while an Internet search
is a simple and neutral conversation between the user and the search
engine.
The intelligence value of search engines is not lost on the Internet
gurus consulting authoritarian governments. In March 2010, speaking
about the Kremlin’s ambitions to establish its own search engine, Igor
Ashmanov, one of the pioneers of the Russian Internet and someone
who had consulted for the Kremlin about their national search plan in
the past, was direct: “Whoever dominates the search market in the
country knows what people are searching for; they know the stream of
search queries. This is completely unique information, which one can’t
get anywhere else.” If one assumes that authoritarian governments usually fall by surprise—if they are not surprised, they are probably committing suicide (e.g., the case of the Soviet Union)—then we also have
to assume that, given how much data on the Internet can be harvested,
analyzed, and investigated, surprises may become rarer.
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But even if the governments’ attempts to control—directly or indirectly—the world of Internet search would not bring immediate results, the Internet could boost their intelligence-gathering apparatus
in other ways. The advent of social media has made most Internet users
increasingly comfortable with the idea of sharing their thoughts and
deeds with the world at large. It may not seem obvious, but trolling
through all those blog posts, Twitter updates, photos, and videos posted
to Facebook and YouTube could yield quite a lot of useful information
for intelligence services—and not just about individual habits, as in the
Belarusian KGB case, but also about broad social trends and the public
mood as a whole. Analyzing social networks could offer even better insights than monitoring online searches, as one could correlate information coming from particular individuals (whether it’s opinions or
facts) in the light of what else could be known about these individuals
from their social networking proﬁle (how often they travel, what kind
of online groups or causes they embrace, what movies they like, who
else is in their network, etc.).
An authoritarian government, for example, may pay special attention
to the opinions of those who are between twenty and thirty-ﬁve years
old, frequently travel abroad, and have advanced degrees. One simply
needs to spend some time browsing relevant Facebook groups (e.g.,
“Harvard class of 1998” or “I love traveling in the Middle East”) to zero
in on the right characters. In a sense, the world of social networking
obviates the need for focus groups; ﬁnding smart ways to cluster existing online groups and opinions could be more effective. And they don’t
have to collect this data on their own. Plenty of private companies are
already collecting data—mostly for marketing purposes—that governments, both authoritarian and democratic ones, would ﬁnd extremely
useful. Thus, while the KGB may no longer exist in 2020, its functions
may still be performed by a smattering of private companies specializing in one particular aspect of information work.
Today governments can learn quite a lot about the prospects of political unrest in a particular country simply by paying particular attention to the most popular adjectives used by the digerati. Are they
“happy” or “concerned”? Do they feel “threatened” or “empowered”?
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What if one controls for religion? Do self-professed secular bloggers
feel more satisﬁed than the religious ones?
Just imagine how useful it might be for the Iranian government to
track how often Iranians use the word “democracy” in their public online
conversations and how such mentions are spread across the country.
(For example, are there any regions of Iran that are more democratically
inclined and unhappy with the current regime than others?)
If proper controls for statistical bias are in place, such technology is
often superior to opinion polls, which take time to develop and, when
done in authoritarian countries, always carry the risk of people misrepresenting their views to avoid punishment. Such aggregated information may not be fully representative of the entire population, but it
helps to keep the tab on the most troublesome groups. Thus, the fact
that authoritarian governments can now learn more about the public
mood in real time may only add to their longevity. They are less likely
to misjudge the public reaction.
What’s worse is that social media activity is not always a bad proxy
for judging the relative importance of antigovernment activists. If
tweets of a particular user are retweeted more often than average, it’s a
good idea for the government to start watching that individual closely
and learn more about his or her social network. The viral culture of social media may at least indirectly help solve the problem of information
overload that has affected censorship as well. It’s the “online marketplace of ideas” that tells secret police whom to watch. From the perspective of the secret police, people who are unpopular probably don’t
even deserve to be censored; left to their own devices and nearly zero
readers, they will run out of blogging energy in a month or so.

The Myth of an Overprotected Activist
Despite the terrifying efficiencies in the practice of surveillance that
were introduced by digital technology, not all is lost. It would be disingenuous to suggest that the digital realm has nothing in store for dissidents; it has greatly enhanced many of their activities as well. One great
intellectual challenge facing any scholar of today’s Internet is being able
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to see the risks inherent in new technologies while not discarding the
numerous security-enhancing opportunities that they offer. The only
way to come up with a satisfying answer to the question of whether the
Internet has eroded or strengthened the surveillance and control apparatus of authoritarian governments is to examine all major technologies one by one, in their speciﬁc contexts.
But ﬁrst it may help to examine the ways in which the Internet has
helped dissidents to conceal antigovernment activities. First, sensitive
data can now be encrypted on the cheap, adding an extra level of protection to conversations between dissidents. Even though decryption
is possible, it can eat a lot of government resources. This is particularly
true when it comes to voice communications. While it was relatively
easy to bug a phone line, this is not such an easy option with voiceover-the-Internet technology like Skype. (The inability to eavesdrop
on Skype conversations bothers Western governments, too: In early
2009 the U.S. National Security Agency was reported to have offered a
sizeable cash bounty to anyone who could help them break Skype’s encrypted communications; to date no winners have been announced.)
Second, there is so much data being produced online that authorities
cannot possibly process and analyze all of it. Comparable estimates for
the developing world are lacking, but according to a 2009 study by researchers at the University of California at San Diego, by 2008 the information consumption of an average American reached thirty-four
gigabytes of data per day, an increase of 350 percent compared to 1980.
The secret police have no choice but to discriminate; otherwise, they
may develop a severe case of attention deﬁcit disorder, getting bogged
down in reading millions of blogs and Twitter updates and failing to
see the big picture. Thanks to this data deluge, it may take a few months
before authorities discover the new hideout of activists, who thus gain
a few months of unsupervised online collaboration. The authorities are
much better informed about the parameters of the haystack, but the
needle is still quite hard to ﬁnd.
Third, technologies like Tor now make it possible to better protect
one’s privacy while surﬁng the Internet. A popular tool that was initially
funded by the U.S. Navy but eventually became a successful indepen-
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dent project, Tor allows users to hide what it is they are browsing by
ﬁrst connecting to a random “proxy” node on the volunteer Tor network and then using that node’s Internet connection to connect to the
desired website. Interestingly, as users of the Saudi site Tomaar found
out, tools like Tor also help to circumvent government ﬁltering of the
Internet, for, from the government’s perspective, the user is not browsing banned websites but is simply connecting to some unknown computer. This is why once the Iranian government found out the proxies
used by its opponents during the 2009 protests, many of them publicized by unsuspecting Westerners on Twitter, it immediately began
blocking access to them.
But Tor’s primary function remains guaranteeing its users’ anonymity. Think of this as surﬁng the Internet using an anonymous network
of helpers who fetch all the websites you need and thus ensure that you
yourself are not directly exposed. As long as the government doesn’t
know these helpers by name, the helpers don’t know each other, and
you frequent enough other networks not to attract attention to the
helpers, you can get away with browsing whatever you want.
But how many activists actually bother to read the ﬁne print that is
invariably attached to all modern technologies? Most probably ignore it.
If the Soviet dissidents had to memorize the manuals to their smuggled
photocopiers before distributing any samizdat, their output might have
been considerably less impressive. And a lot of the tools are easy to misunderstand. Many users, including those in the most secretive government outﬁts, mistakenly believe that Tor, for example, is more secure
than it actually is. Swedish researcher Dan Egerstad set up ﬁve Tor
nodes of his own—that is, he became one of the ﬁnal stage helpers—
to learn more about data that passed through them. (The “helper” who
ﬁnds herself as the ﬁnal node on the network—that is, it helps to gain
access to the desired target site rather than simply redirect the request
to another “helper”—can see what websites it is actually “helping” to
access, even though it won’t know who is trying to access them.)
Egerstad, who was arrested as a result of his little scholarly experiment,
found that 95 percent of the traffic that passed through his experimental
Tor connections—including government documents, diplomatic
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memos, and intelligence estimates—was not encrypted. Think of intercepting an envelope that doesn’t have a return address. Would you be
able to guess who wrote it? Sure, if you look inside: The letterhead may
tell you everything you need to know. TOR is excellent at removing the
sender’s address from the envelope, but it doesn’t destroy the letterhead,
let alone the rest of the letter. There are, of course, plenty of other encryption technologies that can do this, but Tor is simply not one of
them. That so many users exchanging sensitive information online—
including activists and dissidents—do not have a ﬁrm understanding of
the technologies they use is cause for serious concern. Eventually it puts
them at completely unnecessary and easily avoidable risk.
Besides, even complete mastery of technology is often not enough.
Your security is only as good as that of the computer you are working
on; the more people have access to it, the more likely it is that someone
could turn your computer into a spying machine. Given that a lot of Internet activism takes place on public computers, security compromises
abound. For many antigovernment activists, cybercafés have become
the new (and often the only) offices, as authorities keep a close eye on
their home and office Internet connections. However, few Internet
cafés allow their patrons to install new software or even use browsers
other than Internet Explorer, which puts most innovative tools for secure communication out of easy reach.

Rainy Days of Cloud Computing
Some observers see many security-enhancing beneﬁts to the Internet.
For example, dissidents and NGOs can now use multifunctional online
working environments to execute all their work remotely—“in the
cloud”—without having to install any software or even store any data
on poorly protected computers. All one needs is a secure browser and
an Internet connection; there’s no need to download any ﬁles or carry
a portable copy of your favorite word processor on a USB thumb drive.
“Cloud activism” may, indeed, seem like something of a godsend, an
ideal solution to data security concerns faced by many NGOs and activists. Take the case of Memorial, a brave Russian NGO that has gained
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worldwide recognition for its unyielding commitment to the documenting of human rights abuses and crimes committed in the country,
from Stalin’s rule to the more recent wars in Chechnya.
On November 4, 2008, only a day before an edgy conference on
Stalin’s role in modern Russia co-organized by Memorial, the Russian
police raided its offices in Saint Petersburg and conﬁscated twelve hard
drives containing the entire digital archives of atrocities under Stalin,
including hours of audio histories and video evidence of mass graves.
It was an institutional disaster. Not only did Memorial lose possession
of (even if temporarily) twenty years of important work, but Russian
authorities were supplied with potentially damning evidence against
the organization. Given that historical memory—especially of the
Stalin period—is a sensitive issue in Russia, ﬁnding fault with Memorial, which happens to be a staunch critic of the Kremlin, wouldn’t be
so hard. Russian police are notorious for ﬁnding fault with the most innocuous of documents or, worse, software and operating systems.
(Quite a few Russian NGOs use illegal software in their offices, often
without even realizing it until it is too late; on more than one occasion,
the war on pirated software, which the West expects Moscow to ﬁght
with all its vigor, has been a good excuse to exert more pressure on dissenting NGOs.)
Fortunately, the courts concluded that the search had been conducted in violation of legal due process, and Memorial’s hard drives
were returned in May 2009. Nevertheless, the fact that authorities had
simply walked in and conﬁscated twenty years of work posed a lot of
questions about how activists might make digital data more secure.
Fans of “cloud activism” would point out that one way to avoid disasters like Memorial’s is to shift all data into the cloud, away from local
hard drives and onto the Internet, thus making it impossible for the authorities to conﬁscate anything. To get access to such documents, authorities would need a password, which, in most countries, they would
not be able to obtain without a court order. (Of course, this would not
work in countries that have absolutely no respect for the rule of law;
one can learn the password by torturing the system administrator without having to go through the courts.)
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The possibility of using online word-processing services like Google
Docs and dumping all important data on the Internet may, indeed,
seem like an improvement over storing data on easily damaged, insecure hard drives lying around NGOs’ dusty offices. After all, the data
could be stored on a remote server somewhere in California or Iowa,
completely out of immediate reach of authoritarian governments, if
only because it ensures that the latter cannot legally and physically get
to the services storing it (or not immediately, at any rate).
While there is much to admire about this new cloud-based model,
it also comes with tremendous costs, which could sometimes outweigh
the beneﬁts. One major shortcoming of producing and accessing documents in the cloud is that it requires a constant transmission of data
between a computer and a server where the information is stored. This
transmission is often done “in the open” (without proper encryption),
which creates numerous security compromises.
Until very recently, many of Google’s online offerings—including such
popular services as Google Docs and Google Calendar—did not offer
encryption as the default option. This meant that users connecting to
Google Docs through, say, insecure Wi-Fi networks were playing with
ﬁre: virtually anyone could see what they were sending to Google’s
servers. Fortunately, the company altered its encryption policy after
several high-proﬁle security experts wrote a letter to its CEO, where
they highlighted the unnecessary and easily avoidable risks to Google
users. But Google is not the only player in this space—and where
Google has the resources to spend on extra encryption, others may not.
Making encryption the default setting may slow down the service for
other users and impose new costs on the company’s operations. Such
improvements are not completely out of the question, however. A
strong argument can be made—hopefully, by lawmakers on both sides
of the Atlantic—that forcing Internet companies to enhance the security of their services makes a lot of sense from the perspective of consumer protection regulation. Instead of giving such companies a free
pass because they are now the key players in the ﬁght for Internet freedom, Western governments should continue looking for ways in which
their services could be made extremely secure, for anything less than
that would, in the long run, endanger too many people.
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But other insecurities abound, too. The fact that many activists and
NGOs now conduct all their business activities out of a single online
system, most commonly Google—with calendar, email, documents,
and budgets all easily available from just one account—means that
should their password be compromised, they would lose control over
all of their online activities. Running all those operations on their own
laptops was not much safer, but at least a laptop could be locked in a
safe. The centralization of information under one roof—as often happens in the case of Google—can do wonders from the perspective of
productivity, but from the perspective of security it often only increases
the risks.

On Mobile Phones That Limit Your Mobility
Much like cloud computing, the mobile phone is another activist tool
that has not been subjected to thorough security analysis. While it has
been rightly heralded as the key tool for organizing, especially in countries where access to the Internet and computers is prohibitively expensive, little has been said about the risks inherent to most “mobile
activism.”
The advantages of such activism are undeniable. Unlike blogging
and tweeting, which require an Internet connection, text messaging is
cheap and ubiquitous, and it doesn’t require much training. Protesters
using mobile phones to organize public rallies have become the true
darlings of the international media. Protesters in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Ukraine have all taken advantage of mobile technology to
organize and challenge their governments. This technology is not without its shortcomings and vulnerabilities, however.
First and foremost, authorities can shut down mobile networks
whenever they ﬁnd it politically expedient. And they do not have to
cut off the entire country; it’s possible to disconnect particular geographic regions or even parts of the city. For example, during the unsuccessful color revolution in Belarus in 2006, the authorities turned
off mobile coverage in the public square where protesters were gathering, curbing their ability to communicate with each other and the
outside world (the authorities claimed that there were simply too many
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people using mobiles on the square and the mobile networks couldn’t
cope with the overload). The Moldovan authorities made a similar
move in spring 2009, when they turned off mobile networks in the
central square of Chisinau, Moldova’s capital, thus greatly hampering
the communication capacity of those leading the local edition of the
Twitter revolution. Such shutdowns can also be on a larger, national
scale and last longer. In 2007 the government of Cambodia declared
a “tranquility period,” during which all three mobile operators agreed
to turn off text messaging for two days (one of the official explanations
was that it would help keep voters from being ﬂooded with campaign
messages).
Many authorities have mastered the art of keyword ﬁltering, whereby
text messages containing certain words are never delivered to their intended recipients. Or they may be delivered, but the authorities will
take every step to monitor or punish their authors. In 2009 police in
Azerbaijan reprimanded forty-three people who voted for an Armenian
performer (Armenia and Azerbaijan are at war over the disputed
Nagorno-Karabach territory) in the popular Eurovision contest, summoning some of them to police headquarters, where they were accused
of undermining national security, and forced to write official explanations. The votes were cast by SMS. In January 2010, China Daily,
China’s official English-language newspaper, reported that mobile
phone companies in Beijing and Shanghai began suspending services
to cellphone users who were found to have sent messages with “illegal
or unhealthy” content, which is the Chinese government’s favorite euphemism for “smut.”
This means that China’s mobile operators would now be comparing
all text messages sent by their users to a list of banned words and blocking users who send messages containing banned words. That’s a lot of
messages to go through: China Mobile, one of China’s biggest mobile
operators, processes 1.6 billion text messages per day. Even though the
campaign officially claims to be ﬁghting pornography, similar technology can be easily used to prevent the distribution of text messages on
any topic; it all depends on the list of banned words. Not surprisingly,
this list of “unhealthy words” comes from China’s police. But there is
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also plenty of traffic in the other direction—that is, from companies to
the state. Wang Jianzhou, China Mobile’s CEO, stunned the attendees
of the World Economic Forum in Davos in 2008 by claiming that his
company provides data on its users to the government whenever the
government demands it.
What’s worse, Western companies are always happy to provide authoritarian governments with technology that can make ﬁltering of text
messages easier. In early 2010, as American senators were busy praising
Google for withdrawing from China, another American technology
giant, IBM, struck a deal with China Mobile to provide it with technology for tracking social networks (of the human, not virtual variety) and
individuals’ messaging habits: who sends what messages to whom and
to how many people. (IBM, of course, was quick to point out that such
technology is meant for helping Chinese mobile operators cut down
on spam, but none can vouch that the same operators won’t use it to
curb political speech.)
Any technologies based on keyword ﬁltering can, of course, be easily
tricked. One can deliberately misspell or even substitute most sensitive
words in a text message to fool the censors. But even if activists resort
to misspelling certain words or using metaphors, governments could
still make the most popular of such messages disappear. In fact, it’s not
the actual content of the messages that worries the government—no
one has yet expressed cogent government criticism in a hundred forty
characters or less—but the fact that such messages could go viral and
be seen by millions of people. Regardless of the content being shared,
such viral dissemination of information makes authoritarian governments feel extremely uneasy, as it testiﬁes to how much their grasp on
information has been eroded. In the most extreme cases, they won’t
hesitate to use the nuclear option and block most popular messages,
without paying much attention to their content.
What is even more dangerous about using mobile phones for activism is that they allow others to identify the exact location of their
owners. Mobile phones have to connect to local base stations; once a
user has connected to three bases, it is possible to triangulate the person’s position. In an online demonstration to its current and potential
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customers, ThorpeGlen, a U.K.-based ﬁrm, boasts that it can track “a
speciﬁc target through ALL his electronic communications. . . . We can
detect change of SIM and change of handset after identifying one suspect. . . . We can even detect that proﬁle again even if the phone AND
SIM are changed.” This means that once you’ve used a cellphone, you
are trapped. To clinch their marketing pitch, ThorpeGlen attached an
online map of Indonesia that depicted the movements of numerous
dots—millions of Indonesians with their cellphones; it allowed a
viewer to zoom in on any particular sector. But it is hardly the only company offering such services; more and more start-ups cater to the vibrant consumer market in cellphone surveillance. For just $99.97 a
year, Americans can load a little program called MobileSpy onto someone’s cellphone and track that phone’s location whenever they want.
Monitoring the geographic location of phone owners may enable
the government to guess where big public actions might be happening
next. For example, if the owners of the hundred most dangerous cellphone numbers are all seen heading to a particular public square, there
is a good chance that an antigovernment demonstration will soon
ensue. Furthermore, mobile companies have strong economic incentives to improve their location-identiﬁcation technology, as it would
allow them to sell geographically targeted advertising, such as prompts
to check out the café next door. If anything, determining a person’s location by tracing his or her mobile phone is poised to get easier in the
future. While ThorpeGlen markets its services to law enforcement and
intelligence ﬁrms in the West, it’s not clear if any restrictions would prohibit the export of such technology elsewhere.
Many activists are, of course, aware of such vulnerabilities and are
doing their best to avoid easy detection; however, their most favorite
loopholes may soon be closed. One way to stay off the grid has been to
buy special, unbranded models of mobile phones that do not carry
unique identiﬁers present in most phones, which could make such devices virtually untraceable. Such models, however, also appeal to terrorists, so it’s hardly surprising that governments have started outlawing
them (for example, in the wake of 2008 attacks in Mumbai, India banned
the export of such phones from China). The frequent use of new tech-
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nologies by terrorists, criminals, and other extreme elements presents a
constant challenge to Western governments who would like to both empower democratic activists and disempower many of the sinister nonstate groups that are undermining the process of democratization.
Another favorite low-tech solution, disposable prepaid SIM cards,
which allow activists to change their phone numbers on a daily basis,
may not stay around for much longer either, as buying them is becoming more difficult in many parts of the developing world. Russia and
Belarus, for example, require retailers to obtain a copy of the customer’s
passport when someone buys a prepaid card, which essentially eliminates the desired anonymity. In early 2010 Nigeria passed a similar law,
and other African states are expected to follow. Since American policymakers fret about Al-Qaeda jihadists using prepaid SIM cards to coordinate terrorist acts, it’s quite likely that similar measures will soon
pass in the United States as well. In 2010, with the entire country abuzz
with the Times Square terror threat, FBI Director Robert Mueller endorsed anti-terrorism legislation that would require prepaid cellphone
sellers to keep records of buyers’ identities.
As useful as mobile technology could be for countering the power
of authoritarian states, it comes with numerous limitations. This is not
to say that activists should not be harnessing its communications
power. They should, but only after fully familiarizing themselves with
all the risks involved in the process.
As the Web becomes more social, we are poised to share more data
about ourselves, often forgetting about the risks involved. Most disturbingly, we do so voluntarily, not least because we often ﬁnd such
sharing beneﬁcial. Thus, sharing our geographical location may alert
our friends to our whereabouts and facilitate a meeting that may not
have happened otherwise. What we often overlook is that by saying
where we are, we are also saying where we are not. Obviously, this is a
boon for burglars; privacy activists even set up a dedicated site provocatively called “Please Rob Me” to raise public awareness about such risks.
Such a wealth of data is also of great value to authoritarian states.
Today’s digitized, nimble, and highly social surveillance has little in
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common with the methods practiced by Stasi and KGB in 1989. The
fact that there are more ways to produce and disseminate data has not
overloaded the censorship apparatus, which has simply adapted to this
new age by proﬁting from the same techniques—customization, decentralization, and smart aggregation—that have propelled the growth
of the Internet. The ability to speak and make connections comes with
costs, and those costs may not always be worth the beneﬁts.
Denying that greater information ﬂows, combined with advanced
technologies like face or voice recognition, can result in the overall
strengthening of authoritarian regimes is a dangerous path to take, if
only because it numbs us to potential regulatory interventions and the
need to rein in our own Western corporate excesses. It’s not a given that
IBM should be selling SMS-ﬁltering technology to authoritarian states;
that services like Google Buzz should be launched with minimum respect for the privacy of its users; that researchers at public universities
like the University of California should be accepting funding from the
Chinese government to work on better video surveillance technology;
or that Facebook should be abdicating their responsibility to thoroughly screen developers of its third-party applications. All of these developments are the result of either excessive utopianism, unwillingness
to investigate how technology is being used in non-Western contexts,
or unquenchable thirst for innovation with complete disregard for its
political consequences. While the Internet by itself may not be liberating those living in authoritarian states, Western governments should
not be making it easier to use in suppressing dissent.
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Why Kierkegaard Hates Slacktivism

I

f you’ve been to Copenhagen, you’ve probably seen the Stork Fountain, one of the city’s most famous sights. The fountain was made
even more famous thanks to a quirky Facebook experiment. In spring
2009 Anders Colding-Jorgensen, a Danish psychologist who studies how
ideas spread online, put the famous fountain at the center of his research
project. He started a Facebook group that implied—but never said so
explicitly—that the city authorities were about to demolish the fountain.
This threat was completely ﬁctitious; Colding-Jorgensen himself had
dreamed it up. He publicized the group to 125 of his Facebook friends,
who joined the cause in a matter of hours. It was not long before their
friends joined, too, and the imaginary Facebook campaign against
Copenhagen’s city council went viral. At the peak of its online success,
the group had two new members joining every minute. When the count
reached 27,500, Colding-Jorgensen decided it was time to end his little
experiment.
There are two strikingly different ways to make sense of the Stork
Fountain experiment. Cynics might say that the campaign took off
simply because Colding-Jorgensen looked like a respected activist
179
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academic—just the kind of guy to start a petition about saving a fountain on Facebook. His online friends were likely to share his concern
for the preservation of Denmark’s cultural heritage, and since joining
the group did not require anything other than clicking a few buttons,
they eagerly lent their names to Colding-Jorgensen’s online campaign.
If that request had come from some unknown entity with few historically conscious contacts, or if joining in required performing a number
of challenging chores, chances are the success of that crusade would
have been far less spectacular. Or perhaps the campaign received so
much attention because it was noticed and further advertised by some
prominent blogger or a newspaper, thus giving it exposure it might
never have earned on its own. On this rather skeptical reading, the success of online political and social causes is hard to predict, let alone engineer. Policymakers, therefore, should not pay much attention to
Facebook-based activism. While Facebook-based mobilization will occasionally lead to genuine social and political change, this is mostly accidental, a statistical certainty rather than a genuine achievement. With
millions of groups, at least one or two of them are poised to take off.
But since it’s impossible to predict which causes will work and which
ones won’t, Western policymakers and donors who seek to support or
even prioritize Facebook-based activism are placing a wild bet.
Another, more optimistic way to assess the growth of activism on social networks is to celebrate the ease and speed with which Facebook
groups can grow and go viral. From this perspective, Colding-Jorgensen’s
experiment has shown that when communication costs are low, groups
can easily spring into action—a phenomenon the Internet guru Clay
Shirky dubbed “ridiculously easy group forming.” (Shirky acknowledges that some “bad groups”—for example, anorexic girls seeking to
impress each other with their sacriﬁces—can be formed ridiculously
easily as well.) Proponents of this view argue that Facebook is to group
formation what Red Bull is to productivity. If a nonexistent or poorly
documented cause could garner the attention of 28,000 people, more
important, well-documented causes—genocide in Darfur, Tibetan independence, abuses of human rights in Iran—can certainly rally mil-
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lions behind them (and they do). While there are still no universal
benchmarks for evaluating the effectiveness of such groups, the fact that
they exist—pushing updates to their members, pestering them with
fund-raising requests, urging them to sign a petition or two—suggests
that, despite occasional embarrassing gaffes, Facebook could be a valuable resource that political activists and their Western supporters need
to master. That they may not know how to do this is a poor excuse for
not getting engaged.

Digital Natives of the World, Unite!
And engaged many of them already are. When in 2008 the streets of
Colombia got ﬁlled with up to a million angry protesters against the
guerillas of the FARC movement, which has been terrorizing the country for decades, it was a Facebook group called No Más FARC (No
More FARC) that got credited for this unprecedented mobilization. (In
2008 FARC dominated Colombian news with a series of high-proﬁle
kidnappings.) Launched by Oscar Morales, a thirty-three-year-old unemployed computer technician, the group quickly gained members and
became a focal point for spreading information about the protests, earning the support of the Colombian government in the process.
The American government was just a Facebook request away as well.
Morales, who later became a fellow at the George W. Bush Institute,
got a note from U.S. State Department’s Jared Cohen, the American
bureaucrat who one year later sent the infamous email request to Twitter. Cohen wanted to come to Colombia to study the details of Morales’
impressive online operation. Morales didn’t seem to mind.
Cohen’s visit to Colombia must have been inspirational, for just a few
months later the State Department soft-launched an international organization called the Alliance of Youth Movements (AYM), built on the
assumption that cases like Colombia’s are going to be more widespread
and that the U.S. government needs to be an early player in this ﬁeld,
doing its share to facilitate networking among such “digital revolutionaries.” A series of high-proﬁle summits of youth movements—one was
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even moderated by that staunch defender of Internet freedom Whoopi
Goldberg—duly followed.
In its brief history, AYM has emerged as something of a digital-era
equivalent of the Congress of Cultural Freedom, a supposedly independent artistic movement that in reality was created and funded by the CIA
to cultivate anticommunist intellectuals during the early stages of the
Cold War. (Unfortunately, AYM’s literary output is nowhere as prodigious.) Now that the battle for ideas has shifted into cyberspace, it is bloggers rather than intellectuals that the U.S. government wants to court.
George W. Bush Institute’s James Glassman, then the undersecretary
of state for public diplomacy and public affairs, kicked off AYM’s ﬁrst
summit in New York, explaining that the meeting’s purpose was to
“bring about two dozen groups together with top technologists from
the United States and produce a manual . . . [to help] other organizations that want the information and technological knowledge to be able
to organize their own anti-violence groups.”
Companies like Facebook, Google, YouTube, MTV, and AT&T attended the New York summit, along with groups like the Burma Global
Action Network, Genocide Intervention Network, and Save Darfur
Coalition. (A representative from Balatarin, a prominent Iranian social
news site, was present at AYM’s second summit in Mexico.) The gathering was meant to send yet another powerful message that American
companies, perhaps with a gentle push from the U.S. government, were
playing an important role in facilitating democratization and that digital
technologies—above all, social networking—were instrumental in
pushing back against oppressors. “Any combination of these [digital]
tools allows for a greater chance of civil society organizations coming
to fruition regardless of how challenging the environment,” proclaimed
Jared Cohen, giving perhaps one of the sharpest articulations of both
cyber-utopianism and Internet-centrism to date.
Impressed by the success of the Colombian group, American officials
decided to embrace social networking sites as viable platforms for
breeding and mobilizing dissent, expressing their willingness to fund
the creation of new sites if necessary. Thus, in 2009 the State Department
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ran a $5 million grant competition in the Middle East, soliciting funding
requests for projects that would “develop or leverage existing social networking platforms to emphasize priorities of civic engagement, youth
outreach, political participation, tolerance, economic entrepreneurship,
women’s empowerment, or nonviolent conﬂict-resolution.” (Apparently,
there is no problem that social networking can’t solve.) Most likely
American officials would have dismissed the Stork Fountain experiment
as just a minor embarrassment, the cost of doing business in this new
digital environment, but hardly a good reason to stop harvesting the
tremendous energy of social networking. But could it be that in their
pursuit of short-term and instrumental mobilization goals, they may
have overlooked the long-term impact of social networking on the political cultures of repressive societies?
To even begin answering that question, we may need to reconsider
the lessons of the Danish fountain. Both interpretations of the Stork
Fountain experiment—the one slamming it as an oddity and the one
worshiping it as a powerful example of the power of the Internet to
mobilize—suffer from several analytical deﬁciencies. Neither offers a
good account of what membership in such networked causes does to
the members themselves. Surely most of them are not just mindless activist robots, pressing whatever buttons required of them by their online
overlords, without ever grappling with the meaning of what it is they
are doing and trying to ﬁgure out how their participation in such communities might affect their views on the meaning of democracy and the
importance of dissent. Nor do these two competing interpretations indicate what kind of effect such online campaigns may have on the effectiveness and popularity of other offline and individual activist
efforts. While it’s tempting to forget this in an era of social networking,
the ﬁght for democracy and human rights is fought offline as well, by
decades-old NGOs and even by some brave lonely warriors unaffiliated
with any organizations. Before policymakers embrace digital activism
as an effective way of pushing against authoritarian governments, they
are well-advised to fully investigate its impact both on its practitioners
and on the overall tempo of democratization.
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Poking Kierkegaard
Ironically, to get a more critical view on the meaning of the ColdingJorgensen’s Copenhagen experiment, we need to turn to another Dane:
Søren Kierkegaard (1813–1855). Considered the father of existentialism, he lived in interesting times not entirely unlike our own. In the
ﬁrst part of the nineteenth century, the social and political consequences of both the Industrial Revolution and the age of Enlightenment were beginning to manifest themselves in full force. The
European “public sphere” expanded at unprecedented rates; newspapers, magazines, and coffee houses rapidly emerged as inﬂuential cultural institutions that gave rise to a broad and vocal public opinion.
But whereas the majority of contemporary philosophers and commentators lauded this great leveling as a sign of democratization,
Kierkegaard thought that it might result in a decline of social cohesion,
a feast of endless and disinterested reﬂection, and a triumph of inﬁnite
but shallow intellectual curiosity that might prevent deep, meaningful,
and spiritual engagement with a particular issue. “Not a single one of
those who belong to the public has an essential engagement in anything,” Kierkegaard bitterly observed in his journal. All of a sudden,
people were getting interested in everything and nothing at the same
time; all subjects, no matter how ridiculous or sublime, were getting
equalized in such a way that nothing mattered enough to want to die
for. The world was getting ﬂat, and Kierkegaard hated it. As far as he
was concerned, all the chatter produced in coffee houses only led to
the “abolition of the passionate distinction between remaining silent
and speaking.” And silence for Kierkegaard was important, for “only the
person who is essentially capable of remaining silent is capable of
speaking essentially.”
For Kierkegaard, the problem with the growing chatter—epitomized
by the “absolutely demoralizing existence of the daily press”—was that
it lay outside of political structures and exerted very little inﬂuence on
them. The press forced people to develop strong opinions on everything but rarely cultivated the urge to act on them; often people were
so overwhelmed with opinions and information that they would indeﬁ-
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nitely postpone any important decisions. Lack of commitment, caused
by the multiplicity of possibilities and the easy availability of quick spiritual and intellectual ﬁxes, was the real target of Kierkegaard’s critique.
He believed that only by making risky, deep, and authentic—one of
Kierkegaard’s favorite terms—commitments, by discriminating between
different causes, by dealing with both triumphs and disappointments of
such choices, and by learning from the resulting experiences, do people
acquire wisdom and ﬁll their lives with meaning. “If you are capable of
being a man, then danger and the harsh judgment of existence on your
thoughtlessness will help you become one” is how he summed up the
philosophy that would come to be known as existentialism.
It’s not hard to guess what Kierkegaard would have made of today’s
Internet culture, dominated by the 24/7 cycle of punditry and ﬂuid engagement with ideas and relationships. “What Kierkegaard envisaged
as a consequence of the press’s irresponsible and uncommitted coverage is now fully realized on the World Wide Web,” writes Hubert Dreyfus, a philosopher at the University of California at Berkeley. A world
where professing one’s commitment to social justice requires nothing
more than penning a socially conscious Facebook status would have
greatly rankled Kierkegaard. His Twitter account would surely be hard
to ﬁnd. It’s safe to assume that sites like RentAFriend.com, where you
can “rent a friend to go to an event or party with you, teach you a new
skill or hobby, help you meet new people, show you around town” by
choosing from more than 100,000 members registered on the site,
would not be much to Kierkegaard’s liking. Ukrainian Web entrepreneurs have adapted RentAFriend’s model to the protest needs of their
country’s numerous political movements by setting up a website that
allows anyone organizing a rally to “shop” for registered users, mostly
students, who, at just $4 hour per hour, are eager to chant political slogans of any ideology. The entrepreneurs would not be among
Kierkegaard’s Facebook friends either.
And yet the Dane’s philosophy is useful in grasping the ethical and
political problems associated with digital activism, especially in the
context of authoritarian states. It’s one thing for existing and committed
activists who are risking their lives on a daily basis in opposition to the
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regime to embrace Facebook and Twitter and use those platforms to
further their existing ends. They might be overestimating the overall
effectiveness of digital campaigns or underestimating their risks, but
their commitment is “authentic.” It’s a completely different thing when
individuals who may have only cursory interest in a given issue (or, for
that matter, have no interest at all and support a particular cause only
out of peer pressure) come together and start campaigning to save the
world.
This is the kind of shallow commitment that Kierkegaard detested
and saw as corrupting the human soul. Such high-minded moralizing
may seem out of place today, but then no one has yet toppled an authoritarian government by assuming the posture of a clown and cracking
jokes about the guillotine. Even when structural conditions favor democratization, an opposition movement composed of meek and characterless
individuals will most likely fail to capitalize on such openings.
The problem with political activism facilitated by social networking
sites is that much of it happens for reasons that have nothing to do with
one’s commitment to ideas and politics in general, but rather to impress
one’s friends. This is not a problem caused by the Internet. For many
people, impressing one’s peers by pursuing highly ambitious causes like
saving the Earth and ending another genocide may have been the key
reason for joining various student clubs in college, but this time one can
proudly wear the proof of one’s membership in public. Explaining the
Stork Fountain experiment to the Washington Post, Colding-Jorgensen
said, “Just like we need stuff to furnish our homes to show who we are,
on Facebook we need cultural objects that put together a version of me
that I would like to present to the public.”
Research by Sherri Grasmuck, a sociologist at Temple University,
conﬁrms Colding-Jorgensen’s hunch, revealing that Facebook users
shape their online identities in implicit rather than explicit ways. That
is, they believe that the kinds of Facebook campaigns and groups they
join reveal more about them than whatever they put in the dull “about
me” pages. Thus, many of them join Facebook groups not only or not
so much because they support particular causes but because they be-
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lieve it’s important to be seen by their online friends to care about such
causes. In the past convincing themselves and, more important, their
friends that they were indeed socially conscious enough to be changing
the world required (at a minimum) getting off their sofas. Today, aspiring digital revolutionaries can stay on their sofas forever—or until their
iPads’ batteries run out—and still be seen as heroes. In this world, it
doesn’t really matter if the cause they are ﬁghting for is real or not; as
long as it is easy to ﬁnd, join, and interpret, that’s enough. And if it impresses their friends, it’s a true gem.
Not surprisingly, psychologists have also noticed a correlation between the use of social networking and narcissism. A 2009 national poll
of 1,068 U.S. college students conducted by researchers at San Diego
State University (SDSU) found that 57 percent of them believe that
their generation uses social networking sites for self-promotion, narcissism, and attention seeking, while almost 40 percent agreed with the
statement that “being self-promoting, narcissistic, overconﬁdent, and
attention-seeking is helpful for succeeding in a competitive world.” Jean
Twenge, an associate professor of psychology at SDSU who conducted
the study and also author of The Narcissism Epidemic: Living in the Age
of Entitlement, believes that the very structure of social networking sites
“rewards the skills of the narcissist, such as self-promotion, selecting
ﬂattering photographs of oneself, and having the most friends.” There’s
nothing wrong with self-promotion per se, but it seems quite unlikely
that such narcissistic campaigners would be able to develop true feelings of empathy or be prepared to make sacriﬁces that political life, especially political life in authoritarian states, requires.

Kandinsky and Vonnegut Are Now Friends!
Given how easy groups can form online, it is easy to mistake quantity
for quality. Facebook is already facilitating the processes that do not
really require much social glue to begin with. The truth is that it’s natural for people to form groups. Social psychologists have long understood that while it doesn’t take much to make a group of people feel
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they have a common identity, it is considerably harder to make them
act in the interests of that community or make individual sacriﬁces in
its name.
Beginning in the early 1970s much research in social psychology was
dedicated to the so-called Minimal Group Paradigm, the minimal conditions that can foster a sense of group identity among complete
strangers. It turns out that the fact of categorizing people into groups—
using completely random, coin-tossing methods—already produces a
strong feeling of group identity, enough to start discriminating against
those who are not members of the group. This was ﬁrst conﬁrmed by
a group of British researchers who showed a group of schoolboys pairs
of highly abstract paintings by two artists, Paul Klee and Wassily
Kandinsky, without identifying the authorship of each painting in the
pair. Having solicited the boys’ preferences, they used this information
to form two groups, the Klee lovers and the Kandinsky lovers, although
some children were told they were assigned to a group randomly rather
than based on their preferences. Each boy was then given a ﬁxed
amount of money and was asked to allocate it among the other boys.
Much to the surprise of the researchers, the children allocated more
money to members of their own group, even though they had no prior
shared experiences and no obvious future as a group, and it was highly
unlikely they felt strongly about either Kandinsky or Klee (in fact, in
some cases the researchers showed pairs painted by just one of them
without telling the students).
On ﬁrst sight, this only seems to bolster the case of Internet enthusiasts who celebrate the ease with which online groups can form. But
as any tax collector would know, dividing a small pot of other people’s
money in a scientiﬁc experiment is not the same as agreeing to cofund
a Kandinsky exhibition out of one’s own pocket. Obviously, the weaker
the common denominator among the members of a particular group,
the less likely they would be inclined to act as a coherent whole and
make sacriﬁces in the name of the common good. It’s little wonder that
members of most Facebook groups proudly ﬂaunt their membership
cards—but only until someone asks for hefty membership fees. Since
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there are no sacriﬁces to make on joining such groups, they attract all
kinds of adventurists and narcissists. Notes the Canadian writer Tom
Slee, “Sure, it’s easier to sign up to a Facebook group than if you have
to actually go and meet someone, but if signing up is so easy it’s not
likely to be much of a group, just as an automated phone apology that
‘all our agents are busy right now’ is cheap, and so is not much of an
apology.”
The widespread tendency to misread meaningless mutual associations, both offline and online, as something much deeper and politically
signiﬁcant is what Kurt Vonnegut was ridiculing in his 1963 novel Cat’s
Cradle, in which he wrote of the “granfalloon”: groups of people who
outwardly choose or claim to have a shared identity or purpose based
on rather imaginary premises. “The Communist Party, the Daughters
of the American Revolution, the General Electric Company, the Independent Order of Odd Fellows—and any nation, anytime, anywhere”
were Vonnegut’s most prominent examples. For Vonnegut, the granfalloon was based on little but air or, as he put it, whatever is “hiding
under the skin of a toy balloon.”
The Internet, with its promise of fostering “virtual communities” on
the cheap and widely advertised by the earlier generation of cyber-utopians
as something of a panacea to many of modern democracy’s ills, has
driven the costs of joining such groups to zero. But it’s hard to imagine
how it could, all by itself, help cultivate a deep commitment to serious
causes. This, at least for the foreseeable future, would be the task of educators, intellectuals, and, in some exceptional cases, visionary politicians. Not much has changed in that regard since 1997, when Oxford
University’s Alan Ryan wrote that “the Internet is good at reassuring
people that they are not alone, and not much good at creating a political
community out of the fragmented people that we have become.”

Killing the Slacktivist in You
Alas, those charmed by the promise of digital activism often have a hard
time distinguishing it from “slacktivism,” its more dangerous digital
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sibling, which all too often leads to civic promiscuity—usually the result of a mad shopping binge in the online identity supermarket that
is Facebook—that makes online activists feel useful and important
while having preciously little political impact.
Take a popular Facebook cause, Saving the Children of Africa. At ﬁrst
sight, it does look impressive, with over 1.7 million members, until you
discover that they have raised about $12,000 (less than one-hundredth
of a penny per person). In a perfect world, this shouldn’t even be considered a problem: It’s better to donate one-hundredth of a penny than
do nothing at all. But attention is limited, and most people only have a
few hours a month (perhaps an optimistic estimate) to spend on improving the common good. Thanks to its granularity, digital activism
provides too many easy ways out. Lots of people are rooting for the least
painful sacriﬁce, deciding to donate a penny where they may otherwise
donate a dollar. While the social science jury is still out on how exactly
online campaigning may cannibalize its offline brethren, it seems reasonable to assume that the effects are not always positive. Furthermore,
if psychologists are right and most people support political causes simply because it makes them feel happier, then it’s quite unfortunate that
joining Facebook groups makes them as happy as writing letters to their
elected representatives or organizing rallies without triggering any of
the effects that might beneﬁt society at large.
A good way to tell whether a digital campaign is serious or “slacktivist” is to look at what it aspires to achieve. Campaigns of the latter
kind seem to be premised on the assumption that, given enough tweets,
the world’s problems are solvable; in the language of computer geeks,
given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow. This is precisely what propels so many of these campaigns into gathering signatures, adding new
members to their Facebook pages, and asking everyone involved to link
to the campaign on blogs and Twitter. This works for some issues, especially those that are geography bound (e.g., performing group community service at a local soup kitchen, campaigning against a resolution
passed by a local town council, etc.). But with global issues, whether
it’s genocide in Darfur or climate change, there are diminishing returns
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to awareness raising. At some point one must convert awareness into
action, and this is where tools like Twitter and Facebook prove much
less successful.
Not surprisingly, many of these Facebook groups ﬁnd themselves in
a “waiting for Godot” predicament: Now that the group has been
formed, what comes next? In most cases, what comes next is spam.
Most of these campaigns—remember many of them, like the antiFARC campaign in Colombia, pop up spontaneously without any carefully planned course of action—do not have clear goals beyond
awareness raising. Thus, what they settle on is fund-raising. But it’s
quite obvious that not every problem can be solved with an injection
of funds. If the plight of sub-Saharan Africa or even Afghanistan is anything to judge by, money can only breed more trouble unless endemic
political and social problems are sorted out ﬁrst.
The fact that the Web has made raising money easy may result in
making it the primary focus of one’s campaigning, when the real problems lie elsewhere. Asking for money—and receiving it—may also undermine one’s efforts to engage group members in more meaningful
real-life activities. The fact that they have already donated some money,
no matter how little, makes them feel as if they have already done their
bit and should be left alone. Some grassroots campaigns are beginning
to realize this. For example, the website of Free Monem, a 2007 panArab initiative to free an Egyptian blogger from jail, featured the message “DON’T DONATE; Take action” and had logos of Visa and
MasterCard in a crossed red circle in the background. According to
Sami Ben Gharbia, a Tunisian Internet activist and one of the Free
Monem organizers, the message on the site was a way to show that their
campaign needed more than money as well as to shame numerous local
and international NGOs that like to raise money without having any
meaningful impact on the situation. In other words, the fact that the
technology for raising money is so superb these days may push some
movements to pursue monetary objectives when what they really need
to be doing is politics and advocacy instead (granted, those cost money,
too).
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On the Increased Productivity of Lonely Warriors,
or Why Some Crowds Are Wise but Lazy
That said, the meager fund-raising results of the Saving the Children
of Africa campaign—assuming that money is what they are after, as
their “about” page states (“This group need [sic] ﬁnancial support to
be able to help deprived children in all African nations”)—still look
quite puzzling. Were one to evaluate the effectiveness of this group’s efforts based on its immense potential (having access to 1.7 million
people who self-identify as interested in helping the cause) the assessment wouldn’t be too kind. Surely even a dozen people working on
their own would be able to raise more than $12,000 in the few years
that have passed since the group’s founding. Is there a danger that the
popularity of Facebook might nudge activists toward embracing some
kind of “group fetishism,” in which they opt for a group solution to
problems that could be solved much faster and better by solo artists?
Now that almost every problem could be tackled by collective action
rather than individually, is there a risk that a collective urge might also
delay the solution?
Before the Silicon Valley crowd went gung-ho about the wisdom of
crowds, social psychologists and management experts were already
studying conditions under which individuals who work as groups may
be less effective than the same individuals working solo. One of the ﬁrst
people to discover and theorize this discrepancy was the French agricultural engineer Max Ringelmann.
In 1882 Ringelmann conducted an experiment in which he asked
four individuals to pull on a rope, ﬁrst alone and then in groups, and
then compared the results. The rope was attached to a strain gauge so
it was possible to measure the pull force. To Ringelmann’s surprise, the
total pull force of the group pull was consistently less than the sum of
the individual pull forces, even as he adjusted the number of individuals
participating in the experiment. What has become known as the Ringelmann Effect is thus the opposite of synergy.
In the century that has passed since Ringelmann’s original experiment, plenty of other tests have proven that we usually put much less
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effort into a task when other people are also doing it alongside us. In
fact, calling it the Ringelmann Effect is only adding theoretical luster
to what we already knew intuitively. We don’t have to make fools of ourselves by singing “Happy Birthday” at the top of our lungs; others will
do the job just ﬁne. Nor do we always clap our hands as loudly as we
could—much to the disappointment of performers. The logic is clear:
When everyone in the group performs the same mundane tasks, it’s
impossible to evaluate individual contributions, and people inevitably
begin slacking off (it’s for this reason that another name for this phenomenon is “social loaﬁng”). Increasing the number of participants diminishes the relative social pressure on each and often results in inferior
outputs.
Hearing of Ringelmann’s experiments today, one can’t help noticing
the parallels to much of today’s Facebook activism. With the power of
Facebook and Twitter at their ﬁngertips, many activists may choose to
tackle a problem collectively when tackling it individually would make
more strategic sense. But just as “the madness of crowds” gives rise to
“the wisdom of crowds” only under certain, carefully delineated social
conditions, “social loaﬁng” leads to synergy only once certain conditions are met (it’s possible to monitor and evaluate individual contributions, and the group members are aware that such evaluation is going
on; tasks to be performed are unique and difficult, etc.) When such conditions are missing, pursuing a political end collectively rather than individually is no more desirable than choosing what to have for breakfast
by polling one’s neighbors. It’s certainly possible for a group to meet all
the conditions, but it often takes a lot of effort, leadership, and ingenuity.
This is why effective social movements don’t spring up in a day.
But Facebook simply does not provide for the kind of ﬂexibility that
this requires. Once we join a Facebook group to ﬁght for a cause, we
move at the group’s own pace, even though we could be much more
effective ﬁghting on our own. Our contributions to achieving the
group’s stated objectives are hard to verify, so we may join as many as
we want without fearing that we might get reprimanded. It’s not Facebook’s fault, of course. Most popular social networking sites were not
set up for activists by activists; they were created for the purposes of
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entertainment and attract activists not because they offer unique services but because they are hard to block.
Even though Facebook activism offers only a limited vision of what
is really possible in the digital space, the network effect—the fact that
so many people and organizations are already on Facebook—makes it
hard to think outside the box. Activists can easily set up a website with
better privacy defaults and a gazillion more functions, but why should
they bother building it if it may fail to attract any visitors? Most campaigns have no choice but to conform to the shallowness and limitations of Facebook communications; in a tradeoff between scale and
functionality, most of them choose the former. Thus, for many such
campaigns, the supposed gains of digital activism are nothing but illusory: Whatever they save through their newly found ability to recruit
new members, they lose in trying to make these new members act as a
group—and, preferably, without giving in to social loaﬁng. Facebook
may have made ﬁnding volunteers easier, but only at the cost of having
to spend more time getting those volunteers to do any work.
Furthermore, the increasingly social nature of information consumption in the digital age may result in certain causes (like those having to
do with the immediate environment, one’s friends, alma mater, and so
on) gaining a disproportionally higher place on one’s immediate agenda.
Often this is a useful change in the focus of political activism. While
many students are wasting their energy on “saving” Darfur by joining
Facebook groups, their own universities are run without the scrutiny
they deserve from the student body. Some kind of a balance between
the global and the local is desirable, but as social networking sites inundate their members with information and suggestions carefully selected based on their demographics, location, and existing networks,
it may well be that global activism is once again the aristocratic privilege
of the widely traveled and widely read upper classes.

Everybody Can’t Be Che Guevara
The decentralization of political organizing may have wonderful implications for knowledge creation—Wikipedia is one example—but the
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reality is that decentralization itself is not a sufficient condition for successful political reform. In most cases, it’s not even a desired condition.
When every node on the network can send a message to all other
nodes, confusion is the new default equilibrium condition. This is becoming obvious to anyone managing political campaigns—giving volunteers a chance to spam everyone on the list can paralyze the entire effort.
One academic observer of how campaigns worked during the Iowa Presidential Primary in 2008 was shocked by the amount of mis- and overcommunication experienced by their staff, noting that much of it was
uncalled for and harmful and remarking that “it would have taken very
peculiar priorities in activist groups or campaign organizations to generate 45 phone calls or letters in a few days to a single Goldwater supporter in 1964 or a McGovern supporter in 1972.” Not so today: It’s
distressingly easy to send 450 or 4,500 emails with a click of a button.
The ease with which supporters can now be mobilized online may
eventually block the campaigners’ imagination and preclude them from
experimenting with more costly—but also potentially more effective—
strategies. As the New Yorker’s Malcolm Gladwell, in a rather Kierkegaardian train of thought, asked the audience at F5 Expo, a Canadian
technology conference, in 2010: “What would have happened to Castro if he had had Twitter and Facebook? Would he have gone to the
trouble of putting together an extraordinary network that allowed him
to defeat Batista?” What Gladwell seems to be saying is that, despite
Facebook and Twitter’s superb ability to mobilize millions of people
in a matter of minutes, it’s not such mobilization but rather the ability
to organize and wisely expend one’s resources (it helps if they include
a hundred or more fearless gun-totting bearded guerillas) that makes
or breaks a revolution. But since Twitter and Facebook are within
much easier reach, it may be tempting to start one’s quest for a revolution in the digital rather than the physical realm. This may have
worked if activists campaigns were all like Wikipedia and other opensource projects, where tasks are granular, risk-free, and well-deﬁned,
and the timeline is extremely short. But you can’t simply join a revolution any time you want, contribute a comma to a random revolutionary decree, rephrase the guillotine manual, and then slack off for
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months. Revolutions prize centralization and require fully committed
leaders, strict discipline, absolute dedication, and strong relationships
based on trust.
The unthinking gloriﬁcation of digital activism makes its practitioners confuse priorities with capabilities. Getting people onto the streets,
which may indeed become easier with modern communication tools,
is usually the last stage of a protest movement, in both democracies and
autocracies. One cannot start with protests and think of political demands and further steps later on. There are real dangers to substituting
strategic and long-term action with spontaneous street marches. Angela
Davis, a controversial activist in the civil rights movement, knows a
thing or two about organizing. Davis, who used to associate with the
Black Panthers in the early 1970s, gradually emerged as one of the most
talented organizers on the left, having played an important role in the
struggle for civil rights. Today she is concerned with the long-term effects of the growing ease of mobilization on the effectiveness of social
movements. “It seems to me that mobilization has displaced organization, so that in the contemporary moment, when we think about organizing movements, we think about bringing masses of people into the
streets,” writes Davis in her 2005 book Abolition Democracy: Beyond
Empire, Prisons, and Torture.
The dangers of this development are obvious. The newly gained ability to mobilize may distract us from developing a more effective capacity to organize. As Davis remarks, “it is difficult to encourage people to
think about protracted struggles, protracted movements that require
very careful organizing interventions that don’t always depend on our
capacity to mobilize demonstrations.” Just because you can mobilize a
hundred million people on Twitter, in other words, does not mean you
should; it may only make it harder to accomplish more strategic objectives at some point in the future. Or as Davies herself puts it: “The Internet is an incredible tool, but it may also encourage us to think that
we can produce instantaneous movements, movements modeled after
fast food delivery.”
It seems that Iran’s Green Movement may have been much more successful in 2009 had they heeded Davis’s advice. While the unique de-
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centralized nature of Internet communications allowed the protesting
Iranians to effectively bypass censorship and broadcast information
outside of Iran, it also prevented the movement from acting in a strategic thought-out fashion or, at least, speaking with one voice. When the
time came to act in unison, thousands of Facebook groups couldn’t collect themselves into a coherent whole. Iran’s Twitter Revolution may
have drowned in its own tweets: There was just too much digital cacophony for anyone to take decisive action and lead the crowds. As one
Iranian commentator bitterly remarked on his blog: “A protest movement without a proper relationship with its own leaders is not a movement. It is no more than a blind rebellion in the streets which will
vanish sooner than you can imagine.” Social media only further added
to the confusion, for, while information seemed to be coming from
everywhere, it was not obvious that anyone was in control. “Cell phone
cameras, Facebook, Twitter . . . seem . . . to be making everything happen much faster. There’s no time to argue what it all means—what the
protesters want, if they’re ready to die. The movement rolls forward,
gathering speed, and no one really knows where it’s going,” writes a
young Iranian who participated in the 2009 protests, got arrested, and
penned a book about all those experiences under the pseudonym Afsaneh Moqadam.
Just because the Internet allows everyone to lead doesn’t mean that
nobody should follow. It’s not so hard to imagine how any protest
movement might be overstretched by the ease of communications.
When everyone can send a tweet or a Facebook message, it’s safe to assume that they will. That those numerous messages would only increase the communication overload and may slow down everyone who
receives them seems to be lost on those touting the virtues of online
organizing.

Dissidents Without Dissent
The problem with most dominant interpretations of digital activism is
that they are too utilitarian in spirit—asking questions like “how many
more clicks / eyeballs / signatures on Facebook can I garner if I invest
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more money, time, staff?”—and often overlook a softer cultural side of
activism. The fact that Facebook allows us to achieve a certain objective
X looks less impressive if achieving that objective by means of Facebook
also displaces an activity Y that may be more important—depending
on the context—in the longer run. For example, even though microwaves and frozen foods can help minimize the time spent on cooking food, few of us rush to this solution when we entertain a dinner
party, not least because there are other more important qualities to
cooking, eating, and socializing than just time or cost savings. The calculus of measuring quality of life demands a few more steps than simply
adding all the efficiencies and subtracting all the inefficiencies; it also
requires a good understanding of what particular values are important
in a particular context of human relations.
If an authoritarian regime can crumble under the pressure of a Facebook group, whether its members are protesting online or in the streets,
it’s not much of an authoritarian regime. The real effects of digital activism would thus most likely be felt only in the long term rather than
immediately. Over the long haul, the availability of such mobilization
opportunities begins to inﬂuence deeply rooted political structures and
established political processes of a particular society, authoritarian or
not. The challenge for anyone analyzing how the Internet may affect
the overall effectiveness of political activism is, ﬁrst, to determine the
kind of qualities and activities that are essential to the success of the
democratic struggle in a particular country or context and, second, to
understand how a particular medium of campaigning or facilitating collective action affects those qualities and activities.
For example, it’s safe to assume that in most countries toppling a
powerful authoritarian regime would demand dissidents who are strategic, well-organized, but above all brave and ready to die or go to prison
if the circumstances so require. Obviously, only a small share of any
country’s population would be eager to make such sacriﬁces; this is why
there is still such a heroic aura around the word “dissident.” Such people
may not be terriﬁcally successful in undermining the power of the
regime, but they might (one thinks of Gandhi) be setting an important
moral example that could nudge the rest of their fellow citizens.
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Signiﬁcant political change requires an embrace not only of conventional politics but of its most hyperactive and brutal elements: arrests,
intimidation, torture, and expulsions from universities. Solzhenitsyn
and Sakharov may have been more effective communicators if they had
access to the Internet, but it’s not certain they would have been more
effective dissidents. It was not what they said (or, for that matter, how
they said it) that awoke Russians from seven decades of a political
coma, but rather what they did—bravely deﬁed the authorities, spoke
their minds, and faced the consequences. Dissidents were much more
than hubs for the gathering and dissemination of information; their
movement, likewise, was more than the sum of such hubs, with dissident culture enabling certain kinds of risky behavior that helped to
punch holes in the once-solid structure of authoritarianism. What mattered the most about the dissidents was not what they produced but
what their activities enabled them to achieve on other fronts.
The nurturing of dissent has always depended on the ability of existing dissidents to cultivate certain myths around their activities, if
only to encourage others to follow suit. Many in the Russian dissident community still fondly remember how Sakharov and his wife,
Elena Bonner, would secretly meet in the park—a radio their sole
companion—to listen to and transcribe foreign radio broadcasts. Or
how the Czech and Polish dissidents would secretly meet in the
mountains on the Czech-Polish border, sit next to each other pretending to be resting, only to pick up each other’s bag on leaving, thus facilitating cross-border exchange of samizdat. Such tales, whether true
or not, helped to cultivate a certain image of a renegade dissident; such
a distinct cultural phenomenon must have had enormous political
repercussions, if only in terms of inciting romantic youths to join the
movement.
Since most successful dissident groups that operated in closed societies before the Internet did not embed visiting anthropologists who
could hang around them for a year and study how they came to be who
they were, we only have a cursory knowledge of what gave rise to their
dissent and courage. Take the issue of censorship, which, on ﬁrst sight,
may look unconnected to dissent. Will people be more likely to become
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dissidents if they regularly run into government censorship? Will it help
if the censorship is visible and intrusive—think radio jamming, with
all of its noises and crackles—as opposed to the more silent, internalized, and mostly invisible censorship of newspapers? At least one
scholar of Cold War history argued that radio jamming could indirectly
breed dissenting attitudes, for it “excites listener curiosity about programs being jammed, increases suspicion of the authorities’ motives
for jamming, and supports the people’s faith in what Radio Liberty has
to say.” This is not to argue that censorship is good but rather to suggest
that most people who chose to oppose their governments during communism did not just wake up one day fashioning themselves as dissidents; their politicization was a slow and complicated process that we
are only beginning to understand.
The kind of oppositional politics made possible by the Internet—
where all communication is assumed to be protected (even when it is
not), where anonymity is the default rather than the exception, where
there is a “long tail” of political causes an activist may be involved in,
where it’s easy to achieve tactical but mostly marginal victories over the
state—is not likely to produce the next Václav Havel. Someone still has
to go to prison. And many bloggers do just that. But they are still predominantly lone wolves, all too often by their own choice, who operate
without much in the way of popular appeal. Instead of building sustainable political movements on the ground, they spend their time receiving honorary awards at Western conferences and providing trenchant
critique of their governments in interviews with Western media. Yoani
Sánchez, a prominent Cuban blogger hailed by Time magazine as “one
of the world’s most inﬂuential people,” is far better known outside of
Cuba than inside, which, of course, is not for lack of trying, itself an act
of heroism given Cuba’s restrictive system of media controls. Still, in
their ability to guide the moral outlook for an entire generation,
Sánchez’s numerous blog posts, poignant as they are, hardly amount to
a single play by Havel. Becoming Cuba’s Havel may not be the goal that
Sánchez has set for herself, but this is not how most of her Western supporters, who confuse blogging with samizdat, see it.
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Likewise, it’s certainly remarkable that gays in Nigeria can now form
an online Bible study class, as the Economist approvingly reported in
one of its recent issues, for they might be beaten up if they showed up
at homophobic Nigerian churches instead. But let’s be honest: We simply don’t know if the availability of such virtual meeting space is going
to help the long-term prospects of gay rights in Nigeria. After all, changing social attitudes on such charged issues would require a series of
painful political, legal, and social reforms and sacriﬁces, which may or
may not have been made easier by the Internet. Sometimes the best
way to launch an effective social movement is to put an oppressed
group into a corner that leaves no other option but dissent and civil
disobedience. The danger is that the temporary false comfort of the
digital world may result in that group never quite feeling the corner as
forcefully.

No Such Thing as Virtual Politics
The danger that “slacktivism” poses in the context of authoritarian
states is that it may give young people living there the wrong impression
that another kind of politics—digital in nature but leading to real-world
political change and the one underpinned entirely by virtual campaigns,
online petitions, funny Photoshopped political cartoons, and angry
tweets—is not only feasible but actually preferable to the ineffective,
boring, risky, and, in most cases, outdated kind of politics practiced by
the conventional oppositional movements in their countries. But despite one or two exceptions, this is hardly the case at all. If anything,
the entertainment void ﬁlled by the Internet—the ability to escape the
gruesome and boring political reality of authoritarianism—would
make the next generation of protesters less likely to become part of traditional oppositional politics. The urge to leave the old ways of doing
politics behind is particularly strong in countries that have weak, ineffectual, and disorganized opposition movements; often the impotence
of such movements in their ﬁght against the governments generates
more anger among the young people than the governments’ misdeeds.
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But whether we like it or not, such movements are often the only hope
that such societies have. Young people have no other choice but to join
in and try to improve them. Denouncing their governments and applying for permanent residence in Twitter-land is not an option likely to
reinvigorate the moribund political process in many of these countries.
“In terms of their impact [on the Arab world, new media] seem more
like a stress reliever than a mechanism for political change,” writes Rami
Khouri, editor-at-large of Lebanon’s the Daily Star, who fears that the
overall impact of such technologies on political dissent in the Middle
East might be negative. “Blogging, reading politically racy Websites, or
passing around provocative text messages by cellphone is . . . satisfying
for many youth. Such activities, though, essentially shift the individual
from the realm of participant to the realm of spectator, and transform
what would otherwise be an act of political activism, mobilizing,
demonstrating or voting into an act of passive, harmless personal entertainment.” Mr. Khouri may be slightly overstating the case—digital activists in the Middle East can boast of quite a few accomplishments,
particularly when it comes to documenting police brutality—but his
overall concern about the long-term effects of digital activism on politics at large is well-justiﬁed.
Seeing how the worlds of offline and online politics collide in the
case of Belarus, my home country, I do detect a certain triumphalism
about online politics among the younger generation. Many young
people, frustrated by the inability of the opposition to mount a challenge to the country’s tough ruler, are beginning to wonder why they
should even bother with poorly attended town halls, rigged elections,
exorbitant ﬁnes, and inevitable jail time if the Internet allows doing politics remotely, anonymously, and on the cheap. But this has proved no
more than utopian dreaming: No angry tweets or text messages, no
matter how eloquent, have been able to rekindle the democratic spirit
of the masses, who, to a large extent, have drowned in a bottomless
reservoir of spin and hedonism, created by a government that has read
its Huxley. When most Belarusians use the Web to gorge on free entertainment on YouTube and LiveJournal, seeking solace from the dreadful
political realities of the real world, politicizing requires more than just
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sending them requests to join antigovernment Facebook groups, no
matter how persuasive those are.
While policymakers shouldn’t ignore the multiple successes of activists who have used the Internet and social media to their advantage
around the globe, from campaigning against Pervez Musharaf in Pakistan to shaming Shell about its dubious activities in Nigeria to ﬁghting
misogynist fundamentalists in India, they should also remember that,
even when successful, such campaigns always come with hidden social,
cultural, and political costs. This is even more relevant if they target a
powerful authoritarian state. One of the main reasons why the antiFARC protests were so successful in Colombia was because they were
opposing a group much hated by the Colombian government. When
the same group of activists used their Facebook know-how to launch
similar anti-Chavez protests in Venezuela in September 2009, expecting
up to sixty million people to join the protests all over the globe, only a
few thousand actually showed up (that Chavez launched a smart propaganda campaign and countered with “grassroots” protests of his own
did not help either). Whenever Hillary Clinton touts the power of social networking to change the world and David Miliband, her former
British counterpart, speaks of “civilian surge” and muses on how new
media can help “fuel the drive for social justice,” one should scrutinize
those claims closely. While it may be true that new forms of activism
are emerging, they may be eroding rather than augmenting older, more
effective forms of activism and organizing.
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Open Networks, Narrow Minds:
Cultural Contradictions
of Internet Freedom
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or all the praise that American diplomats heaped on Twitter for its
prominent role in the Iranian protests of 2009, one extremely ironic
development has gone largely unnoticed: by allowing Iranians to share
photos and videos from the streets of Tehran, Twitter’s executives may
have violated U.S. law. Few of Twitter’s cheerleaders in the media paid
any attention to the fact that the tough sanctions imposed by the U.S.
government on Iran extend to American technology companies, including those offering Internet services to ordinary Iranians.
In fact, these American sanctions, administered predominantly by
the Department of Treasury and Department of Commerce, far away
from the cyber-utopian offices of the State Department, have hurt the
development of the Iranian Internet as much as the brutal crackdowns
of the Iranian police. Until March 2010, almost a year after the protests,
Iranians could not legally download Google’s Chrome browser, place
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calls on Skype, or chat via MSN messenger. All these services (and many
more) were subject to a rather byzantine set of restrictions imposed by
the U.S. government. Some could have been overcome, but most American companies chose not to bother; such ﬁghts would be too expensive
to mount, while the proﬁts they would make by selling online advertising to Iranians didn’t seem lucrative enough.
Most Iranian opposition groups have a hard time ﬁnding an American company willing to host their websites; those who have more luck
with European or Asian ﬁrms cannot easily pay for them, as U.S.-based
online payment systems like PayPal do not offer their services to Iranians. Even more bizarrely, those who want to pierce Iran’s numerous
ﬁrewalls by circumventing government blocks of sites like Twitter cannot easily do so, as the export of anticensorship tools also falls within
the scope of the sanctions regime. Furthermore, most technologies that
feature encryption are subject to a complex set of special export regulations, waivers, and licenses. Ironically, various nonproﬁt groups
funded by the U.S. government keep training Iranian activists to use
many of those tools despite the sanctions; in a sense, American taxpayers are funding the training of Iranians in using the tools that the U.S.
government doesn’t allow them to use.
American diplomats eventually realized that the current sanctions
regime “is having an unintended chilling effect on the ability of companies such as Microsoft and Google to continue providing essential
communications tools to ordinary Iranians,” as a State Department representative put it in a letter sent to the Senate six months after the Iranian
protests. In March 2010 the Treasury agreed to make limited amendments to its regulations, allowing the export of “publicly-available mass
market online services . . . incident to the exchange of personal communications over the Internet” to Iran (Cuban and Sudanese sanctions
were also amended accordingly). These amendments, however, don’t
extend to the export of most censorship-circumvention software,
meaning that Iranians still face legal hurtles when they want to break
through the ﬁrewalls that American policymakers so badly want them
to pierce.
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A Dollar in a Haystack
This doesn’t mean that it’s impossible to get such tools to Iran legally:
One can ask the U.S. government for an export license. Not surprisingly, some of the tools that make it to Iran are backed by people and
organizations that are more successful in pressuring the U.S. government into granting them such a license. Thus, it’s those who have the
best resources—lawyers, publicists, and lobbyists—rather than the best
technologists who are most likely to see their products used by Iranians.
In March 2010, after a publicity-heavy campaign in the media, a
technology called Haystack was granted one such license. Haystack
came out of nowhere during the Iranian protests in 2009. It was
founded by two twenty-something American techies with no ties to
Iran. They got mesmerized by the pictures coming out of Tehran and
wanted to help by ﬁnding a way to give Iranians access to banned websites. Thus, they designed Haystack—a technology that would not only
pierce through the ﬁrewalls but would also make it seem as if its users
were browsing innocuous sites like weather.com. Austin Heap, the public face of Haystack who quickly became a media darling, kept boasting
that his software was not only very effective but also perfectly secure.
Such claims were impossible to verify, as no one could evaluate
Haystack: Its website contained several “Donate!” buttons but had no
link to download the actual software. Haystack’s founders claimed this
was on purpose: They simply did not want to let the Iranian government reverse-engineer their software before anyone in Iran actually got
a chance to use it.
This seemed like a good enough explanation to the media—and
Haystack continued receiving glowing coverage in the International Herald Tribune, NPR, Christian Science Monitor, and BBC News (in March
2010 The Guardian even proclaimed Austin Heap to be “Innovator of
the Year”). In August 2010 Newsweek published an approving proﬁle of
Haystack in which its founder got most of the limelight. “Tomorrow I
meet with [Sens. John] McCain, [Bob] Casey, maybe [Carl] Levin, but
I don’t know if I will have enough time,” Austin Heap told Newsweek.
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Many experts in the technology community were getting increasingly skeptical: If Haystack was, indeed, so good, why wouldn’t its
founders let anyone ﬁnd ﬂaws in it? Given that it was meant to be used
by Iranian dissidents, such concerns were justiﬁed.
Soon enough, the outlandish claims made by Haystack’s founders
angered some of the Iranians that had originally been recruited to test
Haystack in the country—and they leaked a copy of Haystack to independent third-party testers. A few hours of testing revealed that using
Haystack in Iran was extremely unsafe, as the software left digital traces
that the Iranian government could use to identify its users. As it turned
out, Haystack only had a few dozen testers in Iran—a far cry from 5,000
users that Austin Heap claimed in March 2010. By mid-September
2010 testing of Haystack in Iran was halted, while everyone working
on the Haystack project—including its high-proﬁle advisory board—
resigned.
While little is known of any Haystack-related arrests in Iran, it’s not
so hard to imagine what would have happened if Haystack did go into
mass distribution in the country. How many Iranians would learn that
Haystack violated many of the good practices that an ideal anticensorship tool should aspire to when the U.S. government happily granted
it an export license and Secretary Clinton even mentioned it in passing
in one of her interviews?
Many Iranian users may be no more sophisticated about such matters than American journalists who chose to pen admiring reviews of
Haystack. Differences between various circumvention technologies are
difficult to grasp for nontechnologists; many may mistakenly believe
that Haystack is safer than it really is simply because the U.S. government thought it a worthwhile export. Not surprisingly, the endorsement by the U.S. government only raised Haystack’s proﬁle, resulting
in even more admiration by the media.
Clearly, the way in which the review process works currently is
ﬂawed, and some may even say dangerous. While many have called for
the sanctions to be scrapped altogether, there are surely less radical
ways in which the process could be driven by the assessment of the ac-
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tual features of a technology rather than the ability of its founders to
generate buzz in the media and among policymakers.

Mugabe Blogs Here
If this could be of any consolation to Iranians, they are not alone in
their predicament; countries like Belarus, Cuba, North Korea, Syria,
Zimbabwe, and certain areas of Sudan also face various sanctions imposed by the U.S. government. Fortunately, some of them are highly
targeted, as is the case of Belarus and Zimbabwe, where they cover only
dozens of so-called specially designated nationals, mostly current and
former government officials (but also entire organizations) who have
been known to engage in outrageous abuses of power.
In theory, such targeting sounds like a great way to prevent the effects
of sanctions extending to innocent individuals. But the reality is much
more complex. Unfortunately, many American Internet companies
would rather not take the chance that some crony of Robert Mugabe
has covertly or overtly taken virtual residence on their site, as this could
lead to ﬁnes and even jail time for their executives. The only way to
avoid such risk is to extensively vet all new users from Zimbabwe, a practice so expensive and time-consuming that many companies, particularly those that don’t have large compliance budgets, prefer simply to
ban all Zimbabwean nationals and even specify that in their terms of
service. (The fact that Zimbabwe is not an important proﬁt center also
means that such a decision is relatively easy to make.) Besides, it takes a
lot of optimism to believe that American Internet companies would all
work to address the differences in the nature of sanctions imposed on
different countries. Finding how the differences in sanctions imposed
on Cuba and Syria should translate into the provision of speciﬁc services
to their nationals is a task that often requires nothing short of an Ivy
League law degree. Most companies simply opt for the lowest common
denominator—a blanket ban on all nationals of those countries.
Often this results in rather surreal situations, in which an American
company would cite the regulations of the U.S. government to stop
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providing Internet services to the entities and individuals that enjoy
the moral or ﬁnancial support of the U.S. government. Consider what
BlueHost, one of the largest Internet hosting providers in the United
States, did to the websites of the Belarusian-American Studies Association, a DC-based nonproﬁt entity that is frequently consulted by the
U.S. State Department on Belarus policy, and Kubatana, one of the
leading anti-Mugabe civil society organizations in Zimbabwe, which
also enjoys extensive contacts with the American government. On discovering that both entities are run by individuals who are citizens of
Belarus and Zimbabwe, BlueHost simply terminated their contracts
and threatened to delete all their content from its servers, since its terms
of service (the ﬁne print all of us have to scroll through searching for
that “Next” button) speciﬁed that no deals with the nationals of Belarus
and Zimbabwe were allowed, supposedly because of U.S. sanctions—
a gross misinterpretation of a highly targeted policy. BlueHost’s CEO
wasn’t swayed even when the U.S. ambassador to Zimbabwe wrote to
him to conﬁrm Kubatana’s impeccable anti-Mugabe credentials.
It took a letter from the U.S. Treasury Department to convince BlueHost to change its practices. Similar overcompliance is still common
among Internet companies. In April 2009 the popular social networking
site LinkedIn decided to ban all Syrian users from its site, citing U.S. sanctions. After its CEO saw that such a move led to a lot of LinkedIn bashing
in the blogosphere, he reversed the decision, explaining that it was the result of overzealous interpretation of existing regulations.
That most sanctions imposed by the United States on unruly governments fail to accomplish their goals is, of course, an open secret in Washington and beyond. But the futility of such sanctions in regulating
technology is even more apparent. To assume that the leaders of Belarus
or Zimbabwe would be bothering to purchase services from American
hosting companies while they can easily get them from their domestic
(and often state-controlled) ﬁrms is simply ridiculous. The chasm between the U.S. government’s rhetoric on Internet freedom and the reality
of their own restrictions on the exports of technology has not been lost
even on authoritarian states, which, on multiple occasions, have used it
to bolster their own propaganda that Washington doesn’t mean what it
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says (in 2009, a government newspaper in China deplored the U.S. government for not allowing the downloads of MSN messenger in Cuba).
But there are many other reasons why such sanctions need to go; whatever its real role and signiﬁcance in the Iranian protests, had Twitter
complied with the letter of the law in the summer of 2009, it might have
deprived Americans of an important channel of information. (Some
lawyers speculate that this would have bordered closely on what they
call “prior restraint” and may have even violated the First Amendment.)
The ineffectiveness of sanctions has, of course, rarely stopped American leaders from embarking on quixotic adventures. Still, it would be
disingenuous not to acknowledge that a campaign to promote Internet
freedom around the globe loses much of its allure when the U.S. government itself creates so many hurdles for people who want but are unable to take full advantage of the Internet. One danger of making
Internet freedom into a guiding orientation for the Western impetus to
promote democracy is that it diverts attention away from the misdeeds
and poor policies of Western governments themselves, focusing almost
exclusively on the draconian Internet controls of authoritarian governments. As the situation in Iran so aptly demonstrated, with the U.S.
State Department asking a company to continue providing the services
it shouldn’t have been providing in the ﬁrst place, even American officials can get lost in their own policies and sanctions. Until those are
simpliﬁed and purged of unnecessary hurdles, the Internet is only working at half of its fully democratizing capacity.

A Doll with Censored Nipples
In 2008 the Moroccan government’s fear of the Internet made international headlines after it jailed Fouad Mourtada, a Moroccan engineer
who had supposedly set up a fake Facebook proﬁle for Prince Moulay
Rachid, one of the country’s rulers. It never became clear how the Moroccan government traced Mourtada; some commentators even accused Facebook of turning him in. Given Facebook’s reputation with
the government, the Moroccan activist Kacem El Ghazzali must have
accepted the possibility that his government might ﬁnd a way to ban
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access to his innocently named Facebook group (Youth for the Separation Between Religion and Education). El Ghazzali wants to establish
a clearer dividing line between religion and education in his country.
He may not be calling for regime change, but given the rather soporiﬁc
pace of Moroccan politics, even such supposedly apolitical campaigns
draw ire from the country’s rulers.
El Ghazzali’s case is not unique; there is a rapidly growing network
of other occasional single-issue activists working on reforming Morocco. Thanks to the Internet, many of them are able to register their
disagreement with various policies of their government and ﬁnd likeminded individuals inside the country, in the diaspora, and elsewhere
in the Arabic-speaking world who may assist in campaigning. Predictably, the government is not thrilled, making every effort to obstruct
such activism, especially if it involves profanity or humor. The proliferation of such online initiatives may not always be terriﬁcally effective
from a policy-planning perspective—everything else being equal,
charges of slacktivism are inevitable—but the real contribution of Facebook groups to the democratization of Morocco may lie in pushing the
boundaries of what can and cannot be said in this conservative society
rather than mobilizing street protests. (To label any Facebook activity
as extremely useless or extremely useful just because it takes place on
Facebook would thus be an obvious case of Internet-centrism; what may
be destructive in the context of Belarus, a society with a much more
open, even if still state-manipulated, public sphere, may actually be quite
useful in the context of the more socially conservative Morocco.)
One day in 2010 El Ghazzali logged onto Facebook and discovered that
his group was gone, along with the list of its more than 1,000 members. It
was not obvious how the Moroccan government could be involved—
unless, that is, they had friends in Palo Alto, California, where Facebook’s headquarters are located. It turned out that Facebook itself had
deleted his group, and it did not bother to give El Ghazzali any explanation or even warn him about what was coming.
When he emailed the company demanding an explanation, his own
proﬁle on the site was deleted as well. When a few days later several
prominent international bloggers stood up for El Ghazzali and the story
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got media attention in the West, Facebook restored the banned group
but still did not explain its motivation for the original blocking. El
Ghazzali himself was not so lucky: He had to create a brand-new Facebook account for himself, since his original account was not restored.
Such (relatively) happy endings are rare; most similar cases do not
attract the kind of attention to push Facebook and other intermediaries
to rein in their bureaucratic excesses. Had it not been for the international attention that El Ghazzali’s case had received, he, like many other
activists before him, would have had to rebuild his online campaign from
scratch. One can’t easily accuse Facebook of any legal wrongdoing—
after all, it is a private company and can do whatever it wants to. Perhaps, for reasons of their own, Facebook executives did not want to be
seen as taking sides in Morocco’s secularism debate; alternatively, the
deletion of El Ghazzali’s group was simply the result of a human error,
of someone mistaking his group for a quasi-revolutionary collective
asking for the overthrow of the Moroccan government (since Facebook
didn’t issue a press release, we will never know). What is clear is that,
contrary to the expectations of many Western policymakers, Facebook
is hardly ideal for promoting democracy; its own logic, driven by proﬁts
or ignorance of the increasingly global context in which it operates, is,
at times, extremely antidemocratic.
Were Kafka to pen his novel The Trial—in which the protagonist is
arrested and tried for reasons that are never explained to him—today,
El Ghazzali’s case could certainly serve as inspiration. That much of
digital activism is mediated by commercial intermediaries who operate
on similar Kafkaesque principles is cause for concern, if only because
it introduces too much unnecessary uncertainty into the activist chain.
Imagine that El Ghazzali’s group was planning a public protest on the
very day that its page got deleted: The protest could have easily been
derailed. Until there is complete certainty that a Facebook group won’t
be removed at the most unfortunate moment, many dissident groups
will shy away from making it their primary channel of communication.
In reality, there is no reason why Facebook should even bother with
defending freedom of expression in Morocco, which is not an appealing
market to its advertisers, and even if it were, it would surely be much
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easier to make money there without crossing swords with the country’s
rulers. We do not know how heavily Facebook polices sensitive political
activity on its site, but we do know of many cases similar to El Ghazzali’s. In February 2010, for example, Facebook was heavily criticized
by its critics in Asia for removing the pages of a group with 84,298
members that had been formed to oppose the Democratic Alliance for
the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong, the pro-establishment and
pro-Beijing party. According to the group’s administrator, the ban was
triggered by opponents ﬂagging the group as “abusive” on Facebook.
This was not the ﬁrst time that Facebook constrained the work of such
groups. In the run-up to the Olympic torch relay passing through Hong
Kong in 2008, it shut down several groups, while many pro-Tibetan activists had their accounts deactivated for “persistent misuse of the site.”
It’s not just politics: Facebook is notoriously zealous in policing other
types of content as well. In July 2010 it sent multiple warnings to an
Australian jeweler for posting photos of her exquisite porcelain doll,
which revealed the doll’s nipples. Facebook’s founders may be young,
but they are apparently puritans.
Many other intermediaries are not exactly unbending defenders of
political expression either. Twitter has been accused of silencing online
tribute to the 2008 Gaza War. Apple has been bashed for blocking Dalai
Lama–related iPhone apps from its App Store for China (an application
related to Rebiya Kadeer, the exiled leader of the Uighur minority, was
banned as well). Google, which owns Orkut, a social network that is
surprisingly popular in India, has been accused of being too zealous in
removing potentially controversial content that may be interpreted as
calling for religious and ethnic violence against both Hindus and Muslims. Moreover, a 2009 study found that Microsoft has been censoring
what users in the United Arab Emirates, Syria, Algeria, and Jordan could
ﬁnd through its Bing search engine much more heavily than the governments of those countries. Anyone visiting websites that contain
words like “sex” or “porn” in their URLs in a country like Jordan will
be able to access them; however, were Jordanians to search for anything
containing those terms on Bing, they would simply see a warning from
Microsoft.
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Dangerous Intermediaries
Is there a secret plot by the world’s largest technology companies to
restrict global freedom of expression? Probably not. The sheer amount
of content uploaded to all these sites makes it impossible to administer
them without making mistakes. The border between a video promoting violence and a video documenting human rights abuses is rather
blurry and often impossible to determine without an intimate knowledge of the context in which the video was made. Google, for example,
has been accused of removing from YouTube a series of videos from
Egypt that depicted police brutality on the basis of their being too violent. (Google later acknowledged that it had done so in error.) But
knowing that a video captures an act of police brutality rather than a
scene from a horror movie requires knowing the context, and this is
not so easy, given that twenty-four hours of video is uploaded to
YouTube every minute. The only way to completely avoid making mistakes on this front is to hire panels of human rights lawyers and pair
them up with regional experts to review every piece of controversial
content that is found on sites like YouTube and Facebook. To its credit,
YouTube is much more open about its content removal strategies than
Facebook; one may disagree with the principles it employs—and especially with the way in which its video-analysis technology “recommends” videos that need special attention by humans—but at least the
company is transparent about it, thus making it easier for activists to
make educated guesses.
Some companies have tried to address this issue by introducing ways
in which users themselves can report videos that they ﬁnd offensive,
somehow alleviating the burden on their own internal police. So far, however, such features have triggered a disturbing surge in cyber-vigilantism.
For example, a well-coordinated group of two hundred culturally conservative users in Saudi Arabia, known as “Saudi Flagger,” regularly
monitor all Saudi Arabia–related videos uploaded to YouTube. En
masse, they complain about the videos they do not like—most of them
critical about Islam or Saudi’s rulers—“ﬂagging” them for YouTube’s
administrators as inappropriate and misleading. (The group’s members
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have a more philosophical take on their work: “All we do is to perform
our duty towards our religion and homeland,” Mazen Al Ali, one of the
group’s volunteers, told the Saudi daily Al Riyadh in 2009.) Good judgment, as it turns out, cannot be crowdsourced, if only because special
interests always steer the process to suit their own objectives.
Perhaps it is only natural that in its quest for more and better eyeballs, digital activism breeds a culture of dependence on large intermediaries, where those with a dissenting viewpoint have to read pages of
ﬁne print before sharing their subversive thoughts online. What’s
worse, the ﬁne print is often ambiguous and inconclusive. (Who would
have guessed Facebook frowns on dolls’ nipples?) Even those who master it in full can never be sure that they are not breaching some arcane
rule. While activists can minimize their exposure to intermediaries by
setting up their own independent sites, chances are that their efforts
may not receive the kind of global attention that they might on Facebook or YouTube. Faced with the painful choice between scale and control, activists usually choose the former, surrendering full control over
their chosen platform.
None of the popular Web 2.0 sites have handled such issues with
consistency. Some clearly activist content is deemed offensive and removed; some stays on and attracts millions of views. The ensuing uncertainty works against digital activists. Who wants to invest time,
money, and effort into building an antigovernment Facebook group
only to have it deleted by the site’s administrators? As a result, supporting structures that could have provided fertile foundations for building
social capital online never solidify quite fully.
There are no simple remedies for such problems. This is not a ﬁght
against almighty Chinese censors; it’s a ﬁght against well-meaning technology types in the Bay Area who, not wanting to turn their sites into
playgrounds for terrorists, sadists, or some dangerous fringe movements, tend to overcensor or adopt one-size-ﬁts-all censorship policies
that don’t try too hard to study what it is they are censoring. Of course,
no one expects Facebook to stop making money and turn their site into
a colony of revolutionary cells, but the least they can do is to remove
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any ambiguity from their censorship process, for it’s the ambiguity that
confuses so many activists.
Ultimately, the rapidly growing role of Western intermediaries is yet
further proof that the battle for Internet freedom, however ill-conceived
it may be, should also be fought in the spacious meeting rooms of Silicon Valley. Winning the battles in Moscow, Beijing, or Tehran won’t
automatically turn the Facebooks and Googles of this world into responsible global citizens. Unfortunately, there was little acknowledgment of that fact in Hillary Clinton’s seminal speech on the subject,
even thought this is an area where Western policymakers could accomplish the most simply by means of legislation. Nascent industry-wide
initiatives like the Global Network Initiative—which Facebook didn’t
join, claiming that, as a young company, it did not have the resources
to pay the $250,000 membership fee—that aspire to make technology
companies pledge their commitment to a set of values are, in principle,
a worthy undertaking. But ensuring compliance to the very principles
that companies pledge allegiance to may require a strong push from
governments in North America and Europe. Microsoft, for example, is
a member of GNI, and yet the way its Bing search engine works in the
Middle East does not fully adhere to the spirit of the initiative. Unless
technology companies are somehow made to deliver on their own
pledges, initiatives like GNI will be little but publicity stunts, meant to
assure policymakers that the companies joining it are responsible global
citizens.
Most unfortunately, it seems that the relatively short-lived quest for
Internet freedom has already been corrupted by that old Washington
problem: the tight embrace between policymakers and the industry. Two
of the high-proﬁle State Department appointees who spearheaded much
of the work on Internet freedom, including establishing a close partnership with Silicon Valley ﬁrms, left Washington to work for those very
ﬁrms. One, Katie Jacobs Stanton, adviser to the Office of Innovation,
left to work for Twitter as its head of international strategy; the other,
Jared Cohen, went to Google to head its new think tank. Of course,
such turnover is nothing new for Washington, but it hardly provides an
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effective foundation for promoting Internet freedom or taking a critical
view of the practices of technology ﬁrms, which are also in desperate
need of suave executives with government experience.

The Beam in Thine Own Cyberspace
Even though the emerging public debate about Internet freedom inevitably ends with loud calls to oppose greater control of the Internet
by authoritarian governments, Western policymakers should not let
such rhetoric get the better of their common sense. Otherwise it would
become all too easy to ignore the problems and debates about Internet
regulations in their own backyard. The reality is that in their statements
and actions most policymakers already acknowledge that a free Internet
unburdened by regulation is likely to be as conducive to democratization as a government unburdened by the rule of law.
As the Internet gains in importance and penetrates more and more
walks of public life, Western governments are poised to feel—and many
of them are already feeling—growing pressure to regulate it. Some of
that pressure will inevitably have illegitimate, harmful, and undemocratic origins; much of it won’t. The way forward is to acknowledge
that the public pressure to regulate the Web is growing and that not all
of the ensuing regulation should be resisted because the Internet is the
sacred cow of the libertarian movement. The only way to get it right is
to avoid holding on to some abstract absolute truths—for example, that
the Internet is a revolutionary force that should be spared any regulation
whatsoever—but rather to invest one’s energy into seeking broad public
agreement on what acceptable, transparent, just, and democratic procedures by which such regulation is to occur should look like.
While the discussion of those ideal procedural principles merits a
book of its own, anyone designing them should be aware of some major
inconsistencies between the strong antiregulation impetus of Western
foreign policy and the equally strong pro-regulation impetus of Western
domestic policy. For while American diplomats are preaching the
virtues of a free and open Internet abroad, an Internet unburdened by
police, court orders, and censorship, their counterparts in domestic law
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enforcement, security, and military agencies are preaching—and some
are already pursuing—policies informed by a diametrically opposite
assessment of those virtues.
The quixotic quest to promote and defend Internet freedom may be
a doomed enterprise from the beginning, for its ambitious objectives
are programmed to collide with equally ambitious domestic objectives.
To stay oblivious to the inevitability of this collision is to give false hope
to activists and dissidents in authoritarian states, who may be naïvely
hoping that the West will stick to its promises.
That the government needs to be brought into cyberspace or else
cyberspace may lead to lawlessness in the real world is a view rapidly
gaining traction among Western policymakers. “Cyberspace is increasingly Hobbesian, and the belief of the pioneers that a ‘social contract’
would emerge naturally from the self-organizing internet community
without the intervention of the state has proven to be either wrong or
moving at a pace so slow that it threatens security,” writes James Lewis,
a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington and one of the authors of the report Securing Cyberspace
for the 44th Presidency, something of a cybersecurity blueprint for the
Obama administration. “The emancipatory aspirations for a libertarian
cyberspace that would, to unparalleled extents, privilege social freedom
over regulation, may end up in a socio-technical regime that largely undermines and reverses the freedom it once enabled,” concurs Jeanette
Hofmann of the London School of Economics.
It is, then, hardly surprising that some Western governments—
Australia leads the pack here—are constantly ﬂirting with censorship
schemes that bear an eerie resemblance to those of China. For several
years now European governments have been trying to pass hard-hitting
legislation aimed at curbing illegal ﬁle-sharing, which may result in
more aggressive tracking of users by their ISPs. The U.S. government,
under immense pressure from the corporate sector and various activist
groups, may soon be pushing to control the Internet on several fronts
at once. Military and law enforcement agencies are the most aggressive
in their push toward more Internet control. The Obama administration
has been lobbying to allow the FBI to get access to more Internet
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records—like email addresses and browsing history—without seeking
court orders. The White House’s logic in this case rests on a particular
and rather aggressive interpretation of existing rules about phone
records, and many privacy activists take exception to establishing functional identity between phone numbers and email addresses. Whatever
the legal merits of the administration’s argument, it is obvious that once
such measures go into effect in the United States, it would be impossible to stop other governments from expanding their own legal provisions to match the American standard.
Just like their peers in China and Iran, law enforcement professionals
in the West are beginning to troll social networking sites, searching for
details of their cases or just looking for new threats. On a purely rhetorical level, it’s hypocritical for democratic governments to criticize
authoritarian governments for employing the same tactics. While the
world’s attention was ﬁxed on the young people arrested in Iran, most
Western observers paid no attention when the New York Police Department went after and arrested Elliot Madison, a forty-one-year-old
American activist from Queens who used Twitter to help protesters
against the G20 summit in Pittsburgh evade the police. Nor did the
world see much public outcry when in early 2010 two members of
Philadelphia’s city council considered legal action against Facebook,
Twitter, and MySpace after those sites had been used to organize violent snowball ﬁghts in the city. When democratically elected politicians
in the West champion the organizing power of social media while the
police arrest citizens who take advantage of that power, how can the
West expect to hold high moral ground over China and Iran? If American lawmakers are willing to punish popular Internet sites for facilitating snowball ﬁghts, it’s hard not to expect the Iranian government to
punish them for facilitating street protests.
Plenty of American decision makers in the defense and intelligence
communities are pushing to reengineer the Internet to better protect
the country from cyberwar by making it easier to track cyber-attacks,
hardly good news for anyone concerned about privacy. When the director of the FBI publicly admits that he doesn’t bank online out of se-
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curity concerns, it’s a sure bet that more control and regulation of the
Internet are on their way. Cybercrime has been one of the few consistently growing activities on the Internet, and its future prospects look
bright. Now, with the rapidly expanding trade in virtual goods on social
networking sites and other websites, crimes that target such goods have
spiked as well (in 2009, the fraud rate for merchants selling virtual
goods was 1.9 percent, compared to 1.1 percent for those selling physical goods online).
That so many online transactions are anonymous is believed to be the
chief reason behind rapidly growing rates of cybercrime. Not surprisingly, many governments are attempting to link our online actions to
our real names. Speaking at a April 2010 cybersecurity conference,
Stewart Baker, former counsel of NSA, was just expressing a popular
view in intelligence circles when he said that “anonymity is the fundamental problem we face in cyberspace.” In his much-discussed 2010
book about cyberwarfare, Richard Clarke, a senior national security official in many administrations, proposed that more ISPs should engage
in “deep packet inspection,” a practice that would allow them to better
analyze the information sent and received by their customers, thus identifying cyber-threats and dealing with them at an early stage. Clarke’s is
a legitimate proposal that deserves debate and scrutiny by the public,
but it’s important to remember that it’s through deep packet inspection—
and using equipment bought from European companies—that Iran
manages to keep such a tight hold on the Web. Very little can be done
about Iran’s use of the technology: Nokia-Siemens, one of the companies that supplied Iran with the inspection equipment, rightfully points
out that this is the same equipment used by Western governments, even
if they may not engage in such practices as aggressively as the Iranians.
As deep packet inspection becomes even more widespread in the West,
it will become nearly impossible to hold Nokia-Siemens—never mind
Iran—responsible for its actions. The public may decide that it wants
more deep packet inspections to address the threats posed by cybercrime or terrorism; they’ll just need to remember it will have rather
chilling effects on the business of promoting democracy abroad.
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More junior and more tech-friendly military staffers have also been
trying to ﬁgure out how to tame the Internet. In “Sovereignty in Cyberspace,” a 2010 article published in Air Force Law Review, Lieutenant
Colonel Patrick Franzese, who is with the U.S. Strategic Command,
proposed that “[American] users wanting to access the Internet globally
could be required to use a biometric scanner before continuing.”
Franzese’s justiﬁcation for establishing a tighter control over the Internet is common in military circles: “Cyberspace provides states and nonstate actors the opportunity to negate the United States’ conventional
military advantage, circumvent its natural boundaries, and directly attack critical infrastructure inside the United States.” It certainly helps
that reining in cyberspace seems considerably easier than other domains. The notion of an Internet kill-switch is probably just an urban
myth, but little about the infrastructure of today’s Internet precludes
some kind of a biometric scanner standing between users and the Internet. (Indeed, many laptops today already carry ﬁngerprint-scanning
devices.)
It is not just the military folks who are concerned about controlling
the Web. Parental associations want to make it easier to track online
pedophile activities and protect their children. Hollywood, music studios, and publishing companies are pushing for better ways to track and
delete unauthorized exchange of copyright-protected content. Banks
want stricter identity controls to minimize online fraud. That more and
more people in the developing world are getting online is not seen as a
precursor to a truly global conversation but rather as a precursor to
global hell populated by Nigerian email scammers. Back in 1997, Eli
Noam, a professor of communications at Columbia University, rightly
observed that a free Internet—an Internet without barriers of any sort,
where governments cannot erect barriers to protect their citizens
against practices and services that they deem illegal—is not what the
American public wants, so Americans should stop being in denial. “For
all the rhetoric of an Internet ‘free trade zone,’ will the United States
readily accept an Internet that includes Thai child pornography, Albanian tele-doctors, Cayman Island tax dodges, Monaco gambling, Niger-
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ian blue sky stock schemes, Cuban mail-order catalogues?” asked Noam
on the pages of the New York Times. The answer was no in 1997, and
it’s a much more resounding no today.
And the conversation gets even weirder once we get out of the
United States and look at other Western democracies. When South Korean lawmakers want their government to be more effective in banning
any South Koreans from visiting any North Korean websites, it’s hard
to imagine how a common Western position on Internet freedom may
ever emerge. Such cacophony is not lost on authoritarian governments,
who take every opportunity to introduce their own Internet controls
and justify them based on greater regulation of the Web by their peers
in the West. In February 2006, when confronted with criticism that
there is too much Internet control in China, Liu Zhengrong, who then
supervised Internet affairs for the information office of China’s State
Council, quoted the American experience with the USA PATRIOT Act
and asked why China cannot be allowed to do the same. “It is clear that
any country’s legal authorities closely monitor the spread of illegal information. We have noted that the U.S. is doing a good job on this
front. . . . So why should China not be entitled to do so?” So far Western
democracies have not come up with a satisfying answer.
Western policymakers’ nearly exclusive attention to problems like
cybercrime and censorship may have crowded out serious debate on
arguably more important issues like privacy. Lawmakers in most
countries—with the possible exceptions of Germany, Switzerland, and
Canada—have found themselves too overwhelmed to regulate social
networks, essentially giving carte blanche to sites like Facebook. Furthermore, most cheerleaders of Web 2.0 believe that the calls for more
privacy are unjustiﬁed and we as a society need to adjust to a world
where everything is transparent. “We will simply become much more
accepting of indiscretions over time. The point is, we don’t really care
about privacy anymore. And Facebook is just giving us exactly what we
want,” writes Michael Arrington of the popular technology blog
TechCrunch. “I’d rather have entrepreneurs making high-proﬁle mistakes about [privacy] boundaries, and then correcting them, than
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silently avoiding controversy . . . or avoiding a potentially contentious
area of innovation because they are afraid of backlash,” says Tim
O’Reilly, the iconic publisher of technology books.
Such a stance is seriously problematic, for it has dire implications for
users in authoritarian states. While many of us in the developed world
can maybe survive the demise of privacy as long as other legal institutions are working well (and that’s a very big “maybe”), it might easily
have disastrous consequences elsewhere. Developing countries, where
most citizens do not have bankable credit cards and are thus of little interest to online advertisers, hardly matter for Silicon Valley. No one is
going to design a more secure version of their social network for them,
even if the political situation in their countries requires a more careful
attitude toward sharing personal data. A laissez-faire regulatory approach
that glosses over high-proﬁle mistakes in the name of innovation may
eventually give us a shiny portable guide to the best frappuccinos in the
neighborhood, but it may also inadvertently compromise the security
of Iranian bloggers, who won’t be treated to many frappuccinos in
Tehran’s Evin Prison.
As long as Western governments regulate the Internet out of concerns for terrorism or crime, as they currently aspire to, they also legitimize similar efforts—but this time done primarily for political
reasons—undertaken by authoritarian governments. Even worse, in
areas like cybercrime, the military and intelligence communities on
both sides of the Atlantic would actually be quite happy to see Russian
and Chinese governments establish stronger control over their respective national Internets. The West’s own desire to have those governments do something about uncontrollable, even if hardly devastating,
cyber-attacks that are regularly unleashed by their hacker populations
trumps the impetus to promote abstract goods like Internet freedom
simply because the security of America’s own trade secrets always
comes before the security of foreigners’ social networking proﬁles.
To top it all off, officials tasked with U.S. domestic Internet policy—
above all, the Federal Communications Commission—are also fond
of the term “Internet freedom,” by which they refer, primarily, to the
issue of network neutrality, that is, ensuring that all types of content
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are treated equally and are not discriminated against by ISPs. The landmark net neutrality legislation proposed by FCC bears the name “Internet Freedom Act of 2010.” It may be the case that drawing some
parallels between the foreign and the domestic uses of the term may
help both diplomats and technology policy wonks bring greater media
attention to their cause, but, most likely, it would make both meanings
extremely fuzzy, creating rhetorical traps for the U.S. government. In
late 2009, while speaking on the subject of network neutrality, Andrew
McLaughlin, the deputy chief technology officer of the U.S. government, said that “if it bothers you that the Chinese government [censors
the Web], it should bother you when your cable company does it.” He
thus unwillingly supplied authoritarian governments with one more
potential opportunity to chide the United States for not sticking to the
principles it wants to promote abroad. Should the FCC’s own aspirations to promote net neutrality be undercut by Congress, the Chinese
and Iranian governments would score some major propaganda points
by simply pointing out that American lawmakers, too, are regularly impinging on Internet freedom. Such is the cost of building government
policy around highly ambiguous terms and then choosing to use them
in completely different contexts.

Cyberwar Can Be Good for You
But foreign policy challenges and contradictions would also make the
defense of Internet freedom hard to mount in the long term. As it becomes easier to organize targeted and well-contained attacks (i.e., without any unintended side effects) on sites of, say, Islamic extremists,
there will be more calls to simply disable them, if only to stop future
terrorist attacks. Of course, such sites also present immense intelligence
value, which may explain why so many of them are allowed to operate.
But this choice between attacking and spying on sites that the West
hates or fears does not sound like a good way to burnish its credentials
as a defender of Internet freedom.
Before the West makes an unconditional commitment to keeping the
Internet free at all costs and in all situations, it also needs to consider
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that such policy is likely to clash with its own need to control and disrupt ﬂows of information under pressing circumstances. Back in the
1990s it was quite fashionable to talk of “information intervention.”
Jamie Metzl, then a U.S. State Department official who emerged as a
leading advocate of the policy of information intervention, persuasively
argued that “the time has come to develop, reﬁne, and institutionalize
information-based responses to incendiary mass communications.” By
that Metzl meant primarily the ability to jam broadcasts inciting people
to genocide.
Adjusting this concept to the Internet era raises many interesting
questions. Would Western powers allow foreign radio stations broadcasting ethnic prejudice and hatred over the Internet to continue operating if there was a possibility of another genocidal war? Such was
the unfortunate role of the radio in Rwanda and Yugoslavia in the
1990’s, only the media hadn’t yet shifted online. The liberal interventionists in the West probably would want to retain that capability; as
Metzl rightly pointed out in 1997, “the free ﬂow provisions of international telecommunications law hardly trump the revisions of the genocide convention that make inciting genocide illegal under international
law.” The lack of a quick “off ” button that could simply shut down most
Internet-based communications in a given region would become apparent the moment a large-scale genocide struck. If anything, the West
wants to promote Internet freedom with a few giant asterisks, but the
asterisks somehow get lost in translation.
This may seem like an overblown concern—ISPs may simply be
down during the next genocide—but we have to remember that Western
governments, concerned as they are about terrorism, will always want
to preserve the ability to turn parts of the Internet off, if only temporarily
or if only to a few foreign websites. Few sane policymakers would endorse a foreign policy that doesn’t provide for such capability. Actually,
such temporary Internet shutdowns happen all the time, even when no
genocide is taking place. In 2008 the U.S. military launched cyber-attacks
against an Islamist Internet forum in Saudi Arabia—ironically, itself ﬁrst
set up by the CIA to learn more about the jihadists’ plans—to prevent
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the jihadists from collaborating and launching joint attacks on American targets in Iraq.
Cyber-attacks present us with an intellectually complex case that deserves a much more rigorous treatment than is allowed by inherently
reductionist concepts like Internet freedom. When Hillary Clinton proclaimed that “countries or individuals that engage in cyber attacks
should face consequences and international condemnation,” she forgot
to mention that American hackers, too, regularly launch cyber-attacks
on the websites of governments they do not like. Most recently, this
happened during the Iranian protests, when many Americans and Europeans eagerly joined an extremely well-publicized—mostly over
Twitter—campaign to launch cyber-attacks on the websites of the Iranian government and thus thwart their ability to spread lies and propaganda. “The public’s ability to strike back is something that every
government should be reminded of from time to time” is how Matthew
Burton, a former analyst with the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency
who participated in the attacks, justiﬁed his involvement. But this was
not such a good idea after all: The attacks slowed down the Iranian Internet, making it harder to upload photos and videos from the street
protests.
The most interesting part about this cyber-campaign was that
American authorities did not react to it. The problem with such a
seemingly cool stance is that when similar attacks were launched against
the governments of Estonia and Georgia—supposedly by Russian
nationalists—many officials on both sides of the Atlantic were quick
to demand that Russia should stop tolerating its hackers and prosecute
them. It sounded like a credible admonishment, but America’s inaction
in Iran meant that the United States, at least, ceded that moral ground.
It’s hard to avoid accusations of duplicity when America’s own citizens—
including former spies like Burton—openly spearhead attacks on the
websites of a sovereign country that they happen to dislike. Despite
Hillary Clinton’s unambiguous proclamations to the contrary, Western
policymakers simply do not yet have a coherent policy on cyber-attacks,
nor do they know what that policy should look like. Instead of banning
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them outright, they should try to come up with a more sophisticated
approach that may accept that some such attacks are inevitable and, potentially, even desirable.
Many cyber-attacks—especially those of the DDoS variety—may
simply be construed as acts of civil disobedience, equivalent to demonstrations in the streets. It’s not obvious that a campaign to limit the public’s ability to practice those would abet the cause of democratization.
If society tolerates organizing sit-ins in university offices and temporarily halting their work, there is nothing wrong—at least, in principle—
with allowing students to organize DDoS attacks on university
websites. In fact, this is already happening, with various degrees of success. In March 2010 Ricardo Dominguez, a professor at University of
California at San Diego, called on his students to launch DDoS attacks
on the website of the university’s president to protest more than $900
million in budget cuts (the university administrators disconnected the
professor’s own server in retaliation). Some European courts have already ruled on that matter—in favor of DDoS as a means of dissent. In
2001 a German activist launched a series of DDoS attacks on the websites of Lufthansa to protest the fact that the airline allowed the German
police to use its planes to deport asylum seekers. He argued that his
campaign amounted to a virtual sit-in, and a German appeals court
agreed.
The morality and legality of such cases have to be judged on a caseby-case basis. Clearly it would be inappropriate to outlaw all cyberattacks across the board or proclaim them to be immoral. Imagine that
pro-democracy activists in some authoritarian country governed by a
ruler friendly to the United States—say Egypt or Azerbaijan—use
Twitter and Facebook to launch or publicize a series of cyber-attacks
on their government’s websites and get arrested as a result. What should
the U.S. government do in the face of such a Sartrean predicament?
Speaking up on behalf of those activists would mean condoning cyberattacks as a legitimate means of expressing dissent and would thus risk
triggering a cascade; staying silent would mean reneging on core principles of Internet freedom, further entrenching authoritarian rule, and
inviting even more cyber-attacks. It’s a tricky situation that cannot be
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resolved in the abstract; what is clear, though, is that it is a bit premature
to make major political commitments that would force Western policymakers to choose one over the other regardless of the context in
which such cyber-attacks happen.

You Can’t Be a “Little Bit Free” on the Internet
Perhaps Western governments harbor no ambitions of promoting
Twitter revolutions. It’s possible they just want to chide authoritarian
governments for excessive Internet censorship and unexplained cyberattacks. Maybe all they want is to promote freedom of the Internet
rather than freedom via the Internet. Nevertheless, it’s not the Western
governments’ original intentions that shape responses from their authoritarian adversaries; it’s the perceptions of those intentions. There
is such a long-running suspicion about the motives of the United States
in many parts of the world that John Mearsheimer, a prominent scholar
of international relations at the University of Chicago, justiﬁably concludes, “It should be obvious to intelligent observers that the United
States speaks one way and acts another.” Nowhere is this chasm more
obvious than in what the State Department says about Internet freedom
and what the Department of Defense does about Internet control.
Even Western policymakers cannot agree on the extent to which the
power of the Internet should be harnessed to engender democratic
change around the world. “The problem is that in Washington, the
phrase ‘global Internet freedom’ is like a Rorschach test, in which different people look at the same ink splotch and see very different things,”
writes Rebecca MacKinnon, who, as a leading expert on China’s Internet, had the privilege of giving several congressional testimonies and
thus studying the Internet freedom zeitgeist on Capitol Hill. MacKinnon is quick to add that such a lack of clarity is also the main reason
why “there is [still] no political consensus whatsoever on how to coordinate the conﬂicting interests and policy goals.”
Nevertheless, as discussions on the subject advance, it’s already possible to outline various schools of thought. One must distinguish between the weak form of Internet freedom promoted by the Obama
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administration and foreign policy liberals and its strong form, which is
embraced by those who favor a more assertive, neoconservative foreign
policy (its adherents are scattered across numerous think tanks like the
George W. Bush Institute, the Hudson Institute, Freedom House, many
of which were present at the Bush Institute gathering in Texas).
Whereas the weak form implies an almost exclusive focus on defending online freedom of expression—freedom of the Internet—the strong
version, eagerly embraced by the cyber-cons, seeks to promote freedom
via the Internet and envisions the Internet as an enabler of some kind
of 1989-inspired bottom-up revolt, with tweets replacing faxes. To use
Isaiah Berlin’s famous distinction, while the weak form of Internet freedom is preoccupied mostly with promoting negative liberty (i.e., freedom from something: government online surveillance, censorship,
DDoS attacks), the strong form of Internet freedom is more concerned
with advancing the causes of positive liberty (i.e., freedom to do something: mobilize, organize, protest).
The strong agenda operates with the plain old rhetoric of “regime
change” but spruced up with the libertarian language of Palo Alto. The
weak agenda, it seems, aspires for little else but the preservation of the Internet as it is today, and it is ultimately rooted in the defense of freedom
of expression, as codiﬁed in Article 19 of the UN Declaration of Human
Rights (“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers”). The vision that underpins the struggle to
build a world with few limits on speech does not necessarily forgo democracy promotion as one of its objectives; rather it takes a much
longer view. The cyber-cons, of course, wouldn’t mind preserving a free
Internet either, but for them it’s mostly an instrument to enable democratic rebellions in Belarus, Burma, and Iran.
Those in the weak agenda camp—most of them self-proclaimed fans
of liberalism and international institutions—are walking into a trap of
their own making, for most nonexperts, at least judging by the irrational
exuberance over Iran’s Twitter Revolution, interpret the term in its strong
form, characterized by a much more aggressive use of the Internet to
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overthrow authoritarian regimes. The ﬁrst image that comes to mind
when one hears the words “Internet freedom” is that of the dying Neda
Agha-Soltan surrounded by Iranian youngsters with mobile phones, not
the picturesque conference room of the International Telecommunications Union in Geneva hosting a debate about the future of Internet governance. The problem is that if this more aggressive interpretation sticks
around—and so far all the indicators show that it will—liberals’ ability
to protect the free ﬂow of information on the Internet as well as to actually promote freedom without the Internet (i.e., through more conventional offline means) could be severely compromised.
That there are two different kinds of Internet freedom is lost on most
media commentators in America, who believe that it’s one of the few
truly bipartisan issues facing the nation. Commenting on the George
Bush cyber-dissidents conference in Dallas, Barrett Sheridan, a staff reporter for Newsweek, admired the fact that “there aren’t many ideas that
unite former U.S. president George W. Bush and his successor, Barack
Obama, but one safe topic for conversation would be Internet freedom
and the power of technology to foment democratic revolutions.” Why
Obama should even be having this conversation is not obvious. Elsewhere in his foreign policy, he did everything he could to dispel the
myth that he wants to follow his predecessor in “fomenting democratic
revolutions.” The ambiguity over the meaning of Internet freedom,
however, risks canceling out whatever other measures he has taken to
present his foreign policy as the opposite of George Bush’s.
On the same day that Hillary Clinton delivered her seminal Internet
freedom speech, James Glassman and Michael Doran, Glassman’s
hawkish former colleague in the George W. Bush administration, published an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal in which they hinted at how
they would go about harnessing the power of the Internet in the case
of Iran. They called on the U.S. government to use technology to provide moral and educational support, increase communications within
Iran and between Iran and the outside world, and refute Iranian propaganda. Here was a clear example of a “strong” agenda being put on the
table, and, most probably, parts of the U.S. foreign policy establishment
would be active in making it happen.
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Marc Lynch, a prominent scholar of Middle Eastern politics, was
quick to notice how easy it would be to twist Clinton’s speech—which
aspired to little other than defending online freedom of expression—
for more sinister ends. For hawks like Glassman and Doran, wrote
Lynch on his Foreign Policy blog, “Internet freedom, which Clinton
presents as an abstract universal good, is clearly and unapologetically
a weapon to be wielded against the Iranian regime. . . . Most of the world
probably assumes that Clinton has the same goal in mind as Glassman
and Doran, even if she doesn’t say so.”
But Clinton’s speech was itself not particularly clear as to why Internet freedom is worth defending. On the one hand, she did acknowledge
America’s commitment to the weak agenda by saying that “we stand for
a single internet where all of humanity has equal access to knowledge
and ideas.” But Clinton also hinted that the reasons for such a wide embrace of Internet freedom are more pragmatic: “The internet can help
humanity push back against those who promote violence and crime
and extremism. In Iran and Moldova and other countries, online organizing has been a critical tool for advancing democracy and enabling
citizens to protest suspicious election results.” In essence, what she
really said is this: We’d like to promote Internet freedom so that everyone can express and read anything they want, but we also hope that this
will essentially lead to a number of democratic revolutions.
This scenario, of course, is unlikely to come true, let alone help to
promote democracy, if only because there is not enough space to maneuver in existing American policies, tied as they are to long-running
concerns over terrorism, energy supply, and the politics of military
bases. Technologists, in their typical streak of Internet-centrism, can
talk all they want about the “Internet freedom agenda”—it makes them
feel important, after all—but it is not going to alter what motivates the
United States to behave as it does in the Middle East or Central Asia
any more than its overall concerns with human rights and freedom of
expression. Concerns over getting oil out of Azerbaijan won’t give way
to concerns over getting tweets from the Azeri opposition anytime
soon, if only because Washington has long made a strategic decision
not to undermine the friendly Azeri regime.
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This is not to say that Clinton wouldn’t chide the country’s government for cracking down on bloggers, as she did during a June 2010 visit
to Azerbaijan. This is not the kind of criticism, however, that could seriously threaten the relationship between the two countries. Rather, it
is the kind of criticism that assists American officials in presenting
themselves as holding democracy above their own energy needs. While
this may certainly help them cope with the often cynical nature of their
work, the impact of such posturing on Azeri authorities is zero. The
greater danger here is that the supposed presence of a new pillar of
American foreign policy—and this is how Internet freedom is often
presented by senior American diplomats—will detract the public from
asking the tough questions about the older, far more inﬂuential pillars,
some of which are clearly beginning to crumble. As such, it would become much harder to evaluate the continuity of American policies, to
view and criticize them in their totality. Since the plight of bloggers
makes for far better copy than the plight of human rights campaigners,
some observers might mistakenly believe that the U.S. government is,
in fact, extremely critical of its allies.
As Rami Khouri, of Lebanon’s Daily Star, so poignantly remarked
on the gap between America’s highly idealistic rhetoric on Internet freedom and its rather cynical actions in the rest of its foreign policy: “One
cannot take seriously the United States or any other Western government that funds [online] political activism by young Arabs while it simultaneously provides funds and guns that help cement the power of
the very same Arab governments the young social and political activists
target for change.” But Khouri may have underestimated American
diplomats’ own capacity for self-delusion. They take themselves seriously, and it’s quite possible that they would be the ﬁrst to believe that
a ﬁght for a free Internet—fought, for some reasons, only abroad—
could somehow compensate for the lack of any serious changes elsewhere in American foreign policy. Unfortunately, virtually nothing
about the current situation suggests that American foreign policy can
muster enough decency and idealism to erect this new shiny pillar of
Internet freedom; in its current incorporation, the Internet freedom
agenda looks more like a marketing ploy.
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Recent developments indicate that Washington’s newly declared
commitment to Internet freedom will be shaped by pre-Internet policies and alliances. Thus, even though a week before Clinton’s seminal
speech Jordan, America’s staunchest ally in the Middle East, announced a new harsh Internet censorship law, she never referred to it
(Clinton mentioned many other countries, like Uzbekistan, Vietnam,
and Tunisia nevertheless).
The biggest tragedy of the Obama administration’s Internet freedom
agenda, even in its weakest form, is the unleashing of a conceptual monster so ambiguous as to greatly impede the administration’s ability to
accomplish other objectives. China and Iran, for example, want to keep
tight control over the Internet, not only because they fear that their citizens may discover the real state of affairs in their countries, but also
because they believe that the Internet is America’s favorite tool of starting antigovernment rebellions. And the stronger such beliefs, the more
challenging it would be for liberals to keep the Internet unregulated
and hope that gradually it will help foster a strong demand for democracy. Marc Lynch hit the nail on the head when he wrote, “When the
U.S. says to Iran or to other adversarial regimes that it should respect
‘freedom of internet expression’ or ‘freedom of internet connectivity,’
those regimes will assume that it is really trying to use those as a rhetorical cover for hostile actions.” Translated into policies, the very concept of Internet freedom, much like “the war on terror” before it, leads
to intellectual mush in the heads of its promoters and breeds excessive
paranoia in the heads of their adversaries. This is hardly the kind of
change that American foreign policy needs in the age of Obama.

The End of the American Internet
The interpretation of Internet freedom as a cover-up for regime change
might seem ridiculous if it weren’t so widely shared by some of America’s most powerful movers and shakers. Such cyber-jingoism is poised
to backﬁre, however, on American companies, which have been exporting Internet freedom, perhaps in its weakest form, for years.
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Before all this talk about Internet freedom began in earnest, no political leader would think of Twitter users as a serious political force to
contend with. They were seen as just a bunch of bored hipsters, who
had an irresistible urge to share their breakfast plans. Suddenly, almost
overnight, these tweeting bohemians became the Che Guevaras of the
Internet. And which dictator, we might ask, wants a battalion of iPadarmed revolutionaries drifting through his sushi bars in search of fellow
conspirators?
Web 2.0 has moved from the periphery of politics in authoritarian
states to its very center—not because it has gained in importance or
has acquired new abilities to topple governments, but because both
leaders and media in the West grossly overstated its role, alerting the
dictators to its future signiﬁcance. But the signiﬁcance of the Internet,
at least when it comes to fostering new public spaces conducive to democratic norms, will only be felt in the long term—and only if the governments are hapless enough to stay out of the process of shaping these
spaces according to their own agendas. There is nothing to celebrate
here: Seemingly innocuous digital spaces that may have otherwise been
left free of government supervision are now watched with more rigor
and intensity than antigovernment gatherings in physical spaces. As
Carlos Pascual, the U.S. ambassador to Mexico and a career diplomat
with decades of valuable experience in international politics, told the
New York Times Magazine: “If and when in a particular country . . .
there’s a perception that Twitter or Facebook is a tool of the U.S. government . . . that becomes dangerous for the company, and it becomes
dangerous for people who are using that tool. It doesn’t matter what
the reality is. . . . There is some sort of a line there, and we [in the U.S.
government] have to respect that line.”
As the world learns about the mysterious but never substantiated role
that Twitter played in Iran, about equally mysterious collaboration between Google and the National Security Agency, and about foreign trips
that the U.S. State Department organizes for Silicon Valley executives
(so far, they have taken such trips to India, Iraq, Mexico, Syria, and Russia), many authoritarian governments are beginning to feel uneasy, even
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though most of the Internet activities pursued by their citizens are still
as silly as they used to be. The only difference is that now the Web is
being perceived as some kind of a “made in America” digital missile
that could undermine authoritarian stability. When it comes to such
sensitive services as email, this is not an entirely irrational reaction.
How might the American government react if it learned that the vast
majority of its citizens had their email managed by a Chinese company
that had extensive contacts with the People’s Liberation Army? A government does not need to be authoritarian to feel threatened when its
citizens store all their secrets on foreign servers.
Many governments are only now beginning to realize how tightly
their own communication systems are tied to American infrastructure.
“The dominance of American companies in the software and hardware
industries as well as in web-based services affords US government agencies huge advantages in monitoring what is happening out in cyberspace,” notes the political commentator Misha Glenny. It’s logical that
more governments will try to challenge that dominance. Even though
the notion of “information sovereignty”—the idea that governments
might have legitimate concerns over the nationalities and allegiances
of those who mediate their information markets—has been somewhat
discredited by the fact that so many Chinese and Cuba propaganda officials like to invoke it in their speeches, it is poised to rise in importance
in proportion to the role of the Internet in international politics. ( Judging by its nervous response to transnational information powerhouses
like WikiLeaks, the U.S. government is increasingly concerned about
its information sovereignty as well.)
Given the amount of research and technology money coming out
of America’s defense and intelligence communities, it’s hard to ﬁnd a
technology company that does not have a connection to the CIA or
some other three-lettered agency. Even though Google does not publicize this widely, Keyhole, the predecessor to Google Earth, which
Google bought in 2005, was funded through In-Q-Tel, which is the
CIA’s for-proﬁt investment arm. That Google Earth is somehow a CIAfunded vehicle for destroying the world is a recurring theme in rare
comments given by those working in security agencies of other coun-
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tries. Lt. Gen. Leonid Sazhin of the Russian Federal Security Service
was not just speaking for Russia when he expressed his frustration in
2005: “Terrorists don’t need to reconnoitre their target. Now an American company is working for them.” It doesn’t help that In-Q-Tel has
recently invested in a company that monitors buzz on Twitter, supposedly to give the intelligence community “early-warning detection on
how issues are playing internationally,” as its spokesperson put it. In
July 2010 both In-Q-Tel and Google jointly invested in the same social
media monitoring company, triggering even more rumors and conspiracy theories. Whatever the motives, the perception it creates is that
there is a tight connection between the much-feared CIA and the buzz
created on social media; many authoritarian leaders haven’t forgotten
that Radio Free Europe was initially funded by the CIA and that the
original name of Radio Liberty was Radio Liberation. So the fear that
the CIA is in the business of funding revolutionary media is not entirely unfounded.
The stronger the perception that American companies are tools for
accomplishing the objectives of the U.S. government, the more resistant
foreign governments will be to those companies doing business in their
countries. This will inevitably push these governments to invest in their
own equivalent of popular American online services or ﬁnd ways to
discriminate against foreign ﬁrms to bolster domestic industry. In late
2009 Turkey announced a plan to give a government-run email account
to every citizen as well as to launch a search engine that would better
respond to “Turkish sensibilities.” Iran promptly followed Turkey’s path
in February 2010, announcing a similar national email plan after banning Gmail; the Iranian authorities also announced their plans for a national search engine in the summer of 2010. A month later, the Russian
government announced that it, too, was considering giving every citizen a government-run email account, if only to make it easier to identify
them when they deal with the increasingly electronic government. As
already noted, Russian politicians have also been seriously considering
creating a government-run search engine, to challenge Google’s rapid
growth in the country; according to Russian media, $100 million has
been disbursed for that purpose.
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John Perry Barlow, a cyber-utopian former lyricist of the Grateful
Dead, who in 1996 wrote “A Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace,” a libertarian manifesto for the digital age, likes to point out
that “in cyberspace, the First Amendment is a local ordinance.” This,
however, may have been just a temporary equilibrium that could soon
go away as other foreign governments discover that they would rather
not have America own key parts of the infrastructure of the information society. The moment Western—and, in this case, predominantly
American—policymakers start talking about embracing the geopolitical potential of the Internet, everyone else reconsiders the wisdom of
letting the Americans keep the Internet to themselves, in terms of both
Washington’s dominant role in Internet governance and Silicon Valley’s
market leadership.
Just as important is the fact that local Chinese and Russian Internet
companies may offer far better and more useful web services by the
sheer virtue of knowing the demands of their respective Internet cultures. As such, they have proved successful at attracting local audiences
and, more important, complying with the censorship requests of their
own governments. The politicization of Web 2.0 services is likely to
amplify the role of local clones of global sites. “There’s this hubris
[among Americans] that drives the belief that what matters in China is
Twitter and Facebook and YouTube. Ultimately, that’s not what matters. . . . It’s Weibo, Kaixin or RenRen, and Youku and Tudou,” says
Kaiser Kuo, a popular Chinese American blogger, remarking on the far
greater popularity of China’s domestic services.
From the perspective of freedom of expression, the inevitable end of
the American Internet doesn’t look like good news. As bad and unresponsive as Facebook and YouTube might be as intermediaries, they
would probably still do a better job defending liberty and self-expression
than most Russian or Chinese companies (if only because the latter are
more easily pressured by their own governments). The impressive gains
in inﬂuencing foreign audiences on American-run Internet platforms
that have been achieved in the last ﬁve years of universal ecstasy over
Web 2.0 are easy to lose, especially if Western policymakers don’t acknowledge that the role American Internet companies play is increas-
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ingly seen as political. It is becoming more and more difficult to convince the world that Google and Twitter are not just the digital-age
equivalents of Halliburton and Exxon Mobile.

On the Dubious Virtues of Exporting Damaged Goods
When the Obama administration decided to apply some of its Internet
savvy to help improve American democracy, it did not expect to face many
problems. But when Obama’s uber-geeks tried to crowdsource the process of agenda setting and ask Internet users for questions they thought
the administration should be answering, they were faced by the brutal
reality of Internet democracy. The most popular question was about the
decriminalization of marijuana. “There was one question that was voted
on that ranked fairly high and that was whether legalizing marijuana
would improve the economy and job creation, and I don’t know what
this says about the online audience,” said Obama, responding to some
of the submitted questions. His answer to the question was no, and the
incident somewhat dampened Obama’s enthusiasm for consulting the
public—if only because in cyberspace “the public” happens to be whoever has the most Facebook friends and can direct them to a given poll.
Online town halls aside, there is a vibrant debate about the Internet’s
impact on the health of democratic institutions. In most contexts, transparency is helpful, but, at the same time, it can also be quite costly. Even
seasoned advocates for Internet-based transparency like Lawrence
Lessig are beginning to sound much more cautious on the subject. Letting voters rank various government services may inadvertently foster
an even greater cynicism and become a political liability. As Archon
Fung, a professor of government at Harvard’s Kennedy School, notes,
one unfortunate consequence of excessive government transparency
may be simply to “further de-legitimize government, because what the
transparency system is doing is helping people catch government making mistakes. . . . [It] is like creating a big Amazon rating system for government that only allows one- or two-star ratings.”
Politicians, on the other hand, may ﬁnd it harder to make independent decisions without thinking about what would happen when all
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their memos and lunch schedules make it online. But even if they do,
voters may draw the wrong conclusions, as Lessig pointed out in a
trenchant 2009 article in the New Republic: that a senator has had a
lunch meeting with a CEO does not mean that the senator’s vote that
indirectly beneﬁts the interests of that CEO was not driven by public
interest. Of course, lobbyists and special interests are still usurping online spaces. Special interests have successfully explored the Internet to
plant their own messages, micro-tailoring them to the newly segmented audiences and prompting the political commentator Robert
Wright to complain that “technology has subverted the original idea
of America,” adding that “the new information technology doesn’t just
create generation-3.0 special interests; it arms them with precisionguided munitions.”
The list of unanswered questions about the relationship between the
Internet and democracy is inﬁnite. Will the Internet foster political polarization and promote what Cass Sunstein called “enclave extremism”?
Will it further widen the gap between news junkies and those who avoid
political news at all costs? Will it decrease the overall amount of political learning, as young people learn news from social networks? Will
it prevent our future politicians from making any risky statements—
now stored for posterity—in their prepolitical careers so as not to become unelectable? Will it allow genuinely new voices to be heard as
opposed to just raised? Or are the critics of digital democracy like
George Washington University’s Matthew Hindman, who believes that
“putting up a website is like hosting a talk show on public access television at 3:30 in the morning,” justiﬁed in concluding that the digital
public sphere is driven by elitism, being “a de facto aristocracy dominated by those skilled in the high deliberative arts”?
The brightest minds in both the government and the academy simply don’t have good answers to most of these questions. But if they are
so unsure about the Internet’s impact on the health of our own democracy, how conﬁdent could they be that the Web can foster democracy
in countries that are running short on it already? Is it really reasonable
to believe that Internet users in authoritarian countries, many of whom
have little experience with democratic governance, will suddenly start
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wearing Thomas Jefferson’s avatar in cyberspace? Isn’t it a bit premature
to start touting the beneﬁts of a medium the West itself does not yet
know how to comfortably embed into its own political institutions?
After all, one can’t be calling for imposing more restrictions on sites
like WikiLeaks, as many American policymakers did in the summer of
2010, and be disparaging China and Iran for similar impulses.
If it turns out that the Internet does help to stiﬂe dissent, amplify existing inequalities in terms of access to the media, undermine representative democracy, promote mob mentality, erode privacy, and make us
less informed, it is not at all obvious how exactly the promotion of socalled Internet freedom is also supposed to assist in the promotion of
democracy. Of course, it may also be true that the Internet does none
of those things; the important thing is to acknowledge that the debate
about the Internet’s effects on democracy isn’t over and to avoid behaving as if the jury is already out.

The Hidden Charms of Digital Orientalism
Whatever analytical insights we in the West have acquired while thinking about the Internet in the democratic context are rarely invoked
when we look at authoritarian states. Whenever the Chinese authorities
crack down on unlicensed cybercafés, we have a tendency to see it as a
sign of encroachment on democratic freedoms rather than of social
concerns. It’s as if we can’t ever imagine that Chinese or Russian parents, too, might have some valid concerns about how their kids spend
their free time.
In the same vein, as we are beginning to debate the impact of the Internet on how we think and learn—tolerating the possibility that it may
actually impede rather than facilitate those processes—we rarely pose
such questions in the authoritarian context. It’s hard to imagine a mainstream American magazine running a cover story like “Is Google Making China Stupid?” (as the Atlantic did in 2008, only without the
reference to China). Why? Because it’s only Americans and Europeans
Google is presumed to be making stupid; for everyone else, it’s presumed to be a tool of enlightenment. While many in the West concede
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that the Internet has not solved and may have only aggravated many
negative aspects of political culture—consider the rise of the “death
panels”–kind of discourse—they are the ﬁrst to proclaim that when it
comes to authoritarian states, the Internet enables their citizens to see
through the propaganda. Why so many of their own fellow citizens—
living in a free country with no controls on freedom of expression—
still believe extremely simplistic and misleading narratives when all the
facts are just a Google search away is a question that Western observers
should be asking more often.
Nowhere is such tendency to glorify the impact of the Internet
abroad more obvious than in the speeches given by American politicians. On a 2009 visit to Shanghai, Barack Obama was all too happy to
extol the virtues of the Internet, saying that “the more freely information ﬂows, the stronger the society becomes, because then citizens of
countries around the world can hold their own governments accountable. They can begin to think for themselves. That generates new ideas.
It encourages creativity.” In contrast, when he spoke to the graduates
of Hampton University in Virginia less than six months later, Obama
communicated almost a completely different message, complaining
about “a 24/7 media environment that bombards us with all kinds of
content and exposes us to all kinds of arguments, some of which don’t
always rank all that high on the truth meter. . . . With iPods and iPads
and Xboxes and PlayStations . . . information becomes a distraction, a
diversion, a form of entertainment, rather than a tool of empowerment,
rather than the means of emancipation.”
Hillary Clinton, the leading defender of Internet freedom, sounded
much more cautious when she was a junior senator from New York and
was accountable to her constituents. One of the few high-proﬁle bills
she sponsored while in the Senate was a 2005 bill (ironically, cosponsored with Sam Brownback, that other defender of Internet freedom)
that authorized more government-funded research on “the effects of
viewing and using electronic media, including television, computers,
video games, and the Internet, on children’s cognitive, social, physical,
and psychological development.” In a high-proﬁle speech delivered in
2005, Clinton called the Internet “the biggest technological challenge
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facing parents and children today.” She warned that “when unmonitored kids access the Internet, it can also be an instrument of enormous
danger. Online, children are at greatly increased risk of exposure to
pornography, identify theft, and of being exploited, if not abused or abducted, by strangers.”
But such things, of course, only happen on the American Internet.
Chinese and Russian parents would never worry about such a thing!
Or ask their governments to do something about it! This does smack
of a certain digital Orientalism, only that all of our biases and prejudices
of the Orient have turned into its equally unquestioning admiration.
While it may be the only psychological cure for the guilt of imperialism,
idealizing the politics of authoritarian states would not be good for
either their citizens or those of us who would like to see them eventually turn democratic. In 2006 Massage Milk and Milk Pig, two popular
Chinese bloggers, had enough of such uncritical gloriﬁcation of the
Chinese Internet by foreign commentators. They posted a message on
their blog—“Due to unavoidable reasons with which everyone is familiar, this blog is temporarily closed”—and began waiting for calls
from the Western press. And those did follow. The BBC reported that
one of the blogs was “closed down by the authorities,” adding that the
act had coincided with the annual session of the Chinese legislature.
Reporters Without Borders, too, issued a statement condemning the
censorship. Only, of course, there was no censorship.
Those schooled in the history of U.S. foreign policy might notice an
unhealthy resemblance between today’s efforts to enlist the Internet,
especially Silicon Valley’s godfathers, as cultural ambassadors and the
U.S. State Department’s efforts in the mid-1950s to recruit black jazz
musicians to play the same role. Just the way everyone outside of the
United States was asked to believe that jazz was apolitical, despite the
fact that its leading American practitioners were regularly discriminated
against in their own country, people are now being asked to believe that
the Internet, too, is apolitical, even though the very technology CEOs
enlisted to spread the gospel of Internet freedom around the world have
to regularly comply with the growing demands of the U.S. National Security Agency. If history is anything to judge by, such sheer duplicity
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has rarely been of much help in accomplishing the objectives of American foreign policy. The point is not that the U.S. government should
avoid exploiting the fact that so many popular Internet companies are
American but that, in exploiting it, diplomats should not lose sight of
the fact that these companies are American, with all the biases and expectations that such label elicits.
But another fallacy is often at play as well: By looking at authoritarian
states, Western observers often notice (false) similarities to their own
processes and problems. Mamoun Fandy, a U.S.-based, Saudi-born
scholar of Middle Eastern politics, notes that “the main problem arises
when we mistake the means and the processes for mirror images of
Western structures accompanied by speciﬁc expected functions: in
other words, seeing only what is familiar and selecting data on the basis
of this familiarity.” In other words, since policymakers believe that bloggers can make politicians more accountable in the context of democratic politics in the West, they tend to believe that such outcomes are
unavoidable in other contexts. But this is not a given, and so many of
the processes we see do not reﬂect the fundamental structural changes
we take for granted. Or as Fandy so insightfully observes, “to see a debate similar to the American show Crossﬁre does not mean that freedom
of speech in the Arab world is fully realized, any more than to see voting
and ballot boxes means that democracy has taken hold.”
Unfortunately, it does appear that whoever suggested that Secretary
Clinton use the term “Internet freedom” must have been either short
on metaphors or naïve about world politics. This is not to say that there
are no threats to the openness of the Internet or the security of its users;
it’s just that there were probably much better, less political, and more
intellectually coherent ways to bring all of those problems to global attention without instilling American’s own politicians with a false sense
of accomplishment.
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Their Consequences

T

he millions of tourists passing through India’s Hindu temples every
day probably have no idea they’re being ﬁlmed. The cameras are
there not to spy but to broadcast religious rituals over the Internet, allowing those who are unable to travel to the temple to participate remotely.
The digitization of India’s religious practices has spawned a number
of related online businesses. Saranam.com, for example, charges from
$4 to $300 to perform a whole menu of religious ceremonies in virtually any temple in the country. If you are too busy to travel to the temple
yourself, a small fee enables one of Saranam’s “franchisees” to perform
the required religious services on your behalf. E-Darshan.org, another
Indian innovation that was probably inspired by YouTube, aggregates
videos of rituals held in the most famous temples throughout the country and broadcasts some of the rituals in real time as well.
India is hardly unique here. In China, a start-up called china-tomb.cn
is capitalizing on the rapidly growing demand for online mourning services. The Chinese have a custom of visiting their relatives’ memorials
and tombs during the Qingming festival; this tomb-sweeping tradition
245
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has been part of the Chinese tradition since the eighth century. Travel
within China is often impractical. Thus a new generation of websites
charges mourners a small fee (just a little bit over a dollar) to set up
virtual alternatives and sweep them over the Web. Chinese Internet
users also have a wide choice of online cemeteries, full of online memorial halls, e-tombstones, e-incenses, and e-ﬂowers (some of the
cemeteries were launched by the Chinese government in the early
2000s). These options for holding a virtual memorial service for the
deceased are quite popular, especially in the diaspora.
Political religion is also proﬁting from technology. In early 2010
Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, an Islamist organization that is surprisingly comfortable with modern technology, unveiled a Wiki-like site
where anyone can help chart the movement’s history (the site was
launched with 1,700 articles). The idea is to both produce a historical
document and introduce young people, especially those who do not
have access to the movement’s most important texts, to the movement’s
key ideas. Hosted on a server in the United States, the site is considerably harder for the Egyptian authorities to shut down (as they already
did with an earlier Brotherhood site that was hosted in Egypt).
As it turns out, the Internet has been reviving many of the religious
and cultural practices that globalization was supposed to erode, if not
eliminate altogether. Consider the case of Gokce, a small Turkish village
near the country’s southern border with Syria. Even though polygamy
was banned in Turkey in 1926, the practice still lives on in many rural
areas, including Gokce. Until very recently Gokce’s lonely hearts
searching for yet another wife had to hop on a bus and travel to Syria.
Today most such “romantic” endeavors start online, thanks to Gokce’s
ﬁrst Internet café, which opened in 2008. “Everyone’s coming to the
internet cafe now to ﬁnd a wife. Sometimes, there’s no space to sit
down,” the cafe’s owner told EurasiaNet. As a result, polygamy is on the
rise, with brides from Morocco, who don’t need a visa to enter Turkey,
being particularly popular. Instead of turning Gokce’s male residents
into cosmopolitan defenders of women’s rights, the Internet has only
entrenched their status as cosmopolitan polygamists. Likewise, while
it’s tempting to believe that the introduction of mobile phones and text
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messaging technology into Saudi households may have afforded more
privacy to women, in reality, the opposite may have happened, as husbands can now receive automated text messages whenever their wives
leave the country.
Tweets will not dissolve all of our national, cultural, and religious
differences; they may actually accentuate them. The cyber-utopian belief that the Internet would turn us into uber-tolerant citizens of the
world, all too eager to put our vile prejudices on hold and open up our
minds to what we see on our monitors, has proved to be unfounded. In
most cases, the only people who still believe in the ideal of an electronic
global village are those who would have become tolerant cosmopolitans
even without the Internet: the globe-trotting intellectual elite. The regular folk don’t read sites like Global Voices, an aggregator of the most
interesting blog posts from all over the world; instead, they are much
more likely to use the Internet to rediscover their own culture—and,
dare we say it, their own national bigotry.
The good news is that we are not rushing toward a globalized nirvana
where everyone eats at MacDonald’s and watches the same Hollywood
ﬁlms, as feared by some early critics of globalization. The bad news is
that, under the pressure of religious, nationalist, and cultural forces
reignited by the Internet, global politics is poised to become even more
complex, contentious, and fragmented. While many in the West view
the Internet as offering an excellent opportunity to revive the least credible bits of modernization theory—the once popular belief that, with
some assistance, all developing societies can reach a take-off point
where they put their history, culture, and religion on hold and simply
follow in the policy steps of more developed nations—such ideas don’t
have much basis in reality.
Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood certainly does not perceive the Internet to be a tool of hyper-modernization, because they reject the very
project of hyper-modernization, at least as it is being marketed by the
neoliberal institutions that are propping up the Mubarak regime they
oppose. And although others have doubts about their vision for the future of Egypt and the Middle East in general, the Brothers have nothing
against using modern tools like the Internet to achieve it. After all,
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modern technologies abet all revolutions, not just those that are decidedly pro-Western in character. Even such a devout conservative as Ayatollah Khomeini did not shy away from using audiotapes to distribute his
sermons in the shah’s Iran. “We are struggling against autocracy, for democracy, by means of xeroxracy,” was one of the numerous technologyworshiping slogans adopted by the anti-shah intelligentsia in the late
1970s. Had Twitter been around at the time, the anti-shah demonstrators would surely be celebrating Twitterocracy. And even though the
Islamic Republic did embrace many elements of modernity—cloning,
a vibrant legal market in organ donations, string theory, to name just a
few areas where contemporary Iran is far ahead of its peers in the Middle East—its politics and public life are still shaped by religious discourse. It’s quite likely that a large chunk of both the West’s funds and
its attention will need to go toward mitigating the inevitable negative
effects that Internet-powered religion will have on world affairs. This
is not a moral evaluation of religion: It has proved to be good for democracy and freedom at some points in history, but history has also
shown how pernicious its inﬂuence can be.
A commitment to Internet freedom—or a combination of its various
elements—may be the right and inevitable moral choice the West needs
to make (albeit with a thousand footnotes), but the West must also understand that a freer Internet, by its very nature, may signiﬁcantly
change the rest of the agenda, creating new problems and entrenching
old ones. This doesn’t mean that the West should embark on an ambitious global censorship campaign against the Internet. Rather, different
countries require a different combination of policies, some of them
aimed at countering and mitigating the inﬂuence of religion and other
cultural forces and some of them amplifying their inﬂuence.

Smallpox Strikes Back
Nationalism, too, is going through a major revival on the Web. Members of displaced nations can ﬁnd each other online, and existing nationalist movements can delve into the freshly digitized national
archives to produce their own version of history. New Internet services
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often open up new venues for contesting history. Nations are now arguing about whether Google Earth renders their borders in accordance
with their wishes. Syria and Israel continue battling about how the contested Golan Heights territory should be listed in Facebook’s dropdown menus. Indian and Pakistan bloggers have been competing to
mark parts of the contested territory of Kashmir as belonging to either
of the two countries on Google Maps. The site had also been under attack for listing some Indian villages in the Arunachal Pradesh province,
on the Indian-Chinese border, under Chinese names and as belonging
to China. Cambodians, too, have been outraged by Google Earth’s decision to mark eleventh-century Preah Vihear temple, ownership of
which was awarded to Cambodia in a 1962 court ruling, as part of
Thailand.
But such ﬁghts over the proper marking of digital assets aside, has the
Internet reduced our prejudices against other nations? Was Nicholas Negroponte, one of the intellectual fathers of cyber-utopianism, correct
when he predicted in 1995 that “[on the Internet] there will be no more
room for nationalism than there is for smallpox”? The evidence for such
sweeping claims is thin. In fact, quite the opposite may have happened.
Now that South Koreans can observe their old enemies from Japan
through a 24/7 digital panopticon, they are waging cyber-wars over
such petty disputes as ﬁgure skating. Many of the deeply rooted national prejudices cannot be cured by increased transparency alone; if
anything, greater exposure may only heighten them. Ask Nigerians how
they feel about the entire world believing them to be a nation of scammers who only use the Internet to inform us that a Nigerian chieftain
was kind enough to include us in his will. Perversely, it’s Nigerians
themselves who—often quite willingly—use the Internet to create and
perpetuate stereotypes about their nation. Had Facebook and Twitter
been around in the early 1990s, when Yugoslavia was rapidly descending into madness, cyber-utopians like Negroponte would have been
surprised to see Facebook groups calling for Serbs, Croats, and Bosnians to be exterminated popping up all over the Web.
Perhaps, nationalism and the Internet are something of natural allies.
Anyone eager to satisfy their nostalgia for the mighty Soviet, Eastern
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German, or Yugoslavian past can do so easily on YouTube and eBay,
basking in a plethora of historical memorabilia. But it’s not just memorabilia; historical facts, too, can now be easily compiled and twisted
to suit one’s own interpretation of history. Fringe literature dealing with
revisionist or outright racist interpretations of history used to be hard
to ﬁnd. Major publishers would never touch such contentious material,
and the independent publishers that took the risk usually published
only a handful of copies. That world of scarcity is no more: Even the
most obscure nationalistic texts, which previously could only be found
in select public libraries, have been digitized by their zealous fans and
widely disseminated online. Thus, extreme Russian nationalists who
believe that the Great Ukrainian Hunger of 1933 was a myth or, at any
rate, does not deserve to be called a genocide, can now link to a number
of always-available scanned texts, residing somewhere in the cloud, that
look extremely persuasive, even if historically incorrect.
And it’s not just myth-making based on frivolous interpretations of
history that thrives online. The Internet also abets many national
groups in formulating legitimate claims against the titular nation. Take
the case of the Circassians, a once great nation scattered all over the
Northern Caucasus. History was not kind to them: The Circassian nattion was broken into numerous ethnic pieces that were eventually
crammed into Russia’s vast possessions in the Caucasus. Today, the Circassians make up titular nations of three Russian federal subjects
(Adygeya, Karachay-Cherkessia, and Kabardino-Balkaria) and, according to the 2002 Russian population census, number 720,000 people.
During the Soviet era, the Kremlin’s strategy was to suppress Circassian
nationalism at all costs; thus most Circassians were separated into subgroups, depending on their dialect and place of residence, becoming
Adygeys, Adygs, Cherkess, Kabards, and Shapsugs. For much of the
twentieth century, Circassian nationalism lay dormant, in part because
the Soviets banned any competing interpretations of what happened
in the Russian-Circassian war in the nineteenth century. Today, however, most of the scholarly and journalistic materials related to the war
have been scanned and uploaded to several Circassian websites, so that
anyone can access them. Not surprisingly, Circassian nationalism has
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been quite assertive of late. In 2010 a dedicated website was set up to
call on residents of the ﬁve nations to list themselves simply as “Circassians” in Russia’s 2010 census, and an aggressive online campaign followed. “The internet seems to offer a lifeline to Circassian activists in
terms of rejuvenating their mass appeal,” notes Zeynel Abidin Besleney,
an expert on Circassian nationalism at the School of Oriental and
African Studies at the University of London.
Russia, with its eighty-nine federal subjects, has certainly more than
one Circassian problem on its plate. Tatars, the largest national minority
in Russia, for a long time had to suffer under the policy of Russiﬁcation
imposed by Moscow. Now their youngsters are turning to popular social networking sites to set up online groups that focus on the issue of
national Tatar revival. Not only do they use such groups to watch new
videos and share links to news and music, but they are also exposed to
information, often missing from Russia’s own media, about Tatar history and culture and the internal politics of Tatarstan.
As the Circassian and the Tatar cases illustrate, thanks to the Internet
many of the Soviet (and even Tsarist) myths that seemed to tie the nation together no longer sound tenable, with many previously captive
nations beginning to rediscover their national identities. How Russia
will keep its territorial integrity in the long run—especially if more nations try to secede or at least to overcome artiﬁcial ethnic divisions of
the Soviet era—is anyone’s guess. Not surprisingly, the Kremlin’s ideologists like Konstantin Rykov have begun emphasizing the need to
use the Internet to tie the Russian nation together. At this point, it’s impossible to tell what such increased contentiousness means for the future of democracy in Russia, but it would take a giant dose of optimism
to assume that, somehow, modern-state Russia would simply choose
to disintegrate as peacefully as the Soviet Union did and, more, that democracy would prevail in all of its new parts. Developing an opinion
about the long-term impact of the Internet on Russian democracy
would inevitably require asking—if not answering—tough questions
about nationalism, separatism, center-periphery relations, and so forth.
(And not just in Russia: Similar problems are also present in China and,
to a lesser degree, Iran, which have sizable minorities of their own.)
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The inﬂuence of the diasporas—many of whom are not always composed of progressive and democracy-loving individuals—is also poised
to rise in an age when Skype facilitates so much of the cultural traffic.
Will some of that inﬂuence be positive and conducive to democratization? Perhaps, but there will also surely be those who will try to stir
things up or promote outdated norms and practices. Thomas Hylland
Eriksen, an anthropologist at the University of Oslo, notes that “sometimes, the elites-in-waiting use the Net to coordinate their takeover
plans; sometimes diasporas actively support militant and sometimes
violent groups ‘at home,’ knowing that they themselves do not need to
pay the price for an increase in violence, remaining as they do comfortably in the peaceful diaspora.”
The problem with Internet freedom as a foundation for foreign policy is that in its simpliﬁcation of complex forces, it may actually make
policymakers overlook their own interests. To assume that it’s in the
American, German, or British interest to simply let all ethnic minorities
use the Internet to carve out as much space as they can from the dominant nation, whether it is in Russia, China, or Iran (not to mention
much more complicated cases like Georgia), would simply be to badly
misread their current policies and objectives. One might argue that
these are cunning policies, and it’s an argument worth having. The ﬁrst
rather ambiguous articulation of Internet freedom policy by Hillary
Clinton simply preferred to gloss over the issue altogether, as if, once
armed with one of the most powerful tools on Earth, all nations would
realize that, compared to YouTube, all those bloody wars they’ve been
ﬁghting for centuries have been a gigantic waste of time. Finding a way
to grapple with the effects of new, digitally empowered nationalism is
a formidable task for foreign policy professionals; one can only hope
that they won’t stop working on it even if the imperative to promote
Internet freedom would divert their time and attention elsewhere.

Putting the Nyet in Networks
When in 2008 Evdins Snore, a young Latvian director, produced The
Soviet Story, a documentary that made rather unpleasant comparisons
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between Stalinism and Nazism, Russian nationalists took to LiveJournal, the most popular blogging platform in the country, to debate the
best response to the ﬁlm. Alexander Djukov, the leader of Historical
Memory, a nationalistic outlet, wrote an emotional appeal on his own
blog, offering to publish a detailed study of how Snore manipulated the
truth, if only the community could help raise funds to cover the printing costs.
Within hours, his post attracted more than seventy responses, with
many people not only offering to contribute money but also sharing
tips about other networks and organizations to tap into—including the
contact details of the supposedly pro-Russian member of the European
Parliament from Latvia. The money was duly raised—thanks to Yandex
Money, Russia’s own version of PayPal—and the book appeared in
print less than six months later, to much fanfare in the Russian media
and the blogosphere alike.
It’s not obvious what one should make of such online efforts. Nothing illegal was done. It is also hard to deny that such a campaign would
have been difficult to mount before the advent of Web 2.0, if only because many such nationalistic movements were too disorganized and
geographically dispersed. Those who care about promoting freedom
and democracy in Russia today now have to ﬁght not just the state but
also various nonstate actors that, thanks to the Internet, have suddenly
become overmobilized.
The problem is that the West began its quest for Internet freedom
based on the mostly untested cyber-utopian assumption that more
connections and more networks necessarily lead to more freedom or
more democracy. In her Internet freedom address, Hillary Clinton
spoke of the importance of promoting what she dubbed a “freedom to
connect,” saying that it’s “like the freedom of assembly, only in cyberspace. It allows individuals to get online, come together, and hopefully
cooperate. Once you’re on the internet, you don’t need to be a tycoon
or a rock star to have a huge impact on society.” The U.S. State Department’s Alec Ross, one of the chief architects of Clinton’s Internet freedom policy, said that “the very existence of social networks is a net
good.”
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But are social networks really goods to be treasured in themselves?
After all, the maﬁa, prostitution and gambling rings, and youth gangs
are social networks, too, but no one would claim that their existence in
the physical world is a net good or that it shouldn’t be regulated. Ever
since Mitch Kapor, one of the founding fathers of cyber-utopianism,
proclaimed that “life in cyberspace seems to be shaping up exactly like
Thomas Jefferson would have wanted: founded on the primacy of individual liberty and a commitment to pluralism, diversity, and community” in 1993, many policymakers have been under the impression that
the only networks to ﬁnd homes online would be those promoting
peace and prosperity. But Kapor hasn’t read his Jefferson closely
enough, for the latter was well aware of the antidemocratic spirit of
many civil associations, writing that “the mobs of the great cities add
just so much to the support of pure government as sores do to the
strength of the human body.” Jefferson, apparently, was not persuaded
by the absolute goodness of the “smart mobs,” a fancy term to describe
social groups that have been organized spontaneously, usually with the
help of technology.
As Luke Allnut, an editor with Radio Free Europe, points out,
“where the techno-utopianists are limited in their vision is that in this
great mass of Internet users all capable of great things in the name of
democracy, they see only a mirror image of themselves: progressive,
philanthropic, cosmopolitan. They don’t see the neo-Nazis, pedophiles,
or genocidal maniacs who have networked, grown, and prospered on
the Internet.” The problem of treating all networks as good in themselves is that it allows policymakers to ignore their political and social
effects, delaying effective response to their otherwise harmful activities.
“Cooperation,” which seems to be the ultimate objective of Clinton’s
network building, is too ambiguous of a term to build meaningful policy around.
A brief look at history—for example, at the politics of Weimar Germany, where increased civic engagement helped to delegitimize parliamentary democracy—would reveal that an increase in civic activity
does not necessarily deepen democracy. American history in the postTocqueville era offers plenty of similar cues as well. The Ku Klux Klan
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was also a social network, after all. As Ariel Armony, a political scientist
at Colby College in Maine, puts it, “civic involvement may . . . be linked
to undemocratic outcomes in state and society, the presence of a ‘vital
society’ may fail to prevent outcomes inimical to democracy, or it may
contribute to such results.” It’s political and economic factors, rather than
the ease of forming associations, that primarily set the tone and the vector in which social networks contribute to democratization; one would
be naïve to believe that such factors would always favor democracy. For
example, if online social networking tools end up overempowering various nationalist elements within China, it is quite obvious that the latter’s inﬂuence on the direction of China’s foreign policy will increase as
well. Given the rather peculiar relationship between nationalism, foreign policy, and government legitimacy in China, such developments
may not necessarily be particularly conducive to democratization, especially if they lead to more confrontations with Taiwan or Japan.
Even Manuel Castells, a prominent Spanish sociologist and one of
the most enthusiastic promoters of the information society, has not
been sold on the idea of just “letting a thousand networks bloom.” “The
Internet is indeed a technology of freedom,” writes Castells, “but it can
make the powerful free to oppress the uninformed” and “lead to the
exclusion of the devalued by the conquerors of value.” Robert Putnam,
the famed American political theorist who lamented the sad state of
social capital in America in his best-selling Bowling Alone, also cautioned against the “kumbaja interpretation of social capital.” “Networks
and associated norms of reciprocity are generally good for those inside
the network,” he wrote, “but the external effects of social capital are by
no means always positive.” From the perspective of American foreign
policy, social networks may, indeed, be net goods, but only as long as
they don’t include anyone hiding in the caves of Waziristan. When senator after senator deplores the fact that YouTube has become a second
home to Islamic terrorists, they hardly sound like absolute believers in
the inherent democratic nature of the networked world.
One can’t just limit the freedom to connect to the pro-Western nodes
of the Web, and everyone—including plenty of anti-Western nodes—
stands to proﬁt from the complex nature of the Internet. When it comes
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to democracy promotion, one major problem with a networked society
is that it has also suddenly overempowered those who oppose the very
process of democratization, be they the church, former communists,
or fringe political movements. As a result, it has become difficult to
focus on getting things done, for it’s not immediately obvious if the
new, networked threats to democracy are more ominous than the ones
the West originally thought to ﬁght. Have the nonstate enemies of democracy been empowered to a greater degree than the previous enemy
(i.e., the monolith authoritarian state) has been disempowered? It certainly seems like a plausible scenario, at least in some cases; to assume
anything otherwise is to cling to an outdated conception of power that
is incompatible with the networked nature of the modern world.
“People routinely praise the Internet for its decentralizing tendencies.
Decentralization and diffusion of power, however, is not the same thing
as less power exercised over human beings. Nor is it the same thing as
democracy. . . . The fact that no one is in charge does not mean that
everyone is free,” writes Jack Balkin of Yale Law School. The authoritarian lion may be dead, but now there are hundreds of hungry hyenas
swirling around the body.

Safe to Disconnect
Even worse, the supposed lawlessness and networked anarchy enabled
by the Internet have resulted in greater social pressure to tame the Web.
In a sense, the more important the Internet becomes, the greater the
onus to rein in its externalities. Promoting the freedom to connect will
be a tricky proposal to sell to voters, many of whom actually want the
government to promote the freedom to disconnect—at least for particular political and social groups. If the last decade is anything to judge
by, the pressure to regulate the Web is as likely to come from concerned
parents, environmental groups, or various ethnic and social minorities
as it is from authoritarian governments. The truth is that many of the
opportunities created by a free-for-all anonymous Internet culture have
been creatively exploited by people and networks that undermine de-
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mocracy. For instance, it’s almost certain that a Russian white supremacist group that calls itself the Northern Brotherhood would have never
existed in the pre-Internet era. It has managed to set up an online game
in which participants—many of them leading a comfortable middleclass existence—are asked to videotape their violent attacks on migrant
guest workers, share them on YouTube, and compete for cash awards.
Crime gangs in Mexico have also become big fans of the Internet.
Not only do they use YouTube to disseminate violent videos and promote a climate of fear, but they are also reportedly going through social
networking sites hunting for personal details of people to kidnap. It
doesn’t help that the offspring of Mexico’s upper classes are all interconnected on Facebook. Ghaleb Krame, a security expert at Alliant International University in Mexico City, points out that “criminals can
ﬁnd out who are the family members of someone who has a high rank
in the police. Perhaps they don’t have an account on Twitter or Facebook, but their children and close family probably do.” It’s hard to imagine Mexican police officers becoming braver as a result. And social
networking can also help to spread fear: In April 2010, a series of Facebook messages warning of impending gang wars paralyzed life in Cuernavaca, a popular resort, with only a few brave people daring to step
outside (it proved to be a false alarm).
The leaders of al-Shabab (“The Lads”), Somalia’s most prominent
Islamist insurgency group, use text messaging to communicate with
their subordinates, avoiding any face-to-face communication and the
risks it entails. It’s not a particularly contentious conclusion that they
have become more effective—and thus more of a menace—as a result.
Plenty of other less notorious (and less violent) cases of networked
harm barely receive any global attention. According to a 2010 report
from the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species,
an international intergovernmental organization, the Internet has created a new market for trade in extinct species, allowing buyers and sellers to ﬁnd each other more easily and trade more effectively. Kaiser’s
spotted newt, found only in Iran, may be the ﬁrst real victim of the
Twitter Revolution. According to reports in the Independent, more than
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ten companies are selling wild-caught specimens over the Internet. Not
surprisingly, the newt’s population was reduced 80 percent between
2001 and 2005 alone.
Another informal market the Internet has boosted is organ trading.
Desperate individuals in the developing world are bypassing any intermediaries and are offering their organs directly to those who are willing
to pay up. Indonesians, for example, use a website called iklanoke.com,
a local alternative to Craigslist, where their postings usually go unmonitored by police. A typical ad from Iklanoke reads, “16-year-old male
selling a kidney for 350 million rupiah or in exchange for a Toyota
Camry.”
Text messaging has been used to spread hate in Africa, most recently
in Muslim-Christian squabbles that erupted in the central Nigerian city
of Jos in early 2010 that took the lives of more than three hundred
people. Human rights activists working in Jos identiﬁed at least 145
such messages. Some instructed the recipients how to kill, dispose of,
and burn bodies (“kill before they kill you. Dump them in a pit before
they dump you”); others spread rumors that triggered even more violence. According to Agence France-Presse, one such message urged
Christians to avoid food sold by Muslim hawkers, as it could have been
poisoned; another message claimed political leaders were planning to
cut water supplies to dehydrate members of one faith.
Two years earlier Kenya lived through an eerily similar tumultuous
period. The political crisis that followed Kenya’s disputed election that
took place on December 27, 2007, showed that the networks fostered
by mobile technology, far from being “net goods,” could easily escalate
into uncontrollable violence. “If your neighbor is kykuyu, throw him
out of his house. No one will hold you responsible,” said a typical message sent at the peak of the violence; another one, also targeting
Kykuyus, said, “Let’s wipe out the Mt. Kenya maﬁa,” adding, “Kill 2,
get 1 free.” But there was also a more disturbing effort by some Kykuyus
to use text messaging to ﬁrst collect sensitive information about members of particular ethnic groups and then distribute that information
to attack and intimidate them. “The blood of innocent Kykuyus will
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cease to ﬂow! We will massacre them right here in the capital. In the
name of justice put down the names of all the Luos and Kaleos you
know from work, your property, anywhere in Nairobi, not forgetting
where and how their children go to school. We will give you a number
on where to text these messages,” said one such message. At one point,
the Kenyan authorities were considering shutting down mobile networks to avoid any further escalation of violence (between 800 and
1,500 people died, and up to 250,000 were displaced).
Even though text messaging also proved instrumental in setting up a
system that helped to track how violence spread around Kenya—a success story that gained far more attention in the media—one can’t just
disregard the fact that text messaging also helped to mobilize hate. In
fact, text messages full of hatred and highly intimidating death threats
kept haunting witnesses who agreed to testify to the high-level Waki
Commission set up to investigate the violence two years after the
clashes. (“You are still a young man and you are not supposed to die,
but you betrayed our leader, so what we shall do to you is just to kill
you” was the text of a message received by one such witness.)
The bloody Uighur-Han clashes that took place in China’s Xinjiang
Province in the summer of 2009 and resulted in a ten-month ban on
Internet communications appear to have been triggered by a provocative article posted to the Internet forum www.sg169.com. Written by
an angry twenty-three-year-old who had been laid off by the Xuri Toy
Factory in China’s Guangdong Province, 3,000 miles from Xinjiang,
the article asserted that “six Xinjiang boys raped two innocent girls at
the Xuri Toy Factory.” (China’s official media stated that the rape accusations were fake, and foreign journalists could not ﬁnd any evidence
to substantiate such claims either.) Ten days later, the Uighur workers
at the toy factory were attacked by a group of angry Han people (two
Uighurs were killed, and over a hundred were injured). That confrontation, in turn, triggered even more rumors, many of which overstated
the number of people who had been killed, and the situation got further
out of control soon thereafter, with text messaging and phone calls
helping to mobilize both sides (the authorities eventually turned off all
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phone communications soon thereafter). A gruesome video that
showed several Uighur workers being beaten by a mob armed with
metal pipes quickly went viral as well, only adding to the tensions.
Even countries with a long democratic tradition have not been
sparred some of the SMS-terror. In 2005, many Australians received
text messages urging attacks on their fellow citizens of Lebanese descent (“This Sunday every Fucking Aussie in the shire, get down to
North Cronulla to help support Leb and wog bashing day. . . . Bring your
mates down and let’s show them this is our beach and they’re never
welcome back”), sparking major ethnic ﬁghts in an otherwise peaceful
country. Ethnic Lebanese got similar messages, only calling for attacks
on non-Lebanese Australians. More recently, right-wing extremists in
the Czech Republic have been aggressively using text messaging to
threaten local Roma communities. Of course, even if text messaging
had never been invented, neo-Nazis would still hate the Roma with as
much passion; to blame their racism on mobile phones would be yet
another manifestation of focusing on technology at the expense of political and social factors. But the ease, scale, and speed of communications afforded by text messaging makes the brief and previously locally
contained outbursts of neo-Nazi anger resonate in ways that they could
have never resonated in an era marked by less connectedness.
Perhaps, the freedom to connect, at least in its current somewhat abstract interpretation, would be a great policy priority in a democratic
paradise, where citizens have long forgotten about hate, culture wars,
and ethnic prejudice. But such an oasis of tolerance simply does not
exist. Even in Switzerland, commonly held up as a paragon of decentralized democratic decision making and mutual respect, the freedom
to connect means that a rather small and marginalized fraction of the
country’s population managed to tap the power of the Internet to mobilize their fellow citizens to ban building new minarets in the country.
The movement was spearheaded by right-wing blogs and various
groups on social networking sites (many of them featuring extremely
graphic posters—or “political Molotov cocktails,” as Michael Kimmelman of the New York Times described them—suggesting Muslims are
threatening Switzerland, including one that showed minarets rising
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from the Swiss ﬂag like missiles), and even peace-loving Swiss voters
could not resist succumbing to the populist networked discourse.
Never underestimate the power of Twitter and Photoshop in the hands
of people mobilized by prejudice.
While Internet enthusiasts like to quote the optimistic global village
reductionism of Marshall McLuhan, whom Wired magazine has chosen
as its patron saint, few of them have much use for McLuhan’s darker reductionism, like this gem from 1964: “That Hitler came into political
existence at all is directly owing to radio and the public-address system.”
As usual, McLuhan was overstating the case, but we certainly do not
want to discover that our overly optimistic rhetoric about the freedom
to connect has deprived us of the ability to ﬁx the inevitable negative
consequences that such freedom produces. Some networks are good;
some are bad. But all networks require a thorough ethical investigation.
Promoting Internet freedom must include measures to mitigate the
negative side effects of increased interconnectedness.

Do Weak States Need Powerful Gadgets?
All the recent chatter about how the Internet is breaking down institutions, barriers, and intermediaries can make us oblivious to the fact
that strong and well-functioning institutions, especially governments,
are essential to the preservation of freedom. Even if we assume that the
Internet may facilitate the toppling of authoritarian regimes, it does
not necessarily follow that it would also facilitate the consolidation of
democracy. If anything, the fact that various antidemocratic forces—
including extremists, nationalists, and former elites—have suddenly
gained a new platform to mobilize and spread their gospel suggests that
the consolidation of democracy may become harder rather than easier.
Concerns that the information revolution will weaken the nation
state are not new. Arthur Schlesinger Jr., the Pulitzer-winning historian
who advised John F. Kennedy, foresaw where increasing computerization might lead, if left unchecked, when he wrote in 1997: “The computer turns the untrammeled market into a global juggernaut crashing
across frontiers, enfeebling national powers of taxation and regulation,
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undercutting national management of interest rates and exchanges
rates, widening disparities of wealth within and between nations, dragging down labor standards, degrading the environment, denying nations the shaping of their own economic destiny, accountable to no one,
creating a world economy without a world polity.” Fortunately, things
haven’t proved as dramatic as he expected, but Schlesinger’s prophecy
does point to the importance of thinking through what it is we value
about state institutions in the context of democratization and ensuring
that the Internet does not fully erode those qualities. While it’s tempting to use the Internet to cut off all the heads of the authoritarian hydra,
no one has yet succeeded in building a successful democracy with that
dead hydra (the state apparatus) still lying there. It’s then hardly surprising that those living in democracies may not appreciate the fact that
without a strong state any kind of journalism—regardless of whether
it’s performed by mainstream media or bloggers—is impossible.
As Silvio Waisbord, a scholar of press freedom at the George Washington University, points out: “‘the state’ means functional mechanisms
to institutionalize the rule of law, observe legislation to promote access
to information, facilitate viable and diversiﬁed economies to support
mixed media systems, ensure functional and independent tribunals that
support ‘the public’s right to know,’ control corruption inside and outside newsrooms, and stop violence against reporters, sources, and citizens.” If the cyber-utopians believe their own rhetoric about crumbling
institutions, they’ve got a major problem on their hands, and yet they
repeatedly refuse to engage with it.
Nowhere is this more evident than in countries like Afghanistan,
where an already weak government is made even weaker by various political, military, and social forces. We can continue celebrating the potential role of the mobile phone in empowering Afghan women, but
the Taliban has terrorized many of the mobile networks into shutting
down their services between certain hours of the day (avoiding compliance with the Taliban’s demands is not an option; when some carriers tried that, the Taliban responded by attacking cellphone towers and
murdering their staff ). The Taliban doesn’t want to shut the system
down entirely—for they also use cellphones to communicate—but
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they still manage to show who is in control and to dictate how technology should be used. Without a strong Afghan government, the numerous empowerment opportunities associated with the mobile phone will
never be realized.
Stephen Holmes, a professor of law at New York University, makes
this point in an essay titled “How Weak States Threaten Freedom” published in the American Prospect in 1997. Commenting on how Russia
was slowly disintegrating under the pressures of gangsterism and corrupt oligarchy, Holmes explains what many Westerners have overlooked: “Russia’s politically disorganized society reminds us of
liberalism’s deep dependence on efficacious government. The idea that
autonomous individuals can enjoy their private liberties if they are simply left unpestered by the public power dissolves before the disturbing
realities of the new Russia.”
Internet enthusiasts often forget that if a government, even an authoritarian one, loses the ability to exercise control over its population
or territory, democracy is not necessarily inevitable. As tempting as it
is to imagine all authoritarian states as soulless Stalinist wastelands,
where every single thing the government does aims at restricting the
freedom of the individual, this is a simplistic conception of politics.
Were the Russian or Chinese state bureaucracies to collapse tomorrow,
it would not be pure democracy that would replace them. It would
probably be anarchy and possibly even ethnic strife. This does not
mean that either country is unreformable, but reforms can’t start by
blowing up the state apparatus ﬁrst.
This is yet another one of those instances in which the peaceful transition to democracy in postcommunist Eastern Europe was interpreted
by the West as the ultimate proof that once a government run by authoritarian crooks is out, something inherently democratic would inevitably emerge in its place. The peaceful transition did happen, but it
was the result of economic, cultural, and political forces that were rather
unique both to the region and to that particular moment in history.
The manner in which the transition took place was not predeﬁned by
some general law of nature, positing that people always want democracy and, once all barriers are removed, it will necessarily triumph over
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every single challenge. The utopian vision inherent in such views was
on full display in 2003, when, after the statue of Saddam Hussein was
toppled in Baghdad, nothing even remotely resembling Eastern European postcommunist democracy ever came to replace it. (Holmes, in
another essay, vividly summed up such reductionist views as “remove
the lid and out leaps democracy.”)
The only thing worse than an authoritarian state is a failed one. The
fact that the Internet empowers and ampliﬁes so many forces that impinge on citizen’s rights and hurt various minorities is likely to result
in more aggressive public demands for a stronger state to protect citizens from the lawlessness of cyberspace. As child pornographers, criminal gangs, nationalists, and terrorists use the Internet to cause more
and more harm, the public’s patience will sooner or later run out. When
Chinese netizens ﬁnd themselves targets of attacks by “human ﬂesh
search engines,” they are not waiting for Robin Hood to come and protect them. They expect their otherwise authoritarian government to
draft adequate privacy laws and enforce them. Similarly, when corrupt
Russian police officers leak databases containing the personal details
of many citizens, including their passport details and cell phone numbers, and these databases resurface on commercial Internet sites, it
hardly makes Russians celebrate the virtues of limited government.
Multiply the power of the Internet by the incompetence of a weakened
state, and what you get is a lot of anarchy and injustice. The reason why
so many otherwise astute observers see democracy where there is none
is that they confuse the democratization of access to tools with the democratization of society. But one does not necessarily lead to the other,
especially in environments where governments are too weak, too distracted, or too unwilling to mitigate the consequences of the democratization of tool access. More and cheaper tools in the wrong hands
can result in less, not more, democracy.
It’s much like the perpetual debate about blogging versus journalism.
Today anyone can blog because the tools for producing and disseminating information are cheap. Yet giving everyone a blog will not by itself increase the health of modern-day Western democracy; in fact, the
possible side effects—the disappearance of watchdogs, the end of
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serendipitous news discovery, the further polarization of society—may
not be the price worth paying for the still unclear virtues of the blogging
revolution. (This does not mean, of course, that a set of smart policies—
implemented by the government or private actors—won’t help to address those problems.) Why should it be different with the Internet
and politics? For all we know, many social ills may have become considerably worse since the dawn of social media. We need to start looking at the totality of side effects, not just at the fact that the costs of
being a political activist have fallen so dramatically.
In debunking the “more access to technology = more democracy”
fallacy, Gerald Doppelt, a professor of philosophy at the University of
California at San Diego, suggests some further issues we need to ponder. “In order to evaluate the impact of any particular case of technical
politics on the democratization of technology and society,” writes Doppelt, “we need to ask who is this group of users challenging technology,
where do they stand in society, what have they been denied, and what
is the ethical signiﬁcance of the technical change they seek for democratic ideals?” Without asking those questions, even the sharpest observers of technology will keep circling around the paradoxical
conclusion that the blogging Al-Qaeda is good for democracy, because
blogs have opened up new and cheap vistas for public participation.
Any theory of democracy that doesn’t go beyond the cost of mobilization as its only criteria of democratization is a theory that policymakers
would be well-advised to avoid, even more so in the digital age, when
many costs are plummeting across the board.
Not asking those questions would also prevent us from identifying
the political consequences of such democratization of access to technology. Only irresponsible pundits would advocate democratizing access to guns in failed states. But the Internet, of course, has so many
positive uses—some of which promote freedom of expression—that
the gun analogy is rarely invoked by anyone. The good uses, however,
do not always cancel out all the bad ones; if guns could also be used as
megaphones, they would still make good targets for regulation. The
danger is that the colorful banner of Internet freedom may further conceal the fact that the Internet is much more than the megaphone for
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democratic speech, that its other uses can be extremely antidemocratic
in nature, and that without addressing those uses the very project of
democracy promotion might be in great danger. The ﬁrst prerequisite
to getting Internet freedom policy right is convincing its greatest advocates that the Internet is more important and disruptive than they have
previously theorized.

Why Rational Politics Doesn’t Fit a Hundred
Forty Characters
As the Internet mediates more and more of our foreign policy, we are
poised to surrender more and more control over it. Of course, the era
when diplomats could take the time to formulate deep and extremely
careful responses to events was already over with the arrival of the telegraph, which all but killed the autonomy of the foreign corps. As far as
thoughtful foreign policy is concerned, it’s all been downhill from there.
It’s hardly surprising that John Herz, the noted theorist of international
relations, observed in 1976 that “where formerly more leisurely but
also cooler and more thoroughly thought-out action was possible, one
now must act or react immediately.”
The age of Internet politics deprives the diplomats of more than just
autonomy. It’s also the end of rational policymaking, as policymakers are
bombarded with information they cannot process, while a digitally mobilized global public demands an immediate response. Let’s not kid ourselves: Policymakers cannot craft effective policies under the inﬂuence
of blood-curling videos of Iranian protesters dying on the pavement.
By 1992 George Kennan, the don of American diplomacy and author of the famous “Long Telegram” from Moscow, which shaped much
of American thinking during the Cold War and helped to articulate the
policy of containment, had come to believe that the media killed America’s ability to develop rational foreign policy. Back then viral political
videos were still the bread and butter of network television. After he
watched the gruesome footage of several dead U.S. Army rangers being
dragged through the streets of Mogadishu on CNN, Kennan made the
following bitter note in his diary, soon republished as an op-ed in the
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New York Times: “If American policy from here on out . . . is to be controlled by popular emotional impulses, and particularly ones invoked
by the commercial television industry, then there is no place—not only
for myself but for what have traditionally been regarded as the responsible deliberative organs of our government, in both executive and legislative branches.” Kennan’s words were soon seconded by Thomas
Keenan, the director of the Human Rights Project at Bard College, who
believes that “the rational consideration of information, with a view to
grounding what one does in what one knows, now seems overtaken
and displaced by emotion, and responses are now somehow controlled
or, better, remote-controlled by television images.”
Now that television images have been superseded by YouTube videos
and angry tweets, the threshold of intervention has dropped even lower.
All it took to get the U.S. State Department to ask Twitter to put off their
maintenance was a high number of tweets of highly dubious provenance. When the whole world expects us to react immediately—and
the tweets are piling up in the diplomats’ in-boxes—we are not likely
to rely on history, or even our own experiences and earlier mistakes,
but instead decide that tweets + young Iranians holding mobile phones
= a Twitter Revolution.
William Scheuerman, a political theorist who studies the role of
speed in international affairs, is right to worry that “the historical amnesia engendered by a speed-obsessed society invites propagandistic
and ﬁctional retellings of the past, where political history is simply recounted to the direct advantage of presently dominant political and
economic groups.” Apparently, it’s also ﬁctional retellings of the most
recent present that a speed-obsessed society should be concerned
about. When facts no longer shape their reactions, policymakers are
likely to produce wrong responses.
The viral aspect of today’s Internet culture is hardly exerting a positive
inﬂuence on diplomats’ ability to think clearly. Back in the 1990s, many
pundits and policymakers liked to denigrate (and a select few worship)
the so-called “CNN effect,” referring to the power of modern media to
exert pressure on decision makers by streaming images from the scene of
a conﬂict, eventually forcing them to make decisions they may not have
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otherwise made. CNN’s supposed—but mostly unproven—inﬂuence
on foreign policy in the 1990s could at least be justiﬁed by the fact that
it was speaking on behalf of some idealistic and even humanistic position; we knew who was behind CNN, and we knew what their (mostly
liberal) biases were.
The humanism of a bunch of Facebook groups is harder to verify.
Who are these people, and what do they want? Why are they urging us
to interfere or withdraw from a given conﬂict? Where the optimists see
democratization of access, the realists may see the ultimate victory of
special interests over agenda setting. Governments, of course, are not
stupid. They are also taking advantage of this tremendous new opportunity to cover their own attempts to inﬂuence global public opinion
in the cloth of vox populi, either directly or through the work of proxies.
Take Megaphone, a technology developed by a private Israeli ﬁrm. It
keeps track of various online polls and surveys, usually run by international newspapers and magazines, that ask their readers questions about
the future of the Middle East, Palestine, the legitimacy of Israeli policies,
etc. Whenever a new poll is found, the tool pings its users, urging them
to head to a given URL and cast a pro-Israel vote. Similarly, the tool also
offers to help mass-email articles favorable to Israel, with the objective
of pushing such articles to the “most emailed” lists that are available on
many newspaper websites.
But it’s not only nimble guerilla-like Web experiments like Megaphone that are inﬂuencing global public opinion. The truth is that Russia and China have created their own CNNs, which aim to project their
own take on the world news. Both have vibrant websites. As American
and British news media are experimenting with paywalls to remain
aﬂoat, it’s government-owned English-language media from Russia and
China that stand to beneﬁt the most. They would even pay people to
read them!
For all intents and purposes, navigating the new “democratized” public spaces created by the Internet is extremely difficult. But it’s even
more difficult to judge whether the segments that we happen to see are
representative of the entire population. It’s never been easier to mistake
a few extremely unrepresentative parts for the whole. This in part ex-
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plains why our expectations about the transformative power of the Internet in authoritarian states are so inﬂated and skewed toward optimism: The people we usually hear from are those who are already on
the frontlines of using new media to push for democratic change in authoritarian societies. Somehow, the Chinese bloggers who cover fashion, music, or pornography—even though those subjects are much
more popular in the Chinese blogosphere than human rights or rule of
law—never make it to congressional hearings in Washington.
The media is not helping either. Assuming they speak good English,
those blogging for the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt may simply have
no intention of helping BBC or CNN to produce yet another report
about the power of the blogosphere. That’s why the only power Western media cover is usually secular, liberal, or pro-Western. Not surprisingly, they tell us what we wanted to hear all along: Bloggers are ﬁghting
for secularism, liberalism, and Western-style democracy. This is why
so many Western politicians fall under the wrong impression that bloggers are natural allies, even harbingers, of democracy. “If it’s true that
there are more bloggers per head of population in Iran than any other
country in the world, that makes me optimistic about the future of Iran,”
said then UK’s foreign minister, David Miliband, while visiting Google’s
headquarters. Why this should be the case—given that Iran’s conservative bloggers, who are often more hard-line than the government and are
anything but a force for democracy, equality, and justice, are a formidable
and rapidly expanding force in the Iranian blogosphere—is unclear.
Chances are that Miliband’s advisors simply never ventured beyond a
handful of pro-Western Iranian blogs that dominate much of the media
coverage of the country. It’s hard to say what Miliband would make of
certain groups of Chinese nationalists who, when they’re not making
anti-Western or anti-CNN videos, are busy translating books by Western philosophers like Leibniz and Husserl.
Things get worse when Western policymakers start listening to bloggers in exile. Such bloggers often have a grudge against their home country and are thus conditioned to portray all domestic politics as an
extension of their own struggle. Their livelihoods and careers often depend on important power brokers in Washington, London, and Brussels
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making certain assumptions about the Internet. Many of them have
joined various new media NGOs or even created a few of their own;
should the mainstream assumptions about the power of blogging shift,
many of these newly created NGOs are likely to go under.
Not surprisingly, people who get grants to harness the power of the
Internet to ﬁght dictators are not going to tell us that they are not succeeding. It’s as if we’ve produced a few million clones of Ahmed Chalabi, that notoriously misinformed Iraqi exile who gave a highly inaccurate
picture of Iraq to those who were willing to listen, and hired them to
tell us how to ﬁx their countries. Of course, the inﬂuence of exiles on
foreign policy is a problem that most governments have had to deal
with in the past, but bloggers, perhaps thanks to the inevitable comparisons to Soviet dissidents and the era of samizdat, are often not subjected to the level of scrutiny they deserve.

Why Some Data Need to Remain Foggy
It’s not just emotion and speed that threaten the integrity of policymaking. It’s also the growing availability and mobility of information.
As mobile phones proliferate to the most remote corners of the world,
data has become easier to gather. Previously disconnected local populations can now report on virtually anything, ranging from the effects
of natural disasters to instances of human rights violations to election
fraud. Suddenly, tragedy is more visible, and (or so the hope goes) it is
more likely to be addressed.
Technology, indeed, can do wonders during natural disasters. Those
most affected can use their mobile phones to text both their location
and their problems. This information can then be aggregated and visualized on an online map. It may provide no direct relief to those directly
affected by the disaster, but it can better inform humanitarian workers
about the exact nature of the disaster and thus help in optimizing the
allocation of scarce resources. One such tool, Ushahidi, was ﬁrst designed to report on violence during the postelection crisis in Kenya and
since then has been successfully deployed all over the world, including
in the devastating earthquakes in Haiti and Chile in early 2010.
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But the reason why many projects that rely on crowdsourcing produce trustworthy data in natural disasters is because those are usually
apolitical events. There are no warring sides, and those who report data
do not have any incentives to manipulate it. The problem with using
such crowdsourced tools for other purposes—for example, documenting human rights abuses or monitoring elections, some of the other
uses to which Ushahidi has been put—is that the accuracy of such reports is impossible to verify and easy to manipulate.
After all, anyone can text in deliberately erroneous reports to accuse
their opponents of wrongdoing or, even worse, to sow panic in their
ranks (remember the Nigerian SMS that said that all food was poisoned?). But to be credible, human rights reports and, to a somewhat
lesser degree, reports from election observers need to aim for a 100
percent rate of accuracy. This is because of the peculiar nature of human
rights reporting, especially in conditions where an authoritarian government may dispute the validity of results. One erroneous report—
submitted by mistake or deliberately—is enough to derail the
credibility of the entire database. And once human rights NGOs are
caught producing data of dubious quality, the government gets a good
excuse to shut them down. The New York Times praised the power of
Ushahidi when it reported that “as data collects, crisis maps can reveal
underlying patterns of reality: How many miles inland did the hurricane kill? Are the rapes broadly dispersed or concentrated near military
barracks?” But this is quite misleading. At best, such maps could give
us a general idea of the scale and the nature of abuses, but the value of
this as a piece of human rights data is minimal. What’s worse, that small
bit of crowdsourced data can easily make all other hard-earned data
about human rights violations easy to dismiss.
Nor do we want to make certain information associated with human
rights abuses publicly accessible on the Internet. In many countries,
there is still a signiﬁcant social stigma associated with rape. Providing
even the tiniest bits of evidence—say, geographic information about
where rapes have occurred—may reveal the victims, making their lives
even more unbearable. There has always been a certain data protection
mechanism built into human rights reporting, and given the ease with
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which information can be collected and disseminated, including by
third parties that might be working to impede the work of human rights
organizations, it is important to preserve those mechanisms, regardless
of the impetus to promote Internet freedom. It’s not a given that projects that rely on crowdsourcing won’t get this balance right, but we
need to resist Internet-centrism and opting for a “more people, more
data” kind of approach without considering needs and capabilities.
Ironically, while most of the recent efforts of the digerati have focused on liberating the data from closed databases, the focus of their
future efforts may soon shift to squeezing the open data back in or at
least ﬁnding ways in which to limit the mobility of that data. This is a
particularly important problem for various ethnic minorities who suddenly ﬁnd themselves under threat, as digitized information has publicly identiﬁed them in ways they could not anticipate. In Russia a local
branch of the Movement Against Illegal Immigration (DPNI), the
country’s powerful anti-immigration network, created a series of online
mash-ups in which they put census data about various ethnic minorities
living in the Russian city of Volgograd onto an online map. This was
not done to get a better understanding of urban life in Russia but to encourage DPNI’s supporters to organize pogroms on those minorities.
DPNI is an interesting example of an unabashedly racist organization
that has deftly adapted to the Internet era. Not only do they make
mash-ups, but their main website runs an online store selling nationalist
T-shirts; features the option to translate the site’s contents into German,
English, and French; and even allows anyone registered on the site to
contribute their own news, Wiki-style.
Or take the Burakumin, who are one of Japan’s largest social minorities, descending from outcast communities of the feudal era. Since the
seventeenth century, members of the one-million-strong Burakumin
population have been living outside of Japan’s rigid caste system, with
other castes pretending that the Burakumin do not exist. When a group
of Japanese cartographic enthusiasts overlaid the old maps of the Burakumin communities with Google’s satellite images of Tokyo, Osaka,
and Kyoto, it ﬁrst seemed like a good idea. Previously there had been
little effort to preserve Burakumin heritage online. Within days, how-
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ever, a bevy of Japanese nationalists got excited about ﬁnally ﬁnding
the exact locations of the much-hated Burakumin houses, and the Japanese blogosphere was abuzz with discussions of pogroms. After intense pressure from Japanese antidiscrimination NGOs, Google asked
the owners of the maps to at least remove the legend that identiﬁed the
Burakumin ghettos as “scum towns.”
Meanwhile, South Korea’s xenophobic vigilantes, who formed a
group known as Anti-English Spectrum, have been scouring social networking sites searching for personal details of foreigners who come to
the country to teach English, in a desperate effort to ﬁnd any potential
misbehavior, so that the foreigners can be thrown out of the country.
Similarly, while China’s notorious “human ﬂesh search engines” have
mostly been mentioned in the Western media for their courageous online pursuits of corrupt bureaucrats, they also have a darker side. In fact,
they have a history of attacking people who voice unpopular political
positions (urging respect for ethnic minorities) or simply behaving
slightly outside of the accepted norm (being unfaithful to one’s spouse).
Grace Wang, a student at Duke University, was one of the most famous
targets of the angry “human ﬂesh search engines” in 2008, at the height
of tensions between China and the West right before the Beijing
Olympics. After she urged her fellow Chinese netizens to try to better
understand those in Tibet, she had to deal with a wave of personal attacks, with someone even posting directions to her parents’ house on
a popular Chinese site. (Her family had to go into hiding.)
It may be that what we gain in the ability to network and communicate, we lose in the inevitable empowerment of angry online mobs, who
are well-trained to throw “data grenades” at their victims. This may be
an acceptable consequence of promoting Internet freedom, but we’d
better plan ahead and think of ways in which we can protect the victims.
It’s irresponsible to put people’s lives on the line while hoping we can
deal at some later point with the consequences of opening up all the
networks and databases.
That the excess of data can pose a danger to freedom and democracy
as signiﬁcant as (if not more signiﬁcant than) the lack of data has mostly
been lost on those cheerleading for Internet freedom. This is hardly
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surprising, for this may not be such an acute problem in liberal democracies, where the dominant pluralist ideology, growing multiculturalism, and a strong rule of law mitigate the consequences of the data
deluge.
But most authoritarian or even transitional states do not have that
luxury. Hoping that simply opening up all the networks and uploading
all the documents would make a transition to democracy easier or more
likely is just an illusion. If the sad experience of the 1990s has taught
us anything, it’s that successful transitions require a strong state and a
relatively orderly public life. The Internet, so far, has posed a major
threat to both.
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n 1996, when a group of high-proﬁle digerati took to the pages of
Wired magazine and proclaimed that the “public square of the past”
was being replaced by the Internet, a technology that “enables average
citizens to participate in national discourse, publish a newspaper, distribute an electronic pamphlet to the world . . . while simultaneously protecting their privacy,” many historians must have giggled. From the
railways, which Karl Marx believed would dissolve India’s caste system,
to television, that greatest liberator of the masses, there has hardly appeared a technology that wasn’t praised for its ability to raise the level of
public debate, introduce more transparency into politics, reduce nationalism, and transport us to the mythical global village. In virtually all cases,
such high hopes were crushed by the brutal forces of politics, culture,
and economics. Technologies, it seems, tend to overpromise and underdeliver, at least on their initial promises.
This is not to suggest that such inventions didn’t have any inﬂuence
on public life or democracy. On the contrary, they often mattered far
more than what their proponents could anticipate. But those effects
275
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were often antithetical to the objectives their inventors were originally
pursuing. Technologies that were supposed to empower the individual
strengthened the dominance of giant corporations, while technologies
that were supposed to boost democratic participation produced a population of couch potatoes. Nor is this to suggest that such technologies
never had the potential to improve the political culture or make governance more transparent; their potential was immense. Nevertheless, in
most cases it was squandered, as the utopian claims invariably attached
to those technologies confused policymakers, preventing them from
taking the right steps to make good on those early promises of progress.
By touting the uniqueness of the Internet most technology gurus reveal their own historical ignorance, for the rhetoric that accompanied
predictions about earlier technologies was usually every bit as sublime
as today’s quasi-religious discourse about the power of the Internet.
Even a cursory look at the history of technology reveals just how
quickly public opinion could move from professing an uncritical admiration of certain technologies to eagerly bashing everything they stand
for. But acknowledging that criticism of technology is as old as its worship should not lead policymakers to conclude that attempts to minimize the adverse effects of technology on society (and vice versa) are
futile. Instead, policymakers need to acquaint themselves with the history of technology so as to judge when the overhyped claims about
technology’s potential may need some more scrutiny—if only to ensure
that at least half of them get realized.
And history does contain plenty of interesting lessons. The telegraph
was the ﬁrst technology predicted to transform the world into a global
village. An 1858 editorial in New Englander proclaimed: “The telegraph
binds together by a vital cord all the nations of the earth. . . . It is impossible that old prejudices and hostilities should longer exist, while
such an instrument has been created for an exchange of thought between all the nations of the earth.” Speaking in 1868, Edward Thornton,
the British ambassador to the United States, hailed the telegraph as “the
nerve of international life, transmitting knowledge of events, removing
causes of misunderstanding, and promoting peace and harmony
throughout the world.” The Bulletin of the American Geographical and
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Statistical Society believed it to be an “extension of knowledge, civilization and truth” that catered to “the highest and dearest interest of the
human race.” Before long the public saw the telegraph’s downside.
Those who hailed its power to help ﬁnd fugitive criminals soon had to
concede that it could also be used to spread false alarms and used by
the criminals themselves. Perhaps it was a sense of bitter disappointment that prompted the Charleston Courier to conclude, just two years
after the ﬁrst American telegraph lines were successfully installed, that
“the sooner the [telegraph] posts are taken down the better,” while the
New Orleans Commercial Times expressed its “most fervent wish that
the telegraph may never approach us any nearer than it is at present.”
The brevity of the telegraph’s messages didn’t sit well with many literary intellectuals either; it may have opened access to more sources of
information, but it also made public discourse much shallower. More
than a century before similar charges would be ﬁlled against Twitter,
the cultural elites of Victorian Britain were getting concerned about the
trivialization of public discourse under an avalanche of fast news and
“snippets.” In 1889, the Spectator, one of the empire’s ﬁnest publications, chided the telegraph for causing “a vast diffusion of what is called
‘news,’ the recording of every event, and especially of every crime,
everywhere without perceptible interval of time. The constant diffusion of statements in snippets . . . must in the end, one would think, deteriorate the intelligence of all to whom the telegraph appeal.”
The global village that the telegraph built was not without its ﬂaws
and exploitations. At least one contemporary observer of Britain’s colonial expansion into India observed that “the unity of feeling and of action
which constitutes imperialism would scarcely have been possible without the telegraph.” Thomas Misa, a historian of technology at the University of Minnesota, notes that “telegraph lines were so important for
imperial communication that in India they were built in advance of railway lines.” Many other technological innovations beyond the telegraph
contributed to this expansionism. Utopian accounts of technology’s
liberating role in human history rarely acknowledge the fact that it was
the discovery of quinine, which helped to ﬁght malaria, reducing the
risk of endemic tropical disease, that eliminated one major barrier to
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colonialism, or that the invention of printing helped to forge a common
Spanish identity and pushed the Spaniards to colonize Latin America.
When the telegraph failed to produce the desired social effects,
everyone’s attention turned to the airplane. Joseph Corn describes the
collective exaltation that surrounded the advent of the airplane in his
2002 book The Winged Gospel. According to Corn, in the 1920s and
much of the 1930s most people “expected the airplane to foster democracy, equality, and freedom, to improve public taste and spread culture,
to purge the world of war and violence; and even to give rise to a new
kind of human being.” One observer at the time, apparently oblivious
to the economic forces of global capitalism, mused that airplanes
opened up “the realm of absolute liberty; no tracks, no franchises, no
need of thousands of employees to add to the cost,” while in 1915 the
editor of Flying magazine—the Wired of its day—enthusiastically proclaimed that the First World War had to be “the last great war in history,” because “in less than another decade,” the airplane would have
eliminated the factors responsible for wars and ushered in a “new period
in human relations” (apparently, Adolf Hitler was not a subscriber to
Flying). As much as one could speak of utopian airplane-centrism of
the 1910s, this was it.
But it was the invention of radio that produced the greatest number
of unfulﬁlled expectations. Its pioneers did their share to overhype the
democratization potential of their invention. Guglielmo Marconi, one
of the fathers of this revolutionary technology, believed that “the coming of the wireless era will make war impossible, because it will make
war ridiculous.” Gerald Swope, president of General Electric Company,
one of the biggest commercial backers of radio at the time, was equally
upbeat in 1921, hailing the technology as “a means for general and perpetual peace on earth.” Neither Marconi nor Swope could have foreseen
that seven decades later two local radio stations would use the airwaves
to heighten ethnic tensions, spread messages of hatred, and help fuel
the Rwandan genocide.
When Twitter’s founders proclaim their site to be a “triumph of humanity,” as they did in 2009, the public should save its applause until
assessing the possibility of a Twitter-fueled genocide sweeping through
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some distant foreign land, thousands of miles away from the Bay Area.
Then and now, such declarations of technology’s benign omnipotence
have been nothing more than poorly veiled attempts at creating a favorable regulatory climate—and who would dare to regulate humanity’s triumph? But in the earliest stages of its history, radio was also seen
as a way to educate the public about politics and raise the level of political discourse; it was widely expected to force politicians to carefully
plan their speeches. In the early 1920s, the New Republic applauded
radio’s political effects, for the invention “has found a way to dispense
with political middlemen” and even “has restored the demos on which
republican government is founded.”
Not surprisingly, radio was seen as superior to the previous medium
of political communications, the newspaper. As one editorial writer put
it in 1924: “Let a legislator commit himself to some policy that is obviously senseless, and the editorial writers must ﬁrst proclaim his imbecility to the community. But let the radiophone in the legislative halls
of the future ﬂash his absurdities into space and a whole state hears
them at once.” Just the way today’s politicians are told to fear their
“Macaca moment,” politicians of yesteryear were told to fear their
“radio moment.” Like the Internet today, radio was believed to be
changing the nature of political relations between citizens and their
governments. In 1928, Collier’s magazine declared that “the radio properly used will do more for popular government that have most of the
wars for freedom and self government,” adding that “the radio makes
politics personal and interesting and therefore important.” But it didn’t
take long for the public mood to sour again. By 1930 even the initially
optimistic New Republic reached the verdict that “broadly speaking, the
radio in America is going to waste.” In 1942 Paul Lazarsfeld, a prominent communications scholar at Columbia University, concluded that
“by and large, radio has so far been a conservative force in American
life and has produced but few elements of social progress.”
The disappointment was caused by a number of factors, not least
the dubious uses to which the technology was put by governments. As
Asa Briggs and Peter Burke point out in their comprehensive A Social
History of the Media, “the ‘age of radio’ was not only the age of Roosevelt
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and Churchill but also that of Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin.” That so
many dictators proﬁted so much from radio dampened the nearly universal enthusiasm for the medium, while its commercialization by big
business alienated those who hoped it would make the public conversation more serious. It’s not hard to guess Lazarsfeld’s reaction to the
era of Rush Limbaugh.
Radio’s fading democratizing potential did not preclude a new generation of pundits, scholars, and entrepreneurs from making equally
overblown claims about television. From the 1920s onward, Orrin
Dunlap, one of the ﬁrst television and radio critics for the New York
Times, was making an argument already familiar to those who studied
the history of the telegraph, the airplane, or the radio. “Television,”
wrote Dunlap, without even a shade of doubt, “will usher in a new era
of friendly intercourse between the nations of the earth,” while “current
conceptions of foreign countries will be changed.” David Sarnoff, head
of the Radio Corporation of America, believed that another global village was in the making: “When television has fulﬁlled its ultimate destiny . . . with this may come . . . a new sense of freedom, and . . . a ﬁner
and broader understanding between all the peoples of the world.”
Lee De Forest, the famed American inventor, held high hopes for
the educational potential of television, believing that it could even reduce the number of traffic incidents. “Can we imagine,” he asked in
1928, “a more potent means for teaching the public the art of careful
driving safety upon our highways than a weekly talk by some earnest
police traffic officer, illustrated with diagrams and photographs?” That
such programs never really made it to mainstream American television
is unfortunate—especially in an era when drivers are texting their way
to accidents and even airplane pilots work on their laptops mid-ﬂight—
but it is not the limitations of technology that are to blame. Rather, it
was the limitations of the political, cultural, and regulatory discourse
of the time that soon turned much of American television into, as the
chair of the Federal Communications Commission, Newton Minow,
put it in 1961, a “vast wasteland.”
Like radio before it, television was expected to radically transform
the politics of the time. In 1932 Theodore Roosevelt Jr., the son of the
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late president and then governor-general of the Philippines, predicted
that TV would “stir the nation to a lively interest in those who are directing its policies and in the policies themselves,” which would result
in a “more intelligent, more concerted action from an electorate; the
people will think more for themselves and less simply at the direction
of local members of the political machines.” Thomas Dewey, a prominent Republican who ran against Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Harry
Truman in the 1940s, compared television to an X-ray, predicting that
“it should make a constructive advance in political campaigning.” Anyone watching American television during an election season would be
forgiven for disagreeing with Dewey’s optimism.
Such enthusiasm about television carried the day until very recently.
In 1978, Daniel Boorstin, one of the most famous American historians of
the twentieth century, lauded television’s power to “disband armies, to
cashier presidents, to create a whole new democratic world—democratic
in ways never before imagined, even in America.” Boorstin wrote these
words when many political scientists and policymakers were still awaiting the triumph of “teledemocracy,” in which citizens would use television to not only observe but also directly participate in politics. (The
hope that new technology could enable more public participation in
politics predates television; back in 1940 Buckminster Fuller, the controversial American inventor and architect, was already lauding the
virtues of “telephone democracy,” which could enable “voting by telephone on all prominent questions before Congress.”)
In hindsight, the science-ﬁction writer Ray Bradbury was closer to
the truth in 1953 than Boorstin ever was in 1978. “The television,”
wrote Bradbury, “is that insidious beast, that Medusa which freezes a
billion people to stone every night, staring ﬁxedly, that Siren which
called and sang and promised so much and gave, after all, so little.”
The advent of the computer set off another utopian craze. A 1950
article in the Saturday Evening Post claimed that “thinking machines
will bring a healthier, happier civilization than any known heretofore.”
We are still living in the time of some of its most ridiculous predictions.
And while it’s easy to be right in hindsight, one needs to remember that
there was nothing predetermined about the direction in which radio
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and television advanced in the last century. The British made a key
strategic decision to prioritize public broadcasting and created a behemoth known as the British Broadcasting Corporation; the Americans,
for a number of cultural and business reasons, took a more laissez-faire
approach. One could debate the merits of either strategy, but it seems
undeniable that the American media landscape could have looked very
different today, especially if the utopian ideologies promoted by those
with a stake in the business were scrutinized a bit more closely.
While it’s tempting to forget everything we’ve learned from history
and treat the Internet as an entirely new beast, we should remember
that this is how earlier generations must have felt as well. They, too,
were tempted to disregard the bitter lessons of previous disappointments and assume a brave new world. Most commonly, it precluded
them from making the right regulatory decisions about new technologies. After all, it’s hard to regulate divinity. The irony of the Internet is
that while it never delivered on the uber-utopian promises of a world
without nationalism or extremism, it still delivered more than even the
most radical optimists could have ever wished for. The risk here is that
given the relative successes of this young technology, some may assume
that it would be best to leave it alone rather than subject it to regulation
of any kind. This is a misguided view. The recognition of the revolutionary nature of a technology is a poor excuse not to regulate it. Smart
regulation, if anything, is a ﬁrst sign that society is serious about the
technology in question and believes that it is here to stay; that it is eager
to think through the consequences; and that it wants to ﬁnd ways to
unleash and harvest its revolutionary potential.
No society has ever got such regulatory frameworks right by looking
only at technology’s bright sides and refusing to investigate how its uses
may also produce effects harmful to society. The problem with cyberoptimism is that it simply doesn’t provide useful intellectual grounds
for regulation of any sort. If everything is so rosy, why even bother with
regulation? Such an objection might have been valid in the early 1990s,
when access to the Internet was limited to academics, who couldn’t
possibly foresee why anyone would want to send spam. But as access
to the Internet has been democratized, it has become obvious that self-
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regulation will not always be feasible given such a diverse set of users
and uses.

Technology’s Double Life
If there is an overarching theme to modern technology it is that it deﬁes
the expectations of its creators, taking on functions and roles that were
never intended at creation. David Noble, a proliﬁc historian of modern
technology, makes this point forcefully in his 1984 book Forces of Production. “Technology,” writes Noble, “leads a double life, one which
conforms to the intentions of designers and interests of power and another which contradicts them—proceeding behind the backs of their
architects to yield unintended consequences and unintended possibilities.” Even Ithiel de Sola Pool, that naïve believer in the power of information to undermine authoritarianism, was aware that technology
alone is not enough to create desired political outcomes, writing that
“technology shapes the structure of the battle but not every outcome.”
Not surprisingly, futurists often get it wrong. George Wise, a historian associated with General Electric, examined ﬁfteen hundred technology predictions made between 1890 and 1940 by engineers,
historians, and other scientists. One-third of those predictions came
true, even if somewhat vaguely. The remaining two-thirds either were
false or remained in ambiguity.
From a policy perspective, the lesson to be learned from the history
of technology and the numerous attempts to foretell it is that few modern technologies are stable enough—in their design, in their applications, in their appeal to the public—to provide for ﬂawless policy
planning. This is particularly the case at the early stages of a technology’s life cycle. Anyone working on a “radio freedom” policy in the
1920s would have been greatly surprised by the developments—many
of them negative—of the 1930s. The problem with today’s Internet is
that it makes a rather poor companion to a policy planner. Too many
stakeholders are involved, from national governments to transnational
organizations like ICANN and from the United Nations to users of Internet services; certain technical parts of its architecture may change if
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it runs out of addresses; malign forces like spammers and cyber-criminals
are constantly creating innovations of their own. Predicting the future
of the Internet is a process marked by far greater complexity than predicting the future of television because the Web is a technology that
can be put to so many different uses at such a cheap price.
It’s such essential unpredictably that should make one extremely suspicious of ambitious and yet utterly ambiguous policy initiatives like
Internet freedom that demand a degree of stability and maturity that
the Internet simply doesn’t have, while their advocates are making normative claims of what the Internet should look like, as if they already
know how to solve all of the problems. But an unruly tool in the hands
of overconﬁdent people is a recipe for disaster. It would be far more
productive to assume that the Internet is highly unstable; that trying
to rebuild one’s policies around a tool that is so complex and capricious
is not going to work; and that instead of trying to solve what may essentially be unsolvable global problems, one would be well-advised to
start on a somewhat smaller scale at which one could still grasp, if not
fully master, the connections between the tool and its environment.
But such caution may suit only the intellectuals. Despite the inevitable uncertainty surrounding technology, policymakers need to
make decisions, and technology plays a growing role in all of them. Predictions about how technology might work are thus inevitable, or paralysis would ensue. The best policymakers can do is to understand why
so many people get them wrong so often and then try to create mechanisms and procedures that could effectively weed out excessive hype
from the decision-making process.
The biggest problem with most predictions about technology is that
they are invariably made based on how the world works today rather
than on how it will work tomorrow. But the world, as we know, doesn’t
stand still: Politics, economics, and culture constantly reshape the environment that technologies were supposed to transform, preferably in
accordance with our predictions. Politics, economics, and culture also
profoundly reshape technologies themselves. Some, like radio, become
cheap and ubiquitous; others, like the airplane, become expensive and
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available only to a select few. Furthermore, as new technologies come
along, some older ones become obsolete (fax machines) or ﬁnd new
uses (TVs as props for playing games on your Wii).
Paradoxically, technologies meant to alleviate a particular problem
may actually make it worse. As Ruth Schwartz Cowan, a historian of
science at the University of Pennsylvania, shows in her book More Work
for Mother, after 1870 homemakers ended up working longer hours
even though more and more household activities were mechanized.
(Cowan notes that in 1950 the American housewife produced singlehandedly what her counterpart needed a staff of three or four to produce
just a century earlier.) Who could have predicted that the development
of “labor-saving devices” had the effect of increasing the burden of
housework for most women?
Similarly, the introduction of computers into the workforce failed
to produce expected productivity gains (Tetris was, perhaps, part of
some secret Soviet plot to halt the capitalist economy). The Nobel
Prize–winning economist Robert Solow quipped that “one can see the
computer age everywhere but not in the productivity statistics!” Part
of the problem in predicting the exact economic and social effects of a
technology lies in the uncertainty associated with the scale on which
such a technology would be used. The ﬁrst automobiles were heralded
as technologies that could make cities cleaner by liberating them of
horse manure. The by-products of the internal combustion engine may
be more palatable than manure, but given the ubiquity of automobiles
in today’s world, they have solved one problem only by making another
one—pollution—much worse. In other words, the future uses of a particular technology can often be described by that old adage “It’s the
economy, stupid.”
William Galston, a former adviser to President Clinton and a scholar
of public policy at the Brookings Institution, has offered a powerful example of how we tend to underestimate the power of economic forces
in conditioning the social impact of technologies. Imagine, he says, a hypothetical academic conference about the social effects of television convened in the early 1950s. The consensus at the conference would almost
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certainly be that television was poised to strengthen community ties and
multiply social capital. Television sets were sparse and expensive, and
neighbors had to share and visit each other’s houses. Enter today’s academic conferences about television, and participants are likely to deplore the pervasive “bedroom culture,” whereby the availability of
multiple televisions in just one home is perceived as eroding ties within
families, not just ties within neighborhoods.
Another reason why the future of a given technology is so hard to
predict is that the disappearance of one set of intermediaries is often
accompanied by the emergence of other intermediaries. As James
Carey, a media scholar at Columbia University, observed, “as one set
of borders, one set of social structures is taken down, another set of
borders is erected. It is easier for us to see the borders going down.” We
rarely notice the new ones being created. In 1914 Popular Mechanics
thought that the age of governments was over, announcing that wireless
telegraphy allowed “the private citizen to communicate across great distance without the aid of either the government or a corporation.” Only
ﬁfteen years later, however, a handful of corporations dominated the
ﬁeld of radio communication, even while the public still maintained
some illusions that radio was a free and decentralized media. (The fact
that radios were getting cheaper only contributed to those illusions.)
Similarly, just as today’s Internet gurus are trying to convince us that
the age of “free” is upon us, it almost certainly is not. All those free
videos of cats that receive millions of hits on YouTube are stored on
powerful server centers that cost millions of dollars to run, usually in
electricity bills alone. Those hidden costs will sooner or later produce
environmental problems that will make us painfully aware of how expensive such technologies really are. Back in 1990, who could have foreseen that Greenpeace would one day be issuing a lengthy report about
the environmental consequences of cloud computing, with some scientists conducting multiyear studies about the impact of email spam
on climate change? The fact that we cannot yet calculate all the costs
of a given technology—whether ﬁnancial, moral, or environmental
ones—does not mean that it comes free.
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No Logic for Old Men
Another recurring feature of modern technology that has been overlooked by many of its boosters is that the emergence of new technologies, no matter how revolutionary their circuitry might be, does not
automatically dissolve old practices and traditions. Back in the 1950s,
anyone arguing that television would strengthen existing religious institutions was inviting ridicule. And yet, a few decades later, it was television that Pat Robertson and a horde of other televangelists had to
thank for their powerful social platform. Who today would bet that the
Internet will undermine organized religion?
In fact, as one can currently observe with the revival of nationalism
and religion on the Web, new technologies often entrench old practices
and make them more widespread. Claude Fischer, who studied how
Americans adopted the telephone in the nineteenth century in his book
America Calling, observes that it was primarily used to “widen and
deepen . . . existing social patterns rather than to alter them.” Instead of
imagining the telephone as a tool that impelled people to embrace
modernity, Fischer proposed that we think of it as “a tool modern
people have used to various ends, including perhaps the maintenance,
even enhancement, of past practices.” For the Internet to play a constructive role in ridding the world of prejudice and hatred, it needs to
be accompanied by an extremely ambitious set of social and political
reforms; in their absence, social ills may only get worse. In other words,
whatever the internal logic of the technology at hand, it’s usually malleable by the logic of society at large. “While each communication technology does have its own individual properties, especially regarding
which of the human senses it privileges and which ones it ignores,” writes
Susan Douglas, a scholar of communications at the University of Michigan, “the economic and political system in which the device is embedded
almost always trumps technological possibilities and imperatives.”
And yet this rarely prevents an army of technology experts from claiming that they have cracked that logic and understood what radio, television, or the Internet is all about; the social forces surrounding it are thus
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deemed mostly irrelevant and can be easily disregarded. Marshall
McLuhan, the ﬁrst pop philosopher, believed that television had a logic:
Unlike print, it urges viewers to ﬁll in the gaps in what it is they’re seeing, stimulates more senses, and, overall, nudges us closer to the original tribal condition (a new equilibrium that McLuhan clearly favored).
The problem is that while McLuhan was chasing the inner logic of television, he might have missed how it could be appropriated by corporate America and produce social effects much more obvious (and
uglier) than changes in some obscure sense-ratios that McLuhan so
meticulously calculated for each medium.
Things get worse in the international context. The “logic” that the
scholars and policymakers supposedly have access to is simply an interpretation of what a particular technology is capable of doing given
a particular set of circumstances. Hermann Göring, who put radio to
masterful propaganda use in Hitler’s Germany, saw its logic in very different terms than, say, Marconi.
Thus, knowing everything about a given technology still tells us little about how exactly it will shape a complex modern society. Economist William Schaniel shares this view, cautioning us that “the analytic
focus of a technology transfer should be on the adopting culture and
not on the materials being transferred,” simply because, while “new
technology does create change,” this change is not “preordained by the
technology adopted.” Instead, writes Schaniel, “the adopted technology
is adapted by the adopting society to their social processes.” When gunpowder was brought to Europe from Asia, Europeans did not concurrently adopt Asian rules and beliefs about it. The adopted gunpowder
was adapted by European civilizations according to their own values
and traditions.
The Internet is no gunpowder; it’s considerably more complex and
multidimensional. But this only adds urgency to our quest to understand the societies it is supposed to “reshape” or “democratize.” Reshape
them it may, but what is of utmost interest to policymakers is the direction in which this reshaping would proceed. The only way for them
to understand it is to resist technological determinism and embark on
a careful analysis of nontechnological forces that constitute the envi-
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ronments they seek to understand or transform. It may make sense to
think about technologies as embodying a certain logic at an early stage
of their deployment, but as they mature, their logic usually gives way
to more powerful social forces.
The inability to see that the logic of technology, as much as one
could say it exists, varies from context to context partly explains the
Western failure to grasp the importance of the Internet to authoritarian
regimes. Not having a good theory of the internal political and social
logic of those regimes, Western observers assume that the dictators and
their cronies can’t ﬁnd a regime-strengthening use for the Internet, because under the conditions of Western liberal democracies—and those
are the only conditions these observers understand—the Internet has
been weakening the state and decentralizing power. Instead of burrowing further into the supposed logic of the Internet, Western do-gooders
would be well-advised to get a more reﬁned picture of the political and
social logic of authoritarianism under the conditions of globalization.
If policymakers lack a good theoretical account of what makes those
societies tick, no amount of Internet-theorizing will allow them to formulate effective policies for using the Internet to promote democracy.

Is There History After Twitter?
It’s tempting to see technology as some kind of a missing link that can
help us make sense of otherwise unrelated events known as human history. Why search for more complex reasons if the establishment of democratic forms of government in Europe could be explained by the
invention of the printing press? As the economic historian Robert Heilbroner observed in 1994, “history as contingency is a prospect that is
more than the human spirit can bear.”
Technological determinism—the belief that certain technologies
are bound to produce certain social, cultural, and political effects—is
attractive precisely because “it creates powerful scenarios, clear stories,
and because it accords with the dominant experience in the West,”
write Steve Graham and Simon Marvin, two scholars of urban geography. Forcing a link between the role that photocopies and fax machines
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played in Eastern Europe in 1989 and the role that Twitter played in
Iran in 2009 creates a heart-wrenching but also extremely coherent
narrative that rests on the widespread belief, rooted in Enlightenment
ideals, in the emancipatory power of information, knowledge, and,
above all, ideas. It’s far easier to explain recent history by assuming
that communism dropped dead the moment Soviet citizens understood that there were no queues in Western supermarkets than to
search for truth in some lengthy and obscure reports on the USSR’s
trade balance.
It is for this reason that determinism—whether of the social variety,
positing the end of history, or of the political variety, positing the end
of authoritarianism—is an intellectually impoverished, lazy way to
study the past, understand the present, and predict the future. Bryan
Pfaffenberger, an anthropologist at the University of Virginia, believes
that the reason why so many of us fall for deterministic scenarios is because it presents the easiest way out. “Assuming technological determinism,” writes Pfaffenberger, “is much easier than conducting a fully
contextual study in which people are shown to be the active appropriators, rather than the passive victims, of transferred technology.”
But it’s not only history that suffers from determinism; ethics doesn’t
fare much better. If technology’s march is unstoppable and unidirectional, as a horde of technology gurus keep convincing the public from
the pages of technology magazines, it then seems pointless to stand in
its way. If radio, television, or the Internet are poised to usher in a new
age of democracy and universal human rights, there is little role for us
humans to play. However, to argue that a once-widespread practice like
lobotomy was simply a result of inevitable technological forces is to let
its advocates off the hook. Technological determinism thus obscures
the roles and responsibilities of human decision makers, either absolving them of well-deserved blame or minimizing the role of their signiﬁcant interventions. As Arthur Welzer, a political scientist at Michigan
State University, points out, “to the extent that we view ourselves as
helpless pawns of an overarching and immovable force, we may renounce the moral and political responsibility that, in fact, is crucial for
the good exercise of what power over technology we do possess.”
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By adopting a deterministic stance, we are less likely to subject
technology—and those who make a living from it—to the full bouquet
of ethical questions normal for democracy. Should Google be required
to encrypt all documents uploaded to its Google Docs service? Should
Facebook be allowed to continue making more of their users’ data public? Should Twitter be invited to high-proﬁle gatherings of the U.S. government without ﬁrst signing up with the Global Network Initiative?
While many such questions are already being raised, it’s not so hard to
imagine a future when they would be raised less often, particularly in
offices that need to be asking them the most.
Throughout history, new technologies have almost always empowered and disempowered particular political and social groups, sometimes simultaneously—a fact that is too easy to forget under the sway
of technological determinism. Needless to say, such ethical amnesia is
rarely in the interests of the disempowered. Robert Pippin, a philosopher at the University of Chicago, argues that society’s fascination with
the technological at the expense of the moral reaches a point where
“what ought to be understood as contingent, one option among others,
open to political discussion is instead falsely understood as necessary;
what serves particular interest is seen without reﬂection, as of universal
interest; what ought to be a part is experienced as a whole.” Facebook’s
executives justifying their assault on privacy by claiming that this is
where society is heading anyway is exactly the kind of claim that should
be subject to moral and political—not just technological—scrutiny. It’s
by appealing to such deterministic narratives that Facebook manages
to obscure its own role in the process.
Abbe Mowshowitz, professor of computer science at the City College of New York, compares the computer to a seed and concrete historical circumstances to the ground in which the seed is to be planted:
“The right combination of seed, ground and cultivation is required to
promote the growth of desirable plants and to eliminate weeds. Unfortunately, the seeds of computer applications are contaminated with
those of weeds; the ground is often ill-prepared; and our methods of
cultivation are highly imperfect.” One can’t fault Mowshowitz for misreading the history of technology, but there is a more optimistic way
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to understand what he said: We, the cultivators, can actually intervene
in all three stages, and it’s up to us to deﬁne the terms on which we
choose to do so.
The price for not intervening could be quite high. Back in 1974, Raymond Williams, the British cultural critic, was already warning us that
technological determinism inevitably produces a certain social and cultural determinism that “ratiﬁes the society and culture we now have,
and especially its most powerful internal directions.” Williams worried
that placing technology at the center of our intellectual analysis is
bound to make us view what we have traditionally understood as a
problem of politics, with its complex and uneasy questions of ethics
and morality, as instead a problem of technology, either eliminating or
obfuscating all the unresolved philosophical dilemmas. “If the
medium—whether print or television—is the cause,” wrote Williams
in his best-selling Television: Technology and Cultural Form, “all other
causes, all that men ordinarily see as history, are at once reduced to effects.” For Williams, it was not the end of history that technology was
ushering in; it was the end of historical thinking. And with the end of
historical thinking, the questions of justice lose much of their signiﬁcance as well.
Williams went further in his criticism, arguing that technological determinism also prevents us from acknowledging what is political about
technology itself (the kind of practices and outcomes it tends to favor),
as its more immediately observable features usually occupy the lion’s
share of the public’s attention, making it difficult to assess its other,
more pernicious features. “What are elsewhere seen as effects, and as
such subject to social, cultural, psychological and moral questioning,”
wrote Williams, “are excluded as irrelevant by comparison with the direct physiological and therefore ‘psychic’ effects of the media as such.”
In other words, it’s far easier to criticize the Internet for making us stupid than it is to provide a coherent moral critique of its impact on democratic citizenship. And under the barrage of ahistorical blurbs about
the Internet’s liberating potential, even posing such moral questions
may seem too contrarian. Considering how the world reacted to Iran’s
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Twitter Revolution, it’s hard not to appreciate the prescience of
Williams’s words. Instead of talking about religious, demographic, and
cultural forces that were creating protest sentiment in the country, all
we cared about was Twitter’s prominent role in organizing the protests
and its resilience in the face of censorship.
Similarly, when many Western observers got carried away discussing
the implications of Egypt’s Facebook Revolution in April 2008—when
thousands of young Egyptians were mobilized via the Internet to express their solidarity with the textile workers who were on strike in the
poor industrial city of Mahala—few bothered to ask what it was the
workers actually wanted. As it turns out, they were protesting extremely
low wages at their factory. It was primarily a protest about labor issues,
which was successfully linked to a broader anti-Mubarak constitutional
reform campaign. Once, for various reasons, the labor component to
the protests ﬁzzled, other attempts at a Facebook revolution—the one
with consequences in the physical world—failed to resonate, even
though they attracted hundreds of thousands of supporters online. As
was to be expected, most reports in the Western media focused on
Facebook rather than on labor issues or demands on Mubarak to end
the emergency rule imposed on Egypt since 1981. This is yet another
powerful reminder that by focusing on technologies, as opposed to the
social and political forces that surround them, one may be drawn to
wrong conclusions. As long as such protests continue to be seen predominantly through the lens of the technology through which they
were organized—rather than, say, through the demands and motivation
of the protesters—little good will come of Western policies, no matter
how well-intentioned.
What is, therefore, most dangerous about succumbing to technological determinism is that it hinders our awareness of the social and the
political, presenting it as the technological instead. Technology as a
Kantian category of understanding the world may simply be too expansionist and monopolistic, subsuming anything that has not yet been
properly understood and categorized, regardless of whether its roots
and nature are technological. (This is what the German philosopher
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Martin Heidegger meant when he said that “the essence of technology
is by no means anything technological.”) Since technology, like gas, will
ﬁll in any conceptual space provided, Leo Marx, professor emeritus at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, describes it as a “hazardous
concept” that may “stiﬂe and obfuscate analytic thinking.” He notes,
“Because of its peculiar susceptibility to reiﬁcation, to being endowed
with the magical power of an autonomous entity, technology is a major
contributant to that gathering sense . . . of political impotence. The popularity of the belief that technology is the primary force shaping the
postmodern world is a measure of our . . . neglect of moral and political
standards, in making decisive choices about the direction of society.”
The neglect of moral and political standards that Leo Marx is warning
about is on full display in the sudden urge to promote Internet freedom without articulating how exactly it ﬁts the rest of the democracypromotion agenda. Hoping that the Internet may liberate the Egyptians
or the Azeris from authoritarian oppression is no good excuse to continue covertly supporting the very sources of that oppression. To her
credit, Hillary Clinton avoided falling for technological determinism
in her Internet freedom speech, saying that “while it’s clear that the
spread of these [information] technologies is transforming our world,
it is still unclear how that transformation will affect the human rights
and welfare of much of the world’s population.” On second reading,
however, this seems like a very strange statement to make. If it’s not
clear how such technologies will affect human rights, what is the point
of promoting them? Is it just because there is little clarity as to what Internet freedom means and does? Such confusion in the ranks of policymakers is only poised to increase, since they are formulating policies
around a highly ambiguous concept.
Leo Marx suggests that the way to address the hazards of the concept
of technology is to rethink whether it is still worth putting it at the center of any intellectual inquiry, let alone a theory of action. The more
we learn about technology, the less it makes sense to focus on it alone,
in isolation from other factors. Or as Marx himself puts it, “the paradoxical result of ever greater knowledge and understanding of technol-
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ogy is to cast doubt on the rationale for making ‘technology,’ with its
unusually obscure boundaries, the focus of a discrete ﬁeld of specialized
historical (or other disciplinary) scholarship.” In other words, it’s not
clear what it is we gain by treating technology as a historical actor in its
own right, for it usually hides more about society, politics, and power
than it reveals.
As far as the Internet is concerned, scholarship has so far moved in
the opposite direction. Academic centers dedicated to the study of the
Internet—the intellectual bulwarks of Internet-centrism—keep proliferating on university campuses and, in the process, contribute to its
further reiﬁcation and decontextualization. That virtually any newspaper or magazine today boasts of interviews with “Internet gurus” is
a rather troubling sign, for however deep their knowledge of the architecture of the Internet and its diverse and playful culture, it doesn’t make
up for their inadequate understanding of how societies, let alone nonWestern societies, function. It’s a sign of how deeply Internet-centrism
has corrupted the public discourse that people who have a rather cursory knowledge of modern Iran have become the go-to sources on Iran’s
Twitter Revolution, as if a close look at all Iran-related tweets could
somehow open a larger window on the politics of this extremely complicated country than the careful scholarly study of its history.

Why Technologies Are Never Neutral
If technological determinism is dangerous, so is its opposite: a bland
refusal to see that certain technologies, by their very constitution, are
more likely to produce certain social and political outcomes than other
technologies, once embedded into enabling social environments. In
fact, there is no misconception more banal, ubiquitous, and profoundly
misleading than “technology is neutral.” It all depends, we are often
told, on how one decides to use a certain tool: A knife can be used to
kill somebody, but it can also be used to carve wood.
The neutrality of technology is a deep-rooted theme in the intellectual history of Western civilization. Boccaccio raised some interesting
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questions about it in The Decameron back in the mid-fourteenth century. “Who doesn’t know what a boon wine is to the healthy . . . and
how dangerous to the sick? Are we to say, then, that wine is bad simply
because it is injurious to the fevered? . . . Weapons safeguard the welfare
of those who desire to live in peace; nevertheless; they often shed
blood, not through any evil inherent in them, but through the wickedness of the men who use them to unworthy ends.”
The neutrality of the Internet is frequently invoked in the context of
democratization as well. “Technology is merely a tool, open to both
noble and nefarious purposes. Just as radio and TV could be vehicles
of information pluralism and rational debate, so they could also be commandeered by totalitarian regimes for fanatical mobilization and total
state control,” writes Hoover Institution’s Larry Diamond. Neutralityspeak crept into Hillary Clinton’s Internet freedom speech as well,
when she noted that “just as steel can be used to build hospitals or machine guns and nuclear energy can power a city or destroy it, modern
information networks and the technologies they support can be harnessed for good or ill.” The most interesting thing about Clinton’s analogy between the Internet and nuclear energy is that it suggests that
there needs to be more not less oversight and control over the Internet.
No one exactly advocates that nuclear plants should be run as their proprietors wish; the notion of “nuclear freedom” as a means of liberating
the world sounds rather absurd.
Product designers like to think of tools as having certain perceived
qualities. Usually called “affordances,” these qualities suggest—rather
than dictate—how tools are to be used. A chair may have the affordance
for sitting, but it may also have the affordance for breaking a window;
it all depends on who is looking and why. The fact that a given technology has multiple affordances and is open to multiple uses, though,
does not obviate the need to closely examine its ethical constitution,
compare the effects of its socially beneﬁcial uses with those of its socially harmful uses, estimate which uses are most likely to prevail, and,
ﬁnally, decide whether any mitigating laws and policies should be established to amplify or dampen some of the ensuing effects. On paper,
nuclear technology is beautiful, complex, safe, and brilliantly designed;
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in reality, it has one peculiar “affordance” that most societies cannot afford, or at least they cannot afford it without signiﬁcant safeguards.
Similarly, the reason why most schools ban their students from carrying knives is because this behavior could lead to bloodshed. That we
do not know how exactly knives will be used in the hands of young
people in every particular situation is not a strong enough reason to
allow them; knowing how they can be misused, on the other hand, even
if the chance of misuse is small, provides us with enough information
to craft a restricting policy. Thus, most societies want to avoid some of
the affordances of knives (such as their ability to hurt people) in certain
contexts (such as schools).
The main problem with the “technology is neutral” thesis, therefore,
is its complete uselessness for the purposes of policymaking. It may
offer a useful starting point for some academic work in design, but it
simply doesn’t provide any foundation for sensible policymaking, which
is often all about ﬁnding the right balance between competing goods
in particular contexts. If technology is neutral and its social effects are
unknowable—it all depends on who uses it and when—it appears that
policymakers and citizens can do painfully little about controlling it. The
misuses of some simple technologies, however, are so widespread and
easy to grasp that their undesirability in certain contexts is nothing short
of obvious; it’s hard to imagine anyone making the case that knives are
merely tools, open to both noble and nefarious contexts, at a PTA meeting. But when it comes to more complex technologies—and especially
the Internet, with its plethora of applications—their conditional undesirability becomes far less obvious, save, perhaps, for highly sensitive issues (e.g., children gaining access to online pornography).
The view that technology is neutral leaves policymakers with little to
do but scrutinize the social forces around technologies, not technologies
themselves. Some might say that when it comes to the co-optation of
the Internet by repressive regimes, one shouldn’t blame the Internet
but only the dictators. This is not a responsible view either. Even those
who argue that the logic of technology is malleable by the logic of society that adopts it don’t propose to stop paying attention to the former.
Iran’s police may continue monitoring social networking sites forever,
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but it’s easy to imagine a world where Facebook offers better data protection to its users, thus making it harder for the police to learn more
about Iranians on Facebook. Likewise, it’s easy to imagine a world
where Facebook doesn’t change how much user data it discloses to the
public without ﬁrst soliciting explicit permission from the user.
Thus, one can believe that authoritarian regimes will continue
being avid users of the Internet, but one can make it hard for them to
do so. The way forward is to clearly scrutinize both the logic of technology and the logic of society that adopts it; under no circumstances
should we be giving technologies—whether it’s the Internet or mobile
phones—a free pass on ethics. All too often the design of technologies
simply conceals the ideologies and political agendas of their creators.
This alone is a good enough reason to pay closer attention to whom
they are most likely to beneﬁt and hurt. That technologies may fail to
achieve the objectives their proponents intended should not distract
us from analyzing the desirability of those original agendas. The Internet is no exception. The mash-up ethos of Web 2.0, whereby new applications can be easily built out of old ones, is just more proof that
the Internet excels at generating affordances. There is nothing about
it suggesting that all such affordances would be conducive to democratization. Each of them has to be evaluated on its own terms, not
lumped under some mythical “tool neutrality.” Instead, we should be
closely examining which of the newly created affordances are likely
to have democracy-enhancing qualities and which are likely to have
democracy-suppressing qualities. Only then will we be able to know
which affordances we need to support and which ones we need to
counter.
It’s inevitable that in many contexts, some of the affordances of the
Web, like the ability to remain anonymous while posting sensitive information, could be interpreted both ways, for example, positively as a
means of avoiding government censorship but also negatively as a
means of producing effective propaganda or launching cyber-attacks.
There will never be an easy solution to such predicaments. But then
this is also the kind of complex issue that, instead of being glossed over
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or assumed to be immutable, should be addressed by democratic deliberation. Democracies run into such issues all the time. What seems
undeniable, however, is that refusing to even think in terms of affordances and positing “tool neutrality” instead is not a particularly effective way to rein in some of technology’s excesses.
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The Wicked Fix

I

n 1966 the University of Chicago Magazine published a brief but extremely provocative essay by Alvin Weinberg, a prominent physicist
and head of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, once an important part of
the Manhattan Project. Titled “Can Technology Replace Social Engineering?” the essay, best described as an engineer’s cri de coeur, argued
that “profound and inﬁnitely complicated social problems” can be circumvented and reduced to simpler technological problems. The latter,
in turn, can be solved by applying “quick technological ﬁxes” to them,
ﬁxes that are “within the grasp of modern technology, and which would
either eliminate the original social problem without requiring a change
in the individual’s social attitudes, or would so alter the problem as to
make its resolution more feasible.”
One of the reasons why the essay received so much attention was
because Weinberg’s ultimate technological ﬁx—the one that could end
all wars—was the hydrogen bomb. As it “greatly increases the provocation that would precipitate large-scale war,” he argued, the Soviets
would recognize its destructive power and hold considerably less militarist attitudes as a result. This was an interesting argument to make
301
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in 1966, and the essay still has relevance today. Weinberg’s fascination
with “technological ﬁxes” was largely the product of an engineer’s frustration with the other, invariably less tractable, and more controversial
alternative of the day: social engineering. Social engineers, as opposed
to technologists, tried to inﬂuence popular attitudes and social behavior
of citizens through what nontechnologists refer to as “policy” but what
Weinberg described as “social devices”: education, regulation, and a
complicated mix of behavioral incentives.
Given that technology could help accomplish the same objectives
more effectively, Weinberg believed that social engineering was too expensive and risky. It also helped that “technological ﬁxes” required no
profound changes in human behavior and were thus more reliable. If
people are given to bouts of excessive drinking, Weinberg’s preferred
response would be not to organize a public campaign to caution them
to drink responsibly or impose heavier ﬁnes for drunk driving but to
design a pill that would help to dampen the inﬂuence of the alcohol.
Human nature was corrupt, and Weinberg’s solution was to simply accept this and work around it. Weinberg was under no illusion that he
was eliminating the root causes of the problem; he knew that technological ﬁxes can’t do that. All technology could do was to mitigate the
social consequences of that problem, “to provide the social engineer
broader options, to make intractable social problems less intractable . . .
and [to] buy time—that precious commodity that converts social revolution into acceptable social evolution.” It was a pragmatic approach
of a pragmatic man.
Upon publication, Weinberg’s essay launched a heated debate between technologists and social engineers. This debate is still raging
today, in part because Google, founded by a duo of extremely ambitious
engineers on a crusade to “organize the world’s information and make
it universally accessible and useful,” has put the production of technological ﬁxes on something of an industrial scale. Make the world’s
knowledge available to everyone? Take photos of all streets in the
world? How about feeding the world’s books into a scanner and dealing
with the consequences later? Name a problem that has to deal with information, and Google is already on top of it.
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Why the Ultimate Technological Fix Is Online
It’s not all Google’s fault. There is something about the Internet and its
do-it-yourself ethos that invites an endless production of quick ﬁxes,
bringing to mind the mathematician John von Neumann’s insightful observation that “technological possibilities are irresistible to man. If man
can go to the moon, he will. If he can control the climate, he will” (even
though on that last point, von Neumann may have been a bit off). With
the Internet, it seems, everything is irresistible, if only because everything is within easy grasp. It’s the Internet, not nuclear power, that is
widely seen as the ultimate technological ﬁx to all of humanity’s problems. It won’t solve them, but it could make them less visible or less
painful.
As the Internet makes technological ﬁxes cheaper, the temptation to
apply them even more aggressively and indiscriminately also grows. And
the easier it is to implement them, the harder it is for internal critics to
argue that such ﬁxes should not be tried at all. In most organizations,
low cost—and especially in times of profound technological change—
is usually a strong enough reason to try something, even if it makes little
strategic sense at the time. When technology promises so much and demands so little, the urge to ﬁnd a quick ﬁx is, indeed, irresistible. Policymakers are not immune to such temptations either. When it’s so easy
and cheap to start a social networking site for activists in some authoritarian country, a common gut reaction is usually “It should be done.”
That cramming personal details of all dissidents on one website and revealing connections among them may outweigh the beneﬁts of providing
activists with a cheaper mode of communication only becomes a concern retroactively. In most cases, if it can be done, it will be done. URLs
will be bought, sites will be set up, activists will be imprisoned, and
damning press releases will be issued. Likewise, given the undeniable
mobilization advantages of the mobile phone, one may start singing its
praises before realizing that it has also provided the secret police with a
unique way to track and even predict where the protests may break out.
The problem with most technological ﬁxes is that they come with
costs unknown even to their ﬁercest advocates. Historian of science
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Lisa Rosner argues that “technological ﬁxes, because they attack symptoms but don’t root out causes, have unforeseen and deleterious side
effects that may be worse than the social problem they were intended
to solve.” It’s hard to disagree, even more so in the case of the Internet.
When digital activism is presented as the new platform for campaigning
and organizing, one begins to wonder whether its side effects—further
disengagement between traditional oppositional forces who practice
real politics, no matter how risky and boring, and the younger generation, passionate about campaigning on Facebook and Twitter—would
outweigh the beneﬁts of cheaper and leaner communications. If the
hidden costs of digital activism include the loss of coherence, morality,
or even sustainability of the opposition movement, it may not be a solution worth pursuing.
Another problem with technological ﬁxes is that they usually rely
on extremely sophisticated solutions that cannot be easily understood
by laypeople. The claims of their advocates are, thus, almost impenetrable to external scrutiny, while their ambitious promise—the elimination of some deeply entrenched social ill—makes such scrutiny, even
if it is possible, hard to mount. Not surprisingly, the dangerous fascination with solving previously intractable social problems with the
help of technology allows vested interests to disguise what essentially
amounts to advertising for their commercial products in the language
of freedom and liberation. It’s not by coincidence that those who are
most vocal in proclaiming that the most burning problems of Internet
freedom can be solved by breaking a number of ﬁrewalls happen to be
the same people who develop and sell the technologies needed to
break them. Obviously they have no incentive to point out that one
needs to be ﬁghting other, nontechnological problems or to disclose
problems with their own technologies. The founders of Haystack rarely
bothered to highlight the ﬂaws in their own software—let alone disclose that it was still in the testing stage—and the media never bothered to ask. As the Haystack ﬁasco so clearly illustrates, even being able
to ask the right technological questions requires a good grasp of the
sociopolitical context in which a given technology is supposed to be
used.
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This points to another commonly overlooked problem: Our growing commitment to the instruments we use to implement “technological ﬁxes” for what may be important global problems greatly restrains
our ability to criticize those who own the rights to those ﬁxes. Every
new article or book about a Twitter Revolution is not a triumph of humanity; it is a triumph of Twitter’s marketing department. In fact, Silicon Valley’s marketing geniuses may have a strong interest in misleading
the public about the similarity between the Cold War and today: The
Voice of America and Radio Free Europe still enjoy a lot of goodwill
with policymakers, and having Twitter and Facebook be seen as their
digital equivalents doesn’t hurt their publicity.

What We Talk About When We Talk About Code
Perhaps most disturbingly, reframing social problems as a series of technological problems distracts policymakers from tackling problems that
are nontechnological in nature and cannot be reframed. As the media
keep trumping the role that mobile phones have played in fueling economic growth in Africa, policymakers cannot afford to forget that innovation by itself will not rid African nations of the culture of pervasive
corruption. Such an achievement will require a great deal of political
will. In its absence, even the fanciest technology would go to waste.
The funds for the computerization of Sudan would remain unspent,
and computers would remain untouched, as long as many of the region’s politicians are “more used to carrying AK-47s and staging ambushes than typing on laptops,” as a writer for the Financial Times so
aptly put it.
On the contrary, when we introduce a multipurpose technology like
a mobile phone into such settings, it can often have side effects that
only aggravate existing social problems. Who could have predicted that,
learning of the multiple money transfer opportunities offered by mobile banking, corrupt Kenyan police officers would demand that drivers
now pay their bribes with much-easier-to-conceal transfers of air time
rather than cash? In the absence of strong political and social institutions, technology may only precipitate the collapse of state power, but
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it is easy to lose sight of real-world dynamics when one is so enthralled
by the supposed brilliance of a technological ﬁx. Otherwise policymakers risk falling into unthinking admiration of technology as panacea,
which the British architect Cedric Price once ridiculed by pondering,
“Technology is the answer, but what was the question?”
When technological ﬁxes fail, their proponents are usually quick to
suggest another, more effective technological ﬁx as a remedy—and
ﬁght ﬁre with ﬁre. That is, they want to ﬁght technology’s problems
with even more technology. This explains why we ﬁght climate change
by driving cars that are more fuel-efficient and protect ourselves from
Internet surveillance by relying on tools that encrypt our messages and
conceal our identity. Often this only aggravates the situation, as it precludes a more rational and comprehensive discussion about the root
causes of a problem, pushing us to deal with highly visible and inconsequential symptoms that can be cured on the cheap instead. This creates a never-ending and extremely expensive cat-and-mouse game in
which, as the problem gets worse, the public is forced to fund even
newer, more powerful tools to address it. Thus we avoid the search for
a more effective nontechnological solution that, while being more expensive (politically or ﬁnancially) in the short-term, could end the
problem once and for all. We should resist this temptation to ﬁx technology’s excesses by applying even more technology to them.
How, for example, do most Western governments and foundations
choose to ﬁght Internet censorship by authoritarian governments? Usually by funding and promoting technology that helps circumvent it.
This may be an appropriate solution for some countries—think, for
example, of North Korea, where Western governments have very little
diplomatic and political leverage—but this is not necessarily the best
approach to handle countries that are nominally Western allies.
In such cases, a nearly exclusive focus on ﬁghting censorship with
anticensorship tools distracts policymakers from addressing the root
causes of censorship, which most often have to do with excessive restrictions that oppressive governments place on free speech. The easy
availability of circumvention technology should not preclude policymakers from more ambitious—and ultimately more effective—ways
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of engagement. Otherwise, both Western and authoritarian governments get a free pass. Democratic leaders pretend that they are once
again heroically destroying the Berlin Wall, while their authoritarian
counterparts are happy to play along, for they have found other effective ways to control the Internet.
In an ideal world, the Western campaign to end Internet censorship
in Tunisia or Kazakhstan would primarily revolve around exerting political pressure on their West-friendly authoritarian rulers and would
deal with the offline world of newspapers and magazines as well. In
many of these countries, muzzling journalists would continue to be the
dominant tactic of suppressing dissent until, at least, more of their citizens get online and start using it for more activities than just using
email or chatting with their relatives abroad. Allowing a handful of bloggers in Tajikistan to circumvent the government’s system of Internet
controls means little when the vast majority of the population get their
news from radio and television.
Except for his ruminations about hydrogen bombs and war, Weinberg did not discuss how technological ﬁxes might affect foreign policy.
Nevertheless, one can still trace how a tendency to frame foreign policy
problems in terms of technological ﬁxes has affected Western thinking
about authoritarian rule and the role that the Internet can play in undermining it. One of the most peculiar features of Weinberg’s argument
was his belief that the easy availability of clear-cut technological solutions can help policymakers better grasp and identify the problems
they face. “The [social] problems are, in a way, harder to identify just
because their solutions are never clear-cut,” wrote Weinberg. “By contrast, the availability of a crisp and beautiful technological solution
often helps focus on the problem to which the new technology is the
solution.”
In other words, just because policymakers have “a crisp and beautiful technological solution” to break through ﬁrewalls, they tend to believe that the problem they need to solve is, indeed, that of breaking
ﬁrewalls, while often this is not the case at all. Similarly, just because
the Internet—that ultimate technological ﬁx—can help mobilize people
around certain causes, it is tempting to conceptualize the problem in
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terms of mobilization as well. This is one of those situations in which
the unique features of technological ﬁxes prevent policymakers from
discovering the multiple hidden dimensions of the challenge, leading
them to identify and solve problems that are easily solvable rather than
those that require immediate attention.
Many calls to apply technological ﬁxes to complex social problems
smack of the promotion of technology for technology’s own sake—a
technological fetishism of an extreme variety—which policymakers
should resist. Otherwise, they run the risk of prescribing their favorite
medicine based only on a few common symptoms, without even bothering to offer a diagnosis. But as it is irresponsible to prescribe cough
medicine for someone who has cancer, so it is to apply more technology
to social and political problems that are not technological in nature.

Taming the Wicked Authoritarianism
The growing supply of technological and even social ﬁxes presupposes
that the problem of authoritarianism can be ﬁxed. But what if it is simply an unsolvable problem to begin with? To ask this question is not to
suggest that there will always be evil and dictators in the world; rather,
it is to question whether, from a policy-planning perspective, one can
ever ﬁnd the right mix of policies and incentives that could be described as a “solution” and could then be applied in completely different
environments.
In 1972, Horst Rittel and Melvin Webber, two inﬂuential design theorists at the University of California at Berkeley, published an essay
with the unpromising title of “Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning.” The essay, which quickly became a seminal text in the theory of
planning, argued that, with the passing of the industrial era, the modern
planner’s traditional focus on efficiency—performing speciﬁc tasks with
low inputs of resources—has been replaced by a focus on outputs, entrapping the planner in an almost never-ending ethical investigation of
whether the produced outputs were socially desirable. But the growing
complexity of modern societies made such investigations difficult to
conduct. As planners began to “see social processes as the links tying
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open systems into large and interconnected networks of systems, such
that outputs from one become inputs to others,” they were no longer
certain of “where and how [to] intervene even if [they] do happen to
know what aims [they] seek.” In a sense, the sheer complexity of the
modern world has led to planning paralysis, as the very solutions to
older problems inevitably create problems of their own. This was a depressing thought.
Nevertheless, Rittel and Webber proposed that instead of glossing
over the growing inefficiency of both technological and social ﬁxes,
planners—and policymakers more generally—should confront this
gloomy reality and acknowledge that no amount of careful planning
would resolve many of the problems they were seeking to tackle. To
better understand the odds of success, they proposed to distinguish between “wicked” and “tame” problems. Tame or benign problems can
be precisely deﬁned, and one can easily tell when such problems have
been solved. The solutions may be expensive but are not impossible
and, given the right mix of resources, can usually be found. Designing
a car that burns less fuel and attempting to accomplish checkmate in
ﬁve moves in chess are good examples of typical tame problems.
Wicked problems, on the other hand, are more intellectually challenging. They are hard to deﬁne—in fact, they cannot be deﬁned until
a solution has been found. But they also have no stopping rule, so it’s
hard to know when that has happened. Furthermore, every wicked
problem can be considered a symptom of another, “higher-level” problem and thus should be tackled on the highest possible level, for “if . . .
the problem is attacked on too low a level, then success of resolution
may result in making things worse, because it may become more difficult to deal with the higher problems.”
Solutions to such problems are never true or false, like they are in
chess, but rather good or bad. As such, there could never be a single
“best” solution to a wicked problem, as “goodness” is too contentious
of a term to satisfy everyone. Worse, there is no immediate or ultimate
test for the effectiveness of such solutions, as their side effects may take
time to surface. In addition, any such solution is also a one-shot operation. Since there is no opportunity to learn by trial and error, every
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trial counts. Unlike a lost chess game, which is seldom consequential
for other games or non–chess-players, a failed solution to a wicked
problem has long-term and largely unpredictable implications far beyond its original context. Every solution, as the authors put it, “leaves
traces that cannot be undone.”
The essay contained more than a taxonomy of various planning
problems. It also contained a valuable moral prescription: Rittel and
Webber thought that the task of the planner was not to abandon the
ﬁght in disillusionment but to acknowledge its challenges and ﬁnd ways
to distinguish between tame and wicked problems, not least because it
was “morally objectionable for the planner to treat a wicked problem as
though it were a tame one.” They argued that the planner, unlike the scientist, has no right to be wrong: “In the world of planning . . . the aim is
not to ﬁnd the truth, but to improve some characteristic of the world
where people live. Planners are liable for the consequences of the actions
they generate.” It’s a formidable moral imperative.
Even though Rittel and Webber wrote the essay with highly technical
domestic policies in mind, anyone concerned with the future of democracy promotion and foreign policy in general would do well to heed their
advice. Modern authoritarianism, by its very constitution, is a wicked,
not a tame, problem. It cannot be “solved” or “engineered away” by a few
lines of genius computer code or a stunning iPhone app. The greatest
obstacle that Internet-centric initiatives like Internet freedom pose to
this ﬁght is that they misrepresent uber-wicked problems as tame ones.
They thus allow policymakers to forget that the very act of choosing one
solution over another is pregnant with political repercussions; it is not a
mere chess game they are playing. But while it is hard to deny that wicked
problems defy easy solutions, it doesn’t mean that some solutions
wouldn’t be more effective (or at least less destructive) than others.
From this perspective, a “war on authoritarianism”—or its younger
digital sibling, a “war for Internet freedom”—is as misguided as a “war
on terror.” Not only does such terminology mask the wicked nature of
many problems associated with authoritarianism, concealing a myriad
of complex connections between them, it suggests—falsely—that such
a war can be won if only enough resources are mobilized. Such aggran-
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dizement is of little help to a policy planner, who instead should be trying to grasp how exactly particular wicked problems relate to their context and what may be done to isolate and tackle them while controlling
for side effects. The overall push, thus, is away from the grandiose and
the rhetorical—qualities inherent in highly ambiguous terms like “Internet freedom”—and toward the miniscule and the concrete.
Assuming that wicked problems lumped under the banner of Internet freedom could be reduced to tame ones won’t help either. Western
policymakers can certainly work to undermine the information trinity
of authoritarianism—propaganda, censorship, and surveillance—but
they should not lose sight of the fact that all of them are so tightly interrelated that by ﬁghting one pillar, they may end up strengthening
the other two. And even their perception of this trinity may simply be
a product of their own cognitive limitations, with their minds portraying the pillars they can ﬁght rather than the pillars they should ﬁght.
Furthermore, it’s highly doubtful that wicked problems can ever be
resolved on a global scale; some local accomplishments—preferably
not only of the rhetorical variety—is all a policymaker can hope for.
To build on the famous distinction drawn by the Austrian philosopher
Karl Popper, policymakers should not, as a general rule, preoccupy
themselves with utopian social engineering—ambitious, ambiguous,
and often highly abstract attempts to remake the world according to
some grand plan—but rather settle for piecemeal social engineering
instead. This approach might be less ambitious but often more effective; by operating on a smaller scale, policymakers can still stay aware
of the complexity of the real world and can better anticipate and mitigate the unintended consequences.

Prophecies Versus Profits
Technological fetishism and a constant demand for technological ﬁxes
inevitably breed demand for technological expertise. Technological experts, as clever as they may be on matters concerning technology, are
rarely familiar with the complex social and political context in which
the solutions they propose are to be implemented.
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Nevertheless, whenever nontechnological problems are viewed
through the lens of technology, it’s technological experts who get the
last word. They design solutions that are often more complex than the
problems they were trying to solve, while their effectiveness is often
impossible to evaluate, as multiple solutions are being tried at once and
their individual contributions are often hard to verify. Even the experts
themselves have no full control over those technologies, for they trigger
effects that could not have been anticipated. Still, this doesn’t prevent
the inventors from claiming their technologies behave according to a
plan. It is hard to disagree with John Searle, an American philosopher
at the University of California at Berkeley, when he writes that “the two
worst things that experts can do when explaining . . . technology to the
general public are ﬁrst to give the readers the impression that they understand something they do not understand, and second to give the
impression that a theory has been established as true when it has not.”
Chances are that the technological visionaries we count on to guide
us into a brighter digital future may excel at solving the wrong kind of
problems. Their proposed solutions are technological by deﬁnition, for
it’s only by touting the beneﬁts of technology that these visionaries have
become publicly essential (or as the writer Chuck Klosterman
poignantly remarked, “the degree to which anyone values the Internet
is proportional to how valuable the Internet makes that person”). Since
the only hammer such visionaries have is the Internet, it’s not surprising
that every possible social and political problem is presented as an online
nail.
Thus, most digital visionaries see the Web as a Swiss army knife
ready for any job at hand. They rarely alert us to the information black
holes created by the Internet, from the sprawling surveillance apparatus
facilitated by the public nature of social networking to the persistence
of myth making and propaganda, which is much easier to produce and
distribute in a world where every fringe movement blogs, tweets, and
Facebooks. The very existence of such black holes suggests that we may
not always be able to shape the effects of the Internet as we would like.
The political philosopher Langdon Winner was right when he observed in 1986 that “the sheer dynamism of technical and economic
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activity in the computer industry evidently leaves its members little
time to ponder the historical signiﬁcance of their own activity.” Winner
could not foresee that the situation would only get worse in the era of
the Internet, now that the perpetual revolution it has unleashed has
shortened the time and space left for analytical thinking. Nevertheless,
Winner’s conclusion—that “don’t ask; don’t tell” is “the unspoken
motto for today’s technological visionaries”—still rings true today.
Their technological fetishism combined with a strong penchant for
populism—perhaps just a way of making the “little guys” in their fan
base, now armed with iPhones and iPads, feel important—prevents
most Internet gurus from asking uncomfortable questions about the
social and political effects of the Internet. And why would they ask
those questions if they might reveal that they, too, have little control
over the situation? It’s for this reason that the kind of future predicted
by such gurus—and they do need to predict some plausible future to
argue that their “ﬁx” would actually work—is rarely reﬂective of the
past.
The technologists, especially technology visionaries who invariably
pop up to explain technology to the wider public, “largely extrapolate
from today or tomorrow while showing painfully limited interest in the
past,” as Howard Segal, another historian of technology, once mused.
This, perhaps, explains the inevitable barrage of utopian claims every
time a new invention comes along. After all, it’s not historians of technology but futurists—those who prefer to fantasize about the bright
but unknowable future rather than confront the dark but knowable
past—that make the most outrageous claims about the fundamental,
world-transforming signiﬁcance of any new technology, especially if it
is already on its way to making the cover of Time magazine.
As a result, excessive optimism about what technology has to offer,
bordering at times on irrational exuberance, overwhelms even those
with superior knowledge of history, society, and politics. For better or
worse, many such people don’t have the resources (and time) for studying how every new iPhone app contributes to the progress of civilization and are thus in desperate need of expert judgment on how
technology really transforms the world. It’s thanks to their overblown
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claims about yet another digital revolution that so many Internet gurus
end up advising those in positions of power, compromising their own
intellectual integrity and ensuring the presence of Internet-centrism in
policy planning for decades to come.
Hannah Arendt, one of America’s most treasured public intellectuals,
was aware of this problem back in the 1960s, when the “scientiﬁcally
minded brain trusters”—Alvin Weinberg was just one of many; another
whiz kid with a penchant for computer modeling, Robert McNamara,
was put in charge of the Vietnam War—were beginning to penetrate
the corridors of power and inﬂuence government policy. “The trouble
[with such advisers] is not that they are cold-blooded enough to ‘think
the unthinkable,’” cautioned Arendt in “On Violence,” “but that they
do not ‘think.’” “Instead of indulging in such an old-fashioned, uncomputerizable activity,” she wrote, “they reckon with the consequences of
certain hypothetically assumed constellations without, however, being
able to test their hypothesis against actual occurrences.” A cursory
glimpse at the overblown and completely unsubstantiated rhetoric that
followed Iran’s Twitter Revolution is enough to assure us that not much
has changed.
It was more than just the constant gloriﬁcation of technical, largely
quantitative expertise at the expense of erudition that bothered Arendt.
She feared that increased reliance on half-baked predictions uttered by
self-interested technological visionaries and the futuristic theories they
churn out on an hourly basis would prevent policymakers from facing
the highly political nature of the choices in front of them. Arendt worried that “because of their inner consistency . . . [such theories] have a
hypnotic effect; they put to sleep our common sense.” The ultimate
irony of the modern world, which is more dependent on technology
than ever, is that, as technology becomes ever more integrated into political and social life, less and less attention is paid to the social and political dimensions of technology itself. Policymakers should resist any
effort to take politics out of technology; they simply cannot afford to
surrender to the kind of apolitical hypnosis that Arendt feared. The Internet is too important a force to be treated lightly or to be outsourced
to know-all consultants. One may not be able to predict its impact on
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a particular country or social situation, but it would be foolish to deny
that some impact is inevitable. Understanding how exactly various
stakeholders—citizens, policymakers, foundations, journalists—can
inﬂuence the way in which technology’s political future unfolds is a
quintessential question facing any democracy.
More than just politics lies beyond the scope of technological analysis; human nature is also outside its grasp. Proclaiming that societies
have entered a new age and embraced a new economy does not automatically make human nature any more malleable, nor does it necessarily lead to universal respect for humanist values. People still lust for
power and recognition, regardless of whether they accumulate it by
running for office or collecting Facebook friends. As James Carey, the
Columbia University media scholar, put it: “The ‘new’ man and woman
of the ‘new age’ strikes one as the same mixture of greed, pride, arrogance and hostility that we encounter in both history and experience.”
Technology changes all the time; human nature hardly ever.
The fact that do-gooders usually mean well does not mitigate the
disastrous consequences that follow from their inability (or just sheer
lack of ambition) to engage with broader social and political dimensions
of technology. As the German psychologist Dietrich Dörner observed
in The Logic of Failure, his masterful account of how decision-makers’ ingrained psychological biases could aggravate existing problems and
blind them to the far more detrimental consequences of proposed solutions, “it’s far from clear whether ‘good intentions plus stupidity’ or ‘evil
intentions plus intelligence’ have wrought more harm in the world.” In
reality, the fact that we mean well should only give us extra reasons for
scrupulous self-retrospection, for, according to Dörner, “incompetent
people with good intentions rarely suffer the qualms of conscience that
sometimes inhibit the doings of competent people with bad intentions.”

After Utopia: The Cyber-Realist Manifesto
A few months after Hillary Clinton’s speech on Internet freedom, Ethan
Zuckerman, a senior researcher at Harvard University’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society and a widely respected expert on Internet
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censorship, penned a poignant essay titled “Internet Freedom: Beyond
Circumvention,” one of the ﬁrst serious attempts to grapple with the
policy implications of Washington’s new favorite buzzword. In it, Zuckerman made an important argument that building tools to break
through authoritarian ﬁrewalls wouldn’t be enough, because there are
too many Internet users in China to make it affordable and too many
nontechnological barriers to freedom of expression on the Web. “We
can’t circumvent our way around censorship. . . . The danger in heeding
Secretary Clinton’s call is that we increase our speed, marching in the
wrong direction,” he wrote.
His own contribution to the debate was to elucidate several theories
that may help policymakers better understand how the Internet can
nudge authoritarian societies toward democratization. “To ﬁgure out
how to promote internet freedom, I believe we need to start addressing
the question: ‘How do we think the Internet changes closed societies?’”
wrote Zuckerman. He listed three good potential answers. One such
theory states that providing access to suppressed information may
eventually push people to change opinion of their governments, precipitating a revolution. Another one posits that if citizens have access
to various social networking sites and communication tools like Skype,
they are able to better plan and organize their antigovernment activity.
A third theory predicts that by providing a rhetorical space where different ideas can be debated, the Internet will gradually empower a new
generation of leaders with a more modern set of demands.
As Zuckerman correctly points out, all of these theories have some
intellectual merit. The additional assumptions that he makes, either explicitly or implicitly, is that the American government has a separate
pot of money to spend on Internet freedom issues; that most of this
money would invariably go to fund technological rather than political
solutions; and that the best thing to do is to prioritize which tools are
needed the most. Zuckerman’s suggestion, then, is that policymakers
ﬁrst need to ﬁgure out which theory is to guide their efforts in online
space and then rely on it to allocate their resources. Thus, if they expect
to enact change by mobilizing citizens to rise up against their governments, they need to ensure that tools like Twitter and Facebook are
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widely available and resistant to both attempts to block access to them
and DDoS attacks. In contrast, if they stick to the “liberated by facts”
theory, they would need to prioritize access to blogs of the opposition
as well as websites like Wikipedia, BBC News, and so forth.
Instead of formulating a better theory to complement Zuckerman’s,
one needs to ponder what breeds demand for such theories in the ﬁrst
place. While it is hard to disagree with his warning that, in their pursuit
of Internet freedom nirvana, policymakers may be speeding up in the
wrong direction, Zuckerman’s neo-Weinbergian philosophy of action
seems much more ambiguous. It is founded on a belief that once policymakers understand the “logic” of the Internet, which in Zuckerman’s
interpretation, inherently favors those challenging autocracy and power
but in ways that we may not yet understand, they will be able to formulate smarter Internet policies and can then pursue a host of technological solutions to accomplish the objectives of those policies. Thus,
from Zuckerman’s perspective, it’s important to articulate numerous
theories by which the Internet may be transforming autocracies and
then act on those that best match the empirical reality.
In the meantime, the mental gymnastics of proposing and evaluating
theories may also add meaning to the term “Internet freedom,” which
even Zuckerman acknowledges to be currently empty. It’s this last point
that is most troubling: Even though Zuckerman agrees that Internet
freedom offers a poor foundation for effective foreign policy, he is nevertheless eager to propose—somewhat cynically—all sorts of ﬁxes to
make this foundation last for a year or two longer than it might otherwise. Unfortunately, those rare intellectuals who do know a great deal
about both the Internet and the rest of the world—Zuckerman is also
an Africa expert—prefer to spend their time seeking marginal improvements to wrong-headed policies, unable or unwilling to see through
the pernicious Internet-centrism that permeates them and to reject
their very foundation. (The situation is certainly not helped by the fact
that the State Department funds some of Zuckerman’s projects at Harvard, as he himself acknowledged in the essay.)
But an even greater problem with Zuckerman’s approach is that,
should the “logic” of the Internet defy his expectations and prove elusive,
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nonexistent, or inherently antidemocratic, the rest of the proposed
course of action also falls apart and is at best irrelevant and at worst deceptive. That the Internet may also be strengthening rather than undermining authoritarian regimes; that placing it at the cornerstone of
foreign policy helps Internet companies deﬂect the criticism they so
justly deserve; that a dedication to the highly abstract goal of promoting
Internet freedom complicates a thorough assessment of other parts of
foreign and domestic policies—these are not the kind of insights one
is likely to gain while groping for a theory to justify one’s own penchant
for cyber-utopianism or Internet-centrism. As a result, many of these
concerns barely register when future policies are being crafted.
The way forward is not to keep coming up with new theories until
they match one’s existing biases about what the logic of the Internet is
or should be like. Instead, one should seek to come up with a philosophy of action to help design policies that have no need for such logic
as their inputs. But while it’s becoming apparent that policymakers
need to abandon both cyber-utopianism and Internet-centrism, if only
for the lack of accomplishment, it is not yet clear what can take their
place. What would an alternative, more down-to-earth approach to policymaking in the digital age—let’s call it cyber-realism—look like?
Here are some preliminary notes that future theorists may ﬁnd useful.
Instead of trying to build a new shiny pillar to foreign policy, cyberrealists would struggle to ﬁnd space for the Internet in existing pillars,
not least on the desks of regional officers who are already highly sensitive to the political context in which they operate. Instead of centralizing decision making about the Internet in the hands of a select few
digerati who know the world of Web 2.0 start-ups but are completely
lost in the world of Chinese or Iranian politics, cyber-realists would
defy any such attempts at centralization, placing as much responsibility
for Internet policy on the shoulders of those who are tasked with crafting and executing regional policy.
Instead of asking the highly general, abstract, and timeless question
of “How do we think the Internet changes closed societies?” they would
ask “How do we think the Internet is affecting our existing policies on
country X?” Instead of operating in the realm of the utopian and the
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ahistorical, impervious to the ways in which developments in domestic
and foreign policies intersect, cyber-realists would be constantly searching for highly sensitive points of interaction between the two. They
would be able to articulate in concrete rather than abstract terms how
speciﬁc domestic policies might impede objectives on the foreign policy front. Nor would they have much tolerance for a black-and-white
color scheme. As such, while they would understand the limitations of
doing politics online, they wouldn’t label all Internet activism as either
useful or harmful based solely on its outputs, its inputs, or its objectives.
Instead, they would evaluate the desirability of promoting such activism in accordance with their existing policy objectives.
Cyber-realists wouldn’t search for technological solutions to problems that are political in nature, and they wouldn’t pretend that such
solutions are even possible. Nor would they give the false impression
that on the Internet concerns over freedom of expression trump those
over energy supplies, when this is clearly not the case. Such acknowledgments would only be factual rather than normative statements—it
may well be that concerns over freedom of expression should be more
important than concerns over energy supplies—but cyber-realists simply would not accept that any such radical shifts in the value system of
the entire policy apparatus could or should happen under the pressure
of the Internet alone.
Now would cyber-realists search for a silver bullet that could destroy
authoritarianism—or even the next-to-silver-bullet, for the utopian
dreams that such a bullet can even exist would have no place in their
conception of politics. Instead, cyber-realists would focus on optimizing their own decision-making and learning processes, hoping that the
right mix of bureaucratic checks and balances, combined with the appropriate incentive structure, would identify wicked problems before
they are misdiagnosed as tame ones, as well as reveal how a particular
solution to an Internet problem might disrupt solutions to other, nonInternet problems.
Most important, cyber-realists wouldn’t allow themselves to get
dragged into the highly abstract and high-pitched debates about
whether the Internet undermines or strengthens democracy. Instead,
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they would accept that the Internet is poised to produce different policy
outcomes in different environments and that a policymaker’s chief objective is not to produce a thorough philosophical account of the Internet’s impact on society at large but, rather, to make the Internet an
ally in achieving speciﬁc policy objectives.
Cyber-realists would acknowledge that by continuing to ﬂirt with
Internet-centrism and cyber-utopianism, policymakers are playing a
risky game. Not only do they squander plenty of small-scale opportunities for democratization that the Internet has to offer because they
look from too distant a perspective, but they also inadvertently embolden dictators and turn everyone who uses the Internet in authoritarian states into unwilling prisoners. Cyber-realists would argue that
this is a terribly expensive and ineffective way to promote democracy;
worse, it threatens to corrupt or crowd out cheaper and more effective
alternatives. For them, the promotion of democracy would be too important an activity to run it out of a Silicon Valley lab with a reputation
for exotic experiments. Above all, cyber-realists would believe that a
world made of bytes may defy the law of gravity but absolutely nothing
dictates that it should also defy the law of reason.
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